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SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY
Ms. Nancy M. Morris
Secretary
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20549
Re: File Number S7-08-07
Dear Ms. Morris:
On behalf of our client, Federated Investors, Inc. ("~ederated")' we are pleased to
comment on Securities Exchange Act Release 55431.2 Federated commends the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or the "SEC") for proposing

1

Federated is one of the nation's largest investment managers and one of the largest institutional
money market fund managers. As of December 3 1,2006, it had:

148 equity, fixed-income, and money market mutual funds;
$237.4 billion assets under management, of which $40.9 billion were equity
assets; and
$173.6 billion in money market assets
Federated has a diversified client base including banks, broker-dealers, insurance companies,
corporations, pension funds, and government entities. Federated is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange (Symbol: FII). For additional information, see
http://www.federatedinvestors.com/daf/pdf/25621.pdf
2

March 9,2007; 72 FR 12899 (March 19,2007) (the "Release").
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changes to the financial responsibility rules.3 w e also appreciate that the Commission
has sought comment in the Release on some of the specific issues that Federated raised in
its amended rule petition to the f om mission.'
Unfortunately, we believe that the proposed changes to Rule 15c3-35and Rule
15c3-l6 under the Exchange Act fall short of the needs of the marketplace. For the
reasons discussed below and as set forth in our Amended Petition, we respectfully urge
the Commission to permit broker-dealers to use money market funds that have received
the highest rating ("AAA-rated money market funds") from a nationally recognized
statistical rating organization ('NRSRO") in the following ways:
I.

..

As "qualified securities" that are eligible for deposit in the Special
Reserve Account under Rule 15~3-3;

11.

As collateral for fully-paid or excess margin securities under Rule 15~3-3;

iii.

As capital eligible to receive a zero percent haircut under Rule 15~3-1;and

3

Cf:Section 3(a)(40) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"), which provides
that "the term 'financial responsibility rules' means the rules and regulations of the Commission
or the rules and regulations prescribed by any self-regulatory organization relating to fmancial
responsibility and related practices which are designated by the Commission, by rule or regulation,
to be fmancial responsibility rules." We refer to Rule 15~3-1and Rule 15~3-3collectively as the
"financial responsibility rules." See notes 5 and 6, infla.

4

Federated Amended Rule Petition, submitted to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary, SEC, fiom Stuart J.
Kaswell, Partner, and David J. Hams, Partner, Dechert LLP, April 4,2005,
http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/petn4-478a.pdf (the "Amended Petition") included as
Attachment I. For convenience, we have included the current text of Federated's proposed
amendments to Rule 15c3-1 and Rule 15~3-3as an Exhibit to this letter. See also letter fiom
Florence E. Harmon, Deputy Secretary, SEC, to Stuart J. Kaswell, Partner, Dechert LLP, March
14,2007 regarding the status of the Amended Petition.

5

17 CFR 5240.15~3-3(sometimes referred to as the "customer protection rule").

6

17 CFR 5240.15~3-1 (sometimes referred to as the "net capital rule").
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iv.

As securities eligible to be held in a separate or escrow account in
accordance with Rule 15c2-4.7

We explain our reasons below.
Introduction and Executive Summary

Federated has sought the relief outlined above because it wishes to meet the needs
of its broker-dealer customers. Federated has sought changes to the SEC's financial
responsibility rules and to Rule 15c2-4 because its customers have said that they would
prefer to satisfy certain of their legal obligations by using AAA-rated money market
funds, rather than by using the limited financial choices that are available to them today.
As discussed in its Amended Petition, Federated believes that AAA-rated money
market funds are among the safest investment vehicles available today. They have a
remarkable record for safety, stability, and liquidity. The commission itself regulates
money market funds and should be proud of the legal framework it has created and which
has fostered such a successhl financial product. Federated believes that AAA-rated
money market funds offer an extremely attractive alternative to the existing financial
choices currently available to broker-dealers. They offer less operational risk than
buying and selling individual U.S. Treasury securities and provide financial integrity that
is at least as good as, or better than, a bank's balance sheet or its letter of credit, which
are permitted for one or more purposes under Rule 15~3-3.
The Commission has proposed only limited changes to its rules that the
marketplace has already deemed inadequate. Broker-dealers have already rejected the
Commission's proposal to permit broker-dealers to use "Treasury-only" money market
funds. Federated originally proposed such a change to the Commission in 2003, but later
altered its proposal because broker-dealers indicated that they were no longer interested
in purchasing Treasury-only money market funds. Accordingly, Federated amended its
rule petition and asked the Commission to approve AAA-rated money market funds with
comparable (or even greater) safety. The proposal to reduce the haircut under Rule 15c31 from 2% to 1% is not responsive to the needs of the marketplace. It is our view, which
has been confirmed in conversations with potential clients, that broker-dealers will not be
7

17 CFR $240.15~2-4.
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interested in using money market funds for net capital purposes at such a cost. Federated
has sought change through legislation. Federated hopes that either Congress or the SEC
will be able to provide an effective solution and to make expeditiously the changes that
we seek.
General Comments on the Safety of Money Market Funds
The basic premise underlying Federated's position is that money market funds in
general, and AAA-rated money market funds in particular, are among the safest private
sector investments ever created. Because of the extraordinarily high level of safety and
dependability, we think that the Commission should be willing to move beyond its
excessively cautious proposal and endorse Federated's recommendations. We do not
wish to reiterate all of the arguments Federated has made to the Commission and its Staff
over the past several years. However, we will highlight our points in this letter, and
incorporate our longer statements by reference.
a.

Regulatory Framework - The Commission should be justifiably proud
of the regulatory framework that it created and has been in place since
1983. The Commission's adoption of Rule 2a-7 under the Investment
Company Act of 1940 ("Rule 2a-7") has fostered an environment that has
allowed money market funds to flourish. The Commission has facilitated
the development of a financial product that provides safety, convenience,
and market rates of return, at low cost to individuals and businesses. The
Commission has modernized the rule from time to time, and has the ability
to do so in the future.
As detailed in our Amended Petition, under Rule 2a-7, money market
h d s offer:
1.

Broad Portfolio Diversification - taxable money market funds
must limit their investment in the securities of any one issuer, other
than Government securities, to five percent of funds assets.

2.

High Portfolio Quality - money market funds may only purchase
"eligible securities" as defined in Rule 2a-7(c)(3)(i). The rule
M e r limits money market funds to portfolio securities
determined to present minimal credit risks.
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3.

Short Portfolio Maturity - money market funds may not acquire
any instrument having a remaining maturity of greater than 397
calendar days, and may not maintain a dollar-weighted average
portfolio maturity of more than 90 days.

4.

High Portfolio Liquidity - a money market fund may not have
more than ten percent of its assets in illiquid securities.

5.

Reduced Operational Risk - investors in money market funds
avoid the operational risks of buying and selling individual
Treasury securities. Even the largest broker-dealers, with active
government securities trading desks, have indicated that they
would prefer to replace their purchasing and selling of individual
U.S. Treasury securities with AAA-rated money market funds.

These benefits are available from an investment in any money market
fund. As described below, the higher standards required for a money
market fund to receive a AAA rating from an NRSRO provide yet
additional benefits.
b.

Track Record - Since their inception, money market funds have grown to
be an extremely successful investment vehicle for individual investors and
large businesses. The Investment Company Institute reports that total
money market funds investments for the week ended April 4,2007 were
$2.45 1 t r i l l i ~ n .Investors
~
purchase and redeem millions of shares of
money market funds on a continuous basis. They treat them as cashequivalents and with good reason.

c.

AAA Rating - Federated recommends that the SEC approve money
market funds with a AAA rating for the various purposes outlined above.
That standard would afford investor protection that is even higher than the
current high standards of Rule 2a-7. For example, to qualify for Standard
& Poor's ("S&P") top rating of AAAm, a money market fund must meet
extremely rigorous standards that exceed the very high requirements of
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Rule 2a-7. Among these higher standards, is the requirement that the
money market fund have a weighted average maturity that does not exceed
60 days. S&P treats investments in short-term U.S. Treasuries the same as
investments in short-term A-1 rated investments. Thus a Treasury-only
money market fund with a weighted average portfolio of between 60 and
90 days would not qualify for the AAAm rating. The shorter weighted
average maturity requirement means that the portfolio assets are subject to
much less interest rate risk, and therefore provide a greater degree of
investor protection.
d.

Broad Acceptance - As detailed extensively in our Amended Petition,
federal and state regulators of every stripe have approved the use of
money market b d s for an enormous variety of purposes. Examples of
such circumstances include investment of the assets of national banks
(Office of the Comptroller of the Currency), state-chartered banks (Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation), and federal credit unions (National Credit Union
Administration); customer finds held in custody by futures commission
merchants and futures clearing organizations (Commodity Futures Trading
Commission); margin collateral (Board of Trade Clearing Corporation,
New York Mercantile Exchange, Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and the
Options Clearing Corporation); assets of state and municipal entities,
assets subject to trust indentures, and trust and other fiduciary assets
(numerous state laws). The Commission staff has authorized the
pre-funded portion of an asset-backed issuance to be invested in money
market mutual f h d s as an alternative to eligible financial assets that
convert to cash. We also note that the Commission has approved a rule
change submitted by the Options Clearing Corporation, which emits
clearing firms to use money market funds for margin purposes.

!

9

Exchange Act Release 47599 (March 3 1,2003); 66 FR 16849, (April 7 2003). See also Exchange
Act Release No. 51289 (March 2,2005); 70 FR 1 1291 (March 8,2005) Exchange Act Release
5 1290 (March 2,2005); 70 FR 11290 (March 8,2005). The Options Clearing Corporation is also
registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") as a derivatives clearing
organization. The CFTC notes that "as a registered DCO, OCC will now be able to provide
clearing and settlement services for transactions in commodity futures contracts and options on
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e.

Compares Favorably to Alternatives - In support of our Amended
Petition, Federated has retained Treasury Strategies, Inc. ("Treasury
Strategies"), a respected consulting firm that provides financial
management advice to many of the world's largest broker-dealers, banks,
and mutual h d firms. Treasury Strategies prepared a study that
compares AAArn rated money market funds with the assets currently
eligible for deposit in the special reserve account or approved as collateral.
Treasury Strategies concludes that AAArn rated money market funds are
equivalent or superior to other eligible assets. For example, Treasury
Strategies believes that broker-dealers usually place funds in the special
reserve account in money market deposit accounts, which become subject
to the risks of the bank's balance sheet. Treasury Strategies notes that:
1.

Financial Strength - [Money Market Mutual Funds or "MMMFs"]
with a AAAm rating have the highest credit rating awarded. No
large commercial bank has been able to maintain a AAA rating and
very few even achieve AA status.

2.

Risk of Failure - Over the past fifteen years, there have been no
failures among AAArn rated MMMFs. Among all MMMFs, there
has been only one failure of a very small h d and a small number
of assisted transactions. During that same period, there have been
350 commercial bank failures and an undisclosed number of
assisted transactions.

3.

Quality of Underlying Investments - The minimum credit quality
of an underlying investment by an AAAm rated fund is A l . [One
hundred percent] of assets meet or exceed that level of credit

commodity futures contracts."
http://www.cfic.gov/dealdearegistered~dco.htm?from=home&pag~epclearhgcontent
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quality. In contrast, only about 30% of commercial bank assets are
in securities of that quality.''
The Release itself acknowledges the great safety of money market funds.
The Commission notes "broker-dealers have on occasion changed the
product to which a customer's free credit balances are swept-most
frequently from a money market fund product to an interest bearing bank
account." The Release then discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
money market accounts and bank deposits:
There are differences in these two types of products,
including the type of protection afforded the customer in
the event of an insolvency. The money market shares-as
securities-would receive up to $500,000 in [Securities
Investor Protection Act] protection in the event the brokerdealer failed. The bank deposits-as cash- would receive
$100,000 in protection from the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation ("FDIC") in the event the bank failed. On the
other hand, the money market fund as a security
theoretically could lose its principal; whereas the bank
deposit would be guaranteed up to the FDIC's $100,000
limit. There also may be differences in the amount of
interest earned from the two products. [emphasis
added].
It is telling that the Commission itself has concluded that investors in
money market funds only face a "theoretical" risk of losing principal. It is
10

Treasury Strategies, Assessing the Risks of Rule 15c3-3 Investment Options, submitted to Dr. Erik
R. Sirri, Director, Division of Market Regulation, SEC, October 26,2006. A copy of the study is
included as Attachment 11.

11

Release at 12866. The Commission notes that it is not judging the appropriateness of either
option, but believes that here are consequences to the choice. Accordingly, the Commission is
proposing to amend Rule 15~3-3by adding a new paragraph (j) that would make it unlawful for a
broker-dealer to convert, invest or otherwise transfer fiee credit balances except under
circumstances that give investors more informed choices. Id.
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our experience that the Commission rarely describes an investment in a
security in such terrns.12 w e think that by this choice of words, the
Commission is confirming ow view that money funds enjoy a stellar
reputation for safety and stability. We also note that the risk of investing
in a bank deposit increases significantly when the amount is in excess of
$100,000, while the theoretical risk of losing any principal from an
investment in money market fund shares does not increase whether the
amount invested is less than $100,000 or greatly in excess of such amount.
Comparison to Futures Regulation - The securities and futures markets
have been converging for many years, and in some instances, the
Commission has been in the forefront of efforts to adopt regulations that
harmonize the two regimes. Nonetheless, we believe that the
Commission's rules substantially depart from the htures rules with regard
to broker-dealer financing and money market funds. This disparity works
at cross-purposes to some extent with general congressional policy and
with the Commission's own goals in certain respects.
1.

12

CFTC Segregation Rules - We have explained in a memorandum
that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC")
permits the use of money market funds in conjunction with the
CFTC's rules regarding segregation of customers' funds.13 yet the

For example, in the investor education portion of the SEC's website, it advises that:
When you "invest," you have a greater chance of losing your money than when you
"save." Unlike FDIC-insured deposits, the money you invest in securities, mutual funds,
and other similar investments are not federally insured. You could lose your "principal,"
which is the amount you've invested.

See also discussion of proposed reduction of the "haircut" under Rule 15c3-1, infra.
13

See letter to Michael A. Macchiaroli, SEC, from Stuart J. Kaswell, Dechert, July 5,2006 and
accompanying memorandum, "Money Market Shares as Eligible Customer Fund Investments
Under the Commodity Exchange Act," July 5,2006, included as Attachment 111. As discussed in
this memorandum, the CFTC does not require that money market funds have any rating from an
NRSRO.
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CFTC's customer protection rules depend more heavily on
segregation of customers' funds than do the SEC's rules. Briefly,
the Commodity Exchange Act and CFTC rules require futures
commission merchants ("FCMs") to have in their segregated funds
accounts sufficient funds to meet 100% of their obligations to their
customers.
In many instances, CFTC rules are more rigorous than the SEC's:
(i)

there is no analog to the Securities Investor Protection
Corporation;

(ii)

an FCM may not borrow customers' funds or property
(unlike Rule 15~3-3(b)(3),which allows broker-dealers to
borrow customers' fully-paid and excess margin securities);
and

(iii)

the FCM must segregate funds necessary to satis@ 100% of
its obligations to customers at the close of each day (unlike
rule 15c3-3(e)(3),which allows broker-dealers to calculate
the amount due to their special reserve accounts weekly or
monthly).

The CFTC permits FCMs to meet the segregation requirements by
holding funds in money market funds that meet the requirements of
Rule 2a-7. The CFTC has permitted the FCMs to use money
market funds in full recognition of the critical role that its
segregation rules play in protecting customers.
2.

Security Futures Rules - As we noted in our Amended Petition, the
SEC and the CFTC have adopted joint final rules to establish
margin requirements for securities futures. In accordance with
Section 7(c)(2) of the Exchange Act, the two agencies jointly
adopted margin regulations for security futures. The final rules
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permit a security futures intermediary to use a money market fund
as margin. l4
It also is instructive to consider Congress's mandate to the SEC
and CFTC regarding the financial responsibility rules concerning
security futures. The SEC has adopted its financial responsibility
rules under the authority of Section 15(c)(3)(A) of the Exchange
~ c t . By
' ~ way of contrast, Congress subsequently enacted Section
15(c)(3)(B) of the Exchange Act, which directs the SEC and the
CFTC to coordinate their regulations regardin financial
responsibility rules regarding security futures.76
14

17 CFR 541.46. See also Exchange Act Release 46292 (Aug. 1,2002); 67 FR 53146 (Aug. 14,
2002).

15

Subsection (A) of Section 15(c)(3) of the Exchange Act has its origins in the Securities Acts
Amendments of 1975 and the Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970.

16

Congress added subsection (B) of Section 15(c)(3) of the Exchange Act as part of its enactment of
Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000, which lifted the ban on single stock and narrowbased stock index futures. That subsection provides, in part:
Consistent with this title, the [Securities and Exchange] Commission, in consultation with
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, shall issue such rules, regulations, or
orders as are necessary to avoid duplicative or conflicting regulations applicable to any
broker or dealer registered with the Commission pursuant to section 15@) ... that is also
registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission pursuant to section 6f(a) of
Title 7 ... ,with respect to the application of (i) the provisions of section 8, section
15(c)(3), and section 17 and the rules and regulations thereunder related to the treatment
of customer funds, securities, or property, maintenance of books and records,
financial reporting, or other financial responsibility rules, involving security htures
products; and (ii) similar provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act and rules and
regulations thereunder involving security futures products [emphasis added].
Act of December 2 1,2000, (Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000, which was
incorporated into the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2001), H.R. 5660 (incorporated into and
signed into law as H.R. 4577) Sec. 206, Pub. Law 106-554, 114 Stat. 2763, re-designated
Exchange Act Sec. 15(c)(3) as Sec. 15(c)(3)(A) and added Sec. 15(c)(3)(B). Fed. Sec. L Rep
(CCH) 725,125.
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It is true that only subsection (B) directs the SEC and the CFTC to
coordinate their policies and to adopt rules jointly regarding,
among other things the treatment of customer funds, securities, or
property, and financial responsibility. Congress enacted what is
now subsection (A) before the development of security futures and
so there is no explicit directive in subsection (A) for coordination
between the SEC and the CFTC. Nonetheless, we think that
Congress's goals are clear: to encourage the SEC and the CFTC to
coordinate policy. Even if not bound to do so by Congress, we
think it would be eminently sensible for the SEC to coordinate its
policy with regard to the use of money market h d s in the context
of each agency's financial responsibility rules. Because the CFTC
has permitted FCMs to use money market funds for segregation
purposes and, to our knowledge, has not identified any problems as
a consequence of their use, and since the SEC itself regulates
money market funds, we think the SEC should be willing to
approve the use of money markets funds under Rule 15~3-3for the
special reserve account and for collateral.
3.

Porgolio Margin Rules - The SEC has been working with many
interested parties to develop portfolio margining. As the
Commission is well-aware, portfolio margin enhances investor
protection at lower cost by allowing broker-dealers to collect
margin on a basis tied more closely to risk, in comparison to
conventional margin. The SEC has approved portfolio margin
rules for the New York Stock Exchange ("NYsE")," the Chicago
Board Options Exchange ("CBOE")~~,and the National
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. ("NAsD").'~

"

Exchange Act Release No. 549 18 @ec. 12.2006); 7 1 FR 75790 (Dec. 18,2006) ("NYSE
Release")

18

Exchange Act Release No. 54919 (Dec. 12,2006);71 FR 75781 (Dec. 18,2006).

l9

Exchange Act Release No. 55471 (March 14,2007); 72 FR 13149 (March 20,2007). Federated
notes that the rules of these SROs all permit the use of money market funds as collateral for
portfolio margin purposes. The Commission itself has issued an order that facilitates the use of
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Recent amendments to these rules would facilitate cross-margining
- margining securities positions and futures positions together. For
example, in a recent SEC order approving changes to the NYSE's
portfolio margin rules, the Commission noted:
The proposed rule change would eliminate the
requirement that portfolios with futures positions be
held in a separate cross-margin account. Under the
proposal, a customer would be permitted to use a
single securities margin account for all eligible
products. The Exchange and cornrnenters have
indicated that maintaining and monitoring two
separate margin accounts would be operationally
difficult and that it would be more efficient to hold
all positions in one securities account.20
The Release itself proposes changes to the customer protection rule
to better coordinate securities and futures regulation. The Release
notes that:
Under the Portfolio Margin Rules, a broker-dealer
can combine securities and futures positions into the
portfolio margin account. SIPA, however, only
protects customer claims for securities and cash and
specifically excludes from protection futures
contracts that are not also securities. This raises a
question as to how futures positions in a portfolio
margin account would be treated in a SIPA

money market funds for portfolio margin purposes. Letter from Catherine McGuire, Chief
Counsel, Division of Market Regulation, SEC, pursuant to delegated authority, to Michael D.
Udoff, Securities Industry Association, June 8,2006, at note 1. Federated appreciates the
assistance that the Commission and its Staff have provided in fixthering the use of money market
funds in conjunction with portfolio margin.
20

NYSE Release, at 75792.
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liquidation. Consequently, we are proposing
amendments to Rules 1523-3 and 15c3-3a that are
designed to provide the protections of Rule 15~3-3
and SIPA to futures positions in a securities account
under the Portfolio Margin Rules.
The Commission is proposing to:
Amend the definition of "free credit balance" to include:
o

funds resulting from margin deposits and daily
marks to market related to, and proceeds fiom the
liquidation of, futures on stock indices and options
thereon carried in a securities account pursuant to a
portfolio margining rule of an SRO.

o

the market value of futures options in a portfolio
margin account as of the SIPA "filing date."

Amend Rule 15c3-a Item 14 to permit the broker-dealer to
include as a debit item the amount of customer margin
required and on deposit at a futures clearing organization
related to futures positions carried in a securities account
pursuant to an SRO portfolio margin rule.21
Without intending to comment on the specifics of these changes,
the Commission is clearly taking careful steps to eliminate
disparate treatment of futures and securities products, in
furtherance of its goals of facilitating an effective cross and
portfolio margining system. Federated respectfully suggests that if
the SEC were to permit AAA-rated money market funds as
"qualified securities" and eligible for deposit in the special reserve
account, it also would more closely align the segregation rules of

21

Release at 12868-9.
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broker-dealers and FCMs, and therefore serve the broader purpose
of better coordinating securities and futures regulation.
g.

Gramm-Leach-Bliley
Federated believes that the Commission's current policy provides an
undue advantage in the marketplace to bank products and puts capital
markets products at a competitive disadvantage. We believe that such a
policy is both antiquated and inconsistent with the policies underlying the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley ~ c t . 2AS
~noted above, since the financial
responsibility rules make it difficult or impossible for broker-dealers to
use money market funds in conjunction with their operations, they
typically use bank products, such as money market deposit accounts or
other demand deposit accounts. As noted, AAA-rated money market
funds are at least as safe, or safer, than many of these products. Congress
enacted the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, in part, to level the playing field
among competing financial institutions and to enhance competition.
Accordingly, we do not believe that it is appropriate for the Commission
to retain restrictions on the use of money market funds that have the effect
of favoring banking products over capital market products.

Based on the foregoing discussion, we believe that AAA-rated money market
funds satisfl every reasonable standard of investor protection, convenience, broad
acceptance, history of safety, and reduced operational risk that the Commission could
reasonably expect?3 We now turn to our specific comments with regard to the rule
proposal.

22

Public Law No. 106-102 (Nov. 12,1999). The purpose of the Act includes enhancing
"competition in the fmancial services industry by providing a prudential framework for the
affiliation of banks, securities firms, insurance companies, and other fmancial service
providers...."

23

Cf;SEC, Study of Unsafe and Unsound Practices of Broker-Dealers, H. Doc. 92-23 1 (92d. Cong.,
1'' Sess.) (Dec. 197 1).
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Specific Comments

Customer Protection Rule
1.

Money Market Funds and the Special Reserve Account

The Release discusses proposed changes to the customer protection rule.24 Rule
15c3-3(e)(l) provides that:
Every broker or dealer shall maintain with a bank or banks at all
times when deposits are required or hereinafter specified a "Special
Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers"
(hereinafter referred to as the "Reserve Bank Account"), and it
shall be separate from any other bank account of the broker or
dealer. Such broker or dealer shall at all times maintain in such
Reserve Bank Account, through deposits made therein, cash andlor
qualified securities in an amount not less than the amount
computed in accordance with the formula set forth in Rule 15c3-3a
[emphasis added].25
As the Release notes:
Paragraph (a)(6) of Rule 15123-3 defines "qualified securities" as
securities issued by the United States or guaranteed by the United
States with respect to principal and interest ("US Treasury
securities"). These strict limitations on the types of assets that can
be used to fund a broker-dealer's customer reserve account are
designed to further the purpose of Rule 15~3-3;namely, that
customer assets be segregated and held in a manner that makes
them readily available to be returned to the customer [footnote
omitted].26
-

24

Release at 12865.

25

Id

26

Id We have quoted the proposed revision to the definition of "qualified security" at note 49.
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The Commission then indicates that:
We believe expanding the definition to include money market
funds that only invest in securities meeting the definition of
"qualified security" in Rule 15~3-3would be appropriate. The
assets held by such a money market f h d would be same as those a
broker-dealer can hold directly in its customer reserve account.[27]
Consequently, a broker-dealer might choose to deposit qualifying
money market fund shares into the customer reserve account based
on operational considerations such as avoiding the need to actively
manage a portfolio of U.S. Treasury s e c u r i t i e ~ . ~ ~
The Commission explains:
This operational benefit also could decrease burdens on those
broker-dealers that would be impacted by our proposed
amendments ... [regarding] customer reserve account cash
deposits into affiliate and non-affiliate banks.29 A broker-dealer
that deposits cash into the customer reserve account to avoid the
operational aspects of holding and managing U.S. Treasury
securities would have the option of depositing a qualifying money
market fund to replace the cash deposit.''
The Release then states that Federated "has filed a petition with the Commission
requesting that Rule 15~3-3be amended to include certain types of money market funds
in the definition of qualified securities." The Release includes a footnote with a reference
to the Amended Petition. As the Commission is aware, the Amended Petition
recommends amending the definition of "qualified security" in Rule 15~3-3(a)(6)to

27

We refer to such money market funds as "Treasury-Only Money Market Funds."

28

Release at 12865.

29

See discussion, inpa, regarding limitations of bank accounts.

30

Id.
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include "a redeemable security issued by a Designated Fund" and would add a new
subparagraph (a)(16) to Rule 15c3-3 as follows:

16.

The term "Designated Fund" shall mean an open-end management
investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of
1940 which assets consist of cash or money market instruments and which
is generally known as a "money market fund", and which:
1.

..

has received the highest money market fund rating from a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization;

11.

has agreed to redeem fund shares in cash, with payment being
made no later than the business day following a redemption request
by a shareholder, except in the event of an unscheduled closing of
Federal Reserve Banks or the New York Stock Exchange; and

iii,

has adopted a policy that it will notifL its shareholders (a) of any
change in its rating; or (b) 60 days prior to any change in its policy
to redeem fund shares in cash no later than the business day
following a redemption request by a shareholder, with limited
exceptions for unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or
the New York Stock ~ x c h a n ~ e . ~ '

Since submitting the Amended Petition, Congress has enacted the Credit Rating
to~empower the Commission to register NRSROS.~~
Agency Reform Act of 2 0 0 6 ~
Federated respectfully believes that the Commission's proposed change to this
aspect of Rule 15~3-3,is insufficient, and the Commission should adopt Federated's
suggestion that the Commission approve AAA-rated money market funds for the special
reserve account. We commend the Commission for taking a small step - proposing that a
31

See Amended Petition, at Exhibit A and Exhibt to this letter. CJ H.R. 1 171 (1 lo* Cong. lStSess.).

32

Public Law No: 109-291.

33

The Commission has proposed rules to implement this act. Exchange Act No. Release 55231
(Feb. 2,2007).
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money market b d , even if it only a Treasury-only Money Market Fund, should
constitute a "qualified security." To our knowledge, it is the first time that the
Commission has proposed permitting broker-dealers to deposit in the special reserve
account any security, other than a security issued by the United States or a security in
respect of which the principal and interest are guaranteed by the United States.
We also commend the Commission for recognizing in the Release that by
depositing shares of a Treasury-only Money Market Fund, the broker-dealer would
"avoid the operational aspects of holding and managing U.S. Treasury securities.. ..,334
Implicit in that statement is the recognition that large and small broker-dealers that wish
to deposit qualified securities in the special reserve account have the operational risk of
buying and selling individual U.S. Treasury securities and ensuring that they have
deposited adequate amounts into the account. It is vastly easier and safer for a brokerdealer to pledge a AAA-rated money market fund to the special reserve account, than it is
to manage and deposit a portfolio of Treasury securities.
As we have noted in our Amended Petition, we believe that a AAA-rated money
market fund is at least as safe as some of the securities that the Commission will allow
for the special reserve account. For example, under Rule 15~3-3(a)(6),the term
"qualified security" shall mean a security issued by the United States or a security in
respect of which the principal and interest are guaranteed by the United States." The
Staff has elaborated on the types of securities that constitute a qualified security?5 The
Staff also has indicated that the broker-dealer must mark the value of securities to market,
but need not impose a haircut, as required under the net capital rule. 36 A thirty-year U.S.
34

Release at 12865.

35

NYSE Interpretation Handbook, vol. I at 484, et seq.

36

According to the NASD's website:
SEC Rule 15c3-3(a)(6) defines "qualified securities" as a security issued by the United
States or a security in respect of which the principal and interest are guaranteed by the
United States. "Qualified securities" are not subject to securities haircuts when valued
for Reserve deposit purposes. Also, if the market value of securities on deposit in the
"Special Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers" falls below the
reserve requirement, an additional deposit should be made to maintain an amount not less
than the amount computed in the prior reserve computation.
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Treasury security is of unimpeachable credit quality, but is subject to wide swings in
market value depending on changes in interest rates over the course of its thirty year
term. By comparison, a AAA-rated money market fund with a weighted average
maturity not exceeding sixty days is subject to vastly less fluctuation because of changes
in interest rates. Combined with the very high credit quality standards outlined above, we
believe that the case to approve AAA-rated money market funds as "qualified securities"
is compelling.
2.

Collateral

The Release does not address a second aspect of Federated's Amended Petition,
i.e., our request that the Commission approve AAA-rated money market funds as
collateral for Illy-paid or excess margin securities. Although on previous occasions the
Commission has expanded the types of securities that it permits broker-dealers to use
collateral under Rule 15c3-3(b)(iii)(A), it has not take any action with regard to money
market funds.37 As noted, our Amended Petition recommends that the Commission
fwrther expand the types of collateral permitted under this rule to include AAA-rated
money market funds. It is Federated's view that a AAA-rated money market fund is as
safe or safer than other forms of collateral that the Commission has already approved.
For example, we believe that a AAA-rated money market fund is substantially safer
collateral than an irrevocable letter of credit issued by a bank for which the Commission
has established no standards.
We understand that, pursuant to delegated authority, the Commission may issue

an order that permits broker-dealers to use money market funds for collateral under Rule
15c3-3. We urge to the Commission or its Staff to act expeditiously in this regard.

Additionally, pursuant to SEC Rule 15~3-1(c)(2)(vi), qualified securities held on deposit
in the "Special Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers" would be
subject to security haircut deductions when computing net capital.
SEC S t a f o f DMR to NASD, September 1983
SEC Staf ofDMR to NASD, November 1993
37

See also Exchange Act Release No. 47480 (March 11,2003); 68 FR 12780 (March 17,2003); and
Exchange Act Release 46783 (April 16,2003); 68 FR 19864 (April 22,2003).
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3.

Affiliated and Non-Affiliated Banks

The Commission has proposed restrictions on the banks at which a broker-dealer
may maintain its special reserve account.
Under the proposal, a paragraph (e)(5) would be added to Rule
15~3-3. This new paragraph would provide that-in determining
whether the broker-dealer maintains the minimum reserve deposits
required (customer and PAB) -the broker-dealer would be
required to exclude a cash deposit at an affiliated bank. With
respect to unaffiliated banks, the broker-dealer would be required
to exclude the deposit to the extent that it exceeded (1) 50% of the
broker-dealer's excess net capital (based on the most recently filed
FOCUS Report), or (2) 10% of the bank's equity capital (based on
the bank's most recently filed Call Report or Thrift Financial
Report). The goal is to limit cash reserve account deposits to
reasonably safe amounts as measured against the capitalization of
the broker-dealer and the bank [footnote omitted].38
It is important to note that the broker-dealer is merely a general creditor of the bank.
However, the proposal does not establish minimum standards for the solvency of the
bank itself. Although the proposal would limit the amount of the losses, it would not
protect the assets in the special reserve account if the bank was about to fail. Contrast
this situation with the high standards of Rule 2-a7, which requires segregation of
portfolio securities supporting the money market fund. Also, as noted, the standards for
obtaining a AAA rating mean that the money market fund's portfolio assets will be of
extremely high quality.

38

Release at 12864. This aspect of the Release appears substantially similar to a position that the
Staff took previously. SEC Staffto NYSE, Information Memo No. 023-3, April 2003, available
on the NASD website:
http://www.nasd.com/RulesRegulation/PublicationsGuidanceAnte~re~tionso~inancialOperation
alRules/CustomerProtectionRule~SECRule
15~3-3/NASDW-0168 13.
The Commission proposes to define " P A B as a "proprietary securities account of a broker or
dealer...." Release at 12895.
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We respectfully suggest that the Commission's proposal regarding affiliated and
unaffiliated banks reveals as much about AAA-rated money market funds as it does about
special reserve account assets held at a bank. By proposing to add some limitations to
broker-dealer's use of banks for the special reserve account, the Commission is
acknowledging that bank deposits entail some measure of risk. Money market b d s , and
particularly AAA-rated funds, afford great safety and are as safe as or safer than bank
deposits. Accordingly, we urge the Commission to alter its proposal to permit the special
reserve account to hold AAA-rated money market funds.

Net Capital Rule
The Commission has proposed reducing the "haircut" on money market funds
from 2% to 1%. The Commission also seeks to "clarify that a money market fund, for
the purposes of paragraph (c)(Z)(vi)(D)(I), is a fund described in Rule 2a-7."" The
Commission states that:
Based on the enhancements to Rule 2a-7, as well as the historical
stability of money market funds as investments, we are proposing
to amend paragraph (c)(2)(vi)@)(l) of Rule 15c3-1 to reduce the
39

The Revised language would provide:
(D)(l) In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company registered under
the Investment Company Act of 1940, which assets consist of cash or money market
instruments and which is described in 5 270.2a-7 of this Chapter, the deduction shall be
1% of the market value of the greater of the long or short position.
We commend the Commission for making this change, because it has been our experience that
some broker-dealers were not sure if they should apply the lower haircut under subsection (D)(l)
or the higher haircut under (D)(3), which provides:
In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company registered under the
Investment Company Act of 1940, which assets are in the form of cash or securities or
money market instruments which are described in paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)(A) through (C) or
(E) and (F) of this section, the deduction shall be 9% of the market value of the long or
short position.
By adding the reference to Rule 2a-7, we believe that the Commission will eliminate any
ambiguity.
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haircut on such funds from 2% to 1%. This amendment is
designed to better align the net capital charge with the risk
associated with holding a money market fund.

We request comment on all aspects of this amendment, including
on whether it is appropriate to reduce the haircut to 1% and,
alternatively, whether the haircut for certain types of money
market funds should be reduced to 0% as suggested by Federated
in its petition to the omm mission.^^
We commend the Commission for proposing to reduce the haircut on money
market funds. We appreciate that the Commission has requested comment on
Federated's proposal. Unfortunately, we do not believe that a reduction in the haircut to
1% is sufficient.
First, for the reasons that we have discussed above, we believe that the safety
record of money market funds - and in particular AAA-rated money market funds - do
not justifjr such a significant haircut. We continue to believe that the appropriate haircut
for AAA-rated money market funds is 0%. To our knowledge, the failure rate of AAArated money market funds (including "breaking the buck") is 0%. No one has ever lost a
penny in a AAA-rated money market fund. Accordingly, we believe that the appropriate
haircut is zero. By the standard the Commission has articulated in the Release, i. e., "to
better align the net capital charge with the risk associated with holding a money market
fund," we believe the correct haircut should be zero percent.
We also have compared the proposed haircut of money market funds to other
haircuts for other asset classes. Based on that comparison, we believe that a 0% haircut is
justified and proportionate to other haircuts. For example, the Rule 15~3-1imposes a 118
of 1% haircut on certain municipal securities and commercial paper, bankers'
acceptances, and certificates of deposit. Rule 15~3-l(c)(2)(vi)(B)provides:

40

Release at 12874.
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1.

In the case of any municipal security which has a scheduled
maturity at date of issue of 73 1 days or less and which is issued at
par value and pays interest at maturity, or which is issued at a
discount, and which is not traded flat or in default as to principal or
interest, the applicable percentages of the market value on the
greater of the long or short position in each of the categories
specified below are:

..

11

30 days but less than 91 days to maturity--118 of 1%.

We believe that the liquidity of both the money market fund shares and the portfolio
securities is at least as good or superior to municipal securities. We also note that S&P
requires a AAAm money market fund to have a weighted average maturity that does not
exceed 60 days, as opposed to "less than 91 days" as permitted by the rule.
Similarly, the SEC also imposes a 118 of 1% haircut on commercial paper,
bankers' acceptances, and certificates of deposit. Rule 15~3-l(c)(2)(vi)(E)provides:
In the case of any short term promissory note or evidence of
indebtedness which has a fixed rate of interest or is sold at a
discount, and which has a maturity date at date of issuance not
exceeding nine months exclusive of days of grace, or any renewal
thereof, the maturity of which is likewise limited and is rated in
one of the three highest categories by at least two of the nationally
recognized statistical rating organizations ***, or in the case of any
negotiable certificates of deposit or bankers acceptance or similar
type of instrument issued or guaranteed by any bank as defined in
Section 3(a)(6) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the
applicable percentage of the market value of the greater of the long
or short position in each of the categories specified below are:

2.

30 days but less than 91 days to maturity [--I 118 of 1 percent.
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As noted, Federated proposes that a money market fund that receives a AAA
rating, i.e. the top rating, from an NRSRO should be eligible for a 0% haircut. By
comparison, this provision requires at least two NRSROs to rate a promissory note or
evidence of indebtedness in one of the three highest categories. With regard to
certificates of deposit or bankers acceptances, the rule includes no explicit limitations on
the credit-worthiness of the bank.41 Indeed, a Staff interpretive letter specifically allows
marketable certificates of deposit issued by federal savings and loan association^.^^
Finally, the 118 of 1% haircut is available for instruments with a maturity of 30 to less
than 91 days. Again, we also note that S&P requires a AAAm money market fund to
have a weighted average maturity that does not exceed 60 days.
Second, we do not believe that broker-dealers will be willing to use money market
funds for net capital purposes if the haircut is 1%. Broker-dealers, like all investors, treat
money market funds as cash equivalents. Broker-dealers will view a 1% haircut as a
significant cost and will tend to avoid using money market funds as a consequence.

41

We believe that neither the Commission nor the Staff has imposed any standards for domestic
banks. See NYSE Interpretation Handbook at Rule 15~3-1(~)(2)(iv)(E)/061. See also discussion
supra at note 38 and accompanying text regarding the standards for banks.

42

As indicated on the NASD website:
Certificates of Deposit Issued by Federal Savings and Loan Associations and State
Chartered Insured Institutions
The haircut provisions of subparagraph (c)(2)(vi)(E) of SEC Rule 15~3-1apply to
marketable certificates of deposit issued by federal savings and loan associations and
certain state chartered insured institutions, as authorized by the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board.
Letter from SEC staff of DMR to A.G. Becker & Co., Znc., March 10, 1976

The SEC Staff issued this interpretation approximately thirty years before Congress amended the
definition of bank in Section 3(a)(6) of the Exchange Act to include certain savings and loan
institutions. See n. 45 inza.
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In short, when compared with other asset classes and other haircuts, imposing a
1% haircut on AAA-rated money market funds is disproportionate. We believe that a 0%
haircut for AAA-rated money market funds is commensurate with its risk and is in
proportion to other haircuts under Rule 15c3-1. We also believe that a haircut higher
than 0% will unduly discourage broker-dealers from using money market funds for net
capital purposes.
Separate Account /Escrow Rule

In a companion request to the Staff, Federated has sought no action or interpretive
relief under Rule 15c2-4" to allow broker-dealers to use AAA-rated money market funds
for separate bank accounts or escrow accounts under Rule 15~2-4." In 1984, the Staff
took the position that the money must be deposited in, or transmitted to, a bank." The
NTM indicates that "therefore, bank accounts, including saving accounts and bank
money market accounts, are the types of investments permitted under Rule 15c2-4." It
further indicates that the bank escrow agent may invest the funds in short term bank
certificates of deposit, or short term U.S. Government-backed securities, provided the
maturity date does not exceed the time of the anticipated contingency. However, the
Staff indicated that money market funds are not a "permissible investment" for purposes
of this rule.46
When the Staff took the positions articulated in this NTM, money market funds
were still in their infancy. The Commission had adopted Rule 2a-7 only six months
43

17 CFR $240.15~2-4.

44

Draft request to James A. Brigagliano, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation, SEC,
draft March 2005 ("Draft Request") included as Attachment IV.

45

NASD Notice to Members 84-7 (Jan. 30, 1984) ("NTM). The NTM indicates that the "defmition
of a "bank" is contained in Section 3(a)(6) of the [Exchange] Act and does not, for example,
include a savings and loan association. However, the Financial Services Regulatory Relief Act of
2006, Pub. Law No. 109-371 amended Section 3(a)(6) of the Exchange Act and added the words
"or a Federal savings association, as defined in section 2(5) of the Home Owners' Loan Act".
This change alone may warrant the Commission's revisiting the substance of the NTM.

46

Id.
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earlier, i.e., July 11, 1 9 8 3 . ~Again,
~
as noted above, in the intervening years, money
market funds in general, and AAA-rated money market funds in particular, have earned
an extraordinary reputation for safety. We think the Staffs interpretation from 1984 is
no longer warranted because of the outstanding safety record of AAA-rated money
market funds. Moreover, the current disparity with bank product perpetuates an un-level
playing field that is not defensible.
We wish to underscore that we do not seek any change to the fundamental
structure of Rule 15~2-4,which requires the funds to be held in a separate bank account
or in an escrow account. We only request that the Commission allow the separate
account or bank escrow account holding the funds, in turn, to invest the funds in the
shares of a AAA-rated money market fund.48

Additional Requirements
The Release proposes that money funds eligible for de osit into the special
reserve account should meet several additional requirements.4 r We address two of these
proposed standards.

47

Release IC-13380, (July 11, 1983).

48

Draft Request, at 2.

49

Release at 12865. The proposed text of the definition of Rule 15c3-3(a)(6) would provide:
(6) The term qualij7ed security shall mean:

(i) A security issued by the United States or guaranteed by the United States
with respect to principal or interest; and
(ii) A redeemable security of an unaffiliated investment company registered
under the Investment Company Act of 1940 and described in 5 270.2a-7 of this
chapter that:
(A) Has assets consisting solely of cash and securities issued by the
United States or guaranteed by the United States with respect to
principal and interest;
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1.
Redemption Period - The Release states that "our proposal would require
the broker-dealer to use a fund that agrees to redeem fund shares in cash on the
next business day. There should be no ability of the fund to delay redemption
beyond one day or to require a multi-day redemption notification period."

We agree with this proposal. Federated's Amended Petition recommends
that a money market fund that would qualifl for the special reserve account (as
well as for the other purposes we have outlined), among other things, should
have:
agreed to redeem fund shares in cash, with payment being made no
later than the business day following a redemption request by a
shareholder, except in the event of an unscheduled closing of Federal
Reserve Banks or the New York Stock Exchange; and
adopted a policy that it will notify its shareholders (a) of any change in
its rating; or (b) 60 days prior to any change in its policy to redeem
fund shares in cash no later than the business day following a
redemption request by a shareholder, with limited exceptions for
unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or the New York
Stock Exchange.
We also note that the Options Clearing Co oration has a similar provision in its
margin rule.'' The NASD?~NYSE:~ and CBOE ,all have similar (although less
specific) provisions in the portfolio margin rules.

3'

(B) Agrees to redeem fund shares in cash no later than the business day
following a redemption request by a shareholder; and
(C) Has net assets (assets net of liabilities) equal to at least 10 times the
value of the fund shares held by the broker-dealer in the customer
reserve account required under paragraph (e) of this section.
50

OCC Rule 604 (b)(3XF) provides that the find must agree to waive:
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Although we endorse the idea of having a short redemption period, we
respectfully suggest that the SEC include exceptions during periods when there are
unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or of registered securities exchanges."
2. Ten Percent Asset Limitation - The Release proposes that

[Olur proposal would require that the money market fund have
an amount of net assets (assets net of liabilities) that is at least
10 times the value of the fund's shares held by the brokerdealer in its customer reserve account. This is designed to
prevent a broker-dealer fiom holding too concentrated a
position in a single fund. It also limits a potential redemption
request by the broker-dealer to 10% or less of the fund's assets.
While a redemption request that equaled 10% of a fund's net
assets would be very substantial, we believe it is a reasonable
threshold between a request that could be handled promptly
and one that could have the potential to cause the fimd some
degree of difficulty in meeting the request within one business
day. We seek comment on this threshold, particularly with

any right it may otherwise have to postpone the payment of redemption proceeds and the
right to redeem shares in kind and agrees to redeem MMF Shares in cash not later than
the business day following a redemption request by the Corporation except when such
redemptions cannot be effected because of unscheduled closings of the Federal Reserve
Banks or the New York Stock Exchange.
51

NASD Rule 2521(g)(7)(D)(iii) provides that "the fund agrees to satisfy any conditions necessary
or appropriate to ensure that the shares may be redeemed in cash, promptly upon request.. ."

52

NYSE Rule 43 1 (g)(7)(D)(3).

53

CBOE Rule 12.4(d)(4)(iii) (SR-CBOE-2006-14).

54

See also H.R. 1171, 52(c).
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respect to whether it should be smaller (e.g., 5% or 2%) or
higher (e.g., 15% or 25%)."
Federated respectfilly objects to this condition and believes that it is not warranted. The
Commission has not offered any meaningfbl rationale for such a limitation. As the
Commission is well aware, Rule 2a-7 establishes extensive requirements for money
market finds, including requirements for portfolio diversification and quality. The
standards for a AAA rating are more stringent than the Commission's own requirements.
A AAA-rated money market h d ' s portfolio assets would be diverse, of high quality,
and highly liquid. The Commission has presented no justification to limit the size of the
broker-dealer's investment, since a money market fund would be able to redeem shares
(including by selling assets in the fund's underlying portfolio, if necessary).
Accordingly, Federated believes that the proposed 10% limitation has no basis in
protecting the broker-dealer against risk, and therefore is arbitrary.
Cost Benefit Analysis and Other Considerations

The Release requests comment on the costs and benefits of permitting brokerdealer to use money market funds for the special reserve account under Rule 15c3-3.56
55

Release at 12865.

56

The Release provides at 12881:
The proposed amendment to Rule 15c3-3 would permit broker-dealers to deposit certain
money market funds in the customer reserve account. This would benefit broker-dealers
subject to the customer reserve requirements in Rule 15~3-3by creating a deposit
alternative to cash and United States Treasury securities. It would not result in any
additional costs to broker-dealers.
We request comment on available metrics to quantify these benefits and any other
benefits the commenter may identify. Commenters are requested to identify sources of
empirical data that could be used for the metrics they propose.

In addition, while we do not believe the proposal would result in costs to broker-dealers,
we request comment on whether it would result in costs to other market participants,
including broker-dealer customers, and banks. Commenters should identify the metrics
and sources of any empirical data that support their costs estimates.
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We believe that the costs of allowing broker-dealers to use money market h d s for Rule
15c3-3 purposes will be minimal. For example, broker-dealers could use existing pledge
mechanisms at Depository Trust Company to pledge shares of money market funds to
their special reserve accounts.
Unfortunately, we believe that the benefits of the current proposal are virtually
nil. As noted, Federated's initial rule petition, filed in 2003, asked the Commission to
permit broker-dealers to use Treasury-only money market funds for the special reserve
account under Rule 15c3-3. As noted in the Amended Petition, as interest rates began to
rise, Federated's potential customers indicated that they no longer had any interest in
using Treasury-only money market funds for the special reserve accounts. Federated's
potential customers indicated that the rates of interest that Treasury-only funds would pay
them would be too low to be attractive. In the two years that have elapsed since
Federated filed its Amended Petition, we continue to hold the view that a Treasury-only
money market fund has little attraction for most broker-dealers. Accordingly, without
altering the proposal to allow higher yielding (but very safe) AAA-rated money market
funds, any benefits fiom this proposal will be illusory.57
Similarly, the Commission seeks comment on the reduction of the haircut from
2% to I%.'* We agree that the proposal will not impose any additional costs. But based
on our experience with our potential customers, we do not agree with the Commission's
57

Our comments also apply to using a Treasury-only money market fund as collateral under Rule
15c3-3. CJ:discussion supra regarding Rule 15~2-4.

58

The Release provides at 12887:
Reducing the money market funds haircut from 2% to 1% would benefit all brokerdealers in that it will make it less costly, in terms of capital allocation, to hold these
investments. We do not believe the proposed amendment would result in any costs.
We request comment on available metrics to quantify the benefits identified above and
any other benefits the commenter may identify. Commenters are requested to identify
sources of empirical data that could be used for the metrics they propose.
In addition, we request comment on whether the proposal would result in costs.
Commenters should identify the metrics and sources of any empirical data that support
their costs estimates.
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statement that "reducing the money market funds haircut from 2%to 1% would benefit
all broker-dealers in that it will make it less costly, in terms of capital allocation, to hold
these investment^."^^ We believe that the reduction in haircut from 2% to 1% will not
make money market funds meaningfully more attractive to broker-dealers. In our
judgment, broker-dealers will not be willing to use money market funds if they must
incur a 1% haircut.
In our view, the Commission has proposed changes to its financial responsibility
rules that misperceive the marketplace." We note that Section (3)(f) of the Exchange
Act provides that:
Whenever pursuant to this title the Commission is engaged in
rulemaking, ..., and is required to consider or determine whether
an action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, the
Commission shall also consider, in addition to the protection of
investors, whether the action will promote efficiency, competition,
and capital formation.
As noted, supra, Section 15(c)(3)(A), which directs the Commission to adopt financial
responsibility rules, includes such a "public interest" standard. The Commission has
requested comment on whether the proposed amendments are likely to promote
efficiency, competition, and capital f~rmation."~~
We do not believe that the Commission's proposal will in any meaningful way
promote efliciency, competition, and capital formation. We believe that the
Commission's proposal is wide of the mark. We respectfully suggest that in fulfilling its
obligations under Section 3(f) of the Exchange Act, the Commission should recognize
that its proposal will not promote efficiency, competition, and capital formation, and
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Release at 12888.
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We limit our comments to those aspects of the Release that we have discussed in our letter. We do
not intend to comment on the entire Release.
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Release at 12887.
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therefore the Commission should adopt final rules in accordance with Federated's
recommendations, which would further those goals."
Similarly, for the reasons outlined above, we believe that the Commission's
proposals are not consistent with Section 23(a)(2) of the Exchange Act, which directs the
Commission to consider, among other matters, the impact that any proposed rule or
regulation would have on competition. The provision states in part that "the Commission
... shall not adopt any such rule or regulation which would impose a burden on
competition not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of this title." For
the reasons discussed above, Federated believes the proposal would not provide for
effective competition among financial service providers and would be unduly restrictive.
Finally, Federated believes that if adopted as proposed, the changes would be inconsistent
with the requirements of the Administrative Procedures A C ~ . ~ ~
Congressional Action

Congressman Gregory Meeks @-NY) has introduced H.R. 1171, the Money
Market Fund Parity Act of 2 0 0 7 . ~If~enacted, this legislation would direct the SEC to
amend its rules and permit broker-dealers to use AAA-rated money market funds for: (i)
net capital purposes with a 0% haircut; (ii) collateral for fully-paid or excess margin
securities; (iii) for deposit to the special reserve account; and (iv) a separate bank or
escrow account in accordance with Rule 15~2-4.H.R. 1171 would modernize U.S.
financial services requirements and would help level the financial services "playing
field."
We remain hopeful that after more than four years, the Commission will promptly
adopt the changes the we have suggested in this letter, in our Amended Petition, and in
our request for no-actionlinterpretive relief. Nonetheless, Federated strongly supports
H.R. 1171.
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Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America v. SEC, No.04-1300, US Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 7 93,279.
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5 USC §553(b) and $706. See Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 US 837(1984)
and Pierce, Administrative Law Treatise at vol. I, at 139 and 326
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Congressman Patrick Tiberi (R-OH)
is an original co-sponsor of the legislation.
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Conclusion

Federated has sought changes to the financial responsibility rules and to Rule
15c2-4 in an effort to meet the needs of its customers, large and small broker-dealers. It
has sought these changes fiom the Commission in a way designed to level the playing
field between banks and sponsors of money market funds. It also has proposed changes
that would create a level playing field for Federated and its competitors. We have
proposed generic changes that would allow any money market sponsor to compete for
this business, provided that it could meet the objective standards of Rule 2a-7 and to
receive a AAA rating. We also believe that our proposed changes are prudent and
consistent with the protection of investors and the public.

We appreciate the consideration of our comments and would be pleased to discuss
them in greater detail.
Sincerely yours,

Stuart J. Kaswell

cc:

David J. Harris

The Honorable Christopher Cox, Chairman
The Honorable Paul S. Atkins, Commissioner
The Honorable Roe1 C. Carnpos, Commissioner
The Honorable Annette L. Nazareth, Commissioner
The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey, Commissioner
Erik R. Sirri, Ph.D., Director, Division of Market Regulation
Andrew Donohue, Director, Division of Investment Management
Robert L.D. Colby, Deputy Director, Division of Market Regulation
Michael A Macchiaroli, Associate Director, Division of Market Regulation
Robert E. Plaze, Associate Director, Division of Investment Management
James A. Brigagliano, Associate Director, Division of Market Regulation
Thomas McGowan, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation
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The Honorable Gregory W. Meeks, U.S. House of Representatives
The Honorable Patrick J. Tiberi, U.S. House of Representatives
Eugene F. Maloney, Executive Vice President, Federated Investors Management
Company, Inc., Vice President and Corporate Counsel of Federated Investors, Inc.
and member of the Executive Committee.

Exhibit - Federated's Proposed Amendments to Rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3.
Attachments

I.
11.
111.

IV.

Federated Amended Rule Petition
Treasury Strategies Memorandum to the Division of Market Regulation,
SEC, October 2006.
Letter to Michael Macchiaroli, Associate Director, Division of Market
Regulation, SEC, from Stuart J. Kaswell, Dechert LLP, July 5,2006, and
Memorandum to Eugene F. Maloney, Federated Investors, re Money
Market Fund Shares as Eligible Customer Fund Investments Under the
Commodity Exchange Act, July 5,2006.
No-ActionIInterpretive Request 15~2-4- Draft Request to James A.
Brigagliano, Division of Market Regulation, SEC, March 5,2005.
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EXHIBIT
TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS T O RULES 15~3-1AND 1 5 ~ 3 - 3
1.

Add new subparagraph (c)(13) to Rule 15c3- 1:
13.

2.

The term "Designated Fund" shall mean an open-end management
investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of
1940 which assets consist of cash or money market instruments and which
is generally known as a "money market h d " , and which:
(i)

has received the highest money market fund rating from a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization;

(ii)

has agreed to redeem fund shares in cash, with payment being
made no later than the business day following a redemption request
by a shareholder, except in the event of an unscheduled closing of
Federal Reserve Banks or the New York Stock Exchange; and

(iii)

has adopted a policy that it will notif4r its shareholders (a) of any
change in its rating; or (b) 60 days prior to any change in its policy
to redeem fund shares in cash no later than the business day
following a redemption request by a shareholder, with limited
exceptions for unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or
the New York Stock Exchange.

Add new paragraph (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l) to Rule 15c3-1; revise and redesignate
current paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l) - (3) as paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)(D)(2) - (4):
Certain Municipal Bond Trusts and Liquid Asset Funds

1.

In the case of redeemable securities of a Designated Fund, there
shall be no deduction.
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3.

2.

In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which
assets consist of cash or money market instruments and which is
generally known as a "money market fund," other than a
Designated Fund, the deduction shall be 2% of the market value of
the greater of the long or short position.

3.

In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which
assets are in the form of cash or securities or money market
instruments of any maturity which are described in paragraph
(c)(2)(vi)(A) through (C) or (E) of this section, the deduction shall
be 7% of the market value of the greater of the long or short
positions.

4.

In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which
assets are in the form of cash or securities or money market
instruments which are described in paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)(A)
through (C) or (E) and (F) of this section, the deduction shall be
9% of the market value of the long or short position.

Revise paragraph (a)(6) of Rule 15c3-3 to read as follows:

a.

Definitions.

6.

4.

The term qualiJied security shall mean a security issued by the
United States or a security in respect of which the principal and
interest are guaranteed by the United States, or a redeemable
security issued by a Designated Fund.

Add new subparagraph (a)(16) to Rule 15~3-3
:
16.

The term "Designated Fund" shall mean an open-end management
investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of
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1940 which assets consist of cash or money market instruments and which
is generally known as a "money market fund",and which:

5.

(i)

has received the highest money market fund rating from a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization;

(ii)

has agreed to redeem fund shares in cash, with payment being
made no later than the business day following a redemption request
by a shareholder, except in the event of an unscheduled closing of
Federal Reserve Banks or the New York Stock Exchange; and

(iii)

has adopted a policy that it will notify its shareholders (a) of any
change in its rating; or (b) 60 days prior to any change in its policy
to redeem f h d shares in cash no later than the business day
following a redemption request by a shareholder, with limited
exceptions for unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or
the New York Stock Exchange.

Revise paragraph (b)(3)(iii)(A) to read as follows:
b.

Physical possession or control of securities.

3.

A broker or dealer shall not be deemed to be in violation of the
provisions of paragraph (b)(l) of this section regarding physical
possession or control of fully-paid or excess margin securities
borrowed from any person, provided that the broker or dealer and
the lender, at or before the time of the loan, enter into a written
agreement that, at a minimum;

iii.

Specifies that the broker or dealer

A.

must provide to the lender, upon the execution of the
agreement or by the close of the business day of the
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loan if the loan occurs subsequent to the execution of
the agreement, collateral, consisting exclusively of cash
or United States Treasury bills and Treasury n o t e s a
redeemable securities issued by one or more Designated
Funds or an irrevocable letter of credit issued by a bank
as defined in section 3(a)(6)(A) through (C) of the
Securities Exchange Act which fully secures the loan of
securities.
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PRINCETON

On behalf of Federated Investors, Inc. ("Federated" or "~etitioner"),' Dechert LLP
hereby petitions the Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission" or the
"SEC") to amend: (i) Rule 15c3-1under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended ("1934 Act") to provide the same net capital treatment to broker-dealers'
investmentsin shares of certain investment companies registered under the
Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended ("1940 Act") as is currently
provided to direct investments in securities issued or saranteed as to principal or
interest by the United States government or any agency thereof ("Government
securities") with maturities of less than three months; and (ii) Rule 15~3-3under the
1934 Act to: (a) provide the same collateral treatment to such investment company
shares as is provided to cash, United States Treasurybills, United States Treasury
notes, irrevocable letters of credit issued by banks and such other collateral as the
Commission designates by order after giving consideration to the collateral's
liquidity, volatility, market depth and location, and the issuer's creditworthiness
(collectively, "Rule 15c3-3collateral"); and (b) treat such investment company
shares as "qualified securities" that may be deposited into a broker-dealer's Special
Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers ("Special Reserve
~ccount").2
To qualify for equivalent treatment under Rule 15c3-1 and Rule 15c3-3, the shares
would have to be issued by a registered investment company that: (i) meets the
conditions of paragraphs (c)(2), (c)(3) and (c)(4) of Rule 2a-7 under the 1940Act
("'money market fund") (ii) has received the highest money market fund rating

S A N FRANCISCO

I
WASHINGTON

2

Federated is one of the largest investment management organizations in the United States,
. with total assets under management of approximately $179.3 billion as of December 31,
2004. Federated's money market assets in both funds and separate accounts totaled $124.3
billion at December 31,2004. Average money market assets were $125.3 billion for the
quarter ended December 31, 2004. Federated's money market funds are used for cash
management and short-term investment by a wide array of institutions, including banks,
corporate fiduciaries, broker-dealers, business organizations and public entities.
This petition amends Federated's original petition, as filed on April 3, 2003.
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fiom a nationally recognized statistical rating organization ("NRSRO") (a
"Designated Fund" or "AAA rated MMF"). Federated's Prime Obligation Fund and
Prime Cash Obligations Fund have both received the highest rating from Standard &
Poor's (AAAm) and thus would both qualify as Designated Funds under this
~tandard.~
The text of the proposed amendments are set forth in Exhibit A to this petition.
Numerous financial rebwlators, self-regulatory organizations, and state legislatures
have approved the use of money market h d s similar to Designated Funds for use
by institutional investors as a safe and efficient alternative to direct investments in
Petitioner submits that the Commission should amend
Government securitie~.~
Rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3 to recognize that investments in Designated Funds serve as
functional equivalents of investments in Government securities, Rule 15c3-3
collateral or qualified securities for purposes of those rules as well.
SUMMARY

Rule 15c3-1 seeks to ensure that broker-dealers maintain sufficient liquid capital to
protect the assets of customers and to meet their responsibilities to other
broker- dealer^.^ When calculating the value of their assets for the purposes of
establishing their net capital under Rule 15~3-1,broker-dealers must reduce the
market value of the securities and commodities they own by certain percentages so-called cchaircuts".6The applicable percentage haircut is designed to provide
protection from the market risk, credit risk, and other risks inherent in particular
positions. Discounting the value of a broker-dealer's proprietary positions provides
a capital cushion in case the portfolio value of the broker-dealer's positions d e ~ l i n e . ~
Rule 15~3-3,the Commission's customer protection rule, governs a brokerdealer's
acceptance, custody and use of a customer's securities.' The Commission adopted
3

4

5

6
7

8

Quarterly "fact sheets" for the Federated Prime Obligations Fund and the Federated Prime
Cash Obligations Fund for the fiscal quarter ended December 3 1,2004 are included as
Exhibit D for your reference.
Exhibit B lists those federal and state financial regulators and state legislatures that have
recognized investments in shares of money market funds as safe alternatives to direct
investments.
Net CapitalRule, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 39455 (Dec. 17, 1997),62 FR 67996
(Dec. 30, 1997).
Id.
Net Capital Rule, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 39456 @ec. 17, 1997), 62 FR 68011,
68012 (Dec. 30,1997).
Customer Protection--Reserves and Custody of Securities, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No.
47480 (March 11,2003),68 FR 12779,12780(March 17,2003)("Reserves and Custody
Adopting Release"); Customer Protection--Reserves and Custody of Securities, Securities
Exchange Act Rel. No. 46019 (June 3,2002), 67 FR 39642 (June 10,2002) ("Reserves and
Custody Proposing Release").
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Rule 1Sc3-3 in 1972, in part, to ensure that a broker-dealer in possession of
customers' h d s either deployed those h d s "in safe areas of the broker-dealer's
business related to servicing its customers" or, if not deployed in such areas,
deposited the funds in a reserve bank account to prevent commingling of customer
and firm funds.9 Rule 15c3-3 seeks to inhibit a broker-dealer's use of customer
assets in its business by prohibiting the use of those assets except for designated
purposes.'0 The Rule also aims to protect customers involved in a broker-dealer
liquidation. If a broker-dealer holding customer property fails, Rule 15c3-3 seeks
to ensure that the fum has sufficient reserves and possesses sufficient securities so
that customers promptly receive their property and there is no need to use the
Securities Investor Protection Corporation fund.''
Rule 15~3-3currently permits broker-dealers to borrow customers' fully paid or
excess margin securities on1 if, among other things, the loan is filly collateralized
with Rule 15c3-3 collateral.' The Commission recently has adopted amendments
to Rule 15c3-3 that will allow the Commission to designate by order new categories
of broker-dealer assets as permissible Rule 1Sc3-3 collateral.I4 For these purposes,
the Commission will consider the quality and liquidity of a particular instrument,
including the creditworthiness of the issuer of the instrument, the depth of the
instrument's market, the locations where the instrument is traded, and the historical
volatility of the instrument's price, before designating it as permissible Rule 15c3-3
co~lateral.'~
The Commission also adopted a companion rule that delegates to the Director of the
Division of Market Regulation the authority to issue exemptive orders permitting
broker-dealers to use additional types of collateral not currently specified in Rule
15c3-3, provided the collateral has characteristics similar to those of collateral
previously permitted by the ~omrnission.'~
The Commission stated that it intends
to issue an order designating as Rule 15~3-3collateral:

16

Rule 1523-3 Reserve Requirementsfor Margin Related to Security Futures Products,
Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 46492 (Sept. 12,2002), 67 FR 59747,59748 (Sept. 23,
2002) ("Security Futures Reserve Release").
Id.
Id.
Id. See also SEC, Studv of Unsafe and Unsound Practices of Brokers and Dealers, H. Doc.
92-231 (92d. Cong., IS' Sess.) (Dec. 1971), at 30 etseq.
Reserves and Custody Proposing Release, supra note 8, 67 FR at 39643.
Reserves and Custody Adopting Release, supra note 8,68 FR at 12781.
Id.
Id.
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(i)

"government securities" as defined in Sections 3(a)(42)(A) and (B)
of the 1934 Act;

(ii)

certain "government securities" meeting the definition in Section
3(a)(42)(C) of the 1934 Act;

(iii)

securities issued or guaranteed by certain Multilateral Development
banks;

(iv)

"mortgage related securities" as defined in Section 3(a)(41) of the
1934 Act;

(v)

certain negotiable certificates of deposit and bankers acceptances;

(vi)

foreign sovereign debt securities;

(vii)

foreign currency; and

(viii) certain corporate debt ~ecurities.'~
The Commission did not indicate, however, that it had considered or would be
willing to issue an order designating money market fund shares as Rule 15~3-3
collateral.
In addition to imposing collateral requirements upon broker-dealers' borrowings of
customers' fully paid or excess margin securities, Rule 15c3-3 requires a
broker-dealer to calculate what amount, if any, it must deposit on behalf of
customers in the Special Reserve Account, according to the formula set forth in
Rule 1Sc3-3a ("Reserve or mu la").'^ Generally, under the Reserve Formula, a
broker-dealer must calculate any amounts it owes to its customers and the amount of
funds generated through the use of customer securities, called credits, and compare
this amount to any amounts its customers owe it, called debits.lg If customer credits
exceed customer debits, the broker-dealer must deposit the net amount of customer
. ~ ~ Rule 15c3-3(e)(l), only cash or
credits in the Special Reserve ~ c c o u n t Under
"qualified securities" may be deposited into a Special Reserve Account. Rule
15c3-3(a)(6) defines a "qualified security" as a "security issued by the United States
or a security in respect of which the principal and interest are guaranteed by the
United States."

17

19

20

Id.
Security Futures Reserve Release, supra note 8, 67 FR at 59748.
Id.
Id.
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Petitioner submits that shares of Designated Funds do not present any increased
market risk, credit risk or other risks relative to direct holdings of Government
securities or other approved Rule 15c3-3 collateral. Similarly, the quality and
liquidity of shares of Designated Funds are equivalent to the quality and liquidity of
current Rule 15c3-3 collateral, and may exceed the quality and liquidity of certain of
the types of collateral that the Commission has stated that it will designate by order
as permissible Rule 15c3-3 collateral. Moreover, the deposit of shares of
Designated Funds into Special Reserve Accounts does not present any increased
risk that if a broker-dealer holding customer property fails, the broker-dealer will
not have sufficient reserves to ensure that customers promptly receive their
property.
It should be noted that Designated Funds attempt to maintain a stable net asset value
per share of $1.00, and permit shareholders to purchase and sell in precise dollar
amounts, whereas transactions in Government securities take place only in large
denominations and may cause a broker-dealer to incur a loss when selling a
Government security. Consequently, the use of Designated Funds will facilitate a
broker-dealer's ability to meet its cash management needs by providing high daily
liquidity at par, which will assist a broker-dealer in managing its changing liquidity
requirements over time, We understand that the need for broker-dealers to manage
their cash efficiently artd in a highly cost-effective manner has increased markedly
over the past few years, because the condition of the securities markets during this
time period has prompted investors to hold more cash in their accounts.
Consequently, we expect that if the Commission adopted the amendments to Rule
15c3-1 and Rule 15c3-3 proposed in this petition, broker-dealers would use shares
of Designated Funds in the manner permitted by the amendments. We believe that
broker-dealers and the securities markets would benefit in many respects from the
use of Designated Fund shares in the manners proposed in this petition.
For example, if Designated Fund shares were acceptable Rule 15~3-3collateral, it
could be expected that liquidity would be added to the securities lending markets
and borrowing costs for broker-dealers would be 10wered.~' The proposed
amendments to Rule 15~3-1and Rule 15~3-3would conform the treatment of
money market h n d shares under these rules to their treatment by other financial
regulators, self-regulatory organizations and state legislatures. Furthermore, the use
of Designated Fund shares, which may be traded in precise increments, will enable
broker-dealers to manage their cash requirements more effectively than the use of
Treasury securities, which must be traded in increments of $1,000.

21

See Reserves and Custody Adopting Release, supra note 8,68 FR at 12781.
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PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENTS

Attached to this petition as Exhibit A is the text of proposed amendments to Rule
15c3-1 and Rule 15c3-3. The proposed amendments would permit shares of
Designated Funds to be treated as the functional equivalent of Government
securities, Rule 15c3-3 collateral and qualified securities for purposes of those rules.
The amendments thus would eliminate undue restrictions under the Commission's
current regulations, which provide disparate treatment for instruments with the same
riskheward characteristics. The amendments are intended to facilitate the ability of
broker-dealers to comply with the Commission's financialresponsibility and
customer protection rules through investments in Designated Funds.
DISCUSSION

Rule 15~3-1and Risks of Broker-Dealers

Rule 15~3-1generally requires every registered broker-dealer to maintain certain
specified minimum levels of liquid assets, or net capital, to enable those f m s that
fall below the minimum net capital requirements to liquidate in an orderly fashion
without the need for a formal legal proceeding.22 The Rule is designed to protect
the customers of a broker-dealer from losses that can be incurred upon a
broker-dealer's failure.23The Rule prescribes different required minimum levels of
capital based upon the nature of the broker-dealer's business and whether the firm
handles customer funds or s e c ~ r i t i e s . ~ ~
When calculating its net capital, a broker-dealer must reduce its capital by certain
percentage amounts, or haircuts, based on the market value of the securities it
owns.25 The haircuts were designed to cover:
market risk - the risk that prices or rates will adversely change due to
economic forces, including adverse effects of movements in equity and
interest rate markets, currency exchange rates, and commodity prices;
credit risk - risk of loss resulting from counterparty default on loans, swaps,
options, and other similar financial instruments during settlement;
liquidity risk - the risk that a firm will not be able to unwind or hedge a
position; and
operational risk - the risk of loss due to the breakdown of controls within
the finn including, but not limited to, unidentified limit excesses,
unauthorized trading, fiaud in trading or in back office hctions,
22
23
24

25

OTC Derivatives Dealers, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 39454 @ec. 17, 1997), 62 FR
67939, 67946 @ec. 30, 1997).

Id.
Id.
Id.
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inexperienced personnel, and unstable and easily accessed computer
systems.26
Rule I5c3-3 and Risks of Broker-Dealers

The collateral requirements of Rule 15c3-3 are intended to prevent customer losses
due to, among other things, the credit risks and liquidity risks associated with
particular types of col~ateral.~~
The asset requirements applicable to Special
Reserve Accounts are intended to prevent customer losses due to the operational
risks of a broker-dealer.28
Petitioner submits that the use of shares of Designated Funds in the manner
contemplated in this pe:tition would not give rise to any increased market risk,
liquidity risk, credit risk or operational risk as compared to the use of Government
securities, Rule 15c3-3 collateral, or qualified securities.
Money Market Funds - Background

Money market funds are open-end management investment companies registered
under the 1940 Act that have as their investment objective generation of income and
preservation of capital and liquidity through investment in short-term, high quality
sec~rities.~'Money market funds were first introduced in 1972.~' Total money
market fund assets stood at $ 1.906 trillion for the week ended Wednesday, March
24,2005.~'
Money market funds generally seek to maintain a stable share price, typically $1.OO
per share, in reliance upon Rule 2a-7 under the 1940 A C ~This
. ~ stable
~
share price
of $1.OO has encouraged investors to view investments in money market h d s as an
alternative to bank deposits or checking accounts, even though money market funds
lack federal deposit insurance, and there is no guarantee that money market funds
OTC Derivatives Dealers, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 40594 (Oct. 23, 1998), 63 FR
59361,59383,59388nn. 262-264 (Nov. 3,1998);see Notice ofFiling andlmmediate
Effectiveness of a Proposed Rule Change Relating to the Placement of Highly Leveraged
Members on Surveillance Status, SecuritiesExchange Act Rel. No. 44995 (Oct. 26,2001),
66 FR 55724 (Nov. 2,2001) (publishing notice of filing and immediate effectiveness of

SR-GSCC-2001-06).

See Reserves and Custody Proposing Release, supra note 8, 67 FR at 39643.
See Security Futures Reserve Release, supra note 9,67 FR at 59748.
Revisions to Rules Regulating Money Market Funds, Investment Company Act Rel. No.
21837 (Mar. 21,1996), 61 FR 13955, 13957 (Mar. 28,1996) ("Money Market Rule
Revhiom").
Source: Investment Company Institute Mutual Fund Fact Book at inside front cover (42nd

ed. 2002).
Source: Investment Company Institute,

http:Nwww.ici.orghome/mm_03~24~05.html#TopOfPage.
Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 27, 61 FR at 13957.
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will maintain a stable share price.33 Indeed, the Commission has observed that
"investors generally treat money market funds as cash investrnent~."~~
Money market funds have been widely accepted by both retail and institutional
investors. Institutional investors have been attracted to money market funds for
various reasons. The Investment Company Institute has noted that ''[tlhe growth in
business holdings of money funds is partly due to corporations' preference to
outsource cash management to mutual funds rather than holding liquid securities
directly."3s Corporations that purchase money market shares are able to obtain daily
liquidity at par, together with true daily choice, flexibility and economies of scale
that are unavailable through internal management of their liquid assets.36
Money Market Funds and their Regulation

To maintain a stable share price, the vast majority of money market funds use the
amortized cost method of valuation or the penny-rounding method of pricing
permitted by Rule 2a-7 under the 1940 Act. The 1940 Act and applicable rules
generally require investment companies to calculate current net asset value per share
by valuing portfolio instruments at market value or, if market quotations are not
readily available, at fair value as determined in good faith by, or under the direction
of, the board of directors. Rule 2a-7 exempts money market funds fiom these
provisions, but contains conditions designed to minimize the deviation between a
fund's stabilized share price and the market value of its portfolio. In particular,
Rule 2a-7's conditions relating to portfolio diversification (paragraph (c)(4)), quality
(paragraph (c)(3)), and maturity (paragraph (c)(2)) (collectively, the "risk-limiting
conditions") are intended to reduce the likelihood of significant deviations between
a fund's share price and its market based per share net asset value by requiring
funds to invest in eligible quality instruments that are not significantly affected by
changes in interest ratesO3'
Portfolio Diverszjication

Rule 2a-7 subjects a money market fhnd to diversification requirements designed to
limit the fund's exposure to the credit risk of any single issuer. The applicability of
the diversification requirements will depend on whether the fund is taxable, such as
33
34

35
36

37

Id.
Shareholder Reports and Quarterly Portfolio Disclosure of Registered Management
Investment Companies, Investment Company Act Rel. No. 25870 (Dec. 18,2002), 68 FR
160, 165 (Jan. 2,2003).
Investment Company Institute Mutual Fund Fact Book at 30 (42" ed. 2002).
See id.
Proposed Revisions to Rules Regulating Money Market Funds, Investment Company Act
Rel. No. 17589 (July 17, 1990), 55 FR 30239 (July 25, 1990). See generally Jack W .
Murphy & Douglas P. Dick, Money Market Funds, in FINANCIAL PRODUCT
FUNDAMENTALS:
A GUIDEFOR LAWYERS,
Ch. 9 (Clifford E. Kirsch ed., 2001).
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a Designated Fund, or tax-exempt. The issuer diversification requirements do not
apply with respect to a money market fund's holdings of Government securities,
because the Commission does not consider holdings of Government securities to
present significant credit risk.j8 Taxable b d s must limit their investments in the
securities of any one issuer other than Government securities to five percent of fund
assets.
Portfolio Quality

Money market funds may purchase only securities that are denominated in United
States dollars,39pose rrlinimal credit risk to the fund, and are "Eligible Securities" as
defined in Rule 2a-7(c)1(3)(i). "Eligible Securities" are defined generally as: (i)
securities that are rated in one of the highest two short-term rating categories by the
"Requisite NRSROS'""; or (ii) comparable unrated securities. Taxable funds must
limit aggregate fund investments in so-called second tier securities4' to no more than
five percent of fund assets, with investment in the second tier securities of any one
issuer being limited to the greater of one percent of fund assets or one million
dollars.
Rule 2a-7(c)(3) further requires money market funds to limit portfolio investments
to Eligible Securities determined to present minimal credit risks. This determination
must be based on factors affecting the credit quality of the issuer in addition to any
ratings assigned to the securities by an NRSRO. Accordingly, it is not sufficient for
the board of directors of a money market fund simply to rely on the ratings assigned

39

40

4'

Rule 2a-7(c)(4)(i). The Rule's treatment of Government securities is derived from Section
5(b)(l) of the 1940 Act, which excludes investments in Government securities from the
limitations imposed upon diversified investment companies with respect to investments in a
single issuer.
The Commission staff has issued two no-action letters permitting funds to hold themselves
out as money market funds if they invested solely in debt securities denominated in a
specified foreign currency, provided that the funds otherwise complied with the terms of
Rule 2a-7. SsgA International Liquidity Fund (pub. avail. Dec. 2, 1998); Five Arrows
Short-Term Investment T w t (pub. avail. Sept. 26, 1997). These funds seek to maintain a
constant net asset value in their designated currency and accept purchases and effect
redemptions only in that currency.
The term "Requisite NRSROs" is defined in Rule 5b-3(c)(6) under the 1940 Act as any two
nationally recognized statistical rating organizations ("NRSROs"), or, if only one NRSRO
has issued a rating at the time the fund acquires the security, that NRSRO. "NRSRO" is
defined in Rule 5b-3(c)(5) as any nationally recognized statistical rating organization, as
that term is used in paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)(E), (F) and (H) of Rule 15~3-1under the 1934 Act,
that is not an "affiliated person," as defined in section 2(a)(3)(C) of the 1940 Act, of the
issuer of, or any insurer or provider of credit support for, the security.
Rule 2a-7(a)(20) defines a "second tier security" as an Eligible Security that is not a "first
tier security." Rule 2a-7(a)(ll) generally defines a first tier security as a security that is
rated by the Requisite NRSROs in the highest rating category for short-term debt
obligations, and comparable unrated securities.
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to securities by an N R S R O . ~Rather,
~
the investment adviser must assemble and
maintain a credit file for each issuer sufficient to support the determination that the
security presents a minimal credit risk to the fund. Rule 2a-7 permits the
responsibility for the minimal credit risk determination to be delegated by the h d ' s
board of ~lirectors,4~
and as a matter of practice money market funds take advantage
of this flexibility. Nonetheless, the fund's board of directors remains ultimately
responsible for the minimal credit risk determination and has responsibility for
overseeing the determination.
A money market h d ' s board of directors must reassess promptly whether a
security presents minimal credit risks when the fund's investment adviser becomes
aware that an m a t e d security or a second tier security has been given a rating by
any NRSRO below the NRSRO's second highest rating category. A money market
fund must dispose of a defaulted or distressed security (e.g.,one that no longer
presents minimal credit risks) "as soon as practicable," unless the fund's board of
directors specifically finds that disposal would not be in the best interests of the
fund.44
Portfolio Maturity

A money market fund is required to maintain a dollar-weighted average portfolio
maturity appropriate to the objective of maintaining a stable net asset value per
share. In addition, Rule 2a-7 provides that a money market fund may not acquire45
any instrument having a remaining maturity of greater than 397 calendar days, and
may not maintain a dollar-weighted average portfolio maturity of more than 90
days. The Commission has stated that the purpose of Rule 2a-7's maturity
provisions is to limit a money market fund's exposure to interest rate risk.46
When Rule 2a-7 was first adopted, the Rule limited the maximum remaining
maturity of any portfolio instrument to one year.47 The Commission amended the
Rule to permit any money market fimd using the amortized cost method to value its
portfolio instruments to invest in securities with a remaining maturity of no more
than thirteen months (397 days).48 The Commission made this change in order to
42
43

44

45

4"~~ey
47

48

See Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 27,61 FR at 13964 n. 88.
Id., 61 FR at 13973.

Id., 61 FR at 13961 n. 44.

Rule 2a-7(a)(l) defines "acquire" to mean any purchase or subsequent rollover, but does not
include the failure to exercise a demand feature.
~ a t - k eRule
t
Revisions, supra note 27, 61 FR at 13971.
Revbions to Rules Regulating Money Market Funds, Investment Company Act Rel. No.
18005 (Feb. 20, 1991), 56 FR 8113,8120 (Feb. 27, 1991). Rule 2a-7 defined "one year" as
365 days, but provided that in the case of an instnunent that was issued as a one year
instrument, but had up to 375 days until maturity, one year meant 375 days. Id., 56 FR at
8120 n. 53.
Id., 56 FR at 8120.
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accommodate funds purchasing annual tender bonds, and funds purchasing
securities on a when-issued or delayed delivery bask4' These securities often are
not delivered for a period of up to one month after the purchaser has made a
commitment to purchase them." Because the purchaser must "book" the security
on the day it agrees to purchase it, the maturity period begins on that day.51
The Rule provides that the maturity of a portfolio security generally will be equal to
the period remaining (c:alculated from the trade date or such other date on which the
fund's interest in the se:curity is subject to market action) until the date, in
accordance with the tarns of the security, the principal amount of the security must
unconditionally be paid, or in the case of a security called for redemption, the date
on which the redemption payment must be made (the "final maturity").52 A money
market fund, however, may measure the maturity of a ''variable rate security" or a
"floating rate security" (collectively, "adjustable rate securities") by reference to a
date that is earlier than the final maturity date.
Rule 2a-7 defines a "variable rate security" as an instrument, the terms of which
provide for the adjustment of the interest rate on specified dates and that, upon
adjustment, can reasonably be expected to have a market value that approximates
par value. A "floating rate" security is defined as an instrument, the tenns of which
provide for the adjustment of its interest rate whenever a specified benchmark
changes and that, at any time, can reasonably be expected to have a market value
that approximates par value. Under Rule 2a-7, the maturity of an adjustable rate
Government security is determined with reference to the interest readjustment date
if, upon readjustment, the security can reasonably be expected to have a market
value that approximates its par value.53
Portfolio Liquidity
Money market funds are also subject to stringent portfolio liquidity standards. A
money market fund is limited to investing no more than ten percent of its assets in
illiquid s e c ~ r i t i e s .The
~ ~ Commission considers a security to be illiquid if it cannot
49
SO

52

Id.
Id.
Id. For instruments such as "when issued" or "delayed delivery" securities, if the
commitment to purchase is based upon either a set price or yield, then the maturity will be
calculated based upon the commitment date. 56 FR at 8 120 n. 53. See Rule 2a-7(d).
A security that is subject to a "mandatory tender feature"- i.e., a feature providing that the
principal amount of the security will be paid off on a specified date unless the holder elects
to remain invested can be treated as having its maturity measured by reference to the
payment date of the tender feature. Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 27, 61 FR at
13970 n. 151.
Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 27,61 FR at 13971.
Investment Company Act Rel. No. 13380 (July 11, 1983), 48 FR 32555 (July 18, 1983)
(adopting Rule 2a-7), at nn. 37-38.

-

''
54
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be disposed of within seven days in the ordinary course of business at
approximately the price at which the f h d has valued it." The Commission,
however, has reiterated its staffs observation that, because a broker-dealer is
normally required to settle securities transactions not later than three business days
after the trade date ("T+3"), many money market funds must meet redemption
requests within three days because a broker or dealer will be involved in the
redemption process.s6 The Commission cautioned money market funds to assess the
mix of their portfolio holdings to determine whether, under normal circumstances,
they will be able to facilitate compliance with T+3 by brokers or dealers." The
Commission advised money market funds to consider factors such as the percentage
of the portfolio that would settle in three days or less, the level of cash reserves, and
the availability of lines of credit or interfund lending facilities when conducting
The Commission urged money market funds to monitor
their as~essment.~~
carefblly their liquidity needs.59
Safety Record of Money Market Funds Generally
General-purpose money market funds6' have amassed an impressive record of safety
over a period of 33 years. The vast majority of those funds have never invested in
any money market instrument that did not pay off at maturity. There have been
relatively isolated circilmstances which a money market fund has experienced the
potential for deviations between its stabilized share price and its market based per
share net asset value b:y virtue of its investments in: (a) second-tier commercial
paper; or (b) adjustable rate securities in which the interest rate readjustment
formulas resulted in the market values of the securities not returning to par at the
time of an interest rate readjustment. In all but one such instance, however, to
maintain their funds' stable net asset values, the funds' investment advisers
purchased the distressed or defaulted securities from their money market funds at
their amortized cost value (plus accrued interest), or contributed capital to the funds,
to preserve the fund's $1.00 share price.61 Subsequent Commission amendments to
55
56

57
58

59
60

Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 27, 61 FR at 13966.
See id., citing Letterfiom Jack W Murphy, Associate Director and ChiefCounsel, Division
of Investment Management, to Paul Schoft Stevens, General Counsel, Investment Company
Institute (May 26,1995)
See id.
See id.
Id.
The term "general purpose money market funds" refers to money market funds that may
invest in the full panoply of instruments permitted by Rule 2a-7.
Id., 61 FR at 13972 n. 162. One institutional money market fund holding adjustable rates
notes, a series of Community Bankers Mutual Fund, Inc., liquidated in September 1994 at
96 cents per share. Press reports generally treated this liquidation as the first instance in
which a money market fund had "broken a dollar." Id.
In a subsequent enforcement action, the Commission found that the fund's two portfolio
managers had not assessed adequately the risks of investing a large portion of the fund's
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Rule 2a-7 have greatly limited the ability of a money market fund to invest in
second-tier commercial paper, and have prohibited a money market fund from
investing in an adjustable rate security if its interest rate readjustment formula does
not ensure that the market value of the security will return to par once a
readjustment occurs.
Petitioner believes that the record of money market funds amply demonstrates that
Rule 2a-7 has operated and does operate successfully to minimize any credit,
interest rate or liquidity risk created by an investment even in a general-purpose
money market fund. As compared to these funds, however, concerns about credit,
interest rate or liquidity risks are minimized still further in the context of Designated
Funds because to qualify as a Designated Fund, the money market fund must meet
the more stringent requirements necessary to receive the highest rating from an
NRSRO. The conditions that a money market fund must satisfy to meet the
definition of a Designated Fund should provide yet additional assurance that an
investment in shares of a Designated Fund does not present any market, credit,
liquidity, or operational risk not presented by a direct investment in Government
securities, Rule 15~3-3collateral, or qualified securities.

Additional Requirements for AAA-rated Money Market Funds
This fundamental point can be most readily understood through a quick review of
the basic S&P criteria for a AAAm rating62and a comparison of those criteria to the
characteristics of investments that are currently permitted under Rules 15c3-1 and
15~3-3.While the other NRSROs follow similar approaches, this discussion will
focus on S&P's ratings criteria.
S&P engages in an extremely sophisticated analysis of a money market fund before
granting its AAAm rating. S&P examines credit risk, market price risk, pricing
policies, operating scenarios, and controls for the money market fund. S&P will not
designate a money market fund as AAAm rated unless the find meets and maintains
those very high standards.

62

portfolio in such derivatives, in an environment of rising short-term interest rates. In the
Matter of Craig S. Vanucci and Brian K. Andrew, Securities Act Rel. No. 7625 (Jan. 11,
1999). In a related enforcement action, the Commission also found that the fund's board
authorized the fund to sell its shares while omitting to disclose, or while making false and
misleading disclosure of, material facts concerning the percentage of illiquid securities in
the Fund's portfolio; and the value of the Fund's shares being sold. In the Matter of John E.
Backlund, John H. Hankins, Howard L. Peterson, and John G. Guffq, Securities Act Rel.
No. 7626 (Jan. 11, 1999).
These are discussed in great detail in S&P's 2003 publication Money Market Funds Ratings
Criteria, a copy of which is included as Exhibit C for your reference ("SdiP MMF Ratings
Criteria"). Other NRSROs follow generally similar approaches to rating money market
funds,but have not published as detailed a discussion of their criteria.
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S&P's AAAm rating is defined to mean that:
Safety is excellent. Fund provides superior capacity to maintain principal
value and limit exposure to loss.63
The criteria that must be met to qualify for such a rating are as follows:
(i) at least 50% of the money market fund's investments must have a shortterm rating of A,-l+ (which is the highest gradation of the highest S&P shortterm rating);
(ii) no more than 50% of the money market fund's investments may have a
short-term rating of A-1 ;
(iii) none of the fund's investments may have a short-term rating of A-2
(which is S&P's second highest short-term rating category);
(iv) the money market fund's weighted average maturity must not exceed 60
days; and
(v) the maximum final maturity for floating rate notes in which the money
market fund invests must not exceed two years.64
Significantly, for purposes of these ratings, S&P treats investments in short-term
U.S. Treasury securities the same as investments in short-term A-1 rated
investments. Thus, a money market h d which does not invest in U.S. Treasury
securities, but whose investments meet the A-1 rating criteria and which maintains a
weighted average maturity of 60 days or less will receive the h L 4 m rating just as
would a Treasury MMF that maintains a weighted average maturity of 60 days or
less. By contrast, a Treasury MMF or any other money market h n d that maintains
a weighted average portfolio maturity of between 60 and 90 days will not qualify for
the AAAm rating.
Based on the foregoing, one can fairly conclude that under some circumstances
AAA-rated money market funds may be safer than direct investment in U.S.
Government securities. Rule 15c3-1 provides that a broker-dealer may take a zero
percent haircut on investments in U.S. Government securities with less than 90 days
to maturity.65 According to S&P, in the case of a money market fund whose sole
asset was a 90-day U.S. Treasury bill, it would require an overnight interest rate
movement of 205 basis points or more for the fund's net asset value ("NAV") to
move by more than $0.005. By contrast, S&P believes that it would take a 306
63
64

See S@ MMF Ratings Criteria at p. 3.
See id.

65

Rule 15c3-1(c)(2)(vi)(A).
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basis point movement (i.e.,an additional 50%) to cause a similar NAV movement
for a money market fund whose weighted average portfolio maturity was 60 days.
Accordingly, a AAA-rated money market fund offers protections to the brokerdealer that are at least as great as direct investments in Treasury securities that
qualify for a zero percent haircut.
Moreover, Rule 15~3-1also provides a zero percent haircut for investments in
commercial paper, bankers acceptances and certificates of deposit with less than 30
days to maturity, provided that, in the case of commercial paper, the investment is
rated in the top 3 rating categories by at least two NRSROs; no rating requirement
applies to bankers acceptances and certificates of deposit issued or guaranteed by a
bank.66 Again a AAArn-rated money market fund compares very favorably.
Notwithstanding that the maturity of these instruments must be 30 days or less to
qualify for the zero haircut (as opposed to the 60-day weighted average maturity
permitted by S&P), S&P's credit standards for a AAAm-rated money market fund
are higher, requiring at least 50% of the fund's investments to be in the highest
gradation (A-1+) of S&P's highest short-term rating category with the balance in the
second highest gradation of that category (A-1), and permitting none of the fund's
assets to be in S&P's second highest short-term rating category (A-2).
A similar analysis applies under Rule 15~3-3with respect to other forms of
collateral permissible for securities lending arrangements.
Letters of Credit -- Rule 15~3-3(b)(3)((iii)(A)provides that a brokerdealer may loan securities against, among other things "an irrevocable
letter of credit issued by a bank as defined in section 3(a)(6)(A)-(C)of
the [I9341Act." The rule does not impose minimum characteristicsfor
the letter of credit or the bank that issues it. In our view, a AAAm-rated
MMF compares favorablyto a letter of credit issued by an unrated or
lower-rated bank.
U.S. Treasury Securities -- Rule 15~3-3@)(3)((iii)(A)provides that a
broker-dealer may loan securities against collateral that fully secures the
loan of securities consisting among other things of "cash or United States
Treasury bills and Treasury notes." But as we noted above, a single
Treasury bill may have greater interest rate risk than a AAAm rated
money market fund with its weighted average maturity of 60 days or
less.
Similarly,with respect to the Special Reserve Account, Rule 15~3-3only permits
cash or "qualified securities," defined as securities issued or guaranteed as to

principal and interest by the United States, to be deposited, but does not limit the
66

Rule 15~3-1
(c)(2)(vi)(E).
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maturity of the qualified securities. Accordingly, AAA-rated MMFs compare
favorably in that the weighted average maturity limitations would have less interest
rate exposure than many qualified securities.
Finally, we note that there is nothing new about the Commission employing
NRSRO ratings for net capital purposes. Chairman Donaldson recently noted in

testimony before the Senate "the Commission originally used the term "Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization" or "NRSRO with respect to credit
rating agencies in 1975 solely to differentiate between grades of debt securities held
by broker-dealers as capital to meet Commission capital requirement^."^^
Accordingly, Petitioner believes that it would be appropriate for the Commission to
use the AAAm or equivalent rating as a criterion for Designated Funds.
Other Benepts of Proposed Rule Amendments

In addition, the proposed rule amendments would facilitate broker-dealers' ability to
manage their cash and collateral by allowing them to delegate that responsibility to
firms such as Petitioner, whose core business is to operate MMFs and to participate
actively and expertly in the Treasury securities market. The Treasury securities
market is widely recognized as the largest and most liquid securities market in the
Secondary market trading for Treasury securities takes place in the overthe- counter ("OTC"') market. Trading activity in the OTC market takes place
between primary dealers, non-primary dealers, and customers of these dealers,
including financial institutions, non-financial institutions and individuals. The
primary dealers are among the most active participants in the secondary market for
Treasury securities. The primary dealers and other large market participants
frequently trade with each other, and most of these transactions occur through an
interdealer broker. The interdealer brokers provide primary dealers and other large
participants in the Treasury market with electronic screens that display the bid and
offer prices among dealers and allow trades to be consummated.
Smaller institutions do not have the same degree of access to the OTC market as do
primary dealers and other large market participants. These institutions must use
intermediaries, such as the primary dealers, to purchase and sell Treasury securities.
The use of these intermediaries can be expected to result in increased transaction
costs for these institutions. Permitting broker-dealers to use shares of Designated
Funds in lieu of direct holdings of Government securities, Rule 15~3-3collateral or
67

The Honorable William H. Donaldson, Chairman, SEC, Testimony Concerning The State of
the Securities Industry, Before the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs, March 9,2005. http://www.sec.gov/news/testimony/ts0309O5whd.h
See also
Rule 15~3-1
(c)(2)(vi)(E).
See The Treasury SecuritiesMarket: Overview and Recent Developments, The Federal

Reserve Bulletin, December 1999, available at http://www.federalrserve.gov/pubs
bulletin/ 1999112991ead.pdf.
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qualified securities can be expected to enable such broker-dealers to manage their
cash and collateral needs in a more cost-effective manner than any currently
available alternative, such as by the direct purchase and sale of Treasury securities.
Similarly, even several large broker-dealers have advised Petitioner that they would
prefer to delegate this responsibility to sponsors of high quality MMFs.
Notwithstanding their access to the Treasury securities markets, large broker-dealers
have indicated that they would rather use high quality MMFs, such as a Designated
Fund, to manage their cash balances and collateral, rather than have to engage in the
purchase and sale of individual Treasury securities.

Institutional Use of Money Market Funds
Money market funds now are used by institutional investors in a wide variety of
applications as an efficient alternative to direct investment in Government
securities. In particular, as is summarized in Exhibit B, numerous federal and state
financial regulators (including the Commission), self-regulatory organizations, and
state legislatures have recognized investments in shares of such funds as a fully
acceptable alternative to investing in Government securities for many purposes.
Examples of such circu~mstancesinclude investment of the assets of national banks
(Office of the Comptroller of the Currency), state-chartered banks (Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation), and federal credit unions (National Credit Union Administration);
customer funds held in custody by futures commission merchants and futures
clearing organizations (Commodity Futures Trading Commission); margin collateral
(Board of Trade Clearing Corporation, New York Mercantile Exchange, Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, and the Options Clearing Corporation); assets of state and
municipal entities, assets subject to trust indentures, and trust and other fiduciary
assets (numerous state laws). The Commission staff has authorized the pre-funded
portion of an asset-backed issuance to be invested in money market mutual funds as
an alternative to eligible financial assets that convert to cash.
Most recently, the Commission and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
issued joint final rules to establish margin requirements for security futures ("Final
~ u l e s " ) .The
~ ~ Final Rules are intended to preserve the financial integrity of
markets trading security futures, prevent systemic risk, and assure that the margin
requirements for security futures are consistent with the margin requirements for
comparable exchange-traded option contract^.'^ The Final Rules pennit the use of
money market fund shares to satisfy the required margin for security futures and

''
70

Customer Margin Rules Relating to Security Futures, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No.
46292 (Aug. 1,2002), 67 FR 53145 (Aug. 14,2002).
Id., 67 FR at 53 146.
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related positions carried in a securities account or futures account, subject to certain
conditions." These conditions are intended to facilitate a security futures
intermediary's hypothecation or liquidation of money market fund shares deposited
as margin for security fbtures, as necessary to meet a customer's clearing
~ b l i ~ a t i o n sUnder
. ' ~ the Final Rules, a security futures intermediary may accept
money market h d shares as margin if the followingconditions are met:
the customer must waive any right to redeem the fund shares without the
consent of the security futures intermediary and must instruct the fund or its
transfer agent accordingly;
the security htures intermediary (or clearing agency or derivatives clearing
organization with which the securityis deposited as margin) must obtain the
right to redeem the shares in cash, promptly upon request; and
the f h d must agree to satisfjlany conditions necessary or appropriate to
ensure that the shares may be redeemed in cash, promptly upon request.73
The ability under the Final Rules to use money market fund shares as collateral
reflects a recognition by the Commission that the use of money market fund shares
as collateral is consistent with the preservation of the financial integrity of markets
trading security futures, and that it will not create or exacerbate systemic risk.
In addition, the Options Clearing Corporation ("OCC") has amended its rules to
permit the use of money market fund shares as a form of margin collateral,provided
that the fund meets specified criteria.74 The OCC noted that it regularly reviews the
forms of collateral that may be deposited as margin for suitability in order to address
clearing members' desire to use a diverse combination of readily available and
cost-effective forms of collateral while ensuring that collateralis limited to
instruments that are relatively stable in value and are easily converted to cash.75
The OCC expressed its belief that shares in certain money market funds meet these
criteria and that it is appropriate for the OCC to expand its categories of acceptable
collateral to include such in~truments.~~
The OCCYsview is predicated on the
notion that the professional asset management, liquidity, and stable principal value
typically associated with money market funds make shares in such funds an

71
72
73

74

''
76

Id., 67 7 at 53162.

Id.
Id.
Notice of Filing of a Proposed Rule ChangeRelating to Money Market Funds as Margin
Collateral, Securities Exchange Act Rel. No. 47146 (Jan. 9,2003), 68 FR 2385 (Jan.16,
2003) (publishing notice of filing of SR-OCC-2002-04) ("OCC Proposal").

Id., 68 FR at 2386.
Id.
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attractive collateral alternative for all OCC clearing
approved the OCC's proposal in March 2003."

account^.'^

The Commission

To minimize credit risk, the OCC accepts on1 shares of money market funds that
limit their investments to first tier securities.7;Y In addition, a money market fund
must make certain other agreements intended to W e r ensure the OCC's ability to
convert fund shares promptly to cash if necessary.g0 The OCC requires a money
market fund to waive its rights under the 1940 Act to delay redemption or to redeem
shares in kind." Instead, a money market fund must agree to redeem fund shares in
cash no later than the business day following a redemption request by the OCC with
limited exceptions for unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or the New
e . ~ ~waivers of redemption restrictions along with the
York Stock ~ x c h a n ~ These
next day payment requirement have been established to maintain adequate liquidity
of margin collateral and are also intended to be consistent with the redemption
conditions contained in CFTC Rule 1.25.83
The treatment accorded holdings of shares of money market funds in these
circumstances recogniices that such funds offer institutions a highly efficient and
convenient mechanism for managing cash balances under circumstances that offer
extreme safety with ini'mitesimal risk.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENTS
The proposed rule amendments would extend to shares of Designated Funds the net
capital treatment provided to Government securities with maturities of less than
three months and the collateral treatment provided to Rule 15~3-3collateral, and
would deem Designated Fund shares to be qualified securities. A Designated Fund
would be defined as a money market fund (under Rule 2a-7) that meets the
following conditions:

77

''

79
80

81

83

Id.

Rel. 34-47599,68 FR 16849 (April 7,2003) ("OCC Approval Order"). See also Rel. 345 1290 approving SR-DTC-2005-02 (accelerated approval of proposed rule change to
establish a setup fee for open-ended mutual funds); and Rel. 34-5 1289 approving SR-DTC2005-01 (filing and immediate effectiveness of proposed rule change to make open-ended
funds depository eligible).
OCC Proposal.
Id.
Id.

Id., 68 8at 2386-87. See also Approval Order at 68 FR at 16849.
Id., 68 FR at 2387. See also Approval Order at 68 FR at 16850
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the fund must have received the highest rating for a money market
fund from at least one NRSRO;
the fund would have to agree to redeem fund shares in cash, with
payment being made no later than the business day following a
redemption request by a shareholder, with limited exceptions for
unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve Banks or the New York
Stock Exchange; and
the fund would be required to adopt a policy that it will notify its
shareholders (a) of any change in its rating; or (b) 60 days prior to
any change in its policy to redeem fund shares in cash no later than
the business day following a redemption request by a shareholder,
with limited exceptions for unscheduled closings of Federal Reserve
Banks or the New York Stock Exchange.
The foregoing conditions are intended to ensure that shares of Designated Funds do
not present any increased market risk, credit risk or other risks relative to direct
holdings of Government securities and that the quality and liquidity of shares of
Designated Funds are equivalent to the quality and liquidity of Rule 15c3-3
collateral or qualified securities.
CONCLUSION

Funds like the Prime Obligation Fund and Prime Cash Obligations Fund now have
been widely approved by financial regulators, self-regulatory organizations and state
legislatures for use by institutional investors as a safe and efficient alternativeto
direct investments in Treasury securities. Money market funds permit institutions to
benefit from economies of scale that are not available when institutions attempt to
manage their liquid assets directly. Money market funds, especially those that meet
the definitional conditions of a Designated Fund, represent a safe, highly liquid asset
with a stable value. Therefore, Petitioner respectfully requests that the Commission
adopt the amendments set forth in Exhibit A that would extend to Designated Funds
the same net capital treatment provided to Government securities with maturities of
less than three months, the same collateral treatment provided to Rule 15c3-3
collateral, and the same Special Reserve Account treatment currentlyprovided to
qualified securities.
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Should you have further questions or require additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact Stuart J. Kaswell at 202-261-3314 or David J. Harris at 202-2613385.
Respectfully submitted,

Stuart J. Kas ell
Partner

David m
sJ.!%
iI
Partner
Dechert LLP
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Text of Proposed Amendments to Rules 15c3-1 and 15c33
Examples of when federal and state fmancial regulators
(including the Commission), self-regulatory
organizations, and state legislatures have recognized
investments in money market shares as a filly acceptable
alternative to investing in Government securities
S&P MMF Ratings Criteria.
Quarterly "fact sheets" for the Federated Prime
Obligations Fund and the Federated Prime Cash
Obligations Fund for the fiscal quarter ended December
31,2004
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Exhbit A

Text of Proposed Amendments to Rules 15c3-1 and 15~3-3

EXHIBIT A
TEXT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RULES 1 5 ~ 3 - 1AND 1 5 ~ 3 - 3
1.

add new subparagraph (c)(13) to Rule 15c3- 1
13. The term "Designated Fund" shall mean an open-end management
investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940
which assets consist of cash or money market instruments and which is
generally known as a "money market fund", and which:

(i) has received the highest money market fund rating from a nationally
recognized statistical rating organization;
(ii) has agreed to redeem fund shares in cash, with payment being made no
later than the business day following a redemption request by a
shareholder, except in the event of an unscheduled closing of Federal
Reserve Banks or the New York Stock Exchange; and
(iii)has adopted a policy that it will notify its shareholders (a) of any change
in its rating; or (b) 60 days prior to any change in its policy to redeem
fund shares in cash no later than the business day following a redemption
request by a shareholder, with limited exceptions for unscheduled
closings of Federal Reserve Banks or the New York Stock Exchange.
2.. add new paragraph (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l) to Rule 15c3-1; revise and redesignate

current paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l) - (3) as paragraphs (c)(2)(vi)@)(2) - (4)

Certain Municipal Bond Trusts and Liquid Asset Funds

1. In the case of redeemable securities of a Designated Fund, there shall be
no deduction.
2. In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company registered
under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which assets consist of cash
or money market instruments and which is generally known as a "money
market fund," other than a Designated Fund, the deduction shall be 2%
of the market value of the greater of the long or short position.

3. In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company registered
under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which assets are in the form
of cash or securities or money market instruments of any maturity which

5. paragraph (b)(3)(iii)(A) is revised to read as folIows:
b. Physical possession or control of securities.

***
3. A broker or dealer shall not be deemed to be in violation of the
provisions of paragraph (b)(l) of t h s section regarding physical
possession or control of fully-paid or excess margin securities borrowed
fkom any person, provided that the broker or dealer and the lender, at or
before the time of the loan, enter into a written agreement that, at a
minimum;

iii. Specifies that the broker or dealer
A. must provide to the lender, upon the execution of the agreement
or by the close of the business day of the loan if the loan occurs
subsequent to the execution of the agreement, collateral,
consisting exclusively of cash or United States Treasury bills and
Treasury notes or redeemable securities issued by one or more
Deskmated Funds or an irrevocable letter of credit issued by a
bank as defined in section 3(a)(6)(A) through (C) of the
Securities Exchange Act which fully secures the loan of
securities.

EXHIBIT B

Money Market Mutual Funds as Functional Equivalents of
Underlying Portfolio Investments

-

I

I of the Currency

I mutual funds with portfolios limited to assets national

I ~ o v e m b e 2r 1, 1986. Rules I

banks can acquire directly.
Same with respect to state-chartered member banks.
Federal Reserve System

3.

1 Federal Deposit Insurance 1 Same with respect to state-chartered non-member banks. 1
Commission
National Credit Union
Administration
Securities and Exchange
Commission

4.

5.
6.

Commodity Futures
Trading Commission

7.

Securities and Exchange
Commission; Commodity
Futures TradingCommission
Board of Trade Clearing
Corporation

1 8.

New York Mercantile
Exchange

I
10.

1 Chicago Mercantile
Exchange ("CME)

11.

12.

I

1

1

Options Clearing
Corporation

State Laws

Same with respect to federal credit unions.
Pre-funded portion of an asset-backed issuance may be
invested in money market mutual funds as an alternative
to eligible financial assets that convert to cash.
Customer funds in custody of futures commission
merchants and futures clearing organizations may be
invested in money market mutual funds as well as US
Government securities and approved investments.
Money market fund shares may be used to satisfy the
required margin for security futures and related positions
carried in a securities account or futures account.
In lieu of depositing original margins in cash and
government securities, bylaws permit deposits of certain
functionally equivalent investments, including approved
money market mutual funds.
Clearing members may meet original margin calls by
depositing cash and government securities or certain
functionally equivalent investments, including approved
I money market mutual funds.
Clearing members may accept both cash and government
securities as performance bond, as well as certain
functionally equivalent investments, including approved
money market mutual funds.
Amendments to margin rules to include shares of money
market mutual funds holding shares of "first tier"
securities.

I

Authorize investment in Government-only money funds
as an alternative to direct investment in US Government
securities for investments of:
public funds by municipalities and other public
entities;
trust and other fiduciary assets;
indenture trustees;
e
miscellaneous entities

adopted December 1996.
Adopted the OCC
approach by rule in 1998
(codifying earlier Fed
interpretations).
Adopted the OCC
approach in 1992.
Rule adopted in 1997.
No-action letter, 1997.

Rule amended December
2000.

Rules adopted August
2002.

Bylaws amended July

and amended in January
2002.

I Rule revised October

3 1,2003. See also SEC
orders approving DTC rule

'I

Comptroller of the Currency, Treasury
3(a)(41) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(41),
t h a t is rated investment grade in one
of the two highest investment grade
rating categories, and that represents
ownership of a promissory note or certificate of interest or participation
that is directly secured by a first lien
on one or more parcels of real estate
upon which one or more commercial
structures are located and t h a t is fully
secured by interests in a pool of loans
to numerous obligors.
(3) A residential mortgage-related security t h a t is offered and sold pursuant
to section 4(5) of the Securities Act of
1933, 15 U.S.C. 77d(5), that is rated investment grade or is the treat equivalent thereof, or a residential mortgagerelated security'as described in section
3(a)(41) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934. 15 U.S.C.78c(a)(41)), that is
rated investment grade in one of the
two highest investment .grade rating
categories, and that does not otherwise
qualify as a Type I security.
(n) Type V security means a security
that is: ,
(1) Rated investment grade;
(2) Marketable;
(3) Not a Type IV security; and
(4) Fully secured by interests in a
pool of loans t o numerous obligors and
in which a national bank could invest
directly.
[61 FR 63982, Dec. 2, 1996. as amended at 66
FR 34791, July 2, 20011 7

5 1.3 Limitations on dealihg in, uncier;. writing, and purchase and salt! of
securities.
: ,,
. .
(a) Type I securities. A national bank
may deal in, underwrite, purchase, and
sell Type I securities for its own account. The amount of Type I securities
that the bank may deal in, underwrite,
purchase, and sell is not limited t o a
specified percentage of the bank's capital and surplus.
(b) Type I1 securities. A national bank
may deal in, underwrite, purchase, and
sell Type II securities for its own account, provided the aggregate par
value of Type 11 securities issued by
any one obligor held by the bank does
not exceed 10 percent of the bank's capital and surplus. In applying this limitation, a national bank shall take account of Type 11 securities t h a t the

bank is legally committed to purchase
or to sell in addition to the bank's existing holdings. .
(c) Type 111 securities: A national bank
may purchase and sell Type I I I securities for its own account, provided the
aggregate par value of Type IIZ securities issued by any one obligor held by
the bank does not exceed 10 percent'of
the bank's capital and surplus. In a p
plying this limitafrion, a; national bank
shall take account of Type III securities that the bank is legally committed
to purchase or to sell in addition to the
bank's existing holdings.
(d) Type 11 and ZII securities; other investment securities limitations. A national bank may not hold Type I1 and
LII securities issued by any one obligor
with an aggregate par value exceeding
10 percent of the bank's capital and
surplus. However., if the proceeds. of
each issue are to be used t o acquire and
lease real estate and related facilities
to economically and legally separate
industrial tenants, and if each issue is
payable solely from and secured by a
first lien on the revenues t o be deri+ed
from rentals paid by the lessee under
net noncancellable leases, the bank
mag apply the 10 percent investment
limitation separately to each issue of a
single obligor.
(e) Type IV securities-(1) General. A
national bank may purchase and sell
Type IV securities for its own account.
Except as described in paragraph (e)(2)
of this section, the amount of the Type
IV securities that a bank may purchase
and sell is not limited to a specified
percentage of the bank's capital and
surplus.
(2) Limitation on small business-related
securities rated i n the third and fourth
highest rating categories by an NRSRO. A
national bank m a y hold small business-related securities, as defined in
section 3(a)(53)(A)of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(53)(A),of any one issuer with an
aggregate par value not exceeding 25
percent of the bank's capital and surplus if those securities are rated investment grade in the third or fourth
highest investment grade rating categories. In applying this limitation, a

:

§ 1.4

national bank shall take account of securities that the bank is legally committed to purchase or t o sell in addition t o the bank's existing holdings. No
percentage of capital and surplus limit;
applies to small business related securities rated investment grade in the
highest two investment grade rating
categories.
..
,
(f) Type V securities. A national bank'
may purchase and sell Tgpe V secnri-.
ties for its own account provided that
the aggregate par value of Type V securities issued by any one issuer herd by
the bank doeshot exceed 25 percent df
the bank's capital and sUfPlUs. In aP~ldng
t his limitation* a national bank
shall take account of m e V securities
that the bank is legally conlmftted t o
purchase or to s d in addition t o the
bank's existing holdings. .
(g) Securitization. A nationaI bank
may securitize and sell assets
it
holds, as a part of its banking business.
The amount of securitize& loans and
obligations that a bank may sell is not
limited to a specified percentage of the
bank's capital and surplus.
. 01) Investment cornpanu shares-(l)
General. A national bank may purchase
and sell for its own account investment
company shares provided that:
of the investment
(i) The
company consists exc~usivelyof assets
that the national bank may purchase
and sell for its own account under this
part; and
(ii) The bank's holdings of investment company shares do not exceed
the limitations in 5 1.4(e).
(2) Other issuers. The OCC may determine that a national bank may invest
in an entity that is exempt from registration as an investment company
under section 3(c)(l) of the Investment
Company Act of 1940, provided that the
. portfolio of the entity consists exclusively of assets t h a t a national bank
may purchase and sell for its own account under this part.
(i) Securities held based on estimates of
obligor's performunce. (1) Notwithstanding $8 1.2(d) and (e), a national
bank may treat a debt security as an
investment security for purposes of
this part if the bank concludes, on the
basis of estimates t h a t the bank reasonably believes are reliable, that the
obligor will be able t o satisfy its obll-

>
.

12 CFR Ch. 1 (1-1-05 Edition)

gations under t h a t security, and the
bank believes t h a t the security may be
sold with reasonable promptness. a t a
price that corresponds reasonably t o
itsfairvalue.
.
11..
(2) The aggregate par value of securities treated as investment securities
under paragraph (i)(l) ~f this section
may not exceed 5 percent of the bank's
capitd and surplus.
'

t

161 FR 63982, Dec. 2, 1996. as amended at 64
l?R 60098.Nov. 4.19993

9 1.4 Calculation of limits.
(a) ti^^ date. For pnrposes of
determining compliance with 12 U.S.C.
24 (Seventh} and t h i s part, a bank shall
determine its investment limitations
as of the most 'recent of the faIlowjng
dates:
(1) The last day of the' preceang calendar quarter; or
(2) The date on which t h e k is s
change in the bank's capital category
for purposes of l a U.S.C. 18310 and 12
CFR 6.3.
(b)Effective date. (I) A bank's invest- -

ment limit calculated in accordance
with paragraph (a)(l) of this.section
will be effective on the earlier of the
following dates:
(i) The date on which the bank's Consolidated Report of Condition and Income (CaJl Report) is submitted; or
(ii) The date on which the bank's
Consolidate& Report of Condition and
.
Income is required t o be submitted.
(2) A bank's investment limit cai- .
culated in accordance with paragraph
Ca)(Z) of this section will be effective on
the date that the limit is t o be calculated.
(c) Authority of OCC t o require more
frequent caZcuZationss If the OCC determines for safety and soundness reasons
that a bank should calculate its investment limits more frequently than required by paragraph (a) of this section,
the OCC may provide written notice to
the bank directing the bank to calculate its investment limitations a t a
more frequent interval. The bank shall
thereafter calculate its investment
limits a t that interval until further notice.
(d) Calculation of Type 111 and m p e V
securities holdings41) General. In calculating the amount of its investment in
Type 111 or Type V securities issued by
'

8

Comptroller of the Currency,Treasury

5 1.7

any one obligor, a bank shall aggre- undertaken by the bank must be appropriate for that bank.
gate:
. .
.
(b) In conducting these activities, the
(i) Obligations issued by obligors t h a t
are related directly. or indirectly bank shall determine that there is adequate evidence that an obligor posthrough common control; and
(ii) Securities t h a t are credit en- sesses resources sufficient to provide
for all required payments on its obligahanced by the same entity.
(2) Aggregation by type. The aggrega- tions, or, i n t h e case of securities
tion requirement
in paragraph (d)(l) of deemed to be investment securities on
this section applies separatelyto the . the basis of reliable estimates of an obT~~~ m and Type v securities held by ligor's performance, that the bank rea.
a bank.
sonably believes t h a t the obligor will
(e) Limit on investment company hold- be able to satisfy the obligation.
in9s-(l)
Gene,.a2. In calculating the
(c) Each bank shall maintain records
ambunt of its investment in invest- for
purposes
adequate to demonstrate that i t meets
merit
shares under this part,
a bank shall use reasonable efforts t o the requirements of this part. The
calculate and combine its pro rats bank may store the information in any
share of a particular
in the manner that can be readily retrieved
portfolio of each investment company and reproduced in a readable form. , ,.
with the bank's direct holdings of t h a t 8 1.6 'convertible iecurities.
security. The bank's direct holdings of
A national bank mag not purchas;
the particular security an& the bank's
pro rats interest in the same security securities converthble into stock at the
in the investment company's portfolio Option Of the issuermay not, in the aggregate, exceed the 01.1 se;Turities helh in
&
investment limitation that would
debts previously contra&ed; holding period; disposal; accounting
apply to t h a t security.
(2) Alternate limit for diversified investtreatment; non-speculative purpose.
merit companies- A national bank may
(a) Securities held in satisfaction of
elect not t o combine i t s pro rata inter- . debts pTevious~y
me restricest in a particular security in a n in- tions and limitations of this part,
~ & m e n t Co~PanYwith the bank's di- other than those, set forth in pararect holdings of t h a t security if:
- (i) The investment companY's hold- graphs (b),(c), and (dl of this section, do
not apply to securities acquired:
ings of the securities of any One issuer
(1) Through foreclosure on collateral;
do not exceed 5 percent of its total
good faith by way of
(2)
portfolio; and
promise of a doubtful claim; or
(ii) The bank's total holdings of the
(3) To avoid loss in comection with a
do not debt previously contracted.
investment ~ 0 I W a n ~ shares
's
exceed the most stringent investment
(b) Holding period. A national bank
limitation that would apply to any of holding securities pursuant t o parathe securities in the company's Port- graph (a) of this section may do so for
folio if those securities were purchased a period not t o exceed five years from
directly by the bank.
the date that ownership of the securities was originally transferred to the
Safe and sound bankkrg. prac- bank. The OCC may extend the holding
tices; credit
period for up t o , an additional five
(a) A national bank shall adhere to years if a bank provides a clearly consafe and sound banking practices and vincing demonstration as to why an adthe specific requirements of this part ditional holding period is needed.
in conducting the activities described
(c) Accounting treatment. A bank shall
in 81.3. The bank shall consider, as a p account for securities held pursuant t o
propriate, the interest rate, credit, li- paragraph (a) of this section in accordquidity, price, foreign exchange, trans- ance with Generally Accepted Accountaction, compliance, strategic, and rep- ing Principles.
utation risks presented by a proposed
(d) Non-speculative purpose. A ' bank
activity, and the particular activities may not hold securities pursuant to
. .

.
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Enhancement Act of 1984. (SMMEA) 1
Comments and OCC Action
The OCC
19comment letters
and the Riegle Comnlunity Development
Office of the Comptroller of the
and Regulatory Illlpr ovement Act of
in response to the proposal. ~h~
Currency
1994 (CDRI)2 amended 12 U.S C.
commcnters included eight trade
24(Seventh) and removed quantitative
associations,
one professional
12 CFR Parts 1 and 7
liriti~bor1 rtatio~rdlLcrr~hs"purc11ases of
association, six banks, f*o law firms,
certain types of mortgage- and small
[Docket No. 96-26]
one private business, and one
business-related securities, subject to
unaffiliated individual. ~h~
RIN 1557-AB37
regulations prescribcd by the OCC.
generally supported the proposal but
On December 21, 1995, the OCC
also recommended a number of specific
Investment Securities
published a notice of proposed
modifications. Many of the commenters
AGENCY: Office of the Comptroller of the
rulemaking (60 FR 66152) (proposal) to
.fired reasons ,hy the OCC should
Currency, Treasury.
revise part 1 and implement the changes remove or lessen structural limitations
required by CDRI and SMMEA. The
ACTION: Final rule.
on investment in Type IV and Type V
proposal sought to implement the goals securities, particularly aspects of the
SUMMARY: The Office of the Coniptroiler
the OCC's Regulation Review
proposed diversification requirements.
of the Currency (oCC) is clarifying and
Program by updating and streamlining
the final rule, the OCC has
updating its rules that prescribe the
the regulation and eliminating
addressed many of the concerns of the
standards under which national banks
requirements that imposed inefficient
commenters and, in particular. has
may purchase and sell, deal in, and
and costly regulatory burdens on
concluded that some of the proposal's
underwrite securities. This final rule is
national banks. The proposal also
definitional restrictions on Type IV and
another component of the OCC's
sought to implement the amendments
Type V securities are not necessary.
Regulation Review Program, a project
made by SMMEA and CDRI and to
The final rule's structure is based on
designed to review, modernize, and
update various provisions to address
three core sections. Section 1.2 defines
simplify occ regulations and reduce
market developments and to incorporate the five types of securities as well as
unnecessary regulatory burdens on
significant OCC interpretations and
other significant terms such as
national banks. The final rule
judicial decisions.
"investment grade," "investment
reorganizes the regulation by placing
In the proposal, the OCC added two
security," and "marketable." Section 1.3
related subjects together, clarifies
new classifications of securities to
prescribes limitations on dealing in,
certain areas, and updates various
characterize the changes made by
underwriting, purchasing, and selling
provisions to address market
SMMEA and CDRI and to reflect
each of the five types of securities
developments and to incorporate
developments in national banks"
defined in § 1.2. investment company
significant OCC interpretations, judicial treatment of their assets. ~ ~ ~ ~ i f i shares,
~ ~ land
l securities
~ ,
held based on
and
the proposal added a new category of
estimates of an obligor's performance.
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 3 1, 1996.
securities. Type IV securities, that are
Section 1.3 prescribes special provisions
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Lee
defined as certain types of asset-backed
on aggregation of securities with a
Walzer, Senior Attorney, Securities and securities identified in SMMEA and
comnlo~lissuer and calculation of
Corporate Practices Division, 202-874CDRI, which are exempt from the 10
investment company holdings. Section
5210: Kurt Wilhelm, Senior Investment
percent investment limitation of 12
1.4 prescribes how a national bank must
U.S.C. 24(Seventh). Type IV securities
Advisor, Capital Markets, 202-874calculate the limits imposed by S 1.3.
are: (1) residential and commercial
5070: Daniel L. Cooke. Attorney, and
The final rule also makes minor
mortgage-related securities offered and
Stuart E. Feldstein, Assistant Director,
clarifying and technical changes. The
Legislative and Regulatory Activities
sold pursuant to section 4(5) of the
followirrg section-by-section analysis
Division. 202-874-5090. Office of the
Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act),
discusses the comments and substantive
15 U.S.C. 77d(5); (2) residential and
Comptroller of the Currency. 250 E
changes made by the final rule:
Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20009.
commercial mortgage-related securities
Authority. Purpose, and Scope (51 . 1 )
described in section 3(a)(41) of the
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
The proposal consolidated the former
"Scope and application" section (5 1.2)
(Exchange Act), 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(4 1);
Background
and (3) small business-related securities with the "Authority" section (S 1.1). The
Part 1 has historically prescribed the
as defined in section 3(a)(53)(A) of the
proposal also clarified that the
limitations and restrictions on a
limitations set forth in part 1 apply to
Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(53)(A).
national bank's purchase of investment
national banks, federal branches of
~ h proposal
,
also added T~~~
securities for its own account. Part 1
foreign banks, District of Columbia
securities, which are investment grade
also addresses a national bank's ability
banks, and state banks that are members
securities that are backed by pools of
to purchase and sell, deal in, and
assets conlposed of obligations in which of the Federal Reserve Systemunderwrite certain investment
The OCC received no comments on
a national bank may invest directly.
securities. The part 1 limitations on
this
section, which is adopted as
in addition to adding T~~~IV and
proposed with minor clarifying changes.
these activities are based on the Banking T~~~v securities, the proposal refined
Act of
section 16, Pub' .' 73-66'
the definitions and limitations imposed Definitions ( ~ 1 . 2 )
48 Stat. 184 kodified as amended at
on the three existing types of securities.
The proposal substantially revised the
U.S.C. 24(Seventh)), and vary according Finally, the proposal restructured part
to the characteristics of the security.
definitions
section to a d d several new
to make it easier to read and apply.
definitions and to update others. The
In the past, part 1 grouped the
proposal revised the definitions of Type
securities identified in 12 U.S C.
Sec 105(c), Pub. L. 98-440, Tltle 1,98Stat. 1691
24(Seventh)into three
I, 11, and I11 securities to define the
(codified as antended at 12 U.S C 24(Seventh)
securities by their characteristics rather
1, 11, and 111 securities. More recently,
(1984)).
the Secondary Mortgage Market
than by the statutory limitations on the
2 Pub L. 103-325. 108 Stat. 2160 (1084).
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
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seci~ritynon-investment grade and.
therefore, not pernlissible for a national
bank to purchase. One commenter
recommended that, at a minimum. the
OCC should deem a security
"ir~vest~~ient
grade" if a majority of the
NRSROs that rate the security rate it in
one of the top four categories.
The OCC agrees that giving a single
NRSRO the ability to deem an
investment impernlissible for a national
bank may be unnecessarily restrictive.
Thus, the final rule defines the term
Capital a n d Surplus (5 1.2(a))
"investment grade" to mean a security
The proposal defined "capital and
that receives a top four rating from
surplus" as the sum of Tier 1 and Tier
either: (a) TWOor more NRSROs; or (b)
2 capital includable in risk-based capital one NRSRO if the security has been
under the Minimum Capital Ratios in 12 rated by only one NRSRO. This
CFR Part 3 appendix A, plus the balance approach assures that a security is
of a bank's allowance for loan and lease sufficiently creditworthy while also
losses that is not included in Tier 2
allowing for some diversity in the
ca ital.
evaluations produced by different
OCC received three comments on N R S R ~ .
this definition. The ~cmmentersnoted
Some commenters requested that the
that, because part 1 applies to state
OCC exclude unsolicited ratings from
banks that are members of the Federal
the definition. Under the proposal, an
Reserve System, the OCC should adopt
unsolicited non-investment grade rating
a definition of "capital and surplus"
would have rendered the security an
that applies the Board of Governors of
imperm~,ssibleinvestment for a national
the Federal Reserve System's (FRB's)
bank. However,the final rule recognizes
definition of "capital and surplus" to
unsolicited ratings, but no longer will
state member b ~ ~ n k'The
s . OCC agrees
permit a single unsolicited rating to
with these commenters and has,
render a security automatically
therefore, changed the final rule to
ineligible for national bank investment.
incorporate technical changes and to
Investment Security (Si I.Z(e))
provide that banks must use the
appropriate Federal banking agencies"
The proposal defined "investment
guidelines defining "capital and
security" as a security that is: (1) An
surplus."
investment grade marketable debt
obligation; or (2) the credit equivalent of
Investment Grade (5 1.2(d))
a n investment grade marketable debt
In many instances in the final rule, a
if the security is not rated.
security must be "investment grade" to
~ h occ
,
comment on
be a permissible investment for a
whether to describe more specifically
national bank. The proposal defined a
the char,acteristics of securities that are
security as "investment grade" when
the credit equivalent of investment
each nationally recognized statistical
grade. The OCC also asked commenters
rating organization (NRSRO) that has
to address whether other securities with
rated the security has given it a rating
characteristics functionally equivalent
in one of the top four rating categories.
to a debt obligation might be classified
Thus, for purposes of this definition, if
"investment securities."
a security were given different ratings
The OCC received four comments on
by different NRSROs, the lowest rating
this section. The commenters generally
w o d d govern. For example, if two
supported the definition of "investment
NRSROs rated a security in one of their
security.u ~~~t commenters felt that
top four categories, but a third NRSRO
defining "credit equivalencyw by
did not give the security a top four
identifying specific characteristics
rating (a so-called "split- rated"
would sacrifice flexibility.
security). the security would not qualify
The OCC agrees with the conlmenters
as "investment grade."
and believes that to adopt specific
The OCC received ten comments on
identifiable characteristics of credit
this section. Seven commenters
equivalency would unduly restrict
recommended that the OCC change the
flexibility in this area. Therefore, the
proposed definition to recognize a
occ adopts the final rule as proposed.
security as "investment grade" if only
(5 '.(f))
one NRSRO rates the security in one of
the top four categories. These
At 5 1.5(a), the former rule defined a
commenters asserted that otherwise any "marketable" security as one that may
one NRSRO could render a particular
be sold with reasonable promptness at

extent to which national banks may deal
in, underwrite, purchase, or sell them.
The proposal also defined two new
types of securities, Type IV and Type V
securities, and added a definition of
<, .
~nveslrr~rrlt
cornpar~y."
The final rule adds a new defined
term, "NRSRO." The final rule changes
the paragraph letter designations for
each definition accordingly. Of
particular note, the final rule makes the
following substantive changes:

he

,

a price that corresponds reasonably to
its fair value. The proposal replaced this
defin~tionwith a more objective test that
lists particular indicators of a ready
market for a security. The proposal
defined marketable as: (1) Securities
registered under the Securities Act; (2)
certain government securities exempt
from Securities Act registration; (3)
municipal revenue bonds exempt from
Securities Act registration: and (4)
securities that are investment grade and
sold pursuant to Securities Exchange
Comn~ission(SEC) Rule 144A (17 CFR
230.144A), which exempts certain
private resales of securities to
institutional investors from Securities
Act registration.
The OCC requested comment on
whether the proposed definition of
"marketable" is sufficiently inclusive,
particularly regarding other exemptions
under the Securities Act and whether
the definition is appropriately incli~sive
of foreign sovereign debt. The OCC also
asked comrnenters to suggest alternative
definitions of marketable that would
address the OCC's concerns about
liquidity.
The OCC received 12 comments on
this issue. A majority of the commenters
recommended that the OCC expand the
proposed definition or retain the former
definition of marketable- 'IkeSe
commenters asserted that the proposed
definition was too restrictive and did
not include certain securities that are
included within the definition in the
former regulation. For example, the
commenters noted that foreign
sovereign debt, bank and savings and
loan debt securities (which are exempt
from registration under the Securities
Act), and commercial paper were not
identified in the proposed definition
even though they may have been
included within the former
marketability test.
The OCC did not intend to prescribe
a marketability test that, through its
objectivity, eliminates flexibility
available under the former rule and
unnecessarily excludes a broad range of
securities. Therefore, the final rule
retains the list of marketable securities
contained in the proposal and adds to
that list the definition of marketable
contained in the former regulation, i.e.,
a security that may be sold with
reasonable promptness a t a price that
corresponds reasonably to its fair value.
Thus, certain foreign sovereign debt and
other securities may qualify under the
revised definition of marketable. This
approach also provides additional
flexibility for the OCC t o review the
permissibility of national bank
investment in particular securities on a
case-by-case basis.

t
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Several coninienters also asked the
OCC to remove the requirement that
Securities Exchange Con~missionRule
144A. 17 CFR 230.144A (Rule 144A)
securities be rated investment grade in
order to fall within the definition of
"marketable." These conimenters stated
that many privately-placed securities
are not rated. One commenter advocated
that the OCC should not adopt the
proposal, because Rule 144A provides
no assurance of marketability.
The OCC agrees that a Rule 144A
security need not be rated investment
grade to be marketable; but, if it is not
rated investment grade, it must be the
credit equivalent of investment grade.
The final rule therefore does not adopt
the proposed requirement that an
NRSRO rate a Rule 144A security
investment grade in order for the
security to be marketable. Instead,
consistent with other investment
securities under this part, a Rule 144A
security may qualify as investment
grade, when not rated, and therefore
qualify as marketable, if the bank
determines that it is the credit
equivalent of an investment grade
security. The OCC expects that, as a
matter of safe and sound banking
practices, a bank will conduct a
thorough analysis of a security's
creditworthiness in order to satisfy itself
that a particular security is the credit
equivalent of investment grade.
The OCC has also determined that
proposed § 1.2(!)(2) is unnecessary. That
provision listed as one comDonent of
ihe definition of marketability each of
the securities that is included in the
definition of a Type I security. Because
Type I securities are not required to
satisfy a marketability test under section
24(Seventh), it is unnecessary for the
rule to include these Type I securities in
the definition of marketable. Therefore,
the final rule is adopted without
proposed S 1.2(f)(2).The remainder of
paragraph § 1.2(f) is renumbered
accordingly.

listing examples of qualifying types of
issuers.
'Phe OCC received no comments on
this definition, which is adopted as
proposed. The OCC notes that the
definition of Type 11 security also
includes other securities that the OCC
deer~iseligible as Type I1 securities in
accordance with 12 U.S.C. 24(Seventli).
This provision gives the OCC flexibility.
consistent with the authorizing statute,
to review securities that may fulfill the
definitional requirements of a Type I1
security but are not listed in the
definition.
Type III Security (§ 1.Z(k))
The former rule defined a Type I11
security as a security that a bank may
purchase and sell for its own account.
subject to the 10 percent limitation in 12
U.S.C. 24(Seventh). The proposal
Type I Security (5 l.Z(i))
redefined a Type I11 security as an
The proposal used language similar to investment security that does not
qualify as a Type I, 11, IV,or V security.
that in the former rule to define "Type
I security" to mean any one of specified The proposal listed corporate bonds arid
municipal revenue bonds as examples
government securities. The former rule
of Type I11 securities.
and the proposal also incorporated key
The OCC requested comment on
elements of an OCC interpretation
whether to reference specifically other
regarding securities backed by the full
faith and credit of the U.S. Government. examples of Type 111 securities in
addition to corporate bonds and
The OCC received four comments on
municipal revenue bonds. In particular,
this definition. Three commenters
the OCC requested comment on whether
recommended that, consistent with 12
U.S.C. 24(Seventh), the OCC should add to include as Type 111 securities foreign
securities that are eligible for
q~ialifiedCanadian government
investment by foreign branches of U.S.
obligations to the definition of a Type I
banks.
security. The OCC received one
The OCC received seven comments on
comment recommending that the OCC
the definition of a Type 111 security. The
add the debt securities of certain
majority of these commenters
developed foreign sovereigns to the list
recommended that the OCC include in
of Type I securities.
the list of examples that qualify as Type
In accordance with 12 U.S.C.
I11 securities foreign securities that are
24(Seventh), the final rule adds
eligible for investment by foreign
qualified Canadian government
branches of national banks and
obligations to the list of Type I
securities. The OCC acknowledges that. mortgage backed securities (MBSs) that
in the future, other securities may fulfill do not qualify as Type IV or Type V
securities. One commenter also
the definitional requirements of a Type
recommended that the OCC permit
I securitv, and the OCC will review
national banks to underwrite and deal
securities, as appropriate, to determine
in municipal revenue bonds.
if they meet the statutory requirements.
NRSRO (3 1.Z@)
The OCC has determined that the
Type 11Security (5 1.20)
The OCC did not use the term
proposed definition of a Type I11
"NRSRO" in the proposal. In making
security provides appropriate examples
The proposal redefined a "Type I1
changes to the final rule's definition of, security" to mean an investment
of the scope of qualifying Type I11
and limitations on, Type IV securities.
securities. While certain mortgage
security that is issued by certain state,
the OCC found that referring to
backed securities and foreign securities
international, or multilateral
nationally recognized statistical rating
organizations or that is otherwise listed eligible for investment by foreign
organizations (NRSROs) was the most
branches of national banks will clualify
or described in 12 U.S.C. 24(Seventh).
*
direct and clear means of drafting the
as investment securities and are,
In contrast, the former rule defined a
rule. The final rule, therefore, adds
therefore, Type I11 securities, others may
Type I1 security by identifying the
"NRSRO" as a defined term.
investment limits that apply to it and by not. The OCC has not concluded that all
The OCC has not listed the rating
foreign securities eligible for investment
organizations that qualify as NRSROs in
' Currently, the NRSROs recognized by the SEC by foreign branches of national banks
are: Duff and Phelps. Inc.: Fitch Investors Service.
this definition. The OCC generally
qualify as a Type 111 investment
Inc.. IBCA Liniited (and its n~bsidlary,IBCA inc.): security. Nor does the OCC want to
follows the assessment of the SEC in
Moody's Investors Services Incorporated.Standard
acknowledging the organizations that
imply that banks are precluded from
and Poor's Corporation: and Thonison Eankwatch.
are currently NRSROs. The SEC
Inc.
purchasing other classes of securities,
recognizes NRSROs through no-action
letters. 'rhe most recent SEC no action
letter in which the SEC expressed no
opposition to the recognition of an
NRSRO is Thomson Bankwatch, Inc..
SEC No-Action Letter, 11991 Transfer
Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH)
paragraph 79,800 (August 6. 1991). See
also 59 FR 46314 (September 7, 1994)
(publishing an SEC "Concept release"
on NRSROS).~
Several commenters suggested that
the OCC recognize foreign rating
organizations. The OCC finds that most
significant foreign debt securities are
rated by the NRSROs to which the SEC
has expressed no objection and, at this
time, sees no need to depart from the
SEC's assessment of the rating
organizations that are nationally
recognized.
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which may meet the definition of
"investment security" but are not
specifically listed as a Type Ill security.
This may be the case if, for example, the
OCC were to add further to the list of
exan~ples,thereby appearing to create
an exhaustive list of Type 111 securities.
The OCC does not intend to create an
exclusive list of Type
- - I11 securities.

related securities and conlmercial
mortgage-related securities, the
aggregate amount of collateral from
loans of any one obligor corlld not
exceed 5 percent of the total amount of
the loans in the pool collateralizing the
security (the "5 percent collateral
concentration limit").
The OCC requested specific comment
on whether to befine the term
Type IVSecurity ( . 1.2(1))
"homogeneous loans" and whether the
The proposal added a new category of 5
collateral concentration limit
securities, Type IV securities, which
was appropriate to assure adequate
SMh4EA and CDRI made eligible for
diversification of the collateral.
purchase by national banks in unlimited
The OCC received 17 comments on
;mounts. 1; 1984, the SMMEA amended the ~ r o n o s e ddefinition of a T v ~ iV
e
12 U.S.C. 24(~eventh)to permit national secdriti, particularly on the 5percent
banks to ~ u r c h a s eresidential and
collateral concentration limit and the
conlmercial mortgage-related securities
homogeneity and numerous obligor
offered and sold pursuant to section 4(5) requirements. Most commenters
of the Securities Act of 1933 Act
opposed the "homogenous,"
(Securities Act), 15 U.S.C. 77d(5), or
"numerous," and 5 percent collateral
residential mortgage-related securities
concentration restrictions, stating that
as defined in section 3(a)(41) of the
they were impractical. Commenters
Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(41).The opposin,p both the "homogeneous" and
final rule incorporates the SMMEA
"numerous obligor" requirements
amendments.
asserted that those terms are vague and
CDRI defined a new type of small
difficult to apply because they are not
business-related security in section
defined. In particular, the commenters
3(a)(53)(A) of the Exchange Act, 15
asserted that the homogeneity
U.S.C. 78c(a)(53)(A), and added a class
requirement conflicts with the
of commercial mortgage-related
diversification objective of pooling
securities to section 3(a)(41) of the
commerlcial loans. These commenters
Exchange Act. 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(41).
stated that commercial loans, by their
CDRI's amendments to 12 U.S.C.
nature, are seldom homogeneous.
24(Seventh) removed limitations on
Most commenters also recommended
purchases by national banks of certain
that the OCC eIiminate the 5 percent
small business-related and commercial
collateral concentration limit on loans
mortgage-related securities. However,
of any one obligor in Type lV security
CDRI requires that certain residential
loan pools. The commenters
and commercial mortgage-related
emphasized that the plain language of
securities must receive a rating from an
CDRI ~ e r m i t unlimited
s
investment in
NRSRO in one of the top two rating
comm'ercial mortgage-related and small
categories. Small business-related
business-related securities. These
securities must receive a rating in one
commenters asserted that NRSROs
of the top four rating categories.
consider concentration risk when they
CDRI also authorized the OCC to
rate a particular security, thereby
prescribe regulations to ensure that
making the 5 percent collateral
acquisitions of statutorily defined
concentration limit unnecessary. They
residential and commercial mortgagealso asserted that the limit fails to
related securities and small businessconsider compensating factors such as
related securities are conducted in a
credit enhancements, stable cash flow,
manner consistent with safe and sound
prime location of mortgage properties,
bankling practices. In its proposed
construc:tion quality of mortgaged
definition of a Type IV security, the
property, and barriers to competition,
OCC sought to guard against undue
which are all considered by rating
concentration of risk that could arise
agencies.
The commenters also cited the
were a bank to inveit in a security
following reasons for their opposition to
backed by a small number of loans or if
the 5 percent collateral concentration
a small number of loans represents a
limit: (1) The 5 percent collateral
large percentage of the assets in the
concentration limit mistakenly focuses
pool. Therefore, the proposal required
solely on the obligor, does not focus on
Type IV securities that are small
business- or commercial mortgagethe collateral for the security, and
related securities to be fully secured by
therefore fails to ensure diversification
interests in a pool of homogeneous
of collateral. A collateral pool that
loans of numerous obligors.
satisfies the 5 percent collateral
To assure diversification, the proposal concentration limit will not necessarily
also provided that, for small businesscontain diverse collateral; however, a
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single borrower/obligor can produce a
commercial mortgage-backed security
pool that has diverse collateral. (2) The
majority of commercial mortgage loans
are nonrecourse to the borrower and,
therefore, borrower diversity is less
relevant than tenant creditworthiness.
(3) The 5 percent collateral
concentration limit will be
unnecessarily hurdensome and costly
relative to any benefits it provides
bechuse it will require a transaction-bytransaction analysis and the production
and maintenance of voluminous reports
regarding the make-up of each
conlmercial mortgage-related security
pool.
Some commenters recommended
raising the 5 percent collateral
concentration limit to a 20 percent limit.
One commenter recommended that the
OCC use existing authority to assess a
risk-based capital surcharge when
holdings of a Type IV security exceed
the aggregate amount of the appropriate
percentage of capital and surplus.
The OCC agrees with many of the
reasons cited by the commenters and
has not adopted the homogeneity and 5
percent collateral concentration limit. In
particular, the OCC believes that the
statutory requirements for residential
and commercial mortgage-related
securities defined in 3(a) (4 1) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934.15
U.S.C. 78c(a)(41), to have an NRSRO
rating in one of the top two categories
and for small business-related securities
to receive a rating in one of the top four
rating categories provide sufficient
safeguards against investment risks.
NRSRO ratings reduce the risk of
investment posed to banks because of
the NRSROs' resources a n d ability to
analyze such factors as cash flow
treatments, credit facilities, and
collateral diversification. To ensure that
banks do not purchase, in unlimited
amounts, commercial a n d residential
mortgage-related securities that are
offered or sold pursuant to section 4(5)
of the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C.
77d(5). that are predominantly
speculative in nature, t h e final rule
requires that these securities at least be
investment grade.
In addition, the final retains the
requirement that the securities be
composed of interests i n a pool of loans
to "numerous" obligors. The OCC
believes that this requirement reflects a n
essential diversified risk characteristic
of a mortgage-related or small businessrelated security and does not unduly
limit a national bank's ability to invest
in these asset-backed securities.

,'
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Type V Security (9 1. ~ ( I J I ) )
The proposat created a new category
of securities, Type V, that are
grade secui ities coi~iposedof
ilivest~ner~t
loans in which a bank may invest
directly This definition reflected the
OCC's long-standing interpretations
that, in addition to the investments
described in 12 U.S.C. 24(Seventh). a
national hank may hold securitized
forms of assets in which it may invest
directly.4
Under the proposal, the definition of
a Type V security included the same
limitations that were included in the
definition of a Type IV security (i.e.,
"homogeneous loans" from "numerous
obligors" with the obligations of any
one obligor composing no more than 5
percent of the pool). In order to assure
the high quality of this type of assetbacked security, the proposal also
required that a Type V security be rated
investment grade.
The commenters recommended that
the OCC eliminate these requirements,
citing many of the same reasons stated
in their comments on the definition of
a Type 1V security. For the same reasons
discussed in relation to Type IV
securities previously, the OCC agrees
with the commenters. Thus, the final
rule does not include the proposed
"homogeneity" and 5 percent collateral
concentration limits but does retain the
requirement that the securities be
composed of a pool of loans to
"numerous" obligors.
In addition, in order to ensure safe
and sound investment in these
securities, the final rule requires a Type
V security to be "marketable" as defined
in .§ 1.2(f). The marketability
requirement is in addition to the
investment grade requirement for a
-

Secirrlties Industry Ass'n v. Clarke, 885 F.2d
1034 (2d Clr. 1989). cert. denled. 493 U.S. 1070
(1990) (national bank authority to securitize assets):
Interpretive Letter No. 540 (December 12. 1990).
reprinted In 11990-1991 Transfer Binder] Fed.
Banking L. Rep. (
0 183.252 (securitized credit
card receivables):Interpretive Letter No. 514 (May
5. 1999). reprinted in 11990-1 99 1 Transfer Blnderl
Fed. Bnking L. Rep. (CCH) 183,218 (securitized
mortgages): Investment Securities Letter No. 29
(August 3. 1988). reprinted in (1988-1989 Transfer
Binder] Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 9 85,899
(Investnient limits for assel-backed securities
consisting of GMAC receivables);Interpretive Letter
No. 4 16 (February 16. 1988). reprinted In 119881989 Transfer Binder] Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH)
1 85.640 (securitized automobile loans): No
Objection Letter No. 87-9 (December 16. 1987).
reprinted In 11988-1989 Transfer Binder] Fed.
Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 9 84.038 (securitization of
commercial loans originated by the bank):
InVrpretive Letter No. 388 Uune 16. 1987).
reprinted in 11988-1989 Transfer Blnderl Fed.
Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 185.612 (mortgage-backed
pass-through certificates);Interpretive Letter No.
362 (May 22. 1986). reprinted in 11985-1987
Transfer Binder1 Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 1
85.532 (bonds collateralized by mortgages).
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Type V security and further ensures that
national banks do not acquire assetbacked securities that have speculative
charactc.riqtics.

will be addlessed by the OCC on a cascby-case basis.
The final rule also makes several
minor clarifying changes to 5 1.3.

Type 11 a n d 111 Secrrrities: Other
Investrt~entSecurities Limitations
(51.3)
(S 1.3(4)
The proposal provided that a national
The proposal consolidated the part 1
bank may not hold Type I1 and Type 111
provisions that limit dealing in.
securities of any one obligor that have
underwriting, purchasing, and selling
a combined aggregate par value
different types of securities. The
exceeding 10 percent of the bank's
proposal limited "the aggregate par
capital and surplus. However, the
value of the obligations of any one
proposal did not require aggregation
obligor" of a Type 11,111,or V security
with respect to industrial development
that a bank may hold to a specific
bonds. Instead, the proposal applied the
percentage limit. For example, the
10 percent limitation separately to each
proposal restricted the aggregate par
value of the obligations of any one Type security issue of a single obligor when
I1 obligor held by the bank to no more
the proceeds of that issuance are to be
than 10 percent of the bank's capital and used to acquire and lease real estate and
surplus. The proposal also imposed a 10 related facilities to economically and
legally separate industrial tenants, and
percent limit on Type I11 securities and
the issuance is payable solely from and
a 15 percent limit on Type V securities.
The OCC requested specific comment secured by a first lien on the revenues
on whether using the aggregate par
to be derived from rentals paid by the
value of obligations of any one obligor
lessee under net noncancellable leases.
is an appropriate measure of value.
The OCC received no comments on
Four commenters recommended that
this section, which is adopted as
the OCC replace "par value" with
proposed.
"market value." asserting that par value
Type IV Securities (3 1.3(e))
does not account for obligations
The proposal provided that national
acquired either at a discount or
premium.
banks could purchase, without
The OCC has determined, however.
limitation, securities that meet the
that par value is the practical and
definition of a Type IV security. This
objectivle gauge by which to measure
proposal relied on the authority granted
value in this context, and the final rule
to national banks by SMMEA and CDRI
therefore uses par value.
to purchase and sell certain rnortgageSome commenters also recommended and small business-related securities in
that the OCC permit banks to use a
unlimited amounts.
The proposal also incorporated OCC
netting approach in calculating
limitations by which a bank could
interpretations concerning the authority
reduce its ownership exposure (long
of a national bank to deal in obligations
position) in a security by taking a short
that are fully secured by Type I
position in that same security. The
securities.' These interpretations reflect
commeriters suggested that h e OCC
the OCC's consistent a;lxoach of
authorize banks to net their long and
looking to the underlying substance of
short positions in a security because the an instrument to determine whether a
investment limitations in part 1 apply
bank may deal in, underwrite, purchase,
or sell the instrument. I n the case of a
not only to amounts held by a bank but
also to obligations that a bank is "legally Type IV security that is fully secured by
committed to purchase and sell." These Type I securities, the ultimate source of
commenters assert that banks should be repayment is Type I securities. The
able to exclude from their investment
proposal did not limit the categories of
limit calculations any securities for
Type IV securities in which banks may
which there is both a commitment by a
deal, if the securities are fully
bank to sell and by a third party to buy.
collateralized by Type I securities. Thus,
The OCC agrees that a netting of long
under the proposal, a bank's authority to
and short position in a particular
deal in these securities would be
security may be appropriate for
determined with reference to the
purposes of calculations under part 1,
standards that apply to Type I
and the language of the final rule, noted securities. (The ability of a bank to
above, will acconimodate this approach.
However, the OCC's responses on this
sSeeInterpretive Letter No. 514 (May 5. 1990).
issue are likely to be more detailed than reprinted in 11990-1991 Transfer Binder] Fed.
Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 9 83.2 18: Interpretive Letter
is appropriate for a regulation, and will
No. 362 (May 22. 1986). reprinted in 11985-1987
be based on the transaction at issue.
Transfer Binder] Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 1
Therefore, specific issues on this point
85.532.
Lirnitatinnc on Dealing in, Ilndenuriting,
and Pur-cl-iasingand Selling Securities
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securitize and sell loans and other
obligations it holds, including loans that
qualify as collateral for 'Type I V
secr~rities,is addressed in 5 1.3(g) )
Congress made clear that it intended
the OCC and other bank regulatory
agencies to have authority to limit or
iestrict bank purchases of securities in
order to ensure the safety and
soundness of insured depository
institutions. See H.R. Conf. Rep. No.
652. 103rd Cong.. 2nd Sess. sec. 347, at
184 (1994). The OCC believes that it can
ensure safe and sound investments
involving purchases of small businessrelated securities, as defined in section
3(a)(53)(A)of the Exchange Act. 15
U.S.C. 78c(a)(53)(A),if the OCC permits
pl-~rchasesin unlimited amounts only if
the small business-related securities are
rated in one of the top two rating
categories by an NRSRO. In addition,
however, the final rule permits a
national bank to purchase small
business-related securities that an
NRSRO has rated in the top third or
fourth rating category, provided the
bank may not hold small businessrelated securities from a single issuer if
the aggregate par value of the security
exceeds 25 percent of the bank's capital
and surplus. The OCC has imposed this
25 percent limit as a safety and
soundness-based prudential limit.
Type V Securities (5 1.3(4)
The proposal limited a national
bank's holding of Type V securities from
any one obligor (or certain related
issuers) to 15 percent of the bank's
capital and surplus. The OCC requested
specific comment on whether a higher
limit, such as 25 percent, would be
sufficient to prevent excess
concentration.
Four commenters questioned whether
the OCC intended the term "obligor," in
this context, to mean the underlying
borrowers whose notes comprise a
security. The OCC did not intend that
result. The 15 percent limit applied to
the entity that was issuer of the security,
not to each obligor on the loans that
back 'a particular security. me final rule
substituting the
'Iarifies this point
word "issuer" for "obligor."
One of these commenters noted that
the OCC used the terms obligor and
issuer interchangeably in other sections
Of the rule and recommended that the
OCC clarify the terms. TOaddress this
concern, the text of the final rule has
been revised to use the two terms in a
more precise fashion and rephrase
certain sections to enhance clarity.
Many commenters recommended that
the occ raise the capital limitation for

Type V securities are analogous to
secured loans and therefore should be
eligible for the 25 percent limit of 12
U S C 84.
The OCC has carefully considered
these comments, and the final rule
replaces the proposed 15 percent
limitation with a 25 percent of capital
limitation. The OCC believes the 25
percent of capital limit is a prudential
limit that provides sufficient protection
against undue risk concentrations. This
limit parallels the 25 percent credit
concentration benchmark in the
Comptroller's Handbook for National
Bank Examiners. The Handbook
identifies credit concentrations in
excess of 25 percent of a bank's capital
as raising potential safety and
soundness concerns. For this purpose.
the Handbook guidance aggregates
direct and indirect obligations of an
Or issuer and
contemplates application of the 25
percent benchmark to concentrations
that may result from an acquisition of a
Of loans from a sing1e source^
regardless of the diversity of the
individual borrowers. See Comptroller's
I-Iandbook S 215. Accordingly, national
banks are urged to monitor carefully
their aggregate credit exposure to any
single obligor or issuer in order to avoid
imprudent
credit.
This provision is 'thewise
as proposed.

securitization activities as affirined by
case law.' National banks engaging in
securitization activities should consult
OCC Bulletin 96-52 (September 25.
1996), which provides guidelines for
national banks on their securitization
activities.

-

Investment Company Shares (3 1.3(hl)
The proposal incorporated OCC
interpretations concerning the authority
of a nationaLbank to hold instruments
representing indirect interests in assets
in which the bank could invest
d i r e c t l ~Former
.~
part 1 did not address
a national bank's investment in an
investment company. The proposal
permitted a national bank to purchase
and sell for its own account shares of a

'See. e g.. Interpretive Letter No 585 uune 8.
1992). reprlnled In 11092- 1993 Transfer Binder]
Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 183,406 (securitized
n1otor vehicle retail installment sales contracts
purcllasud fro111auton~ubilrdealers). Interpretive
Letter No. 540 (December 12. 1990). reprlntedin
11090-1991 Transfer Binder1 Fed. Banking L. Rep.
(CCH) 183.252 (secl~rlizcdcrcdl card receivables
originated by bank or purchased from others):
Interpretive Letter No. 514 (May 5. 1990). reprinted
in 11990-1991 Transfer Binder] Fed. Banklng L.
Rep. (CCH)183.218
(securitized
Interpretive Letter No. 416 (February 16. 1988).
(1988-1989 ~~~~~f~~B~~~~~~F ~ ~ .
Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 185.640 (securitized
automobile loans): Interpretive Letter No. 388 (June
16. 1987). reprinted In 11988-1 989 Transfer Binder]
Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 185,612 (sale of
mortgage-backed pass-through certificates). No
ObJection Letter No 87-9 (Dccember 16. 1987).
reprinted In 11988-1 989 Transfer Binder] Fed.
(5
Bal~killsL. Rep. (CCH) 184.038 (securitiratiun of
con~niercialloans originated by the bank):
~h~ proposal added this section to
lnterpretlve Letter No. 362 (May 22. 1986).
the OCCIs
~ e p r i ~ l l e d11985-1987
in
Transfer Binder] Fed.
position that a national bank may
Banklng L. Rep. (CCH) 185.532 (sales of bonds
collateralized by mortgages). Regarding sales of
securitize and sell loan assets that it
participations i n ~ l s o f l o a n s see
. Letter from
holds. The ability of a bank to sell loans Billy
C. Wood. Deputy Comptroller. Multinational
and other obligations through the
Banking (May 29. 1981). reprjnted In 11981-82
issuance and sale of certificates
Transfer Binder] Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH)
185.275. Letter from Paul M.Honian. Senior
evidencing interests in pools of the
Deputy Comptroller for Bank Supervision (February
assets provides flexibility that can
1. 1980). reprinted In 11981-82 Transfer Binder]
enhance bank safety and ~oundneSs."~d
Banking L Rep. (CCH)185,213: Letter from
John M. Miller. Deputy Chief Counsel Uuly 31.
The provision is adopted substantially
as proposed and reflects the OCC's long- 1979). reprintedjn 11978-79TransferBinderl Fed-

standing treatment of national banks'

--

6See. e.g., Remarks by Alan Greenspan.
Chairman. Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System before the American Bankers
Association (October 8. 1994). See also Statement
by Donald G. Coonley. Chief National Bank
Examiner. OCC. Asset Securitization and Secondary
Markets. Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Policy.
Research. and Insurance ofthe Comm. on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs. 102d Cong.. 1st Sess. 24 (1991). reprlntedln OCCQuarterly]ournal
(December 1991); and Joint Statement by Richard
Spillenkothen. Director. Divisiol~oTBanking
Supervision and Regillation. Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, and Donald H. Wilson.
Financial Markets Omcer. Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago. Secondary Market for Commercjai Real
Estate Loans Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Policy. Research, andjnsurance ofthe Cornm on
BanWng, Finance and Urban Affairs. 102d Cong.,
securities from l5 percent to 25 2d Sess. 16-19 (1992). reprinted In 78 Fed Res.
percent. These commenters asserted that B U J ~492 (1992).

~ , " ~ f ! ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . " , ~ f n ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ a u l
Supervkion (April20.1979). reprinted In 11978-79
Transfer Blnderl Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH)
185.167: Letter from H. Joe Selby. Deputy
Con~ptrollerfor Operations (October 17, 1978).
reprinted in (1978-79 Transfer Binder1 Fed.
Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 185.144: Letter from John
C Heimann. Comptroller of the Currency (May 18,
1978). reprinted in 11978-79 Transfer Binder] Fed.
Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 185.1 16: Letter from Charles
B. Hall. Deputy Comptroller for Banking Operations
(February 14. 1978). reprinted In 11978-79 Transfer
Binder] Fed. Banking L Rep. (CCH) 185.100: Letter
from Robert Bloom. Acting Comptroller of the
Currency March 30.1977). reprintedjn 11973-78
Transfer Binder] Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH)
197.093. Regarding national bank authority to
securitize assets. see Security PacIncv. Clarke. 885
F.2d 1034 (2d Cir. I989), cert. denied. 493 U.S.
1070 (1990).
'Banking Circular 220 movember 21. 1986): An
Examiner's Guide to Investment Products and
Practices at 23 (December 1992).
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registered investment conipany, subject
to two requirements: First, the
investment company's portfolio must be
composed entirely of assets in which
the bank could invest directly. Second,
the amount of the bank's investment in
shares of any one investment company
is subject to the most stringent
i~ivestmentlimitations applicable to the
underlying securitics and loans that
compose that investment company's
portfolio.
The proposal permitted banks to
purchase shares in investment
companies, including mutual funds,
that are registered under section 8 of the
Investment Company Act of 1940 ('40
Act), 15 U.S.C. 80a-8. See 1.2(c)
(defining "investment company"). The
OCC requested comment on whether the
OCC should permit banks to purchase
shares of limited partnerships with '
fewer than 100 investors. i.e., a
partnership that would not qualify as an
investment company within the
meaning of section 3(c)(l) of the '40 Act,
if the partnerships' portfolios consist
solely of Type I securities that the bank
may purchase and sell for its own
account. The '40 Act's definition of
"investment company" excludes issuers
whose outstanding securities are
beneficially owned by 100 or fewer
persons and who are not making, or do
not presently propose to make, a public
offering of their securities.
Several commenters recommended
that the OCC permit banks to purchase
shares in entities with 100 or fewer
investors, although these entities would
not be subject to '40 Act regulation. The
cornmenters asserted that so long as the
pass-through entity allows a bank to
invest solely in investments that the
bank could purchase directly for its own
account, the number of investors should
not matter.
One commenter opposed expanding
the proposed definition asserting that
the '40 Act establishes a regulatory
framework for investment companies
that addresses the unique risks posed by
pooled investment vehicles. The
commenter asserted that to allow
national banks to invest in entities not
subject to the '40 Act, for their own
accounts, could leave bank capital open
to substantial risk.
The OCC agrees with this commenter
that the absence of a regulatory scheme,
such as the '40 Act, could pose
additional risk for national banks.
Therefore, the final rule adopts the
definition of "investriient conipany" as
proposed in 5 1.2(c). Further, the final
rule does not expressly permit banks to
purchase shares from entities with 100
or fewer investors that are exempt from
'40 Act registration.

However, the OCC recognizes that
there may be circumstances in which a
bank's purchase of interests in a certain
exempt invegtment fund would be
acceptable. Therefore, the final rule
provides that, on a case-by-case basis,
the OCC may determine that interests in
other entities, the portfolios of which
conbist exclusively of inveslr~~ents
eligible for national banks to hold
directly, also are permissible for
national banks.
The final rule also relocates the
provision that limited the amount of the
bank's investment in shares of any one
investment company to the most
stringent investment limitations
applicable to the underlying securities
that conlpose that investment
company's portfolio. The OCC has
determined that, for clarity, this
limitation belongs in § 1.4, which
governs the calculation of limits.
discussed Idler, tile final rule dlso
changes this limitation.
Securities
Based On Estinlates of
Performance (51.3fi))
The proposal retained the flexibility
contained in the former rule that
permitted a bank, notwithstanding the
general definition of an investment
security in § l.Z(e). to treat certain debt
securities, (such as pools of mortgage or
business loans in moderate and lowincome areas or community
development loans), as investment
securities when the bank concludes, on
the basis of estimates that the bank
reasonably believes are reliable, that the
obligor will be able to meet its
obligations under that security.
The C)CC requested comment on
whethelrit should provide further
clarification of the standards applicable
to securities held based on estimates of
obligor's performance and, if so, what
clarification is needed.
The majority of the commenters on
this section asserted that it would not be
helpful for the occ to provide further
clarification of the
applicable
to securities held based on estimates of
an obligor's performance. Therefore, the
occ adopts the final rule as proposed.

Income (call rcport) is properly signed
and submitted; (2) the date on which the
bank's call report is required to be
st~hmitted;or (3) the date on which
there is a change in the bank's capital
category for purposes of 12 U.S.C. 18310
and 12 CFR 6.3.
The OCC received no significant
comments on these paragraphs. The
final rule makes the following changes
to the proposal to conform to the OCC's
recently proposed changes to its lending
limit regulation, 12 CFR part 32. See 61
FR 37227 (July 17, 1996). The final rule
requires a bank to determine its
investment limitations as of the most
recent of: (1) The last day of the
preceding calendar quarter; or (2) the
date on which there is a change in the
bank's capital category for purposes of
12 U.S.C. 18310 and 12 CFR 6.3.
The final rule prescribes an effective
date for a bank's investment limit. The
final rule provides that a n investment
limit that is calculated a s of the last day
of the preceding calendar quarter
becomes effective on the earlier of the
date on which the bank's call report is
submitted or the date on which the
bank's call report is required to be
submitted. An investment limit
calculated as of the date on which there
is a change in the bank's capital
category becomes effective on that day.
The effective date requirements are
added in a new paragraph 5 1.4(b). The
final rule moves proposed paragraph
5 1.4(b), which stated the OCC'S
authority to require more frequent
, accommodate
calculations, to § 1 . 4 ( ~ )to
the insertion of new paragraph 1.4(b)
and otherwise adopts that paragraph
5 1.4(c) as it was proposed.
Calculation of Type 111 a n d Type V

seCurltier
Holdings f51.4(d))

P'o~osed S 1.4(c) limited a national
bank's holdings of Type I11 investment
securities of any one issuer/obligor (or
certain related issuerlobligors) to 10
percent of the bank's capital and
surpIus. The proposal limited a national
bank's holdings of Type V securities of
any One issuer/obligor to 15 Percent
the bank's capital and surplus. In
calculating these capital limits, the
Calcujation OfLirnjts
proposal required a bank to combine: (1)
Obligations of issuer/obligors that are
The proposal added a section that
consolidated the calculation of limits
related directly or indirectly through
requirements of part 1.
common control: and (2) securities of
Proposed paragraphs (a) and (b) § 1.4
issuer/obligors that are credit-enhanced
prescribed the dates for calculating
by the same entity.
The OCC requested comment on other
capital and surplus and stated the OCC's
bases upon which a bank should
authority to require more frequent
combine its holdings when calculating
calculations. The proposal required a
its investment in Type 111 or Type V
bank to calculate its investment
limitations as of the most recent of: (1)
securities of any one issuer/obligor.
The date on which the bank's
Specifically, the OCC asked whether a
bank should combine obligations that
Consolidated Report of Condition and

,'

.-

t
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are
collateralized by
loarls made by the same originator or by
originators that are related directly or
indirectly through common control. 1n
addition, commenters were asked to
address whether and under what
circun~stancesan issuer or affiliate of
the issuer wo~tldprovide a guarantee or
other form of credit enhancement for
Type V securities that could be a source
of credit exposure of the investing bank
to the issuer or its affiliate. Comment
was also invited on whether the 15
percent investment limitation or a lower
limitation is appropriate under these
circumstances.
Five commenters stated that the OCC
should not require banks to combine
obligations of issuer/obligors of Type V
securities that are related through
common control. These commenters
asserted that the risk assessment for the
securities is based on the
creditworthiness of the underlying
borrowers whose loans collateralize the
issuance, and on the credit
enhancement rather than on the
creditworthiness of the Type V issuer/
obligor. They stated that, if the parent
company provides no guarantee, there is
no common source of risk and that
applying a limitation on common
sources of credit enhancement is
sufficient to safeguard against risk
concentrations. Similarly, a few
commenters also recommended that the
OCC remove the requirement to
aggregate holdings of entities under
direct or indirect common control for
Type III securities. They asserted that
the requirement would be unduly
burdensome for banks.
The OCC continues to believe that
combining obligations of issuer/obligors
that are related through common control
represents a prudent supervisory
response, given the effect of common
control on underwriting standards and
servicing effectiveness, and especially
in light of other burden reducing
changes the OCC has made to the final
rule. Thus, the final rule retains the
requirement that banks aggregate issuer/
obligbrs of Type III and Type V
securities,
that are under
common ownership or control.
The comments demonstrate that the
proposal left unclear whether it required
banks to aggregate T~~~1~ and T~~~v
securities issued by the same issuer/
obligor. The final rule adds a new
provision to clarify that the aggregation
requirement
Type
111 and Type V securities. The OCC
e q h a s i z e s , however, that the
Comptroller's Handbook for National
Bank Examiners identifies credit

safety and soundness concerns. For this
purpose, the Handbook guidance does
aggregate direct and indirect obligations
of an issrtrtrlobligor. Thus, if a hank's
aggregate holdings of Type 111 and Type
V securities issued by the same issuer/
obligor exceed 25 percent of the bank's
capital, the bank. as a matter of safety
and soutldness, should !lave carefully
considered whether, and be able to
demonstrate why, the characteristics of
the Type 111 and Type V securities it
holds do not entail an undue
concentration.9
As noted in the earlier discussion of
§ 1.3(fj, the final rule changes the Type
,
V limitation from 15 percent to 25
percent of capital and surplus. The final'
rule also changes proposed paragraph
§ 1.3(c) to paragraph § 1.3(d) to
'
accommodate the insertion of new
paragraph 5 1,3(b).
Calculatlon Of Investment
,
HO1dings (5 1.4(e))
In S 1.4(d), the proposal required a
bank to use reasonable efforts to
calculate and combine its pro rata share
of a particular security in the portfolio
of each investment company with the
bank's direct holdings of securities of
that issuer. In 1.3(h), the proposal
required the bank to apply the most
stringent investment limit that would
apply to the underlying securities in the
investment company's portfolio.
For example, if the investment
company holds a Type 111security, the
proposal limited the bankWsholdings of
shares of that investment company to 10
percent of the bank's capital and
surplus. The proposal would thereby
have codified ~
~circular
~ 220 (BC
k
220) ( N ~21,
~ .1986). which authorizes
of
national banks to purchase the
investment companies whose portfolios
comprised entirely of bank-eligible

onecommenter asserted that
application of the most restrictive limit
at the investment company level
unnecessarily constrains a national
bankes ability to buy investment
9Similarly. a bank nlay acquire debt obligations
of an issuer/obllgor pursuant to the bank's authority
to make loans. (provided appropriate underwriting
standards are met) rather than under its authority
to hold Investment securities. SeeOCC Interpretive
Letter No. 663. reprintedln (1994-1995 Transfer
R ~ (CCH)
~ , 183.61 1
Binder] ~ ~~~~k~~~L
d .
8. 1995): OCC Interpretive Letter No. 600, reprinted
in 11992-1993 Transfer Binder1 Fed. Banking L.
Rep. (CCH) 183.427 Ouly 31. 1992): OCC Banking
Circular 181 (Rev) (Purchase of loans in whole or
in part-part~cipations)(Augl~sr2. 1984)
such a
case. the holding would be permissible under a
separate authority of the bank, but the credit
concentration standards described in the
Comptroller'sHandbook would still be applicable
,,,,\a cklrta\\the amount ofthe bank.s holdings
under the two different sources of authority.

concentrations in excess of 25 percent of ,a
a bank's capital as raising potential

uune
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company shares, especially when the
company's portfolio contains only a
proportionately small amount of
securities subject to an inve~tmentlimit.
As the commenter noted, the treatment
prescribed by the proposal would
restrict the bank's purchase of the shares
of the hypothetical mutual fund
described above to 10 percent of capital
and surplus even if the fund's portfolio
was not evenly divided between Type I
and Type I N securities but contained 95
I
percent Type I and 5 percent Type 111
securities.
The commenter recommended that
the OCC permit banks to use a "passthrough" analysis instead, that is. that
the OCC permit banks to disregard the
investment company level for purposes
of applying the investment limits and
allow banks to apply the applicable
limit only to the pro rata portion of the
underlying securities. This commenter
also noted that allowing pass-through
treatment is more consistent with the
requirement in proposed 5 1.4(d), by
which banks must make "reasonable
efforts" to aggregate their direct and
indirect holdings of a security.
The final rule consolidates the two
investment limit requirements set forth
in §§ 1.3(h) and 1.4(d) into a single
investment limit calculation provision,
also
paragraph 5 1.4(e). The final
modifies these provisions significantly
in consideration of the comment
received.
The OCC agrees that the OCC
give banks the flexibility to apply a
pass-through analysis to determine the
applicable investment limit if the bank
aggregates its pro rats
of a
security
in
company with
i
~ an investment
~
the bank's direct and other indirect
holdings of that security. Therefore, the
permits banks
look
to the securities in the portfolio of an
'
investment company a n d apply the
appropriate limitation to the aggregate
the bank's pro rats interest in
securities of a particular issuer that are
held in an investment company's
portfolio and the bank's direct holdings
of the same securities.
The OCC recognizes that Some
institutions may prefer the method set
forth in proposed § 1.3(h), which
implemented BC 220 a n d required
banks to
the most stringent
applicable investment limit to the
bank's entire holdings of a particular
investment company. Because
calculating pro rats holdings of
securities that the bank holds through
an investment company may be
burdensome for some institutions. the
final rule gives a bank the option to
apply the most stringent investment
limit to the bank's entire holdings of a

'

,
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particular investment company if the
investment company is diversified. A11
investment company is diversified if its
holdings of the sec~~rities
of any one
issuer do not exceed 5 percent of the
investment company's total portfolio.
For institutions that choose to
calculate an investment limit using the
most stringent applicable limit, the final
rule does not require a bank to aggregate
the investment company's holdings of a
security with the bank's direct holdings
of the security. The OCC believes that
the 5 percent diversification
requirement applicable to diversified
investment companies provides
sufficient protection against risk
concentrations when a bank elects to
apply the most stringent investment
limit to the bank's investment in the
investment company.
Safe and Sound Banking Practices;
Credit Information Required (3 1 5)
The proposal changed the
requirement that, in addition to the
specific requirements of part 1, a bank
must exercise "prudent banking
judgment" to a requirement that a bank
must adhere to "safe and sound banking
practices." and identified certain risks
that a bank should consider as part of
safe and sound banking. The proposal
also required each bank to obtain credit
information that demonstrates the
ability of issuer/obligors to satisfy their
obligations and to maintain records that
document the bank's compliance with
this section.
The OCC received no comments on
this section. The proposal required
banks to consider market, interest rate,
liquidity, legal, and operations and
systems risks, as well as credit risk. The
final rule conforms the list of risks
identified by the proposal to the risks
that are now specified in the OCC's riskbased supervision approach. The final
rule requires banks to consider interest
rate, credit, liquidity, price, foreign
exchange, transaction, compliance,
strategic, and reputation risks. The final
rule also makes minor stylistic changes
to this section.
Convertible Securities

(5 1.6)

The proposal set forth the restrictions
on investment in certain convertible
securities. The proposal required a bank
to write down the carrying value of a
convertible security to an amount that
represents the value of the security
cqnsidered independently of the
conversion feature or attached stock
purchase warrant. The proposal also
prohibited a bank from purchasing
securities convertible into stock at the
option of the issuer.

why any additional holding period is
The OCC received no comments on
needed for securities acquired DPC.
this section. I-Iowever, the OCC has
determined that requiring a bank to
Nor~confor~ning
Investments (3 1.8)
write down the carrying value of a
The
proposal
clarified
that a bank
security independently of the
conversion feature is not consistent w ~ t h does riot violate arl applicable
investment limitation when an
generally accepted accounting
investment in securities that was legal
principles (GAAP). Therefore, the final
when made becomes nonconforming as
rule elirtiir~atesthis requi~ernent.While
a result of certain enumerated events, if
the final rule docs not specifically state
that a bank must account for convertible the bank exercises reasonable efforts to
bring the investment into conformity
securities in accordance with GAAP, it
with applicable limitations.
is the OCC's policy that if the OCC is
The OCC asked commenters to
silent on accounting treatment, the OCC
address whether: (1) the phrase
requires banks to conform with GAAP.
"reasonable efforts" needs additional
The final rule adopts as proposed the
clarification; (2) the OCC should require
provision prohibiting national banks
a bank to make "reasonable efforts" to
from purchasing securities convertible
bring into conformity an investment
into stock at the option of the issuer.
where the quality of a security
Securities Held in Satisfaction of Debts
deteriorates so that the security is no
Previously Contracted; Holding Period;
longer an investment security; and (3)
Disposal; Accounting Treatment; Nonany other events should be added to the
Speculative Purpose (5 1.7)
list of circumstances that may cause an
The p~oposaladded new provisions to investment in securities to become
nonconforming.
clarify how a bank must treat securities
Two conimenters recommended that
held in satisfaction of debts previously
the OCC eliminate the requirement that
contracted (DPC). These provisions
a bank must make reasonable efforts to
. embodied standards prescribed in the
conform an asset to the appropriate
OCC's regulation on other real estate
owned (OREO). 12 CFR part 34. and the investment limit. The commenters
stated that the requirement should not
OCC's related interpretation, see
apply because the factor that caused
Interpretive Letter No. 604 (October 8.
1992). The proposal provided that a
nonconformity is beyond the bank's
national bank holding securities in
ability to control. One commenter noted
satisfaction of DPC may do so for a
that the reasonable efforts language
period of five years from the date that
might require a bank to sell securities at
ownersflip of the securities was
an exaggerated loss. Similarly, two
originallly transferred to the bank, plus,
commenters asked the OCC to clarify
if permitted by the OCC, an additional
that a bank will have a substantial
five years. The proposal also required a
period of time before it is required to
bank to mark-to-market securities held
sell a non-conforming investment if the
in satisfaction of DPC.
sale would result in a loss to the bank.
The OCC received one comment on
The OCC does not intend "reasonable
this section. The commenter suggested
efforts" to mean that a bank should sell
that the OCC should avoid specifying an a nonconforming investment at an
accounting treatment in the rule.
exaggerated or unnecessary loss. The
Instead, the commenter recommended
OCC intends a bank to use sound
that a reference be made to the call
banking judgment to determine when it
re ort instructions.
would be inappropriate to sell or reduce
%he OCC agrees that it is unnecessary its holdings of a nonconforming
to specify the accounting treatment for
investment. In the final rule, the OCC
DPC securities in the regulation.
adopts the requirement that a bank must
Accordingly, the final rule removes the
use reasonable efforts to bring an
reference to mark-to-market accounting
investment into conformity with the
and simply says that banks should
understanding that "reasonable efforts"
account for DPC securities consistent
should not pose significant harm to the
with GAAP. In addition, the OCC
bank if a reasonable probability exists
emphasizes that extensions of the fivethat a loss can be avoided in the
year holding period for shares acquired
foreseeable future. The final rule makes
DPC are not automatic. While the five
minor clarifying changes to this section.
year holding period, plus extensions up
Amortization
of Premiums (Former
to an additional five years, is based on
31.10).
the OCC's OREO standards, the OCC
expects that a bank should, in general.
The proposal removed former 5 1.10
because the OCC believes that GAAP
be able to dispose of DPC securities
more quickly than real estate.
appropriately governs t h e treatment of
Accordingly, the OCC will require a
premiums. GAAP requires that a bank
clearly (convincingdemonstration of
defer recognition of a premium paid for

/'
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an investment security and amortize the
premium over the period to maturity of
the security. In contrast. former 5 1.10
permitted a bank to charge off the entire
pre~uiumat the time of purchase or to
arnortize the preruiunl in any manner
the bank considers appropriate as long
as the premium is extinguished entirely
at or before the maturity of the security.
The OCC received no comments on
the removal of this section, which is
thereforeiemoved in the final rule.
Interpretations
Indirect General Obligations (3 1.100)
The proposal clarified and shortened
former 5 1.120 and renumbered it
5 1.100. The proposal removed former
paragraphs (0 "Tax anticipation notes."
and (g) "Bond anticipation notes" as
unnecessary.
The OCC received no significant
comments on this section, which is
adopted as proposed.
Eligibility of Securities for Purchase,
Dealing in, and Underwriting by
National Banks; General Guidelines '
Former 3 1.100)
The proposal removed former 5 1.100.
which contained introductory and

explanatory comments that the OCC
believes are unnecessary in light of
other proposed changes to part 1.
The OCC received no conlrnents on
the proposal's removal of this section.
Taxing Powers of a State or a Political
Subdivision (3 1.110)
The proposal shortened former
5 1.130, removed portions that are no
longer necessary, and renumbered .it
5 1.110. The proposal added new text to
provide standards for determining when
obligations that are expressly or
implicitly dependent upon voter or
legislative authorization of
appropriations are considered
supported by the full faith and credit of
a State or political subdivision.
The OCC received no significant
comments on this section, which is
adopted as proposed.
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The OCC received no comn~entson
this section, which is adopted as
proposed.
'Ijpe I! Securities; Guidelines for
Obligations Issucd for University and
Housing Purposes (3 1.130)
The proposal streamlined former

5 1.140, clarified the types of issuers
whose obligations qualify as Type I1
securities, and renumbered the section
5 1.130.
The OCC received no comments on
this section, which is adopted as
proposed.
Effective Date

The final rule takes effect on
December 3 1,1996. The OCC finds good
cause for prescribing this year-end
effective date in that it will enable
national banks to adjust their practices
to conform with the regulation at the
Prerefunded or Escrowed Bonds a n d
beginning
of a calendar quarter. which
by
Type
I
Securities
Obligations Secured
also marks the beginning of a reporting
(51.120)
period for purposes of the Consolidated
Report of Condition and Income (Call
The proposal made former 5 1.120(e)
proposed 5 1.120. The OCC proposed no Report). 5 U.S.C. 553(d)(3).
substantive changes to this provision.
DERIVAT~ON
TABLE

[Only substantive modifications, additions and changes are indicated]

Revised provision

Original provision

5 1.1 ...................................................................... ;......... 55 1.1, 1.2 ........................................................................
§ 1.2(a) ........................................................................................................................................................................
5 1.2(b) ..............................................................................
5 1.3(g) .............................................................................
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Regulatory Flexibility Act
It is hereby certified that this
regulation will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities. Accordingly, a
regulatory flexihility analysis is not
required. This regulation will reduce the
regulatory burden on natio~ialbanks,
regardless of size, by simplifying and
clarifying existing regulatory
requirements.
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
The OCC invites comments on:
(1) Whether the collections of
information contained in this notice of
final rule are necessary for the proper
performance of OCC functions.
including whether the information has
practical utility;
(2) The accuracy of the estimate of the
burden of the information collections;
(3) Ways to enhance the quality,
utility, and clarity of the information to
be collected:
(4) Ways to minimize the burden of
the information collections on
respondents, including through the use
of automated collection techniques or
other forms of information techiology;
and
(5) Estimates of capital or startup
costs and costs of operation.
maintenance, and purchase of services
to provide information.
R~spondentslrecordkeepersare not
required to respond to these collections
of information unless this displays a
currently valid OMB control number.
The collection of information
requirements contained in this final rule
have been approved by the Office of
Management and Budget under OMB
control number 1557-0205 in
accordance with the Paperwork
Reductio~iAct of 1995 (44 U.S.C.
3507(d)).Comments on the collections
of information should be sent to the
Office of Management and Budget,
Paperwork Reduction Project (15570205). Washington. DC 20503. with

copies to the Legislative and Regulatory
Activities Division, Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency, 250 E
Street. SW, Washington, DC 20219.
The collection of information
requirennents in this final rule are found
in 12 Ct'K 1.3 and 1.7. This information
is required to enable the OCC to make
determi~nationsas to the safety and
soundness of activities. The likely
respondents/recordkeepers are national
banks.
Estimated average annual burden
hours per respondent/recordkeeper:
18.4 hours.
Estimated number of respondents
and/or recordkee ers. 25.
Estimated totarannml reporting a n d
recordkeeping burden: 460 hours.
costs to respondents: lqone.

discrtssed in the preamble, the final rule
has the effect of reducing burden and
increasing th.e discretion of national
banks regarding their sound investment
activities.

Executive Order 12866

For the reasons set out in the
preamble, chapter I of title 12 of the
Code of Federal Regulations is amended
as set forth below:
1. Part 1 is revised to read as follows:

Therule
OCC
not determined
a significantthat
regulatory
this
final
is has
action.
Unfunded Mandates Act of lgg5
Section 202 of the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act of 1995
(Unfunded Mandates Act) (signed into
law on March 22, 1995) requires that an
agency prepare a budgetary impact
statement before promulgating a rule
that includes a Federal mandate that
may result in the expenditure by State.
local, and tribal governments, in the
aggregate, or by the private sector, of
$100 million or more in any one year.
If a budgetary impact statement is
required, Section 205 of the Unfunded
Mandates Act also requires an agency to
identify and consider a reasonable
number of regulatory alternatives before
promulgating a rule. Because the OCC
has determined that this final rule will
not result in expenditures by State.
local, and tribal governments or by the
private sector of S 100 million or more
in any one year, the OCC has not
prepared a budgetaly impact statement
or spec:ifically addressed the regulatory
alternatives considered. Nevertheless, as

List of Subjccts

12 CFR Part 1
Banks, banking, National banks,
Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Securities.

12 CFR part
Credit, Insurance, Investments.
National banks, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, Securities,
Surety bonds.
Authority and Issuance

PART 1-INVESTMENT

SECURITIES

Sec.
1.1 Authority. purpose. and scope.
1.2 Definitions.
1.3 Limitations on dealing in, underwriting,
and purchase and sale of securities.
1.4 Calculation of limits.
1.5 Safe and sound banking practices; credit
information required.
1.6 Convertible securities.
1.7 Securities held in satisfaction of debts
previously contracted; holding period:
disposal: accounting treatment: nonspeculative purpose
1.8 Nonconforming investments.
Interpretations
1.100 Indirect general obligations.
1.110 Taxing powers of a State or political
subdivision.
1.120 Prerefunded or escrowed bonds and
obligations secured by Type 1 securities.
1.130 Type I1 securities; guidelines for
obligations issued for university and
housing purposes.
Authority: 12 U.S.C. 1 etseq., 24 (Seventh),
and 93a.
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5 1.1 Authority, purpose, and scope.
(a) A~rthorir~v.
This part is issued
pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1 et seq., 12 U.S.C.
24 (Seventh), and 12 U.S.C. 93a.
(b) Purpose This part prescribes
standards under which national banks
may purcllase, sell, deal in, underwrite.
and hold securities, consistent with the
authority contained in 12 U.S.C. 24
(Seventh) and safe and sound banking
practices.
(c) Scope. The standards set fo[.tli in '
this part apply to national banks,
District of Columbia banks, and federal
branches of foreign banks. Further.
pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 335. State banks
that are members of the Federal Reserve
System are subject to the same
limitations and conditions that apply to
national banks in connection with
purchasing, selling, dealing in, and
underwritineu securities and stock. In
addition to activities authorized under
this part, foreign branches of national
banks are authorized to conduct
.
international activities and invest in
securities pursuant to 12 CFR part 21 1.
Definitions.
(a) Capital a n d surplus means:
(1) A bank's Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital
calculated under the OCC's risk-based
capital standards set forth in appendix
A to 12 CFR part 3 (or comparable
capital guidelines of the appropriate
Federal banking agency) as reported in
the bank's Consolidated Report of
Condition and Income filed under 12
U.S.C. 161 (or under 12 U.S.C. 1817 in
the case of a state member bank); plus
(2) The balance of a bank's allowance
for loan and lease losses not included in
the bank's Tier 2 capital, for purposes of
the calculation of risk-based capital
described in paragraph (a)(l) of this
section, as reported in the bank's
Consolidated Report of Condition and
Income filed under 12 U.S.C. 161 (or .
under 12 U.S.C. 1817 in the case of a
state member bank).
(b) General obligation of a State or
political subdivision means:
( 1 ) ' ~ onbligation supported by the
full faith and credit of an obligor
possessing general powers of taxation,
including property taxation; or
(2) An obligation payable from a
special fund or by an obligor not
possessing general powers of taxation,
when an obligor possessing general
powers of taxation, including property
taxation, has unconditionally promised
to make payments into the fund or
otherwise provide funds to cover all
required payments on the obligation.
(c) Investment company means an
investment company. including a
mutual fund, registered under section 8

!j 1.2

of the Ir~vestnientCornpany Act of 10110.
15 U.S.C. 80a-8.
(d) Investnlent grade means a security
that is rated in one of the four highest
rating categories by:
(1) l'wo or more NKSROs: or
(2) One NRSRO if the security has
been rated by only one NRSRO.
(e) Itlvestment security nleans a
marketable debt obligation that is not
predominantly speculative in nature. A
security is not predominantly
speculative in nature if it is rated
investment grade. When a security is
not rated, the security must be the credit
equivalent of a security rated
investment grade.
(f) Marketable means that the security:
(1) Is registered under the Securities
Act of 1933. 15 U.S.C. 77a et seq.;
(2) Is a municipal revenue bond
exempt from registration under the
Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C.
77c(a)(2):
(3) Is offered and sold pursuant to
Securities and Exchange Commission
Rule 144A, 17 CFR 230.144A. and rated
investment grade or is the credit
equivalent of investment grade; or
(4) Can be sold with reasonable
promptr~essat a price that corresponds
reasonably to its fair value.
(g) NAISRO means a nationally
recognized statistical rating
organization.
(h) Political subdivision means a
county, city, town, or other municipal
corporation, a public authority, and
generally any publicly-owned entity
that is an instrumentality of a State or
of a municipal corporation.
(i) T'J~ I securiy means:
(1) Obligations of the United States;
(2) Oblligations issued, insured, or
guaranteed by a department or an
agency of the United States
Government, if the obligation,
insurance, or guarantee commits the full
faith and credit of the United States for
the repayment of the obligation;
(3) Obligations issued by a
department or agency of the United
States, or an agency or political
subdivision of a State of the United
States, that represent an interest in a
loan or a pool of loans made to third
parties, if the full faith and credit of the
United States has been validly pledged
for the full and timely payment of
interest on, and principal of, the loans
in the event of non-payment by the third
party obligor(s):
(4) General obligations of a State of
the United States or any political
subdivision:
(5) Obligations authorized under 12
U.S.C. 24 (Seventh) as permissible for a
national bank to deal in, underwrite.
purchase, and sell for the bank's own
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account, including qualified Carladiarl
government obligations: and
(6) Other securities the OCC
determines to be eligible as Type I
securities under 12 U.S.C. 24 (Seventh).
(j) Type I1 security means an
investment security that represents:
(1) Obligations issued by a State, or a
political subdivision or agency of a
State, for housing, university, or
dormitory purposes;
(2) Obligations of international and
multilateral development banks and
organizations listed in 12 U.S.C. 24
(Seventh);
(3) Other obligations listed in 12
U.S.C. 24 (Seventh) as pern~issiblefor a
bank to deal in, underwrite, purchase.
and sell for the bank's own account.
subject to a limitation per obligor of 10
percent of the bank's capital and
surplus; and
(4) Other securities the OCC
determines to be eligible as Type I1
securities under 12 U.S.C. 24 (Seventh).
(k) Type III security means an
investment security that does not
qualify as a Type 1.11. IV, or V security,
such as corporate bonds and municipal
revenue bonds.
(1) Type IVsecurity means:
(1) A small business-related security
as defined in section 3(a)(53)(A)of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15
U.S.C. 78c(a)(53)(A), that is rated
investment grade or is the credit
equivalent thereof, that is fully secured
by interests in a pool of loans to
numerous obligors.
(2) A commercial mortgage-related
security that is offered o r sold pursuant
to section 4(5) of the Securities Act of
1933, 15 U.S.C. 77d(5), that is rated
investment grade or is the credit
equivalent thereof, or a commercial
mortgage-related security as described
in section 3(a)(41) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. 15 U.S.C.
78c(a)(41), that is rated investment
grade in one of the two highest
investment grade rating categories, and
that represents ownership of a
promissory note or certificate of interest
or participation that is directly secured
by a first lien on one or more parcels of
real estate upon which one or more
commercial structures are located and
that is fully secured by interests in a
pool of loans to numerous obligors.
(3) A residential mortgage-related
security that is offered a n d sold
pursuant to section 4(5) of the Securities
Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. 77d(5), that is
rated investment grade o r is the credit
equivalent thereof, or a residential
mortgage-related security as described
in section 3(a)(41) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. 1 5 U.S.C.
78c(a)(4 1)). that is rated investment
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grade in one of the two highest
investment grade rating categories, and
that does not otherwise qualify as a
Type I security.
(m)Type Vsecurity means a security
that is:
(I) Rated investment grade:
(2) Marketable:
(3) Not a Type IV security, a l ~ d
(4) Fully secured by interests in a pool
of loans to numerous obligors and in
which a national bank could invest
directly.

5 1.3 Limitations on dealing in,
underwriting, and purchase and sale of
securities.
(a) Type I securities. A national bank
may deal in, underwrite, purchase. and
sell Type I securities for its own
account. The amount of Type I
securities that the bank may deal in,
underwrite, purchase, and sell is not
limited to a specified percentage of the
bank's capital and surplus.
(b) Type Ilsecurities. A national bank
may deal in, underwrite, purchase, and
sell Type I1 securities for its own
provided the aggregate par
valrle T ~ ~ esecurities
l I
issued
any
One
held
the bank
not
exceed 10 percent of the bank's capital
and surplus. In applying this limitation.
a national bank shall take account of
Type I1 securities that the bank is legally
committed to purchase or to sell in
addition to the bank's existing holdings.
(c) Type III securities. A national bank
niay purchase and sell Type III
securities for its own account, provided
the aggregate par value of Type 111
securities issued by any one obligor
the bank
not exceed lo
percent of the bank's capital and
surplus. In applying this limitation. a
national bank shall take account of Type
I11 securities that the bank is legally
committed to purchase or to sell in
addition to the bank's existing holdings.
(d) Type II a n d III securities; other
investment securities limitations. A
national bank may not hold Type 11 and
111 securities issued by any one obligor
with an aggregate par value exceeding
10 percent of the bank's capital and
surplus. However, if the proceeds of
each issue are to be used to acquire and
lease real estate and related facilities to
economically and legally separate
industrial tenants, and if each issue is
payable solely from and secured by a
first lien on the revenues to be derived
from rentals paid by the lessee under
np\ noncancellable leases, the bank may
apply the 10 percent investment
limitation separately to each issue of a

Type 1V secu~itiesfor its own accoi~rit.
A national bank may deal in Type IV
that are fully secured by Type
sec~~rities
I securities. Escept as described in
paragraph (e)(2) of this section, the
amount of the'I'ype IV securities that a
hank may purchase and sell is not
limited to a specified percentage of the
bank's capital and surplus.
on small busirless(2) Li~l~itatior~
related securities rated in the third a n d
fourth highest rating categories by a n
NRSRO. A national bank may hold
small business-related securities, as
defined in section 3(a)(53)(A)of the
~~~h~~~~
of 1934, 15
U.S.C. 78c(a)(53)(AItof any one issuer
with an aggregate par value not
exceeding 25 percent of the bankvs
capital and surplus if those securities
are rated investment grade in the third
or fourth highest investment grade
rating categories, ln applying this
lilnitation,a national bank sllall take
account of securities that the bank is
legally committed to purchase or to sell
to the bankss existing
in
holdings. No percentage of capital and
surplus limit applies to small business
related securities rated investment grade
in the highest two investment grade
rating categories.
(0 Type Vsecurities. A national bank
may purchase and sell Type V securities
for its own account provided that the
aggregate par value of Type V securities
issued by any one issuer held by the
bank does not exceed 25 percent of the
bank's capital and surplus. In applying .
this limitation, a national bank shall
take account of Type V securities that
the bank is legally committed to
purchase or to sell in addition to the
bank's existing holdings.
(g) Securitization. A national bank
may securitize and sell assets that it
holds, as a part of its banking business.
The amount of securitized loans and
obligations that a bank may sell is not
limited to a specified percentage of the
bank's capital and surplus.
(h) Investment colnpany shares-(l)
General. A national bank may purchase
and sell for its own account investment
company shares provided that:
(i) The portfolio of the investment
company consists exclusively of assets
that the national bank may purchase
and sell for its own account under this
part: and
(ii) The bank's holdings of investment.
company shares do not exceed the
limitations in § 1.4(e).
(2) Ocher issuers. The OCC may
determine that a national bank may
invest in an entity that is exempt from

po~tfolioof the entity consists
exclusively of assets that a national
bank may purchase and sell for its own
account under this part.
(i) Securities held based on estimates
of obligor's performance. (1)
Notwithstanding §§ 1.2(d) and (e), a
national bank may treat a debt security
as an investment security for purposes
of this part if the bank concludes. on the
basis of estimates that the bank
reasonably believes are reliable, that the
obligor will be able to satisfy its
obligations under that security, and the
bank believes that the security may be
sold with reasonable promptness at a
price that corresponds reasonably to its
fair value.
(2) The aggregate par value of
securities treated as investment
securities under paragraph (i)(l) of this
section nlay not exceed 5 percent of the
bank's capital and surplus.

f 1.4 Calculation of limits(a) CaIculation date. For purposes of
determining compliance with 12 U.S.C.
24 (Seventh) and this part, a bank shall
determine its investment limitations as
of the most recent of the following
dates:
(1) The last day of the preceding
calendar quarter; or
(2) The date on which there is a
change in the bank's capital category for
purposes of 12 U.S.C. 18310 and 12 CFR
6.3.
(b) Effective date. (1) A bank's
investment limit calculated in
accordance with paragraph (a)(l) of this
section will be effective on the earlier of
the following dates:
(i) The date on which the bank's
Consolidated Report of Condition and
Income (Call Report) is submitted; or
(ii) The date on which the bank's
Comolidated Report of C0nditiot-1and
Income is required to be submitted.
(2) A bank's investment limit
calculated in accordance with paragraph
(a)(2) of this section will be effective on
the date that the limit i s to be
calculated.
(c) Authority of OCC to require more
frequent calculations. If the OCC
determines for safety and soundness
reasons that a bank should calculate its
investment limits more frequently than
required by paragraph (a) of this section,
the OCC may provide written notice to
the bank directing the bank to calculate
its investment limitations at a more
frequent interval. The bank shall
thereafter calculate its investment limits
at that interval until further notice.
(d) Calculation of Type IZI a n d Type

single obligor.

registration as an investment company

Vsecurities holdings-(1) General. In

(e) Type IV securities-(1) General. A
national bank may purchase and sell

under section 3(c)(l) of the Investment
Company Act of 1940, provided that the

calculating the amount of its investment
in Type 111 or Type V securities issued
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reasonably believes that t l ~ eobligor will
(b) A bank shall exercise reasonable
efforts to bring an investment that is
be able to satisfy the obligation.
(c) Each bank shall maintain records
nonconforming as a result of evcnts
available for examination purposes
described in paragraph (a) of this
adequate to demonstrate that it meets
section into conformity with this part
the requirements of this part. The bank
i~tilessto do so would be inconsistent
may store the information in any
with safe and sound banking practices.
manner that can be readily retrieved and
reproduced in a readable form.
Interpretations
fj1.100 Indirect general obligations.
securities.
(a) Obligation issued by a n obligor not
A national bank may not purchase
possessing gelleral Powers of taxation.
securities convertible into stock at the
option of the issuer.
Pursuant to § 1.2(b), an obligation issued
by an obligor not possessing general
5 1.7 Securities held in satisfaction of
powers of taxation qualifies as a general
debts previously contracted; holding
obligation of a State or political
disposal; accountingtreatment;
subdivision for the purposes of 12
non-speculative purpose.
U.S.C. 24 (Seventh). if a party
(a) Securities held in satisfaction of
possessing general powers of taxation
debts previously contracted. The
unconditionally promises to make
restrictions and limitations of this part,
for all
sufficient funds
other than those set forth in paragraphs
in connection with
required
(b).(c),and (d) of this section, do not
ap ly to securities acquired:
(b) Indirect
Through foreclosure on collateral:
a n d credit. The indirect commitment of
(2) In good faith by way of
the full faith and credit of a State or
compromise of a doubtful claim; or
political subdivision (that possesses
(3) To avoid loss in connection with
general powers of taxation) in support of
a debt previously contracted.
an obligation may be demonstrated by
(b) Holding period. A national bank
holding securities pursuant to paragraph any of the following methods, alone or
(a) of this section may d o so for a period in combination, when the State or
political subdivision pledges its full
not to exceed five years from the date
faith and credit in support of the
that owrtership of the securities was
obligation.
originally transferred to the bank. The
OCC ma.y extend the holding period for
(1) Lease/rental agreement. The lease
up to an additional five years if a bank
agreement must be valid and binding on
provides a clearly convincing
the State or the political subdivision,
demonstration as to why an additional
and the State or political subdivision
holding period is needed.
must unconditionally promise to pay
(c) Accounting treatment. A bank
rentals that, together with any other
shall account for securities held
available funds, are sufficient for the
pursuanlt to paragraph (a) of this section timely payment of interest on, and
in accordance with Generally Accepted
principal of, the obligation. These lease/
Accounting Principles.
rental agreement may, for instance,
(d) Non-s~eculatlvePurpose. A bank
provide support for obligations
$1.5 Safe and sound banking practices;
may not hold securities pursuant to
financing the acquisition or operation of
credit information required.
paragraph (a) of this section for
public projects in the areas of education,
(a) A national bank shall adhere to
speculative purposes.
medical care. transportation, recreation.
safe and sound banking practices and
public buildings, and facilities.
the specific requirements of this part in
5 1.8 Nonconforming investments.
(2) Service/purchase agreement. The
conducting the activities described in
(a) A national bank's investment in
and binding On
S 1.3,The bank shall consider, as
securities that no longer conform to this agreement must be
appropriate, the interest rate, credit.
part but conformed when nlade will not the State or the political subdivision,
and the State or political subdivision
liquidity, price, foreign exchange,
be deemed in violation but instead will
must unconditionally promise in the
transaction, compliance, strategic, and
be treated as nonconforming if the
to make payments for
reputation risks presented by a
reason why the investment no longer
services or resources provided through
proposed activity, and the particular
conforms to this part is because:
or by the issuer of the obligation. These
activities undertaken by the bank must
(1) The bank's capital declines;
be appropriate for that bank.
payments, together with any other
(2) Issuers, obligors, or credit(b) In conducting these activities, the
available funds, must be sufficient for
enhancers merge;
bank shall determine that there is
the timely payment of interest on. and
(3) Issuers become related directly or
principal of. the obligation. An
adequate evidence that an obligor
indirectly through common control;
possesses resources sufficient to provide
agreement to purchase municipal sewer.
(4) The investment securities rules
fo; all required payments on its
water, waste disposal, or electric
change;
obligations, or, in the case of securities
(5) The security no longer qualifies as services may. for instance. provide
deemed to be investment securities on
support for obligations financing the
an investment security; or
the basis of reliable estimates of an
(6) Other events identified by the OCC construction or acquisition of facilities
obligor's performance, that the bank
occur.
supplying those services.

by any one obligor, a bank shall
aggregate:
(i) Obligations issued by obligors that
are related directly or indirectly through
common control: and
(ii) Securities that are credit enhanced
by the same entity.
(2) Aggregation by type. The
aggregation requi~ertie~~t
ill paragraph
(d)(l) of this section applies separately
to the Type I11 and Type V securities
held by a bank.
(e) Limit on investment conlpany
holdings-(1) General. In calculating the
amount of its investment in investment
shares under this part*a bank
shall use reasonable efforts to calculate
and combine its pro rata share of a
particular security in the portfolio of
each investment company with the
bank's direct holdings of that security.
The bank's direct holdings of the
particular
and the bank's pro
ratd il~lerestiri tlte sdnte secu~ityill the
investment company's portfolio may
not. in the aggregate, exceed the
investment limitation that would apply
to that security.
(2) Alternate limit for diversified
investment con~panies.A national bank
may elect not to combine its pro rata
interest in a particular security in an
investment company with the bank's
direct holdings of that security if:
(i) The investment company's
holdings of the securities of any one
issuer do not exceed 5 percent of its
total portfolio: and
(ii) The bank's total holdings of the
investment company's shares do not
exceed the most stringent investment
limitation that ~ o u l apply
d
to any of
the securities in the company's portfolio
if those securities were purchased
directly by the bank.

5)
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(3) Refillable debt service reserve
f ~ ~ n The
r f referve f11nd muqt at least
equal the amount necessary to meet the
or i ~ ~ t e ~on.
e >~
l IIJ
a r l ~ ~ upaymerlt
al
principal of. the obligation as required
by applicable law. The maintenance of
a refillable reserve fund may be
provided. for instance, by statutory
direction for an appropriation, or by
statutory automatic apportionn~entand
payment from the State f ~ ~ n of
ds
amounts necessary to restole the fund to
the required level.
(4) Other grants or support. A
statutory provision or agreement must
unconditionally commit the State or the
political subdivision to provide funds
which, together with other available
funds, are sufficient for the timely
payment of interest on, and principal of,
the obligation. Those funds may, for
instance, be supplied in the f ~ r m
of
annual grants or may be advanced
whenever the other available revenues
are not sufficient for the payment of
principal and interest.

Monclay. December 2. 1996 / Rules a n d Regulations

obligation expressly or implicitly
dependent Ilpon voter or legislative
authorization of appropriations may be
co~tside~ed
suppolled by tlte full fait11
and credit of a State or political
sitbdivision if the bank determines, on
the basis of past actions by the voters or
legislative body in similar situations
involving sinlilar types of projects, that
it is reasonably probable that the obligor
will obtain all necessary appropriations.
(b) An obligation SLIPPOIt e ~ l
exclusively by excise taxes or license
fees is not a general obligation for the
purposes of 12 U.S.C. 24 (Seventh).
Nevertheless, an obligation that is
primarily payable from a fund
consisting of excise taxes or other
pledged revenues qualifies as a "general
obligation," if, in the event of a
deficiency of those revenues, the
obligation is also supported by the
general revenues of a State or a political
subdivision possessing general powers
of taxation.

5 1 .I20 Prerefunded or escrowed bonds
and obligations secured by Type I
political subdivision.
securities.
(a) An obligation is considered
(a) An obligation qualifies as a Type
supported by the full faith and credit of I security if it is secured by an escrow
a State or political subdivision
fund consisting of obligations of the
possessing general powers of taxation
United States or general obligations of a
when the promise or other commitment State or a political subdivision, and the
of the State or the political subdivision
escrowed obligations produce interest
will produce funds, which (together
earnings sufficient for the full and
with any other funds available for the
timely payment of interest on, and
purpose) will be sufficient to provide for principal of, the obligation.
all required payments on the obligation. - (b) If the interest earnings from the
In order to evaluate whether a
escrowed Type I securities alone are not
commitment of a State or political
sufficient to guarantee the full
subdivision is likely to generate
repayment of an obligation, a promise of
sufficient funds, a bank shall consider
a State or a political subdivision
the impact of any possible limitations
possessing general powers of taxation to
regarding the State's or political
maintain a reserve fund for the timely
subdivision's taxing powers, as well as
payment of interest on, and principal of.
the availability of funds in view of the
the obligation may further support a
projected revenues and expenditures.
guarantee of the full repayment of an
Quantitative restrictions on the general
obligation.
powers of taxation of the State or
(c) An obligation issued to refund an
political subdivision do not necessarily
indirect general obligation may be
mean ,that an obligation is not supported supported in a number of ways that, in
by the full faith and credit of the State
combination, are sufficient at all times
or political subdivision. In such case.
to support the obligation with the full
the bank shall determine the eligibility
faith and credit of the United States or
of obligations by reviewing, on a casea State or a political subdivision
by-case basis, whether tax revenues
possessing general powers of taxation.
available under the limited taxing
During the period following its
powers are sufficient for the full and
issuance, the proceeds of the refunding
timely payment of interest on, and
obligation may be invested in U.S. .
principal of, the obligation. The bank
obligations or municipal general
shall use current and reasonable
obligations that will produce sufficient
fin?ncial projections in calculating the
interest income for payment of principal
availability of the revenues. An
and interest. Upon the retirement of the
§ 1 .I 10 Taxing powers of a State or

outstanding indirect general obligation
bonds, the same inriir~ctrornmitnietit,
such as a lease agreement or a reserve
filnd, that supported i11epr i o ~b u e ,
may support the r~firndin: ohligation.

5 1.130 Type 11 securities; guidelines for
obligations issued for university and
housing purposes.
("1 illvestnlellt quaJit-V.
An
issL1edfor housing, l1niversity,Or
dormitory purposes is a Type I1 securiw
only if it:
(1) Qualifies as an investment
security. as defined in 5 1.2(e): and
(2) Is issued for the appropriate
purpose and by a qualifying issuer.
(b) Obligation issued for university
purposes. (1) An obligation issued by a
State or political subdivision or agency
of a State or political subdivision for the
purpose of financing the construction or
improvement of facilities at or used by
a university or a degree-granting collegelevel institution, or financing loans for
studies at such institutions, qualifies as
a Type II security. Facilities financed in
this manner mav include student
buildings, classrooms, university utility
buildings,. cafeterias, stadiums, and
university parking lots.
(2) An obligation that finances the
construction or improvement of
facilities used by a hospital may be
eligible as a Type I1 security, if the
hospital is a department or a division of
a university, or-otherwise provides a
nexus with university purposes, such as
an affiliation agreement between the .
university and the hospital, faculty
positions of the hospital staff, and
training of medical students, interns,
residents, and nurses (e.g., a "teaching
hospital").
(c) Obligation issued for housing
purposes. An obligation issued for
housing purposes may qualify as a Type
I1 security if the security otherwise
meets the criteria for a Type 11 security.

.,

PART 7-INTERPRETIVE RULINGS
2. The authority citation for part 7
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 12 U.S.C.1 et seq. and 93a.

5 7.1021 [Removed]
3. Section 7.1021 is removed.
Dated: November 22, 1996.
Eugene A. Ludwig,
Comptroller of the Currency.
[FR Doc. 96-30779 Filed 11-29-96; 8:45 am]
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information on prudent management of securities
lending arrangements.
Liquidity.

-

In addition 'to considering the .types of instruments used by
ejch investment.company and applicable investment limits,
.national bank portfolio managers shall consider the practical
liquidity of holdings of investment company shares. Securities
issued'by investment companies are generally less marketable
than many types of 'investment securitiesw, particularly U , S .
government and federal agency.securities. Indeed, certain
investment company feg structures such as 'deferred
contingeri~y' fees (declining rear-end load fees) may actually
serve as an impediment to marketability, Shares in investment
companies may not be acceptable on the,.samebasis as U.S.
goye&ent
or federal agency obliqations as coilatera1 for
pled& against uninsured pub?i.c deposits or for other pledging
purposes-, shares of ~ i o s e d - e d fundb may present particular
liquidity problems because they may not be readily r e d e m a b l e
and they may not have a secondary market.
;

.

.

'

. .

..

,

-

~ & u l a t o r ~~ e ~ o r t i nand
g ~ c c o u n t i.n. ~

~ i i s t i pinstructions
~
for the quar.tetly Reports of Condition
requirk: bank h o l d i k s of investment company shares to be
-.reported at the lower of. thf: aggregate cobt.,or market value in
schedule RC-B. SECURITIES, I,$em No. 4 ( b) f 3 ) (see the
instructions for the Report of ~on%iti-on,glossary entry for
. 'marketable equity securities8 and Statement of Financial
, Accounting Standards No. 12,;Accounting. for certain Harketable
~ b r_reporting..purposes market value
securities, 4 'FAS 12')).
of .open-ende inv'estment companies should be based on net asset
value rather than offering price; shares in .closed-endn
investment companies should be marked to the bid -price. In no
case should the carrying value of investment company holdin-gs
be increased above.their aggregate cost as a result of net
unrealized gains. Net unrealized losses on marketabl@ equity
securities and subsequent tecoveries,of net unrealized~losses
. . . should be excJuded £ram Schedulq RI-INCOMe STATEMENT and
instead be reported (reduced by applicable income tax effect)
in Schedule RI-A, CBANGES IN EQUITY CAPI-TAL as an ad justrnent to
*undivided profits and Capital Reservesw. A loss on an
indigidual investment which is other than temporary should be
charged to noninterest expense on Schedule RI-INCOME STATEMENT.
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AS p a r t of t h e m a r k e t v a l u e d e t e r m i n a t , i o n r e f e r r e d t o above;
m u t u a l fund s a l e s fees, b o t h ' f r o n t end l o a d ' and . d e f e r r e d
contingency', must be d e d u c t e d i n c a l c u l a t i n g market v a l u e t o .
more a c c u r a t e l y r e f l e c t t h e c u r r e n t v a l u e of fund shares.
c o n s e q u e n t l y , u n l e s s t h e market v a l u e o f s u c h s h a r e s i n c r e a s e s
s u f f i c i e n t l y t o o f f s e t t h e s e fees, t h e amount of t h e s e f e e s
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. .
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.7,

obtained for initial investments in specific investment companies and recorded in the official board minutes; and.
procedures, standards, and controls for managing such
investments are implemented prior to the investment being
made.
The bank conducts reviews a t least quarterly of its
holdings of investment company shares to ensure'that such
investments are in accordance with the foregoing
principles.
'

8.

Regulatory reporting of holdings in investment companies
is consistent with established standards for 'marketable
-equity securitiesa,

ORIGINATING OFFICE

Questions may be referred to the Investment securities
Division, (202) 447-1901.

. .
.

Robert Jdfierrmann
~ e p u t y~okptrollerof the Currency

.
<

.

federal Reserve System

.

issued by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System under 12
U.S.C. 24; sections 9, 11 and 22 of the
Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 321-338a.
248(a), 248(c), and 481-486); sections 1814,
1816, 1818, 1823(j), 18310, 1831p-1 and
1831r-1 of the FDI Act (12 U.S.C. 1814.
1816, 1818, 1823(j), 18310, 1831p-1 and
1831r-1); and the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and the Flood Disaster
Protection Act of 1973, as amended (42
U.S.C. 40014129).
(b) Purpose and scope. This subpart B
describes certain investment limitations on member banks, statutory requirements for amortizing losses on agricultural loans and extending credit in
areas having special flood hazards, as
well a s the requirements for issuing
letters of credit and acceptances.

8 208.21 Investments in premises and
securities.

-

(a) Investment in bank premises. No
state member bank shall invest . i n
bank premises, or in the stock, bonds,
debentures, or other such obligations
of any corporation holding the premises of such bank, or make loans to or
upon the security of any such corporation unless:
(1) The bank notifies the appropriate
Reserve Bank a t least fifteen days
prior t o such investment and has not
received notice that the investment is
subject to further review by the end of
the fifteen day notice period;
(2) The aggregate of all such investments and loans, together with the
amount of any indebtedness incurred
by any such corporation that is an affiliate of the bank (as defined in section 2 of the Banking Act of 1933, as
amended, 12 U.S.C. =la), is less than or
equal to the bank's perpetual prefen-ed
stock and related surplus plus common
stock plus surplus, as those terms are
defined in the FFIEC Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income; or
(3)(i) The aggregate of 'all such investments and loans, together with the
amount of any indebtedness incurred
by any such corporation that is an affiliate of the bank, is less than or equal
to 150 percent of the bank's perpetual
preferred stock and related surplus
plus common stock plus surplus, as
those terms are defined in the FFIEC

Consolidated Reports of Condition and
Income; and
(ii) The bank:
(A) Has a CAMEiLS composite rating
of 1 or 2 under the Uniform Interagency
Bank Rating Systemb(or an equivalent
rating under 8. comparable rating system) as of the most recent examination
of the bank; and
(B) Is well capitalized and will continue t o be well capitalized, in accordance with subpart D of this part, after
I
the investment or loan.
@) Investments in securities. Member
banks are subject t o the same limitations and conditions with respect t o
purchasing, selling. underwriting, and
holding investment securities and
stocks as are national banks under 12
U.S.C. 24, 97th. To determine whether
an obligation qualifiee as an investment security .for the purposes of l2
U.S.C. 24, q7th, and to calculate the
limits with respect t o the purchase of
such obligations, a state member bank
may look to part 1 of the rules of the
Comptroller of the Currency (12 CFR
part 1) and interpretations thereunder.
A state member bank may consult the
Board for a determination with respect
t o the application of 12 U.S.C.24. q'lth,
with respect to issues not addressed in
12 CFR part 1. The provisions of 12 CFR
part 1 do not provide authority for a
state member bank t o purchase securities of a type or amount that the bank
is not authorized to purchase under a p
plicable state law.

8 208.22 Community development and
public welfare investments.
(a) Definitions. For purposes of this
section:
( 1 ) Low- or moderate-income area
means:
(i) One or more census tracts in a
Metropolitan Statistical Area where
the median family income adjusted for
family size in each census tract is less
than 80 percent of the median family
income adjusted for family size of the
Metropolitan Statistical Area; or
(ii) If not in a Metropolitan Statistical Area, one or more census tracts
6See FRRS 3-15T5 for an explanation of the
Unifonn Interagency Bank R a w System.
(For availability, see 12 CFR 261.10(f).)
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recent examination of the bank, and that Section 208.35 Qualification
are. and continue to be. well capitalized. Requirements for the Recommendation
or Sale of Certain Securities
to make investments in bank premises
of I w than or equal to 150 percent of
The final rule includes a place holder
the bank's perpetual preferred stock and for proposed new 5 208.35. The Board is
related surplus plus common stock plus seeking public comment on proposed
surplus without providing the Board
S 208.35 separately.
with after-the-fact notice of such.
Section 208.37 Government Securities
investments;
Sales Practices
1nv;strnents in Securities. The
The final rule includes the text of .
proposal incorporated a new § 208.2 1(b)
existing 5 208.25. as issued in final by
which provided'guidance to banks
the bard on March 19. 1997 (62 FR
regarding permissible investments i n
13275) with an effective date of July 1.
securities. For thereasons out.liri&d
1997. Existing 5 208.25 remaips .
below under the discussion of the
Board's interpretition on l n v ~ e n in
k unchanged except that it is being
renumbered from 5 208.25 to S 208.37.
Shares of an Investment Company, .the
Board is amending S 208,2l(b) to clarify Subpart D-Pmrnpt Corrective
gerieraily that. with respect to m n
The proposed rule did not
invkthient compa,nys k * ar\d ,
significantly amend the terms of prior
investment securities, a State member
Subpart B other than to redesignate it as
bank llX$ look to the OCC'S
1 N ~ S Subpart D and to amend S 208.4 1 to.
ahd'intet@ktations to.,detennine
provide the Federal RGerve with the
whether as&,rity qualifies as. an
option of using period-end total assets
inv&trnent skc~tityfar the purpose of
rather than average.totd assets for
sectioo.*4. p+"grapb 7Fh; and.for ihe
purposes of defining total assets. The
. calculations of the S i t a t i o n s
Board'received two comments regarding
applicable to s u e i n v ~ ~ e n t s . , S e c t i o nSubpart D;The first c o h e r i t e r
208.2 1.b)@ alswbeing amended to
inqdired aii to'whether other
clarify that a Stcite member ,Wshodld governmend a&qchs dlow the optiqn
&ult the Board fot d&xmina&%s
of &rig p i o d e n i l total F e t s rather
with respect to 'issuescohcerrifng
- t h da c e ~ g total
e as&& for purposes of
investment securities b a t li%e not been defiiiini total &see. In this regard the
W ' i i t ' ' ; t h a t thk OCC's deflhition of
addressed by the.OCC N ~ S
and.
-. . ....
purposes of its 'prompt
interpre@tio+'. ; ..... '.:" ' ', '
:
. ' tolal as&~,"for
action qSe.'+ the same as the
@ing'$tb,d( i4:a ~ j d q d GGPadty. correctiiie
&ard's.s" , "". ; .'
. . .
The praposed rule contaLned a .footnote. Ti+&'s+kb:ndcbiri"enter's'tt8bd.b:that
footriote four. which sevep1 . . ; .
comknters swted would.prkve.n~.b&ks S 208.'43(c) (2) should~,&'.updd~to'
reflect all applj.&b!e CAMELS . .
frdm voting shark of stock in a,,,, : .
compqnents. %e,.+afd. bas added' . .
fiduciq>capa<ity.Fw$ote four w~ .
to market +k'"q .-$e'£inal
d&dvedfinhi.' and :wis iiitenijed"i6tdiH
1
'c"seqitivit$
JJ&LS
&"i;bnent,
,
. . .
. .
,.:*
.
update', a.Boa4 interp;kfatlon l e t e-.d at
sybpart ~ 4 s c e l l a n e o u s .
1ZCFR 250.220. wlii& 'et
be,
~
.
Requfrements :' .....
. . . .
remoced. The Board *' t i+l.uding .-,- . . . .
foOho€e f o k iri'lthe.fihai ek
section. 2d8.6 I Bank Secvity , .,
re-ng
h
e Bo&ddi$bpre&ti@
TOU&
Procedures
.at 12 Cim.250;220 Lvtiicti'stz@ii j:at..'. '
. Regulation ~ l ( l CFR
2 pait 2 16j.k
banks may.:vote stj*
of'&(
.ff fiey
amended by the Bosrd on May 1.199 1.
&e'&cting
.- . . in
a
fi<u+ry
k+padty:
'
.
. . . . . . .
is being lhcorporated into,RegulationH
sobpart C-Bank Securities a n d - .. at 5 208.6 1. A final rule removirig 12
- Securities-Related Activities : . .CFR part 216 'is found'eIsewhee 9
..........
-.. ,. :..- . ,.. "
sqctio$.2?!q8.34 . ~ & ~ d k e e & t g i n d. . , today's Federal Regist* . . ,. ..'. . . .
$8.64; ~-eqi&cy of .-: ..
c o - ~ F ~ a $ oofn%in Secuaties.,.
Transactions . ... . . .
'Ewmlnatioii
.
.
*
.
.
. .
_ . .
.
The
final
rule
'includ'
'the tbct of
~ff&t+ by.~ta'teM~JI& B+.
.n&
- .existhg 320826, as hued in final by
ffiid~le:fndld.g.:@ete ~ t . o t * ~
:
S 208:2&1ris 'i;,u$@~ Qnaf..'by Board the M&idon April 2;,t998 (63FR
,on March 5.1997 162:FR9909). S t h an 16378). also effective on'April2.'1998),.
Existing §.208;26 rema&$ unchanged
1. i997. &isti%
a e c t i k date of
excepi that it is'being renumbe.redfrom
5 208.24 remains urichwed e x & ~ that
t
it is being renun&red fiGm 5208.24 to § 208.26 to 5 208.64. .
5208.34:- . ": .. .
......
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Subpart G-Interpretations
Proposed S 208.101 Investments in
Federal Agridltural Mortgage
Corporation (Farmer Mac) Stock
This proposed interpretation restated
an existing st& opinion6 regarding the
permissibility of banks investing in the
stock of the Federal Agricultural
Mortgage Corporation ( F ~ eMac).
r
which is a government v n c y . One
commenter stated that the Board should
either provide a complete list of
permissible investments in stocks of
.
governmental agencies or provide
no
. .
list.
In
banks are prohibit* from
owning'stock pursuant to prvagraph
seventh of section 5136of the Revised
Statutes (12 U.S.C. 24 B 7th)';which was
tivade applicable to State member banks
under paragtqih 20 af S 9 of the Federal
Reserye Act (12 U.S.C. 335). A1,though
State m b e r banks are gen&Ily.
prohibited'from OiCrhg stbck the Board
has. in ihe past allowed banks to own
.
the s t k k of ten govet+enta?
agencies wtiee Congress has evidenced
a c l k intention that banks be a1iowe.d
to hold such stkk in order to achieve
a legislative.purpose.Since +c%iotp
repding pei+iiibIe st& ih~.e$ments
in governnierital.a@nciesm y t be made
on a case-by&e b e . the B-d
h5s
decided.not to ind"proposed .
5 208.?01 in the f d rule. However, the
Board will re.the +t@g staff '.
.:
opiniqn rkgardfng inv.etrsl.eqts ih ..' .
F-el
Mac sibik'fnttje Federal Reserve.
Sedcg.
.Regu&tory
. .
Proposed Secti~n208.102 Investments
in Shares of an Investment.Cornpriny
The Board ~ ~ o p o s d&Gin
~ t o its
exeyng iri!erpre@tlon. entitled
"Purch& df'fnyespnent c5mpany stodc
by a State member bank" ad-reriame
it "Inveitnients hi Slpres of an
Investment C b m p i m y . ~
renuit
from S 2q8.124 to.9 208.102. In addition.
'
the Fkjard.requei'i& + b e n t ' - a s Q
whethg Che @&stingiqterp~ta'tion
should v e n d e d to prbvide an
alternative limit for ce.+
diversified
investment companies. Under the 1.
alternative limit q:J&kcould elect no!
to combine; its pro
interest in a
partial&. &ty
held by an '
investment ,piriq,,aiiywitii the bank';
d i m hqldings.of the s&aqitywhere:.(a)
the i - e n t
9 m w y ' s &!dings of .
the seciuri&s of ai?y one ,@mardo. not .
exceed 5 p
~of its tta&:portfolio;
and (b) the b w s . total,hoKdings of the.
inv-thent company's sh&es do not :
exceed the most stringent limit
applicable'toany of the securities in the
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intended to preclude the consideration of a wholly owned "operations
company's portfolio if those securities
subsidiary" without violating the
on a case-bycase basis of investments
were purchased directly by the bank.
not covered by its interpretation,
provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act
This alternative limit is currently
including unregistered investment
concerning the purchase of stock by
available to national banks under OCC
member banks. At the present time the
companies.
rules.
With respect to the provisions of the'
Board is retaining the existing
Several commenters pointed to
internretation concemine internal
inteTretation regarding "operations
conflicts between the BoardS
subs~di'aries."
i;t&prehtion and the provisions of the proc&ur;?s for approval Grid.
Miscei'Janeous. F3iandal Condition.
manaf!ement of investments in
O m s Part 1 concemine! investment
cornpahy shares and rgommended that inveshent companies. guidance issued The Board proposed eliminating
existing 208.17. entitled Disdosure of
the Board witlidraw its interpretation in by Board staff concerning risk
Financial Information by State member
management practices related to
.
order to avoid a conflict with the OCC
banks. From tjie pmpos&l Regulation H
investment G d end-user activities
rules. Alternatively. these commenters
on the basis that call rewrt informatibn
s u potted e f f o h to conform the Board's orovides niore thoroueh euidance
for banks is now avai~&iethrough the
Lncerntng appmprtare &k
S
inLretation to the ~ C ' -nt
internet In responseto this proposal the
management practices than was
provMo& concerning investment
Board received tt+& comments from
avaflable at the time the interpretation
companies. including adoption of the
Federal Reserve Ehk$wpch stated that
was adopted.' Further, internal
alternative limlt and other conforming
It was prernatqre to eliminate S 208.17
procedures and practices discussed in
anien$gpxt&.
because a w e segment of the public
current guidance cover the bank's
In a$$*
to differences c o n v i n g
investment activitiesgenerally and are
catkt 03.of limits. the cornmenten
not U@d
wi&ted -&at
the
to a W c u i a r a- The
t
Board eref fore believes that the
interpretae?n generally pemzits
l i r i U v e s ~only
g in investment
spedfic internal procedures required.
upder the Board's interpretation are no
com&qlqrm are register* with the
.
longer necessary.
!%?curit& ahid &c@nge Commfssion
Based on the a b v e copsiderations.
number of copies,of &!meti@
under th~$iyestmentCompany Act of
the Board has concbded mat its
remding thee finahcia1 condition to
I 94tJLardthe Sciqities Ad of 1933.
ths publf~'Thisbuiden has been .
w e t l y bCC rule prgddes for case-by- exisypg interp ta$.ion, 8 208.1 24
( p m p a s ~2.Z~1 0 2 ~ .no h n g q s w a a j*ustiRediir the.past h i l s e it
case cansfdixation af investment
the
apd is rescinding it. The only effective-mean$-.fsrthepublic to
useful p-e
compan\p @at are q @ ~ ~Fr~m
pt
rqIs'tqtIoriw b the portfolib of the
Boa$ -kadding language to.the
obW:it$orrna&m. cancemini a bank's
S 2pBt21(b) on ~ q v e s h t ih
s sqcurities fm,~clal,Wn@ti~~ Hqwever. now 'that
hvestmen! companies+ridst entirely
of.&ts that a Mend bahk inav
to cbif$ g e n N y that wi.& respect to marly @:yatC W t u t i . ~as~ well
. as
y
and maqy pubH .~tttutions,such as public
p e $ : d h a&~i',f~t.*O& G u n t . ceqtah investment ~ m p a n shares
invesorrl~tsecurities. a State rnefpber
C o d ~ t e fa
Slso p!qf+out fhat the
lib.Yits! $.Fjqt!
aa,e$$'tpthe internet;
bank may look to the KC'SPart 1rules where such financial irEormation
O C C s pde zjy+~.6q!y that the
the
concerning
aqd int.erjpretations to determine
por&oild!of @e.lnvesfmentcampany
.&&
d o e ~ ' ~ &can
1 l ' &o&t&ed.
~.
on
consljf
&iisively
a
whether a security qualifies an
*&hod
'&,Id ofpue* e t s that
dikd,,!
.baiii of p e i d i r Q such'infdfriiktion
investqxnt security for the purpose of
The Board's interpretiidoil on the 5 t h ~ sectiok 24. paiagraph 7th. and for the
continlies to kf*tified, and 'therefore.
hand. requires that limits on the .: . .
is removing &sting.§ ,208.17 h m the
calc~fatipns
of the Lipitations.
f i n a l r u l e ; ' . '.' . :,:
.
. .
investment com ky's authority be
a ~ ~ l i c a bto
l eiuch investments.
i k ~ l " 4 @ ~the
h kyestmer!t qmPany's
~+,u@&nH +o is being a&&ed to
fiAillQ
&lFisz. .
prospecp. .which one cok-qenter
l tliat ~
a Sete me'qibkr$an.k should
c
Tea of &e.&&g reqqiremeqts.ofa ,
argued:p~ent@~
State member bards
consult the Board for detihinations
.
final re*
, fl&biUty:analysis (S .
fmn.i Girig able t~ ,"sW*up
.withresped to~issuesconcerning.
imre~i&eiit,+rnp~es.qherefun&
investment securities that have not been U-s:CBO$)* ) . ~ ( ; J l l F ~ ~ ~. ~ n t O f
the W.~PS
iuid t$e bbJect!ves of +e .-.
were fniw~.invested,o$y'fnbank
addressed by the OCC rules and
, ~ lped (2)a skqmaq. of thq issues
. I i p l j . se&dti+. Tffe.J3oir#!s ' interpretationk.
raisdy
! the p u ~ ~ c . c q ~ e rthe
its
iriteipfeqtidn also diJfers fmm:ihe.OCC
a g e n js @.eqriiwt.oF t h , k u e s . and a
rule fir dth& tech@+ iespe+&d
stai&$t.cif thech&igqm d e in +e
inqludei iequireinen$ that rel?te.io
final rule i.n &pons6 to the bmments.
s&g and &"ndne+, rafher than
The fin4 ~h includes the text gf
. -'
are discussed abave. The third
i6e5 ent ailthority: '.
existing 5 208.1 29. as issued in final by
:
,
bellcr& t ~state
t
requirement of a Anal.c:egulatory
the Board on h4arch 19.1997 (62 FR
b a n k d ~ ~bel'p+-iniit+d
d
to e e h e flexibility analysis is,@d m p t i o n o f ,
13275). Exhtings 208.129 remains.
alte.k&iYe ~$~th&f
ofddatihg
sig*&t
dtki.hiiif.iv&
tq ~J@
I 'qle that
unchanged except that 4 is being
would iniiritlifte&e.:rufe's '+noddc
invesqqit Ihdk a@,lable undiy @
r e n u m w from § 208.129' to 5 208.101.
OCi3's
iules Aiirii'tidnalli
Tot diverstfiedd&~Ughh
irivktment
Investments h operati@ subsidiaries. impact on small entities b d &sons
&,&panieSSeveral commenters recommend@ that "%the alterng.tip w+A~ted..
'..
cir+i&&
indei-wt&h &State .
e final h e n % n q .
to
the Elgad rexind its 1968 interpretation
alPshte'mb w ,
meml+&W&y p$~.de fgrids to
concemir?g "operations subsidiaries."
.
"s@"-iiii@vesthent @ompany9
nitnibired @&m&iefy 997 as of
published at 12 CFR 250.141, noting
limited, the Boae belie* b
tSWe.
February 1.98;r~,kgardless
ofshe. and+ttthis interpreptiqn was obsolet&
represent dianges to the
to
membik.banks shogld b3
The &ternretation states that a State
do so +ere thg advity is cbrkjstent
th& 'should redtice b@en
mkm& 1;ank may invest in the sharks
with theGlass-Steagall Act; The Baard
insiitutions by 'ikducSg
also notes that its interpeption
was not
filings. reducing the
See SR 95-17 (SUP). Ma& 28. 1995.
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Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(n) Residents of the state includes individuals living in the State, individuals
in the State, any person t o
whom the company provided insurance
as principal without interruption since
such person resided in or was employed
in the State, and companies or partnerships incorporated in, organized under
the laws of. licensed t o do business in,
or having an office in the State.
(0) Security has the same meaning as
i t has in part 344 of this chapter.
@) Significant risk ta the deposit insurance fund shall be understood t o be
present whenever the FDIC determines
there is a high probability t h a t any insurance fund administered by the FDIO
may suffer a loss. Such risk may be
present either when an activity contributes or may contribute t o the decline in condition of a particular statechartered depository institution or
when s, type of activity is found by the
FDIC to contribute or potentially contribute t o the deterioration of t,he
overall condition of the banking sgstern.
( q ) State-chartered depositosy institution means any State bank or State
savings association insured by the
FDIC.
(r) Subsidiary means any company
that is owned or controlled directly or
indirectly by one or more insured depository institutions.
(s) Tier one capital has the same
meaning as set forth in part 325 of this
chapter for an insured State nonmember bank. For other state-chartered depository institutions, the term
"tier one capital" has the same meaning as set forth in the capital regulations adopted by the appropriate Federal banking agency.
(t) Well-capitalized has the same
meaning set forth in part 325 of this
chapter for an insured State nonmember bank. For other state-chartered depository institutions, the term
"well-capitalized" haa the same meaning as set forth in the capital regulations adopted by the appropriate Federal banking agency.
[63 Fa 66326, Dec. 1, 1998, as amended at 66
FR 1028, Jan. 5, 20011

0 362.3 Activities of insured State
banks.
(a) Equity investments. (1) Prohibited
equity investments. No insured State
bank may directly or indirectly acquire or retain a s principal any equity
investment of a type t h a t is not permissible for a national bank unless one
of the exceptions in paragraph (aI(2) of
this section applies.
(2) Exceptions. (i) Equity investment i n
majority-owned subsidiaries. An insured
State bank may acquire or retain a n
equity investment in a subsidiary of
which the bank is a majority owner,
provided that the subsidiary is engaging in activities that are allowed pursuant t o the provisions of or by application under 5 362.4(b).
(ii) Investments i n qualified housing
projects. An insured State bank may invest as a limited partner in a partnership, or as a noncontrolling interest
holder of a limited liability company,
the sole purpose of which is t o invest in
the acquisition, rehabilitation, or new
construction of a qualified housing
project, provided that the bank's aggregate investment (including legally
binding commitments) does not exceed,
when made, 2 percent of total assets a s
of the date of the bank's most recent
consolidated report of condition prior
to making the investment. For the pnrposes of this paragraph (a)(Z)(ii). Aggregate investment means the total book
value of the bank's investment in the
real estate calculated in accordance
with the instructions for the preparation of the consolidated report of condition. Qualified housing project meam
residential real estate intended to primarily benefit lower income persons
throughout the period of the bank's investment including any project that
has received an award of low income
housing tax credits under section 42 of
the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C.
42) (such as a reservation or allocation
of credits) from a State or local housing credit agency. A residential real estate project t h a t does not qualify for
the tax credit under section 42 of the
Internal Revenue Code will qualify
under this exception if 50 percent or
more of the housing units are t o be occupied by lower income persons. A
will be considered residential
-project
despite the fact that some portion of
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12 CFR Ch.111 (1-1-04 Edition)
the total square footage of the project
is utilized for commercial purposes,
provided t h a t such commercial use is
not the primary purpose of the project.
Lower incom has the same meaning as
"low income" and "moderate income"
as defined for the purposes of 1345.12(n)
(1) and (2) of this chapter.
(iiij'Grandfathered investments in common of preferred stock; shares of investment companies. (A) General. An insured
State bank that is located in a State
which as of September 30. 1991, authorized investment in:
. (1)(i) Common or preferred stock listed on a national securities exchange
(listed stock); or
(if) Shares of an investment company
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. 80a-1 et seq.)
(registered shares); and
(2) Which during the period beginning
on September 30, 1990, and ending on
November 26. 1991. made or maintained
an investment in listed stock or registered shares, may retain whatever
lawfully acquired listed stock or registered shares it held and may continue
to acquire listed stock andlor registered shares, provided that the bank
files a notice in accordance with section 24(f)(6) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act in compliance with
$303.121 of this chapter and the FDIC
processes the notice without objection
under 8303.122 of this chapter. Approval
will be granted only if the FDIC determines that acquiring or retaining the
stock or shares does not pose a significant risk t o the appropriate deposit insurance fund. Approval may be subject
to whatever conditions or restrictions
the FDIC determines are necessary or
appropriate.
(B) Loss of grandfather exception. The
exception for grandfathered investments under paragraph (a)(2)(iii)(A) of
this section shall no longer apply if the
bank converts its charter or the bank
o r its parent holding company undergoes a change in control. If any of
these events occur, the bank may retain its existing investments unless directed by the FDIC or other applicable
authority t o divest the listed stock or
registered shares.
(C) Maximum permissible investment. A
bank's aggregate investment in listed
stock and registered shares under para-

graph (a)(2)(iii)(A) of this section shall
in no event exceed, when made, 100 percent of the bank's tier one capital as
measured on the bank's most recent
consolidated report of condition (call
report) prior to making any such investment. The lower of the bank's cost
as determined i n accordance with call
report instluctione or the market
value of the listed stock and shares
shall be used t o determine compliance.
The FDIC may determine when acting
upon a notice filed in accordance with
paragraph (a)(2)(iii)(A)(2) of this section t h a t the permissible limit for any
particular insured State bank is something less than 100 percent of tier one
capital.
(iv) Stock investment in insured depositow institutions owned exclusively by
other banks and savings associations. An
insured State bank may acquire or retain the stock of an insured depository
institution if the insured depository institution engages only in activities
permissible for national banks; the insured depository institution is subject
to examination and regulation by a
State bank supervisor; the voting
stock is owned by 20 or more insured
depository institutions, but no one institution owns more than 15 percent of
the voting stock; and the insured depository institution's stock (other than
directors' qualifying shares or shares
held under or acquired through a plan
established for the benefit of the officers and employees) is owned only by
insured depository institutions.
(v) Stock investment in insurance companies--(A) Stock of director and officer
liability insurance company. An insured
State bank may acquire and retain up
to 10 percent of the outstanding stock
of a corporation that solely provides or
reinsures directors', trustees', and officers' liability insurance coverage or
bankers' blanket bond group insurance
coverage for insured depository institutions.
(B) Stock of savings bank life insurance
company. An insured State bank located in Massachusetts, New York, or
Connecticut may own stock in a savings bank life insurance company, provided that the savings bank life insurance company provides written disclo- .
sures t o purchasers or potential purchasers of life insurance policies, other
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Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
insurance products, and annuities that
are consistent with the disclosures described in the Interagency Statement
on the Retail Sale of Nondeposit Investment Products (FIG9-94.1 February 17,1994) or any successor requirement which indicates that the policies,
products, and annuities are not FDIC
insured deposits, are not guaranteed bf
the bank and are subject to investment
risks, including possible loss of the
principal amount invested.
@) Activities other than equity investments-41) Prohibited activities. An insured State bank may not directly or
indirectly engage as principal in any
activity. that is not an equity investment, and is of a type not permissible
for a national bank unless one of the
exceptions in paragraph @)(2) of this
section appliee.
(2) Exceptionsqi) Consent obtained
through application. An insured State
bank that meets and continues to meet
the applicable capital standards set by
the appropriate Federal banking agency may conduct activities prohibited
by paragraph @)(I) of this section if
the bank obtains the FDIC's prior written consent. Consent will be given only
if the FDIC determines that the activi t y poses no significant risk to the affected deposit insurance fund. Applications for consent should be filed in accordance with $303.121 of this chapter
and will be processed under $303.122@)
of this chapter. Approvals granted
under 5 303.122(b) of this chapter may be
made subject to any conditions or restrictions found by the FDIC to be necessary to protect the deposit insurance
funds from risk, to prevent unsafe or
unsound banking practices, andlor to
ensure that the activity is consistent
with the purposes of Federal deposit insurance and other applicable law.
(ii) Insurance underwriting--(A) Savings bank life insurance. An insured
State bank that is located in Massachusetts, New Pork or Connecticut
may provide as principal savings bank
life insurance through a department of
the bank, provided that the department meets the core standards of para-

graph (c) of this section or submits an
application in compliance with $ 303.121
of this chapter and the FDIC grants its
consent under the procedures in
§303.122(b) of this chapter, and tbe department provides purchasers or potential purchasers of life insurance poIicies, other insurance products and annuities written disclosures t h a t are
consistent with the disclosures described in the Interagency Statement
on the Retail Sale of Nondeposit Investment Products (FIG9-94, February
17, 1994) and any successor requirement
which indicates that the policies, products and annuities are not FDIC insured deposits, are not guaranteed by
the bank, and are subject t o investment risks, including the possible loss
of the principal amount invested.
(B) Federal crop insurance. Any insured State bank that was providing
insurance a s principal on or before September 30, 1991, which was reinsured in
whole or in part by the Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation, may continue
t o do so.
(C) Grandfathered insurance underwriting. A well-capitalized insured
State bank that on November 21, 1991,
was lawfully providing insurance as
principal through a department of the
bank may continue to provide the same
types of insurance as principal to the
residents of the State or States in
which the bank did so on such date provided that the bank's department
meets the core standards of paragraph
(c) of this section, or submits an application in compliance with 5303.121 of
this chapter and the FDIC grants its
consent under the procedures in
8 303.122@) of this chapter.
(iii) Acquiring and retaining adjustable
rate and money market preferred stock.
(A) An insured State bank's investment of up to 15 percent of the bank's
tier one capital in adjustable rate preferred stock or money market (auction
rate) preferred stock does not represent
a significant risk to the deposit insurance funds. An insured State bank may
conduct this activity without first obtaining the FDIC's consent, provided
that the bank meets and continues to
=Financial institution letters (FILS) are meet the applicable capital standards
available in the FDIC Public Information as prescribed by the appropriate FedCenter, room 100, 801 17th Street, N.W., eral banking agency. The fact t h a t
prior consent is not required by this
Washington, D.C.20429.
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the exceptions in paragraph @) of this
section.
@) Exceptions-41) Consent obtained
through application. A subsidiary of an
insured State bank may conduct otherwise prohibited activities if the bank
obtains the FDIC's prior written consent and the insured State bank meets
and continues to meet the applicable
capital standards set by the appropriate Federal banking agency. Consent will be given only if the FDIC determines t h a t the activity poses no significant risk t o the affected deposit insurance fund. Applications for consent
should be filed in accordance with
5303.121 of this chapter and will be
processed under f 303.122@) of this c h a p
ter. Approvals granted under $303.122(b)
of this chapter may be made subject t o
any conditions or restrictions found by
the FDIC t o be necessary t o protect the
deposit insurance funds from risk. t o
prevent unsafe or unsound banking
practices, andlor t o ensure that the activity is consistent with the purposes
of Federal deposit insurance and other
applicable law.
(2) Grandfathered insurance underwriting subsidiaries. A subsidiary of an
insured State bank may:
(i) Engage in grandfathered insurance
underwriting if the insured State bank
or its subsidiary on November 21, 1991.
was lawfnlly providing insurance as
principal. The subsidiary may continue
to provide the same types of insurance
as principal t o the residents of the
State or states in which the bank or
subsidiary did so on such date provided
that:
(A)(I) The bank meets the capital requirements of paragraph (e) of this section; and
(2) The subsidiary is an "eligible subsidiary" as described in paragraph
(c)(2) of this section; or
(B) The bank submits an application
in compliance with 5303.121 of this
chapter and the FDIC grants its consent under the procedures in 303.122(b)
5 362.4 Subsidiaries of insured State of this chapter.
banks.
(ii) Continue t o provide as principal
(8)Prohibition. A subsidiary of a n intitle insurance, provided the bank was
sured State bank may not engage a s required before June 1, 1991, t o provide
principal in any activity that is not of title insurance as a condition of the
a type permissible for a subsidiary of a bank's initial chartering under State
nationaI bank, unless it meets one of law and neither the bank nor its parent

subpart does not preclude the FDIO
from taking any appropriate action
with respect t o the activities if the
facts and circumstances warrant such
action.
(B) h insured s t a t e bank may aci
quire or retain other instruments of a
type determined by the FDIC t o have
the character of debt securities and not
to represent a significant risk t o the
deposit insurance funds. Such instruments shall be included in the 15 percent of tier one capital limit imposed
in paragraph @)(Z)(iii)(A) of this section. An insured State bank may conduct this activity without first obtaining the FDIC's consent, provided' t h a t
the bank meets and continues t o meet
the applicable capital standards as prescribed by the appropriate Federal
banking agency. The fact t h a t prior
consent is not required by this subpart
does not preclude the FDIC from taking any appropriate action with respect
to the activities if the facts and circumstances warrant such action.
(c) Core standards. For any insured
State bank t o be eligible t o conduct insurance activities listed in paragraph
@)(2)(ii)(A) or (C) of this section, the
bank must conduct the activities in a
department that meets the following
core separation and operating standards:
(1)The department is physically distinct from the remainder of the bank;
(2) The department maintains separate accounting and other records;
(3) The department has assets, liabilities, obligations and expenses that are
separate and distinct from those of the
remainder of the bank;
(4) The department is subject t o
State statute that requires its obligations, liabilities and expenses be satisfied only with the assets of the department; and
(5) The department informs its customers that only the assets of the department may be used to satisfy the
obligations of the department.
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'immediately c o ' n v e r t i b l e a t t h e o p t i o n of t h e h o l d e r withput payment of s d i s t a n t i h
a d d i t i o n a l corisideration' i n t o such s e c u r i t y ; any s e c u r i t y c a r r y i n g any warrant 61,
r
.
r i g h t t o s u b s c r i b e t o o r p u r c h a s i 'any such s e c u r i t y ; and any' c e r t i f i c a t e of
i n t e r e s t o r p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n , temporary o r i n t e r & c e r t i f i c a t e f o r , o r r e c e i p t ' f o r
any of t h e f o r e g o i n g u n l e s s ' i t is' a c q u i r e d t h r o u g h f o r e c l o s u r e o s s e t t l e m e n t i n
.
l i e u of f o r e c l o & r e . ' T h e d e f i n i t i o n i s t h e : same' a s t h a t used i n § 303.13 ( a ) o f
.
.
. .
the FDIC's regulations.
The FDIC r e c e i v e d 15 comments a d d r e s s i n g t h e i s s u e of whether t h e r e g u l a t i o n
. .
should dxdlude £=om t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f equity'secGrity.'investment grade p r e f e r f e d
s t o c k and o t h g r p r e f e r r e d s t o c k i&&s that.':&e:'v=ky d e b t l i k e ,
he cdmients
focused on two c a t e g o r i e s 'bf j ? r e f e r r e d ' ~ t o c k , " h o n e ymarket p r e f e r r e d s t o c k and
,
. ..
a t i j u s t a b l e r'ate p r e f e&ed stock,. A d j u s t d d e r a t s p r e f e r r e d ' s t o c k r e f e r s t o . s h a r e s . ,
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. . .
~ r e a s u r ) ;rat'es -or o t h e r . r e a d i l y gvailabl'e i n ~ e = e s ' hr.a t e . l e v e l s . Mcin'ey market' . . . . . . . . .
' p r e f e r r = d s t o c k s e f e r s t o . .t h o s e issuel" i n hich.'&vidends a r e ' e s t a b l i s h e d thrbubh
.
a u c t i o n p r o c e s s t h a t e s t a b l i s h e s y i e l d s i n r e l a t i o n t o s h o r t term r a t e s a
.
paid on conrmercihi + p e r . - i s s u e d by" t h e s a k e o"r d s i i n i l a r cb&an+.
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authorized by an o r d e r o r formal i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h e O f f i c e of t h e Comptroller
'of t h e c u r r e n c y a s " p e r m i s s i b l e " f o r t h e purposes of t h e proposal and f u r t h e r
sought comment on what t h e FDIC s h o u l d c o n s i d e r t o c o n s t i t u t e a formal
' i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i f it i s i n f a c t deemed a p p r o p r i a t e t o recognize formal
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s . I n s u r e d s t a t e banks were a l s o advised t h a t r e g a r d l e s s of how t h e
FDIC d e f i n e s " p e r m i s s i b l e f o r a n a t i o n a l banku, t h e y should be prepared t o ,
document t o t h e FDIC's s a t i s f a c t i o n t h a t t h e i r e q u i t y investments a r e permissible
f o r a n a t i o n a l bank.

.

..

The FDIC rece.ived f o r t y - e i g h t conrments which i n d i c a t e d t h a t t h e d e f i n i t i o n of
fof a n a t i o n a l bank a s proposed was t o o . narrowly drawn.
I t was
'
. ..
, .
suggested, t h a t i n o.rder t o avoid c : r e a t h g a ,competitive ,disadvantage ' f o r s t a t e
. banks, t h e r e g u l a t i b n . s h o u l d 'recogpizp. a l l d i r e c t i v e s and s t a f f ,opinion3 o f t h e .
..
In s h o r t , i f a n a t i o n a l bank c a p . r e l y , . ....
. . . . . Office. of .the 'coxtiptroller pf t h e ckrrepc$,
upon a n . i s s u a n c e of t h e o f f i c e o f t h e . Comptroller qf t h e . Currency t h e n a , s t a t e . bank s + ~ ~ have
l d e e samk advantage.. ~ g a f d l e s so,f. how i,nf orma1 t h e i s s u a n c e . may be. '
.I./

. . '

.
I n response t o t h e cpmmen.ts; t h e ' ~ i a a l ' r e ~ u l a t i omodifies
n
t h e ptoposed
- . ' ::
.
.
. r e g u l a t i o n , axid: def i h e s a p e r m i s s i b l e e q u i t y . investment by refe'rence t o t h e .
unde'aying s t a t u t o r y a u t h o r i t i e s
It ~ r ~ v i d e
f usr t h e r t h a t ~y equity. i n v e s 9 - t
":.
, e x p r e s s l y authorized by s t a t u t e dl: recognized a s
i n official bt+letiy.
'
o r ' c i r c u l a r s i s s u e d by t h e OCC o r i d any i n t e r p r e t a t i o n i s i u e d i n w r i t i n g by t h e
. . . OCC w i l l . be accepted as. p e d s s i b 1 . e f o r s t a t e b a n k s ~ d p sre c t i o n 24. Written.
. .:s t a f f op'iniqns w i l i b e , conside'=e.d,,,to.'=vid=nc.e t h e . positLon of t h e o f f i c e of the
: . ~ o m p t r o l l e rof
cucrc?icy s o ' l b r r g ak th.e opinipn is' cons.idered t o 'he v p l i d : by.
' ' .
t h e o f f i c e of . t h e comptrblier'&l.
cu&encY.
Thus, e& o p i n i o n , w i l l n o t b,+ :. : ., . . ' .
- . . recognizkd ' i f it..is n o t t h e , c u r r e,the.
n t o$Gion b f t h e . ~ i ~ t . r ~ 'ls lOff
e ri c e , 'i.e., .it.
'is no l o n g e r coh+.ider.&d v a l i d , .tt h.;.,e :^opir$on.'is
..
over-ied.
. . . . . . .by.
. . . .the.
.
Off i c e of. the.
.
. . .
. .
'C?mptroll.Sr of .the; C*-.Fency,
pr,,+e +phi.op
.is
f.0-d.
by
a
c
o
u
r
t
,of
'l'aw
t
o
be4
. . . .
, ..
..
. i n c o r.r.e. i t , . EV=?'thoiikh, ~ t af.f ppin$op= a==, n o t , F5,=Fsaarilg. bindiqg 0.n t h e '
i.. .
e , FDX,C
., . s. a
. t + £i;d'. t h a t +hey embody t h e -=rent
:,,: :.: .
~ o m p t r b l i c r6.f t h e ~ ~ ~ i ut rh &
~ ~ ~ii
.opinion ,02' t h e 0f.f i c e . of cor&tr&lie';'. qf t h e ' cvryehcy and t h a t te.'.n o t rec&niie..
'.:;
.
. . t h e n would i n f a c t ~ e s e s s a ~ i l y s t i t e banks a. t .- 9 ..disadvantage.. s t h e b a n e . ?;., .
.s'hould n o t e t h a t t h e FDIC w i l l g e n e r a l l y expect any c o n d i t i o n s ' o r r e s t r i c t i o n s set
..-.
. out &,-the C?mptroller of t h e Currency's ~ e & . L a t i o n s.,b u l l e t i n s , . c i r c u l a ~.,..s and . . . . . .
.':staff bp&id& t o be me't" i f " t h e e q u i t y iGegti&=I?ti
. . ._. .
- . !isp
. t .o b
. e considered p.e+ssibly,.
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e
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.... Camptroller of t h e Currency on Nqvemher 21; 1906 r e l a t i n g t o ' n a t i o n a l bank
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. . . ',investment i n investment companies composed wholly of bank e l i g i b l e investments.
.. . .
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o f f i c e of t h e Comptroller of t h e Currency f o r i n t e r p r e t i v e opinions and t h a t t h e s e
banks cannot make a d e t e r m i n a t i o n i f an investment i s allowed f o r a n a t i o n a l bank.
Several comments suggested t h e establishment of a procedure i n which s t a t e banks
would have d i r e c t a c c e s s t o t h e O f f i c e of t h e Comptroller of t h e Currency t o
o b t a i n i n t e r p r e t i v e opinions.
The FDIC does not h a v e . a u t h o r i t y t o e s t a b l i s h such
a procedure and t h e implementing s t a t u t e does not r e q u i r e such a response from t h e
Office of t h e Comptroller of t h e Currency. Information .on what investments a r e
permissible f o r n a t i o n a l banks i s p u b l i c l y a v a i l a b l e i n a v a r i e t y of sources,
i n c l u d i n g v a r i o u s banking law r e p o r t e r s , p u b l i c a t i o n s of t h e OCC communications
Division ( " I n t e r p r e t a t i o n s and Actions' and t h e Q u a r t e r l y J o u r n a l ) , and a database'
on LEXIS. Recognizing t h a t investments i n a d d i t i o n t o t h o s e addressed t o d a t e i n
w r i t t e n i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of t h e OCC may be permissible f o r n a t i o n a l banks, t h e FDIC
and t h e OCC a r e working t o g e t h e r t o develop inter-Agency procedures f0.r r e s o l v i n g
I n a d d i t i o n , t o address t h e many questions about
those q u e s t i o n s a s t h e y a r i s e .
p e r m i s s i b l e n a t i o n a l bank powers t h a t t h e FDIC hqs r e c e i v e d s i n c e FDICIA whs
e n a c t e d , ' t h e FDIC i s working i n conjunction with the.OCC t o develop b a s i c guidance
It i s intended t h a t a
t o s t a t e banks on investment9 and powers ,of n a t i o n a l banks.
f i n a n c i a l i n s t i t u t i o n l e t t e r c o n t a i n i n g t h e guidance w i l l be s e n t out t o s t a t e
. banks. .

.9. Lower Income

.

.

.
. .

:

.'

One OE t h e exceptions t o t h e g e n e r a l p r o h i b i t i o n on a c q u i r i n g e q u i t y investments
not p e r m i s s i b l e f o r a n a t i o n a l bank allows insured s t a t e banks t o become l i m i t e d
p a r t n e r s i n p a r t n e r s h i p s t h a t develop housing p r o j e c t s designed t o p r i m a r i l y
b e n e f i t "lower income" persons.
The proposed r e g u l a t i o n d e f i n e d "lower income" t o
-.
mean a n income t h a t i s l e s s t h a n o r * 5 3 2 2 0 equal t o t h e median income ( a s
determined by s t a t e o r f e d e r a l s t a t i s t i c s ) f o r t h e a r e a in which t h e housing
, p r o j e c t i s l o c a t e d . Under t h e proposed d e f i n i t i o n t h e "area" in which a housing
p r o j e c t i s l o c a t e d r e f e r r e d t o t h e r e l e v a n t Metropolitan S t a t i s t i c a l Area (MSA] . i f
the p r o j e c t i s l o c a t e d w i t h i n an MSA. I f t h e p r o j e c t i s n o t l o c a t e d i n an MSA,
the median income of t h e "area" r e f e r r e d t o t h e median income of t h e s t a t e o r
t e r r i t o r y a s a whole e x c l u s i v e of t h e designated MSA's.

he F D I C i n v i t e d comment g e n e r a l l y on t h e i s s u e of what s t a t e o r f e d e r a l
s t a t i s t i c s t h e FDIC should recognize f o r t h e purposes of applying ibis d e f i n i t i o b ; . .
' how t h k term "area" s h o u l d b e construed' f o r t h e purposes' of
applying t h e
d e f i n i t i o n ; and what f e d e r a l and s t a t e s t a t i s t i c s a r e r e a d i l y a v a i l a b l e t o i n s u r e d
s t a t e banks.
Two comments were received, both of which expressed concern r e l a t i n g
'.c t o t h e d e f i n i t i o n of " a r e a "
i n ru;al p a r t s of a s t a t e . These coxuments f e l t t h a t
by u s i n g statewide s t a t i s t i c s c e r t a i n depressed rural a r e a s may be overlooked.
In
.response to t h e s e concerns t h e d e f i n i t i o n a s adopted i n t h e f i n a l r e g u l a t i o n s has
been amended s o t h a t s t a t i s t i c s f o r t h e s t a t e o r t e r r i t o r y (exclusive of
designated 'MSA's i n t h e s t a t e ) would be used f o r a p r o j e c t n o t l o c a t e d i p a MSA
. only when no s t a t i s t i c s f o r a l o c a l a r e a a r e a v a i l a b i e .
10. . N a t i o n a l S e c u r i t i e s Exchange
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unions and mature no later than the
maturity of the transaction; and
(4) The Federal credit union has executedL a written Ioan and security
agreement with the borrower.
(f)(l) Trading securities. A Federal
credit union may trade securities, including engaging in when-issued trading add pair-off transactions, so long as
the F'ederal credit union can show that
i t hag sufficient resources, knowledge,
systems, and procedures t o handle the
Federal credit union 'must
any security i t purchases or
sells for trading Purposes a t fair value
on th*e trade date. The trade date is the
date the Federal credit union commits,
orally or i n writing. to purchase or sell
a security.
(3) At least monthly* the Federal
credit union must give its board of dlrectors or investment-related committee a written report listing all PUchase and sale transactions of trading
securities and the resulting gain or loss
on an individual basis.

8 703.14 Permissible investments.
(a) Variable rate investment. A Federal
credit union may invest in a variable
rate investment, as long as the ]index is
tied to domestic interest rates and not,
for example, t o foreign currencj es, forinterest rates, or domestic or foreign commoditg prices, equity prices,
or inflation rates. For purposes of this
part, the U.S.dollar-denominatcsd London Interbank offered ~~t~(=OR) is
a domestic interest rate.
(b) Corporate credit union shares or deposits. A ~
~credit dunion may
~
pur~
- chase shares or deposits in a corporate
credit union, except where the NCUA
Board has notifled i t that the torporate credit union is not operating in
compliance with part 704 of this chapter. A Federal credit union's aggregate
amoant of paid-in capital and membership capital, as defined in part 704 of
this chapter. in one corporate credit
union is limited to two percent of its
assets measured a t the time of investment or adjustment. A Federal credit
union's aggregate amount of paid-in
capital and membership capital in all
corporate credit unions is limited to
four percent of its assets measured a t
the time of investment or adjustment.

'

(c) Registered investment company. A
Federal credit union may invest in a
registered investment company or collective investment fund, as long as the
prospectus of the company or fund restricts the investment portfolio to investments and investment transactions
that are permissible for Federal credit,
unions.
(d) Collateralized mortgage obligation/
real estate mortgage investment conduit.
A Federal credit union may invest in a
fixed or variable rate collateralized
mortgage obligationJreal estate m o r e
gage investment conduit. .
(8).Municipal security. A Federal ere&
i t union may purchase and hold a municipal security, a s defined in Section
107(7)(K) of the Act, only if a nationally-recognized statistical rating organization has rated i t in one of the four
highest rating categories.
(f) Instruments issued by institutions
described in Section 107(8) of the ~ c t A.
Federal credit union may bvest in the
following instruments issued by an institution described in Section 107(8) of
the Act:
(1)Yankee dollar deposits;
(z)Eurodollar deposits;
(3) Banker,s acceptances;
(4) Deposit notes; and
weighted
(5) Bank notes with
maturities
less than 5 Years(g) European financial options cont~act.
A
wedit
may purchase a
European financial options contract or
a series of European financial options
contracts only to fund the payment of
dividends on member share certificates
where
thel dividend rate is tied t o an
~
equity index provided:
(1) The option and dividend rate are
based on a domestic equity index;
(2) Pmceeds from the options are
used only to fund dividends on the equity-linked share certificates;
(3) Dividends on the share certificates are derived solely from the
change in the domestic equity index
over a specified period;
(4) The options' expiration dates are
no later than the maturity date of the
share certificate.
(5) The certificate may be redeemed
prior t o the maturity date only upon
the member's death or termination of
the corresponding option;
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National Credit Union Administration
(6) h e total costs associated with
the purchase of the option is known by
the Federal credit union prior t o effecting the transaction;
(7) The options are purchased a t the
same time the certificate is issued t o
the member.
(8) The counterparty t o the transaction is a domestic counterparty and
has been approved by the Federal credi t union's board of directors;
(9) The counterparty to the transaction:
(i)Has a long-term, senior, unsecured
debt rating from a nationally-recognized statistical rating organization of
AA- (or equivalent) or better a t the
time of the transaction, and the contract between the counterparty and the
Federal credit union specifies t h a t if
the long-term, senior, unsecured debt
rating declines below AA- (or equivalent) then the counterparty agrees t o
post collateral with ag independent
party in an amount fully securing the
value of the option; or
(ii) Posts collateral with a n independent party in an amount fully securing the value of the option if the
counterparty does not have a longterm. senior unsecured debt rating
from a nationally-recognized statistical rating organization.
(10) Any collateral posted by the
counterparty is a permissible investment for Federal credit unions and is
valued daily by an independent third
party along with the value of the option;
(11) The aggregate amount of equitylinked member share certificates does
not exceed the credit union's net

worth;
(12) The terms of the share certificate

,

include a guarantee that there'can be
no loss of principal to the member regardless of changes in the value of the
option unless the certificate is redeemed prior to maturity; and
(13) The Federal credit union provides i t s board of directors with a
monthly report detailing a t a minimum:
(1) The dollar amount of outstanding
equity-linked share certificates;
(ii) Their maturities; and

(iii) The fair value of the options as
determined by a n independent third

P~GY
6

[68 FR 32960, June 3, 2003, as amended at 69
FR 39831, July 1. 20041

0 703.15 Prohibited *vestment

aotivi-.
ties.
Adjusted trading or short sales. A Fed- .
era1 credit union may not engage in adjusted trading or short sales.
8 703.16 Prohibited investments.
(a) Derivatives. A Federal credit union
may not purchase or sell financial derivatives, such as futures, options, interest rate swaps, or forward rate
swaps. This prohibition does not apply
to:
(1) Any derivatives permitted under
05 701.21(i) and 703.14(g) of this chapter;
(2) Embedded options not required
under GAAP to be accounted for separately from the host contract; and
(3) Interest rate lock commitments
or forward sales commitments made in
connection with a loan ori&nated by
.
the Federal credit union.
(b) Zero coupon investments. A Federal
credit union may not purchase a zero
coupon investment with a maturity
date t h a t is more than 10 years from
the settlement date;
(c) Mortgage servicing rights. A Federal credit union may not purchase
mortgage servicing rights as an investment but may perform mortgage servicing functions as a financial service
for a member as long a s the mortgage
loan is owned by a member;
(dl A Federal credit union may not
purchase a commercial mortgage re-.
lated security t h a t is not otherwise
permitted by Section 107(7)(E) of the
Act; and
(el Stripped mortgage backed securities
(SMBS).A Federal credit union may
not invest in SMBS or securities that
represent interests in SMBS except as
described in paragraphs (1) and (3)
below.
(1)A Federal credit union may invest
in and hold exchangeable collateralized
mortgage obligations (exchangeable .
CMOs) representing beneficial ownership interests in one or more interestonly classes of a CMO (I0 CMOs) or
principal-only classes of a CMO (PO
CMOs), but only if:
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Your letter of .July 7; 1997 requests. o c assuxance that we would not .recommmd .
enforcement action to the Commission if an issuer that does not re&ter under the ~nv&tmedt
.Company Act of 1940 ("Investment Company Act") in reliance on the exception from the
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indenture tiustee pending the purchase by the issuer of additional receivables, the casti flow of .
which would firnd the asset-backed securities (the "pre-funding peribd").' You state that . p e 7
.
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these purchases? Any assets remaining in the pre-funded account at the end of the pre-funding
will be paid to s e d t y hold& as principalpropaymeat& You npkent that pre-fund&
accounts generally are terminated no Iater than six months after the assetIbacked securities are
issued, dtfiough issuers that axe-structured as grantor trusti must t
c
&
these a a u h t s no
Iater than 90 days after issuance in order to preserve their status as a tnrst for
purposes; . . tax
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YOUstate that an indenture trustee seIects appropriate investments for the pne-funded.
d u n t from a List, prwious1y approved by the lating agency xating th~trarzsaction,that is set
. forth h the issuer's governing documents.' You further state that assets in pre-funded accounts
typically are hvested in money market instruments such as commercial paper. You maintain .
that permitting pre-funded accounts to:invest in sfiares of money market firnds would enhance
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h y issuer relying on RuIe 3a-7 must be engaged solely in the business of purchasing,
or otherwiseacquiring, and holding eligible as& and ~
activities
II
r e W or incidental thereto?
The "related or incidcn(alUactivities permitted by Rule 3a-7 include only those activities t h t
s u p a or further, and therefore are secbndaxy to, the entity's business of purchasing, or
otherwise acquiring, and holding t:ligible assets.6

You maintain that holding money market fund shams in a pre-fi~nrldaccount may be
vicwed as a secondary activity tIxnt supports the issuer's business of a c q e g eligible assets
(i. e., the receivables), 'and thus a~chan activity meets the standard of, 'related or incidental
thereto"for purposes of Rule 3a-7. You contend that any issuer that purcIi&s and holds in iti
. pre-funded zccount shares of money market funds may rely on Rule 3a-7 if the issuer obtains
an opidion of counsel concluding that it may rely on RuIe 3a-7 because the issuer is engaged
solely in the business of acquiring and holding eligible assets.
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.
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. ::,-..
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. .-

.

Based on all the facts and nepfescntations cqntained in your letter, we agree that, under
certain circumstances, holding assr%s in a pre-funded account could be viewed as a related or
.. incidental activity for purposes of Rule 3a-7; provided that such an activity will support or
. .
further, and therefore be secondar~to, the issuer's business of acquiring and lxolding eligible
assets.
In reaching Ulis detenpinatioa; factors to be comered id& $q Ihgth of the pre- .
funding period, the maturity &te of the ;srct-kcked &uri3es h u g , aqd fhi cash' amount
deposited in the pre-funded' account compared with the total offering pnxx6ds, .I% &alysis
. would be the same rc@ess
of whether the p~-fixndeda m a t held money mariul-fundsh&
.
or
any
other
instrument
that
is not an eligible asset.' Because of the factuai nahre%f Chis
determination, the staff will not express & opopinion
with respect to whether a paaicular issuer
mgaged a n h e or
. . that holds assets that an not eIigible a&ts in a'pre-funded a-unt, is
*~;.
.r
'incidental activity for purposes of ]ale 3a-7.
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Rochelle Kauffman Plesset
Senior Counsel
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On W o f Fcdaatd Investors. Inc, we a n writ& in regard to issum of=t-backed
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and Exchange Commission

During the pre-firnding period; thc spo,nsordetermines how f5equentIy the receivablzs are
to be sold to the issuer for dash. Usually the transfers arc made on a periodic basis as sufficient
numb of receivables beconit available to m e it ad,miijstrativelyconvenient to m f e r them. .
.
Any amounts paid out of the pre-fiu~dedaccount are used solely to purchase rcceivablcs and to
. . . . .. . support
.
the pass-through rate (ase:xp.~ed:above).Howcvcr, in .the event that, after dl of the
requisite
rcccivabl&hw b e q transferred to thc ir~uer,any fhds &n
in thc'pre-funded
I .
.
..
accpunt, such hnds.will &,paid to the certificateholders as principal prepayments.
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.._..
. . .
..
. .
..
Percenta~eof Pre-Ftinding. . . . . . . . . :
. . . . 2 .
..
.
.... . . .
.. . - .
*
.:.: .
The -percentage.orratio of th&amount d~ocatedto the.pre-hded a&unt; as cobpared
. :r . . to -theti,,taI,offeringproceeds, of Zssyers has usually varied fiom 10%to 4QP/o,wiih 25OJo.typicaIIy
..
:use& ne.$re-funding perccnlage is-ab c t j o n o f both the sizt.6f the bffering.desked and thc
. . . . . assets which* aGai1ab.k at tk time of the &ring. ~n.abdition,
predictions as to the-&&or fall
is,to b,e,utitized. An
.. . .. of iaierest .rate can ,affect.the -dec:fsi.onas to. what ratio of !pee-hdiag
. . . .
- ...
+ .-. J ewpcctati.on-ofhigherinterest rat= cn~oura~es'the
use bf pce-funding because thc fiaaics will .
..
want..@issue.as-m a n y certificates i s possible at.the *ent
rate, ;rdher .than issue higkier rate
. :..
.
certificates in the future. .A!so;'. a.:highmarket demand e n c o k i e s prc-hdinb in order to
effectuate the transactions. There is no optimd percentage; However, the advantages for the.
.: ';.-; .sponsgr.aipre-hding.rn~
be .weighed.@&st:tht
cost to :s~ich-spansor
oCfundiig a capitalized
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In iectq@&n og:&c :practical OiEcuIties
by &t 'grantor
aid-P&nershiP
..
:formats, Congress.established a new type of tax pass-through.ve'kicle,, a"'Ficia1 Asset
. , - - . Securitization Investment Trust," or FASIT in the Small Business Job Protection Act p a d on
:
August 2; 1.996c.Ifan . b s q . d k +tbe~druc,~'and
operational t'e~ts-~&vided
by new Internal
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Revenue Code section 860L,then the issuer is not subject to inwme taxation; and it-.
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Securities and E X C ~ & I ~ CCommission
Chan~esin Interest
.#
Rates
#.
Dirn'na,Pre-Fundim
. .-..
. . , .
. .Period.
. a

s * i . . . . : e
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A dramatic changc in inter& rat&$which adversely affected the rat& of return on.&
receivables held by.axi issuer using a pk-funded account with a ninety-day p&-firnded period
wou1d.b~
handled as follows. -Ethe receivable had already been originated prior to. thc closing
....
.date,
no
action
would bt required s t h e fluctuatiok in mackct'iritcrcstrateswoul'd not affect the
. . .
receivables transferred to
issuer afterth6cIos%gdate. .Inc o n k & if interest r a k s fdl after
. . .
'. the closing date, receivables originated after the closing date will tend to bk originated at lower
.
rates, with the possiblc result that thc.feceivabIq
not support.thcpass-hugh rate. In such ' .
.
. dtuations, the sponsprwould sell thc receivablesto the issuer at a discount (as described in Item .
.
. . : . (1) aF;ove) and-mote.receivables GtI be used'to f h d the h
~in brdcr
~ tor support the pass:
: . : . .,,through rate. ..lln 'a .si&tiori'where $tertst;rak drop dramatically and.the sponsor is h b l e to
.
..
.
p&uide sufficient rtxxiiviibiesat thc.requisite'.intertslratcs;.~the~pod.would
be.ctosed. In this
.
. . ..
.
-.
. . . ': '. -.event, under.the~tcnris'off&d
pooling and'&rvici'ng agritment,.thtsecuii~oldcrs
would
-.
geta.*pap~ntof p r i n c i p d ~ . f h m ~ ~ ~ . u n dhelddn
& s h the pre-funded accoht 'In.tiansactions . "
. where ibe-pass-throfigh rates:.q.:vaiiablt.6r adjustabli, .the effccts .df.market4.ntcrest rate.
. .. . . .....:. .3l&tuations arc mitigated. In n6 e v c n ~ : dfll u c ~ t i o &in iat~rcst.~rates
payable on the
. . .. . . . -. ,
. . !: . . receivables affect the pass-through;rate~p~:tt~
k@tyhddcrs..
. . . . .. . .. . .
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i:, . . . . ,,A,
describedin Iterii 5 below; thi z a t i h g - l i g e n ~ i t h e ~ ~ d eand
h t aan~l-~er OF other
. .-. credit st;lPpod
c .& h
~ n ~ .toith=
. ; w iChara&&icsof
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he
. : ~ i Y ~ . r ~ u ~ . ~respect
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..teceivable
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rate
. fluctuations. Hdwever, it is the sjmns6iwho is directlyobligated under the podling and -icing
-.agreement to take whatever actions arc necess;lry to maintain the pass-through rate Inthc event
.
.
. .
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and servicing.agrccment also specifies-the p e ~ i t t e dinvckents for the cash held in these
.
accounts..
.
.
. . .. . . . . . ..
. .
. .. . .
The spons6rrnust Fund-thecapitalized irilerec account. Funds arc paid out periodically
. . ' to the wcurityholdcrs as *ceded. on &bution datk to-suppon the, pass4hmugh rate. In addition; .a:portion'of such ! h a s inay be returi~dto the spotisor &om timc to time as the
.receivables are tbsferred to the e u e r . md
the :.need for'the capitalized interest account
. . .
dimin.iishds,.. . As the.fpo&or :has the 'ecsxiomic b&dcn of m&ntainirig this account, it will
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loan-to-value ratios a& not considcrcd to be that significant, but for mortgage transactions, the
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Compliance with the rcquiremcnts established by (he rating agencies, insurers or other
credit support pmvidZn and underwriters 3 ~ monitored
:
by such parties and the sponsor*^
accountants. For example, the rating agencics typically review a tape setting forth thc specific
characteristics of the receivables to be transferred for compliance with the required criteria, and
' . 'actual loan files may bc spotchc~ed
against the tape. especially for new sponson who do not
havc & cstablishhad p c r t o m w u record Non-conforming r ~ i v a b l c are
s rejected. '
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in&ccand Credit S u ~ ~ oi r t d r Right to Veto Rcceivablcs.
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. .
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r
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Benefits of Prc-Funding.

c

Prc-riding has benefits to both sponsors and it~vcstorsin that it reduces the high
transaction costs of securitization by spreading d ~ c movcr a broadcr base. It bcnefits sponsors
by allowing them to lock in fimding and to takc timely advaniage of markd opporlqnitics. I(
- . bcncfits investors by aliowing them to pvhasc. fixed income i~vestmcntsthey bclieve me
- atiraCd?c for chei; portfolio without waithg for all of thc underlying asses to be c r y t d .
. . .. .....- ........
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Sponsors seeking rey!ar access to the ~truchrrcd'finan~c
market have strong inconti~cs
.
to makc s ~ &at
e amoun?sin.the p r e - h d e d account arc successfully investcd ig additional
. .
assets. Thcre would bc serious ncgative long tcrm m*ct co~equcxcesto a sponsor if 6)cash
.
in the prc-hndcd account was retumcd to sccurityhoidersor (ii) the iss~cr'~urchascd
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investments may be similar to those of a registered investment company. Howcver, we beiieve
its
these invcstmcnts a- permitted under W e 3a-7 and that the Staff could adquately ad&
concerns in a wzy other than a de-ficto prohibition.

ifMhfF inveskents are permitted for the servicing account, they should logically be
permitted for other short4erm cash management purposes, The usc of M M F s allows
diversiftcation, continuaus professiod management,enhanced Iiquidityand Iowei costs in an
entity reguIated b;y the Commission e e r the 1940 Act. prohibiting such use results in credit
conccntcationS, management only at the time the invesfment is made rather than the continuous
professional management of a mutual firnd, iiquiditj"which isdependent solel$on the market for
the s ~ u r i t i a ~ t i cby
l dthe issuer; and lower re-,
f i l e depriving investors of the safeguards
of the 1940 Act. TlGs raises i s m & costs and dimhishes investorprotection. Morcavor, p e &dad accounts may in many Cases bk investad in the &mmercial paper of a single issuer, or at
best a :ew issuers, res~ltingin possibly unsound credit con&nfrations. It seems somewhat
illogical to restrict the use of MWs in c*ircumstancesfor which they are the ideal short-term
money mana&menl vehicle.
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Securities and Exchange Commission

Rule 3a-7Ca) is available to "any issuer who is sngaged in the bushus of purchasing, or
otherwise acqukhg, and holding eligible assets... (and in activities related or incidental Ucnto)."
[underlining added]. The undedined language was not in thc Proposing Rcleaw but was added
by the Issuing Release to make &wethat issuers' were not subject to uoduly o&oa rdctiotions
o n the scope of their activities. The Issuing Relcar states that the ppurpow of tht added
lanyage was to provide flexibility to issuers. in Citicorr, Securities Im., (SU: April 6,1995) Ulc
Staffprovided turther guidzncc when it stated that "[ IJt is the Division's view that the 'relatui
or incidental activities' p.ermiffcd by Rule 3a-7 include only those activitia that suppolt ar
further, and therefire are s e c o n d q to, the entity's business of purchasing, or otheLwisc
acquiring, and holding eligible assets." In moctiog this stmdard, the staaretied on the opbion
of counsel to the issuer that (i)
the issuer was e ~ p g c dso!cly in in-2 business ofacquiring and
holding eligible assets and (ii) the related activity wcs an activity related to or incidental to that
business.
.
.

.
\

We are of the opinion that the investing of pre-hnded accounts in MMFs during the
pn-fvndod period is a secondary activitjwhich supports an issuer's primary activity of acquiring
and holding eligibls assets and that such activity meets the standard of rclatcd to or incidental
thento" set forth in Rule 3a-7. Whether or not a particular issucr is engaged solely in the business
of acquiring and holding eligible assets should be covzred by an opinion issued by counsel to a
particular issuer.

. -

Pursuant to Release No. 336269. seven additional copies of this Icttcr are enclosed.
Please do not hait& to contact thc undersigned or Stephen Burger of this office (2 12-732-3200)
if you require azy M c r information concerning the matter addressef in this letter.

u;:Eugene F. Maloney; Esq. .

.

.

comm~dityFufures Tradlng Commission
used t o carry trades or positions of the
same commodity and/or option customer other than in commodities or
commodity options traded throught
the facilities of a contract market.
[47 FR 57007,Dec. 22. 19821 :.

8 1.23 Interest 'of futures commission
merchant in se egated funds; additions and withdifawale.
hi provision in section 4d(2) of the
Act and the provision in $1.20(c), which
prohibit the commingling of customer
funds with the funds of a futures commission merchant, shall not be construed t a prevent a futures commission
merchant from having a residual financial interest in the customer funds,
segregated as required by the Act and
the rules in this p a d and set apart for
the benefit of commodity or option
customers; nor shall such provisions be
construed to prevent a futures comrnission merchant from adding to such segregated customer funds such amount or
amounts of money, from .its own fnnds
or unencumbered securities from its
own inventory, of the type set forth in
51.25, as i t may deem necessary t o ensure any and all comrnodlty or option
customers' accounts from becoming
undersegregated a t any time. The
books and records of a futures commission merchant shall a t all times accurately reflect its interest in the segregated funds. A futures commission
merchant may draw upon such segregated funds to its own order, to the
extent of its actual interest therein, including the withdrawal of securities
held in segregated safekeeping accounts held by a bank, trust company,
contract market clearing organization
or other futures commission merchant.
Such withdrawal shall not result in the
funds of one commodity and/or option
customer being used to purchase, margin or carry the trades, contracts or
commodity options, or extend the credi t of any other commodity customer,
option customer or other person.
[62

FR 42400, Ang. 7, 19971

6 1.24 Segregated funds; exclusions
therefrom.
Money held in a segregated account
by a futures commission merchant
shall not include: (a) Money invested in

Q 1.25
obligations or stocks of any clearing
organization or in membership^ in or
obligations of any contract market; or
@) money held by any clearing organization which i t may use for any purpose' other than to purchase; margin,
guarantee, secure, transfer, adjust, or
settle the contracts, trades, or conimodity options of the commodity or
option customers of such futures cornmission merchant.
. .
[46 FR 54519, Nov. 3, 19811

o 1.25
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Investment of customer h d & .
(a) Permitted investments. (1) Subject I
to the terms and conditions set forth in
this section, a futures commission merchant o r a clearing organization may
invest customer funds i n the following
instruments (permitted investments): ,
(i) Obligations of the United States
and obligations fully guaranteed as t o
principal and interest by the United
States (U.S. government securities);
(ii) General obligations of any State
or of any political subdivision thereof
(municipal securities);
(iii) General obligations issued by
any agency sponsored by the United
States (government sponsored agency
securities);
(iv) Certificates of deposit issued by a
bank (certificates of deposit) as defined
in section 3(a)(6) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or a domestic
branch of a foreign bank that carries
deposits insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation;
(v) Commercial paper;
(vi) Corporate notes; .
(vii) General obligations of a sovereign nation; and
(viii) Interests in money market mutual funds.
(2)(i) In addition, a futures commission merchant or derivatives clearing
organization may buy and sell the permitted investments listed in paragraphs (a)(l)(i) through (viii) of this
section pursuant to agreements for resale or repurchase of the instruments,
in accordance with the provisions of .
paragraph (d) of this section.
(ii) A futures commission merchant
or a derivatives clearing organization
may sell securities deposited by customers as margin pursuant to agreements to repurchase subject to the following:

I
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(A) Securities subject to such repurchase agreements must meet the marketability requirement of paragraph
(b)(l) of this Section..
(B)Securities subject t o such repurchase agreements must not be "specifically identifiable property" as defined in 8 190.01(kk) of this chapter.
(C)The terms and conditions of such
an agreement to repurchase must be in
accordance with the ~rovisionsof Daragraph (d) of this section.
(D), Upon the default by a
counterparty t o a repurchase agreement.~the futures commission merchant'or derivatives clearing organization shall act promptly t o ensure that
the default does not result in any direct or indirect cost or expense t o the
customer.
(b) General terms and conditions. A futures commission merchant or a clearing organization is required to manage
the ~ e r m i t t e dinvestments consistent
with-the objectives of preserving principal and maintaining liquidity and according to the following specific requirements.
(1) Marketability. Except for interests
in money market mutual funds, investments must be "readily marketable"
as defined in J 240.15~34of this title.
(2) Ratings. (i) Initial requirement. Instruments that are required to be rated
by this section must be rated by an
NRSRO. For an investment to qualify
as a permitted investment, ratings are
required as follows:
(A) U.S. government securities need
not be rated;
(B) Municipal securities, government
sponsored agency securities, certificates o deposit, commercial paper, and
corpora e notes, except notes t h a t are
asset-backed, must have the highest
short-term rating of an NRSRO or one
of the two highest long-term ratings of
an NRSRO;
(C) Corporate notes that are assetbacked must have the highest ratings
of an NRSRO;
(D) sovereign debt must be rated in
the highest category by a t least one
NRSRO; and
(E)Money market mutual funds t h a t
are rated by an NRSRO must be rated
a t the highest rating of the NRSRO.
(ii) Effect of downgrade. If an NRSRO
lowers the rating of an instrument that

t

was previously a permitted investment

on the basis of that rating to below the
minimum rating required under this
section, the value of the instrument
recognized for segregation purposes
will be the lesser of:
(A) The current market value of the
instrument; or
(B)The market valie of the instrument on the business day preceding the
downgrade. reduced by 20 percent of
t h a t value for each business day t h a t
has elapsed since th'e downgrade.
,
(3) Rest~fctionson instrument features.
(I) With the exception of money market mutual funds, no permitted investment may contain an embedded derivative of any kind, incfading hutinot limited t o a call option, put option, or collar, cap. or floor on interest paid.
(ii) No instrument may contain interest-only payinent features.
(iii) No instrument may provide payments linked t o a commodity, currency, reference instrument, index, or
benchmark except as provided in pmagraph (b)(3)(iv) of this section.
(iv) Variable-rate securities are permitted, propided the interest rates paid
correlate closely ana on an unleveraged
basis to a benchmark of sither the Federal Funds target or effective rate, the
prime rate, the three-month Treasury
Bill rate, or the one-month or threemonth LlBOR rate.
(v) Ceqificates of deposit, if negotiable, must be able t o be liquidated
within one business day or, if not negotiable, must be redeemable a t the
issuing bank within one business day,
with any penalty for early withdrawal
limited to any accrued interest earned
according to its written terms.
(4) Concentration. (i) Direct investments. (A) U.S. government securities
and money market mutual funds shall
not be subject to a concentration limit
or other limitation.
(B)Securities of any single issuer of
government sponsored agency securities held by a futures commission merchant or clearing organization may not
exceed 25 percent of total assets held in
segregation by the futures commission
merchant or clearing organization.
(C) Securities of any single issuer of
municipal securities, certificates of deposit, commercial paper, or corporate
notes held by a futures commission
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merchant or clearing organization may
not exceed 5 percent of total assets
held in segregation by the futures commission merchant or clearing organization.
(D)Sovereign debt is subject to t h e .
following limits: a futures commission
merchant may invest in the sovereign
debt of a country to the extent it has
balances in segregated accounts owed
to its customers denominated in t h a t
country's currency; a clearing organization may invest in the sovereign debt
of a country to the extent it has balances in segregated accounts owed t o
its clearing member futures commission merchants denominated in t h a t
country's currency.
(ii) Repurchase agreements. For purposes of determining compliance with
the concentration limits set forth in
this section. securities sold by a futures commission merchant or clearing
organization subject t o agreements t o
repurchase shall be combined with securities held by the futures cornmission merchant or clearing organization
as direct investments.
(iii) Reverse repurchase agreements.
The concentration limit applicable t o
securities of each issuer that are held
by a futures commission merchant or
clearing organization subject to agreements to resell t o a particular
counterparty shall be as follows:
(A) For a portfolio of securities held
that are subject t o resale t o a
counterparty t h a t has been rated single A or higher by two or more
NRSROs, or whose obligation under a n
agreement is guaranteed by a parent or
affiliate company that has been rated
single A or higher by two o r more
NRSROs:
( I ) Government sponsored agency
debt, issued by the same issuer and
supplied by the counterparty, may not
exceed 50 percent of the total amount
of
securities supplied by
such
counterparty; and
(2) Municipal securities, certificates
of deposit, commercial paper, and corporate notes, issued by the same issuer
and supplied by the counterparty, may
not exceed 10 percent of the total
amount of securities supplied by such
counterparty; and
(B) For a portfolio of securities held
that are subject t o resale t o a
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counterparty that does not have a rat-.
ing or guarantee as specified i n paragraph (b)(4)(iii)(A) of this section:
( I ) Government. sponsored agency
debt, issued by the same issuer and
supplied by the counterparty, may not
exceed 25 percent of the total amount .
of
securities supplied by such
counterparty; and
(2) Municipal securities, certificates
of deposit, commercial paper, and corporate notes, issued by the same issuer
and supplied by the counterparty, may .
not exceed 5 percent of the total
amount of securities supplied by such
counterparty.
(iv) Treatment of securities issued by af-+
filiates. For purposes of determining
compliance with the concentration
limits set forth in this section, securities issued by entities t h a t are affiliated, as defined in paragraph @)(6) of
this section. shall be aggregated and
deemed the securities of a single
issuer. An interest in a permitted
money market mutua;l fund is not
deemed t o be a security issued by its
sponsoring entity.
(a) Treatment of customer-owned securities. For purposes of determining compliance with the concentration limits
set forth in this section. securities
owned by the customers of a futures
commission merchant and posted as
margin collateral are not included in
total assets held in segregation by the
futures commission merchant, and securities posted by a futures commission merchant with a clearing organization are not included in total assets
held in segregation by the clearing organization.
(5) Time-to-maturity. (i) Except for investments in money market mutual
funds, the dollar-weighted average of
the time-to-maturity of the portfolio,
as that average is computed pursuant
t o 8270.2a-7 of this title, may not exceed 24 months.
(ii) For purposes of determining the
time-to-maturity of the portfolio, an
instrument that is set forth in paragraphs (a)(l)(i) through (vii) of this section may be treated as having a oneday time-to-maturity if the following
terms and conditions are satisfied:
(A) The instrument is deposited solely on an overnight basis with a derivatives clearing organization pursuant to
'
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the terms and conditions of a collateral
management program that has become
effective in accordance with 539.4 of
this chapter; .
(B) The instrument is one that the
futures commission merchant owns or
has an unqualified right t o pledge, is
not subject to any lien, and is deposited by the futures commission merchant into a segregated account a t a
derivatives clearing organization;
(C) The derivatives clearing organization prices the instrument each day
based on the current mark-to-market
value; and
(D) The derivatives clearing organization reduces the assigned value of
the instrument each day by a haircut
of a t least 2 percent.
(6) Investments i n instruments issued by
affiliates. (i) A futures commission merchant shall not invest customer funds
in obligations of an entity affiliated
with the futures commission merchant.
and a clearing organization shall not
invest customer funds in obligations of
an entity affiliated with the clearing
organization. An affiliate includes parent companies, including all entities
through the ultimate holding company,
subsidiaries to the lowest level, and
companies under common ownership of
such parent company or affiliates.
(ii) A futures commission merchant
or clearing organization may invest
customer funds in a fund affiliated
with that futures commission merchant or clearing organization.
(7) Recordkeeping. A futures comrnission merchant and a clearing organization shall prepare and maintain a
record that will show for each business
day with respect to each type of investment made pursuant t o this section,
the following information:
(i) The type of instruments in which
customer funds have been invested;
(ii) The original cost of the instruments; and
(iii) The current market value of the
instruments.
(c) Money market mutual funds. The
following provisions will apply to the
investment of customer funds in money
market mutual funds (the fund).
(1) Generally, the fund must be an investment company that is registered
. under the Investment Company Act of
1940 with the Securities and Exchange

"

.

.-
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Commission and t h a t holds itself out
to investors a s a money market fund,
in accordance with g270.2a-7 of this
title. A fund sponsor, however, may petition the Commission for an exemption from this requirement. The Commission may grant such an exemption
provided that the fund can demonstrate t h a t it will operate in a manner designed t o preserve principal and
t o maintain liauidits. The ao~lication
for exemption must- describe h o w the
fund's structure, operations and financial reporting are expected t o differ
from the requirements contained in
5270.2a-7 of this title and the risk-limiting provisions for direct investments
contained in this section. The fund
must also specify the information t h a t
the fund would make available to t h e
Commission on an ongoing bask.
(2) The fund must be sponsored by a
federally-regulated financial institution, a bank a s defined in section
3(a)(6) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, an investment adviser registered under the Investment Advisers
Act of 1940, or a domestic branch of a
foreign bank insured b s the Federal
~ e p o s i It nsurance orp pi ration, except
for a fund exempted in accordance with
paragraph (c)(l)of this section.
(3) A futures commission merchant
or clearing organization shall maintain
the confirmation relating to the purchase in its records in accordance with
61.31 and note the ownership of fund
shares (by book-entry or otherwise) in
a custody account of the FCM or clearing organization in accordance with
5 1.26(a). If the futures commission merchant or the clearing organization
holds its shares of the fund with the
fund's shareholder servicing agent, the
sponsor of the fund and the fund itself
are required t o provide the acknowledgment letter required by 5 1.26.
(4) The net asset value of the fund
must be computed by 9 a.m. of the
business day following each business
day and made available to the futures
commission merchant or clearing organization by that time.
(5) A fund must be able to redeem an
interest by the business day following
a redemption request by the futures
commission merchant or clearing organization. Demonstration that this requirement has been met may include

1
!

I

I
I
1
I
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either an appropriate provision in the
offering memorandum of the fund or a
separate side agreement between the
fund and a futures commission merchant or clearing organization.
(6) The agreement pursuant to which
the futures commission merchant or
clearing organimtion has acquired and
is holding its interest in a fund must
contain no provision t h a t would p r e
vent the pledging or transferring of
shares.
(d) Repurchase and reverse repurchase
agreements. A futures commission merchant or clearing organization may
buy and sell the permitted investments
listed in paragraphs (a)(l)(i) through
(viii) of this section pursuant to agreements for resale or repurchase of the
securities (agreements t o repurchase or
resell), provided the agreements to repurchase or resell conform t o the following requirements:
(1) The securities are specifically
identified by coupon rate, par amount,
market value, maturity date, and
CUSIP or ISDJ number.
(2) Counterparties are limited to a
bank as defined in section 3(a)(6) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, a domestic branch of a foreign bank insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, a securities broker or
dealer, or a government securities
broker or government securities dealer
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission or which has filed
notice pursuant to section 15C(a) of the
Government Securities Act of 1986.
(3) The transaction is executed in
compliance with the concentration
limit requirements applicable to the
securities held in connection with the
agreements to repurchase referred to in
paragraphs @)(4)(ii) and (iii) of this
section.
(4) The transaction is made pursuant
t o a written agreement signed by the
parties to the agreement, which is consistent with the conditions set forth in
paragraphs (d)(l) through (d)(12) of this
section and which states t h a t the parties thereto intend the transaction t o
be treated as a purchase and sale of securities.
(5) The term of the agreement is no
more than one business day, or reversal
of the transaction is possible on demand
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(6) The securities transferred under
the agreement are held in a safekeeping account with a bank as referred t o in paragraph (d)(2) of this section, a clearing organization, or the
Depository Trust Company in an account that complies with the requirements of 8 1.26.
(7) The futures commission merchant
or the clearing organization may not
use securities received under the agreement in another similar transaction
and may not otherwise hypothecate or
pledge such securities. except securities may be pledged on behalf of customers a t another futures commission
merchant or clearing organization.
Substitution of securities is allowed,
provided, however, that:
(i) The qualifying securities being
substituted and original securities are
specifically identified by date of substitution, market values substituted, coupon rates, par amounts, maturity dates
and CUSIP or ISIN numbers;
(ii) Substitution is made on a "delivery versus delivery" basis; and
(iii) The market value of the substituted securities is a t least equal to
that of the original securities.
(8) The transfer of securities is made
on a delivery versus payment basis in
immediately available funds. The
transfer is not recognized as accomplished until the funds andlor securities are actually received by the custodian of the futures commission merchant's or clearing organization's customer funds or securities purchased on
behalf of customers. The transfer or
credit of securities covered by the
agreement to the futures commission
merchant's or clearing organization's customer segregated custodial account
is made simultaneously with the disbursement of funds from the futures
commission merchant's or clearing organization's customer segregated cash
account a t the custodian bank. On the
sale or resale of securities, the futures
commission merchant's or clearing organization's customer segregated cash
account a t the custodian bank must receive same-day funds credited to such
segregated account simultaneously
with the delivery or transfer of securities from the customer segregated custodial account.
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(9) A written confirmation to the futures commission merchant or clearing
organization specifying the terms of
the agreement: and a safekeeping receipt are issued immediately upon entering into the transaction and a confirmation t o the futures commission
merchant or clearing organization is
issued once the transaction is reversed.
(10) The transactions effecting the
agreement are recorded in the record
required t o be maintained under 51.27
of investments of customer funds, and
the securities subject t o such transactions are specifically identified in
such record as described in paragraph
(d)(l) of this section and fnrther identified in such record as being subject t o
repurchase and reverse repurchase
agreements.
(11) An actual transfer of securities
by book entry is made consistent with
Federal or State commercial law. as
applicable. A t all times, securities received subject t o an agreement are reflected as "customer property."
(12) The agreement makes clear that,
in the event of the bankruptcy of the
futures commission merchant or clearing organization, any securities purchased with customer funds that are
subject to an agreement may be immediately transferred. The agreement
also makes clear that, in the event of a
futures commission merchant or clearing organization bankruptcy, the
counterparty has no right t o compel
liquidation of securities subject to a n
agreement or to make a priority claim
for the difference between current market value of the securities and the
price agreed upon for resale of the securities t o the counterparty. i f the
former exceeds the latter.
(e) Deposit of finn-owned securities i n t o
segregation. A futures commission merchant shall not be prohibited from directly depositing unencumbered securities of the type specified in this section, which it owns for its own account,
into a segregated safekeeping account
or from transferring any such securities from a segregated account to its
own account, up to the extent of its residual financial interest in customers'
segregated funds; provided, however,
that such investments, transfers of securities, and disposition of proceeds
from the sale or maturity of such secu-

J

rities are recorded in the record of investments required to be maintained
by 51.27. All such securities may be
segregated in safekeeping only with a'
bank. trust company, clearing orgadzation. or other registered futures commission merchant. Furthermore, for
purposes of 551.25, 1.26, 1.27, 1.28 and
1.29, investments pennitted by 51.25
t h a t are owned by the futures commission merchant and deposited into such
a segregated account shall be considered customer funds until such investments are withdrawn from segregation.
[65 FR 78010, Dec. 13, 2000, as amended at 65
82271, Dec. 28, 2000; 69 FR 6146, Feb. 10,
20041
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of instruments pur- ,
c h s g with customer fun&.
..

(a) Each futures commission merchant who invests customer fund8 in
instruments described in 5 1.25 shall
separately account for such instruments and segregate such instruments
a s belonging to such commodity or o p
tion customers. Such instruments,
when deposited with a bank, trust company, clearing organization or another
futures commission merchant, shall be
deposited under an account name
which clearly shows t h a t they belong
t o commodity or option customers and
are segregated as required by the Act
and this part. Each futures commission
merchant upon opening such an account shall obtain and retain in its
files an acknowledgment from such
bank, trust company, clearing organization or other futures commission
merchant that i t was informed that the
instruments belong to commodity or
option customers and are being held in
accordance with the provisions of the
Act and this part. Provided, however.
that an acknowledgment need not be
obtained from a clearing organization
that has adopted and submitted to the
Commission rules that provide for the
segregation as customer funds, in accordance with all relevant provisions of
the Act and the rules and orders promulgated thereunder, of all funds held
on behalf of customers and all instruments purchased with customer funds.
Such acknowledgment shall be retained in accordance with 81.31. Such
bank, trust company, clearing organization or other futures commission

I
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proposal,' others took comfort in i t 2 Despite framework. DTFs generally will not be
Commodity Futures Trading
this "don't ask. don't tell" approach. DTFs 311 required to maintain or provide the
Commission (CFTCor Commission) h a s
Commission with reports of futures positions revised its rules relating to
will be "recognized" by the Commission as
held by thcir customers that exceed certain
regulated markets.' h turn. these DTF
thresholds. In what appears to be a nod to the intermediation of commodity futures
markets will hold themselves out to the
need for these reports. known as "large trader and commodity options (commodity
public as markets regulated by the CFTC
interest) transactions. These new rules
reports;" the Commission contemplates
The Commission and certain commenters
collecting this information only in a select.
within the industry find the possible mix of
and rule amendments will provide
few markets. But the vast majority of markets greater flexibility i n several areas. For
. .futuresand non-futures products on DTFs
acceptable.They rely on Congressio* report trading at the DTF level-generally those
examole. to ease barriers to entrv for
language from the 1992 legislation that, in
without retail participants-will have no
pers/ns
seeking registration as k t u r e s
obligation or duty to the Commission or the
effect,allows the Commission to exempt
commission.merchants lECMsl or ,
public with regard to this important
transadioni without first dete&ng
that
introducing brokers (IB~),the '
information. .
. they are in the agency's jurisdictioa4
In the context of bilateral, privately
h e ' trader repom are ai-~essential tool in Commissjon has established a
negotiated transactions--such as those swaps the Commission's effort to detect q d deter
simplified registration procedure for
the Commission was directed by Congress to marlcef manipulations. Deterrence is
those persons w h o are regulated by
. . important becauie the eff&@of market
"promptly exempt-iuch an exemption
makes a certain arnoht of sense,,The . . manipulations reach far bey6nd the.markel'i other federal financial regulatory
agencies and w h o limit their customer
consequence of any performance failure.or
p d c i p a n t s . Consumers ultimately pay for
fraud is borne solely by the parties to the
manipulations in commoditymarkets: Home base to institutional customers only.
. ..
transaction.
buyers ay higher interest rates; cimmuters
regardless of the type of market
'
However, today the-Commissionextends . ay IiiJer prices for gaspline; and we all Pay involved.
this rationale to entities that are. in fact'
&gher'pri+s for heatinS:oil.bd food. For .
exchange markts. Global articipants and
. . . With.respect t o trading o n recognized
.thesereasons. I would:requb lar e tiader
international regulatqrs re& 6x1 our : :
derivatives p n s a c t i o n facilities (DTFs).
..report3in all DTF rnarkets.mgard?ess of th?
. type of commodity p r ~ d u cor
representations that these markets:are
t paaicipad,
'the Commission h a s determined t o
regulated. I will not be comfortable'making . involved.'
permit non-institutional customers to
such re resentations with.~egardLo DTFs .
Tkie Depattnient of the Treasury identified; enter into t r e s a c t i o n s thereon.
: where
C o d s i o n ' s j y i s d i c t i o ~5 80
this issue in ip cammen!, letter. stating that
questionable.
. . .
... .
. "lac tradei reporting requirements have . provided-that such non-institutional
As 4 secondarypatier. I am concerned
worked well in the market for tr&ury ' - . . . aistpmer business is transacted either
with.the level of oversighi thaiiviii be
. futures;-both for the information they meal ;through a registered FCM that is a
applied to all DTF markets.'Under the new
to'reeulatoa and their deterrent eEfect"s.1
member of a t least one
. .
..cleariiig
.
coulz aoi'agree inore strongly w i d the
. .
",djsigqated S n t r a c t market o t .
- 9 See Mercatus letter. Aug.
21. 2000. p.'i(:("WhIle .' TreaseDepartment on this point W e it
. it may be appropriate lor the,=
avoid mch
:appe&tha<large mder rePo-kinggwill attach, - recogriizbd.fukires exchangk (RFE], aed
determination in granting ap wtim~&pnfmm'.,
&at has adj*ed
net capital of a t least
:to.$overnment.securities markets..I do not.
: .regulation.it is not cl& that the C F K cad u ' e .
$2@.millionor b y a registered
' ' . wderstand..whytheTreasury's riewshave .
its BdtLfraud authori6 in nintion'to.aFa&dar
commodity trading advisor (CFA) w h o
transaction without deteniiinirip'thairiptJi*&is .- ;not provided just as compeIlinga.ratiohala
'aufiorM to exedu, jurkdidi&~.& &":
;. :for other markets .which a? not nearly as..
'
hai:d&qetionary authority over the
dee orliquid
instan-"] The draftersof the Meqa&%kette~:
no$~~tihitiona!customer'saccount,
. further note that the '%wd
.
ilefinition.~f
-.in
~ ~ p e l i e that
ve
markets may prove.&be. an$&hq has3.assetsu n d e r management
the pr6pcssd rules could ,men.baread " t wq
~
:.very.'$uccessful, ,co~erciallyi.The,y
may, 1 :* :;:
ofriotj1.e~~
thin $25-million. The latter
auction markets such as eBq anddl othdprrnc.
well grow to be the commercialmarkets - .
. of BtB trading facilities..~hethei~l&,ic.&hot; :.where pricing and price-basing of:. .'.. . . ..
.c+msfance is +nexpinsion of the
Id. at 5. The Commisiion aner&ts to die,@'&
-commo&tiesoccurs.The Commissionwould .pmposal:. . :
.
criticism in the final rule. htatingj&";s6lonb
. be wise to retain its ability to detect and deter
a facility auctionsinstrumenti~dutsideof ihd 1:
'
.As
prop&sed,
the
Commission
is
~CommiFsion'sregulatory iurisdictioh iuider Ee Act.: .manipulations at their incipience. :.' - . .:!. .e G 6 w d i n g+ e . w g e of instruments i n
Ithel exemptioris.there£romkndthis b e w o r k ' :
'Date:$ November 20.2000. '.:...
&hich-FCMs may i n v e s t customer
.
would ha-&no applicatiosto Its bnsinesc* See . :.
-."Ikpm&$
:~rk&on, > , .
.. .....
F i a l Rules for a New Regulatory Frameworkfor
: funds;.In response t o various comments
MultilateralTransadion EkecutionFacilities.
-~--..&,mm:ssioner. ..
...
-.
..concerning the expansion of permissible
Intermediaries and ~leki;igd&&iitiopr, pp,~3-:. [FRDoc 00-30267 Filed 12-12-00;'8:45mn]
:investrneag,.tlie Cominissibn is making
"'
.14. The omm mission's resoonse miuk the..
..'.! . ..
b3si-6~
,
"cekrtaiuadjustm'ents to the proposals
-rudimentarypoint that It &ill'&.'b;sanyone'i'&t~~~Z~ .'' ,.ercutic COOE
..,
.. . whether some instrumenti wsiibli. tiaded h-aTF's
.... .;:,
-.
.
:
:... . ,, .relating t&"arpeng o t h e r things,
..
.
.
' are within or outside the &mmis'&in~
jtiri&iction
&xen*tion,limits
as
applied
t
o
2 See Lehman ~kthers
1ener:Sepi'S. 20W. p. 2 '. COMMODIN FUTURES TRADING.
.
,se.cu~itiesh eld i n connection with .
("Inhe Commission's jurisdiction extends solely to ~ o . M M l s s l o y ~
.
. . ..
futures and commoditya p t i o ~ ~ ~ s&at
u c hreserving
repurchase transactions. permissible
.
anti-baudand anti-manipulationauthority.ov? . .
!55 .and
i;66: ' .investments in FCMs and their affiliates
. futures and commodity oR$onsmerely restates'the . 1 7 CFRP&S . . 1:3,4,140,
. . :<. .
mdney mziiket m u t u a l funds meeting
. current state of law. Such a rescilationof a u & o r i ~
.: 6'
. . . the reqyi+er@ents of R u l e 2a-7 u n d e r the
cannot. legally. extend to &&oiis
oG&+. .RIN 3 0 3 8 - ~ ~ 5
< :. ..,'. ..
.
.
.
. futures and commodity dbtionsand pzbeati+g.?ie .';:
Rules Relating t o Intermediaries of ' - ~nvestixientC dmpany Act of 1940
. .nahrra-ofthe agency's statutory juris$Eii$n,~e;
. [ I n v e e e n t Cqmpany Ad). and
. na legal baggage.").
.
.
t:.. .. Commodity Interest Transactions '
.
.'
- -investment.in fareign sovereign d e b t
' f i e only appareht penalty'for rkfusidgto
s d e t ' s loss . AGENCY: Cammodity Futures Trading : ;Separ&ely, the Commission also i s
'wmply with Cammission r u l ~ . i!he
of remgnition as a DTF. Lakn'notaplfortablewith. Commission
..
2 .'corisideriiigproposing
,
risk-based capital
. thh afler-thefalloutreme,dy,and I m o t imagine..
ACTION: Final rules.
*
I
' d e s . f o r FCMs: Further,the
potential market participants or domesticor
-,.. ~ m m i s s i fekently
o~
adopted a revised
hlernational regulatorsbeidg k y more pl.eas+.. , .
SUMMARY: L%S part o f a comprehensive
. See A New Regulatoj Frameworkfor :
' ....
interpreGtiop
concerning
the treatment
regulatoty reform process, t h e
Multilateral TraoGdion E x k t i o b Facilities;
-.
of customer funds o n deposit with
Intermediaries and Clearing Organizations. p. 11.
citing H R Rep. No. 978.102d Cong.. 2d Sess. 6Z5 See Department ofTreasury letter. Aug. 16.
83 (1992).
2000. p. 4.
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disclosures pursuant to Rule 4'.34(h).'
which requires a CTA to disclose to the
client if. pursuant to Rule 1.46, the CTA
has iristr;lcted the FCM carrying the
client account either not to close out all
offsettingpositions or to close out
offsettingpssitions on other &an a firstin, .first-out basis. This issue is
discussed in e a t e r detai1,below.
2. segregation of Funds
The proposing Release raked two sets
of questioirs seeking comments about
. whether, an&under what
ckuipstances, $e Commission should
permit (I)customeis to opt out of
segiegation and.(2] FCMs' to rnahtain, in
the same customer segregated account,'
vaijo~
@truments, such as over-thei%ivativ&; equity
couiter (OX),
.securities, & otbei.'cashmarket
ptjsitipiu, as weh & tpe fiind; h s d for
-thepurpose of securing o i margining
s ~ i h . ~ r o d u cand
f s p b s i t i ~ n sDiffering
.~~
,vieivswerk presented on both issiles.
and the Commfssionlias d e f e ~ i n e dto
defer adion i n these q&s. vi,th respect
to customer o p t ~ uof
t kegregation,' most
patties commenting on,the issun w e d
tfie Co-ission
to cqljsider tho~oughly
the
potential implicitid&
with reis ect
io th;j:barikr;l
:.
pi$,hii&, k:6. piio& of
distributiiin. before pI;bc+diri&& the
issue. (CL 22-18 at 1;Ct.22-&'>t.6; CL
22-25 at,7;
22-31 at .74;
22-32
22-34' at.3)
rifrth&.:
e$te$sed.
at
e +iw-thatthe*' Gas'no.
m n t r i e g d ftit,'or'inte'rest'i,ri, ailawing
i & ~ ~ ~ t i i ; ' n a l ~ & ~ f ~IO
&;$< &p
F 5 'of
~ 0...
segnigatioS, as &e f:W,comin~nitj.is
. 'mureinterested-in being able to provide
':'mstomeGivi&a:iinif!edaccount .
statemeht refl'ctirig t-h-ei~
g61dihks
cosj$pa-d;.
(CI;'2.2--24t.i 5).
ac6oss
all prbdiii;ts,'not
j u s .t ' ,h. ..k s. . .

78001

conjunction with deciding the customer included in the records'cif the FCM or
opt-out of segregation issue."
clearing organization.sQ
In connection with the proposed
3. Investment of Customer Funds .
revisions to,Rule 1.25, the Commission
The Commission proposed to amend
also prdposed to amend Rules.1.20ta)
Rule 1.25, which sets forth the types of
and 1.26(a) to eliminate the requirerrient
insfruments in which FQvls and
that an FCM .obtain a written.
clearing organizations are permitted to
acknowledgment,from each clearing
invest customer b d s pursuant to
organization where the FCM has:
Section 4d(2) of the Act (permitted
deposited customer funds br
:
. .
investments), by expanding the list of
instruments purchased with customer
permitted investrnentj.*a Previously;
funds, that the clearing organization was
FCM or clearing organization-was
infanbd-thatthe customer.hnds qk- .
peMitted to invest'segregated funds
instrllments purchased with customer
only in obligations'.ofthe U;S:, is .
funds and deposited therein belong to
'general obligations of'any State or of any customeri and a h being.held iir '
poljtical subdiyision thereof; or in
accordance with the pmvisipns of the
obligatians fully guarante,edas to - .
Act and the rules and orders r . . . ....
'principal arid interest by the U.S'
promulgates thereunder.51 Tha . . .
The Cornmission proposed;..jubject to elidnation o f the written :. . - . ,
speufic r i s k ~ l w f f featu-., to permit acknowledgment r+ui&ment wduld.be
FCMs tp iqvest G t o m e r segregated
conditioned upori.the cIeaiing:.. .: .1
hinds ih the-followingadditional.
organization's adoption a d submission
instruments: (1)Obli ations .issued by
to.the Coinmission of rulerthat-provide
any agencysponSodby the u.s.;(2)
for the segregation as customer funds, in
certificates of deposit issued by a bank, accordance
with;the.Acf'and the .
as defined'in. Section 3[a)(6) of the.,.
&n+ssi.on*s Aks arid orders; of all
Secuiiti'ei Exchange Act of 1934, or a:
funds hela on behalf of customersiand
domesti~brzhcbof a foreign bank
all
instruments purchased +th : -;. .
i+*ed by $he Fede~l'Deposif . ..
customer.fUnd~.sa..; '.. :11:.,:, : .:; .:
InsurariCe Coqjbfationi (3) commercial
In general, mmmeaters h p o n d e d
paper; (&) corpo~te:notkS;. q d [5-) :..!.
favorably,
to the Cornhissids :proposals
interests in money mark%t:mutud funds to expand.the.permissible
jqvestmsnts.
( W s ) : hi';idditiow' ari ariM 6i a
and the ~ m m i s s i o , n ~ h a s . ~ e t e ~t oi n e d
cIeqing org'hization would &o be
p e ~ ~ ~ d : t o b o t h ' b u f fsell
a n dtTi&" .. . adopt..the amendments geneq!ly.as .
pr~p.osed.~~.Notwitpstandi~g
theii .:
permitt& ,ip4estmenis'puquarit €6 :. :.
bqwever, corqmentefe
overalI.s~ppo~t,
agre$imeits.for resale qr repurchase of
addressed s.evegl weas ;ip which &eg
the *&e$+
fr+pur&ase. I?:':'. .":
sought-addition+ .adjus@+ts -or:r,. :..
Gn;sB&ons).,g
.."
. . .. .
the yuleTlie Pioeosiing Release'mntaine~.'~-. clwifi~~.ons.conCe~ing
also;,.,- .
several provisions intended to mininiize' amendments..,~o~nient~s
respond9d
Igspecific
questio-9.
raised
credit risk,'&+ket iisk:a&i liquidity.
by the Co.mmissioni n &e.Pr~posing,,iisK inclu$ing (i) A r&pi%meiif,'hat
Release. , . ! . . .I . .:. .. ....: -, . .-... :<,..,-.;
the in$es'4nerits be h'ighIy-rati36.b~
a
The ~ ~ ~ ' s u ~ ~that
e sth??;.
t e .d. .. :
, ?IfL'fL'4&$dege
:i"*.th*.&~miss;b$s.. ,. ;' nationally-rt+gpiz6d statistidtrating
i. .
Com.m',ssiof s t gyidelipes w.i.th,r.egiud
.qUeeI;j;
oh whether.&&:typesof
'
ag'enw(NRSRoJ, except for US. .' .'
to tli? ~ y k f r t a b i l i t y ' . o f ' ~ i i p e ~.~ ~ e d , .
.governmerit sdbiiices iind thbse ' :. .
permwsil$e insp-ujienti?&?ld in the
iiivestdents.
Gij CBT ie&mmended
sanie~diidomera&*-should
&.:,I!'.
MMMFs thaf afe not'r&juired:toh
',.
&
&t.g*i$elig&=
....i
<,. t
iihij!$+#;~edy
expan'ded. FIA expressed the vii& that
rjved:;(ii)'a'requiiem&t:that!&eidbllar:
fdc,':
Section 4d(2) of the ~di'.~k-ts a e ? :.. . weIghied'avercige of the t h e remdning invesixge@.jo +o~e':insttume;n~
which &ere are-aGaiIablk
q ~ o t.oii
e~.
Commission t? auihohze &$.-.*at
-to mirtiirity of the-&kb?~ecdtiesheld.in vaicat&ns:an.*,
fuAd;;
.hatthg' .,: -...:
wishes t o . c a q a ciustomer's 'dash. OTC the segregated p'ortfoliohot:exc~ed24
guidelines
lilceIib9:jd
.&*
pioy>t&i
any
.pe+-i&&.',@at;$ii?$G
:.:,
6 .'.
. .' .
derivafi.ves; securities and futures ;.- .
''
month&;eXdluding.investment in
positio$i'n a sirigle a e u r i t ' t o msintiin, MMMFsbecause'MMMFs hive no .
ih"k;ki&,+b&~*d;nribe:.
..that acd@das.a
histonier segpgated'
m*rity-date; (iii)'concentration limits
.,
.
> .;:
.:,:. ;:. .,->. f::'.,: :. '.!:'..
th8;.-. .
amuxit. TiieCB~'ca@on~d
oa the:percentageof f h e . p ~ o that
~ o.
may lie-&mprised.ofthe securities of
conii;;isiiodt6givk +t.. . .' . ... . ';
..
individual 'issuers';(iv) specifit'' .-:,
co@ldeqt&+
to bankruptcy .. :'. ..
52fd. .-:&&%&
;i+,if:"&adidn9enitiPSUea
in$rG%ti6& bef*ep-&ding,in
&is prohibitions against leverageiembedded three j e a ~ a g 6 . ~ S e e .Staff
m Iatldt'NalQ7-55..
yea. The Commission,i $ e e ~&at &&ion derivatives, and optidhs; 'and (vj a .-. 119961998 Transfer Binderl-CommFmL J+ Rep,;
Ioor)~p.oesj+y 5. i g s ? .~; . : . . . . . :. . ..
': hi-i thii ksue .shoul&.bkd&f&ed tii.~ 1 1 0requiremgnt
~
that +e daily value and -.
BelPL+:$e Chn&i!o~q+ determinedt-:
for a&Woiiai'stu'dy&d &hsunafiq&
k
gains apd losseson .each:investment
.
.
.
..
ii ihClijt d ~ ~ d s i b -l ..~ ' ~
. ..
.. ...-.
..
.
:
, ...' . . iinnduvd=d.-e=n t i foiclist&ei
&itbbO+eif&&l&tor$,incll?di~gl ': 7 .
G d s . i+%edto the . ..
.'The
Gmmission
notes.
however.
that
acir
.
memberi'of thkgre$dentvs WbfEGi'
Emitations adopted in Rule 1.25. it is hereby
margining
a-gements
are
already
in
place
with
Group (PWG].-ancin addition; th5t:Gy .respa lo trading of stock index options and stock res&&sg Divisioo.of Tradingand.&arkets' ".
Fi&id-dnd %.*tion
IPlq~~ctatjdn
C(O;9,
ultimate:
determination
must
in index futures.
- .. . . .. . :
'>
..
. . ..
(., be.rriad6
which ,&vi.ousfy .prohibitedkch inir&t;rient. S&
.. ' . '.:
-. .
..
'
O
6
5
FR
at
39014.
Finanual an'd:Sep&hn threip;ii;iion No: 9.1''
.
.
.: . ..: . ...:.
. ..
..:_
. .
;665FR~139014-.
-. . . . .
'9 id.
Fut L Rep. (CM)
97.119:(&v. 23.1983).
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. .
point was raised by BBH in follow-up
reasonable time period. (CL 22-25 at 7) acquisitions of noncompliant
conversations.
The final rule has been modified so that investments will be permitted.
Brown Brothers Harriman (BBH)
Taking into considerationthese
&)(I)of Rule 1.25 requires
stated that the prohibition against an
comments. as well as the requirement
that the,pennitted securities held in
FCM investing in an MMMF that has
contained in the Proposing Release that
segregation be "readily marketable"
counterpartiesfor repurchase
&*istent with SEC Rule 15~3-1under investments iri securities issued by a
parent or affiliateof the FCM should be transactionsmust be regulated financial
heSe-ties
%change Ad'af 1934.54
institutions (generally large banks or
Ck"Jd ( a 22-20 at 5)m.
~b-T @b0
. r~omme?ded.that
the
brokerage firms). the Comm+sion has
~ m m i s s i o l ~ u as esimpler
for recommenda.tion
made because
concluded that the focus of
M W s are often operated !
ihe valuation of downgraded ..
be primarily upon
investnients than the proposed.20
independently of,the sponssring ,
. concentrationshould
the counterparties and secondarily upon
affiliated entityand, in any event, are
pe4 Iwr day reductioa ~h~ cBT,
to a five pementconmnhtion
the securitiesheld in connection with
s.ested.instead that a s&nGmber of subject
the repurchase agrement. Therefow,
limit in the securities of axiy single.
days be p;rmitted far disposal
issuer. BBH also noted that man? K M s the final rule cbntaiq several clarifying
investment and that, during .that
are afkinatqlyith ~orld-cl~ass
financial or enhancing chan es
permitted.timeperiod, the Grin be
n m t , - p a p p hfb)(4)(ii)provides th?t
enterpees and that a prcjhibition
allowed to use the.fu11market value of
securities that are held by a
againr( MMMPs i9yesting
the instrunient:towards meeting its
of tlqFCMs' affiliateswould elirpinate counterparty, i-e.. securities that have
segregated liability. The-CBTalso,
been "repoed o u ~ "are' subject to the
a large and im o-t
grwp of
indidted that it thought the 20 percent imm&e ots.,
contxntration liitations along with
bTkFion
%b
. per .day radu&~nin value:for a ,.. ..
currently-owed direct investment
meriti n this-miggestiona d has . .
d0mde4'imtnunent c~uld'leddto modified
*.-2s(b)(6)[ii) ac,co~&glyy securities. This darification was made
' errorsin4 I d a t i o a (a
22-25 at.7-81
%rnmissiop, go nm &at Section because a security that has been spld
.
. ..:me
C+~~bsioahas detmnined.riot to
subjectto repurchise a t a later date
of the Investment Company Aj59
'this,pmvisiotr,&aye .it...
presents the F w or clearing
restricts inyespnents made by M M m s
. ' believes that the 2o;percent pei. itay
organizationwith the same price risk as
in syxrities issued by axiy.eqtity
write-down will. r~videan appropriate
a securitythat is cwently held in the
with the MMm or-its,
MWOIA under %eckxmstar$es and
spo,om
~t
concenwtion
portfolia Second, paragraps (b)(4)(iii)
.that it will serve &-anincentive for the
provides concehkatioe h i t
limit set .fq* in SEC Ruie. 2a3 ,-der
to'dispose of a
f
to take
etcentages for.securities that are held
th,
Lnvi+npnt
pmp@ny
Act,Sa.is
, ,.
invesmenf sooner. See
th;
or c~earikgorganization
similar.
to
@smqc,eqtratiqnproyiiiqn.of
. .
+~ie&25@){2)(iiJ. .I. .:! : . :.I" . ..
pursuaqt fo a reverser e p b e
CFTC &de.1,gi, . . '. . . - .'.:
.. -'~~st%&d-.&l!~&
Gi.oup,.=-(RCG)
B%H%lsp:
rqU,ested 'eat fhe . :
.agreement that are &uble tho&
sthfed:WttTie+mpoied &edit +&ng
reqqirqnent that a.fund b;e *=
...
required for direct bvestments,
pro@led tbat tliec&nterpsartyhas a
req&&jbdtg.~e&,~&i&,.@iirg~(a regis$#
be.de&e$.to myin;.: . .
22-1$4t 2):% C6dssiohiiatd~?tha't regist+.&%.pdei,+? Investment.
&di? rating of single A orhigher from
two or more W R O s . I?ad&Goq, the
.&es,e.re+iiremennt'j:Ja@irifen?gep'fd-;-.
Comptyq.AA@qnly
.an$not require.,
rule was c b g e d t s pmvide that the. :.
. iesult.in!thkholdig of."ijivegt@ent. '
registriitioqpnder.thp S~curities.Act
of
grade"'secrpit~~~ody.
After.@'e:i$e~~ 1933. (CL22-20 at'6)This,cIarffic?tion concentration ercentEiges for mcb, , : rule bLes"&ect;:ttie
Cbibini-ssi$iiiplans has gee^ made.to:paragraph (c)(I),of
seardtitis shafbe mm etsd using only
the securities=ontiineBBintheportfqlio
. . t o moniio?~~the
effectivenesi*of&e,rule
Rule li?S., -... : ,. .: : . . .
Segfipel Manag'ement ~ r o u iInc?
. .'
of secpr,fies sup lied bx each
on ahongo*g$asis. If eqBriiinc&y: :
,
counteipartyof &e
oi clearing
aho* e t thei;equi'fe'dratin:$ .are:too
(Segtinzd)requ$sted cl~fic+ioqas to
organization.
ewas made
. string&t.adjustmentp.to the ~ 1 . +U
6 be wbeaer .thecopcentration limits:.: . .
cOnsideFe&::: ;:: >,>':.:'
:;',I'
: "id.
prav;'dfi.fopip the .propps.edgk would because the counterpartyhas the direct
. ... >.,. ' , . .. .. .,.,. . i- . . . - . .
.
~a;'~~0;1.~~~.,~~~p
~4%
p ! ~ he!d.h9~Y?!?n
~ ~ & ~ @ ~ i 0 ~control over what mecific securities
will
be
supplied
in;
kepurchape
,
r
e
~
~
c
h
r
!
aP?man@s
e
[a
22-41
~ h e J d $ ~ c $.rahpg
~ ~ big$$Fj@,&nts
~~
at 11Ew0flnels t a t 4 that the .. .
transaction. Thus, !he.Commission..
- ,..,
.
o y v e ~ w e g t is ,mu$,i+ii
~
i=@tieii
s h o u l d . n o b a ~ ~ l ~ :.expew that.en W.Or GI&@
., ::
. b e ~ y ,ps d ~ $ - ? q ~ s . e i s ~are':not
f t i ~ s mnce~fts%!lhi~
beCdYpe af:(L)n
3
' L.b-h thatikbuld organization will;infop its. : ;. . .. . .
,rate$jy,tg $$.$o$ts +s$PG8te&$i@z
. b b b p W d . W W the#-:.
(2) the fad c o u n t e r p r $ e s ~to the per-issuer .
o b t a ~ n T g ~ @ Q ~ ~$Q&'w<~.'
&
that
co,mplete.
i
nfopation
on;sucb
concentration.lirnits,fiatmust be
.
that if tly.:yJ$+eeae
a,$optes as: . '"'.
prop&ed, iavesfmen+ ht:&&,$f
$;h securities* ,sbmetimes.ncit.knownuntil observed! as set forth in the rule.
the day f ~ l l ~ w i entry@to
ng
thtj,' i ' .
Finally. paragraph (b)(41(v).p akes ..
the Elresent~~l&s;~~\,th$:~~$6ff~~~P)y
expliut that the .co~~ntratiqp..&mib
do
%ifi &&'g'$;;luiremeik ~ ~ ; be.
~ l d repurt?aase.transa$ion; (3) the fact that
not apply to,s.e,dties<c$nedby :>
the.-duration.qfrepufcbase
tsarwdons
*!grandfathered'' as part of.q;efisqng
%t.have been posed by; .
'portfolio. ( ~ ~ , 2 2 - 1at8 21 +pqse
to iS.wIY:@ve'esand ( 4 ) %e.fact&at-;the customers
customers cotlateral .yi* the FCM.
'..*s..cgrmpent, the,.@mmis=jaMU.wt ~ b l i g a i a n.~ t e d . ~ u r s u t0.a
&t
. .
Wi clarifi.pa~o~.was
&de primqily .
requim:.&eidis&&
in\res@ents.held ~p.U?=hase,transdon is .thatof the
b&us.$:changp ip the value of . . .. .
as df k e m b i i ? ; 2000;:~;~~;.+.g-...; countqarty..and not +e.issuer of-the
cuitomer-o.wed.secwitiesa+e to .+e
.invest+nts may.b'e held kqtilt&qr . . s e m t i e s - netefoF'* it argued, the
customerswho..postql@asenrrities. ::
m
d
i
h
.
~
r
t
h
i
n
e
s
o
s
f
t4e
d
t
e
r
p
e
.
. mah& or +ei.lrqPidatgfi inP ~ ~ 8 , ~ augments
~ ~ ~ ather value
y of the securities .
add, therefore. in aproperly maigied.
coursg.ofbusiness; alheughPq ,new 1
account such s d t i e s r no direct,
. :-.;
held pursuant to the repurchase .
. _ _ .. - .:..(".
. ..
. . ..
pri+bnsk,to them.. e.(=bmmi+op
agreement.
at .1-2).This
same
.s 1,
2i035CJ-*;&
oi&;ad&ti.n
...
.
.(CL.22-41
.
.
. .. ...i believes that.thesech+gq,and ...' , .
or n~..&~~.~~%@;l(l). &v+
p-h
@1!6?.0f
.
clarifications will proiride additional
*as ynq,hpo:~ditee~.!?8
&?g',. ,.
ss 15 uS.c 80617. .
,
.... . .
* = I 7 CFR 270.2a-7.
.
.
adoped
@changed
ab
p&&P$
~
7
4
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flexibilityto
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organiqations w.ithout unduly increasing associated with direct ixkestments.
(CL methods of obtaining liquidity other
. .
associated risk. . 22-2i'at 7). ., "'.
than by selling the secucities. such as by
The Investment Company Institute
The Commission believ.es the oneday entering into repurchase transactions
liquidity requirement for investments in and by establishing,backup bank lines of
(ICI)
suggested thai MMMFs sponsored
by investment actv.iseq registered under MMMFs is n'wessary to . e r i s ~+at
e the
credit using the-securities as collateral.
the Investment Advisers Act $1940 be
uiremenb of FCMs will .not
The.FRBC further rec&ended
that
b$ ig ling liquidity time
included in the list of pemitted .
CFTC rulss~sbouldpe-mft the
investments. '(CI;22-27 at 6) The
b e . Since a material portioa 0f.m
investment of customer funds held in.a
Commission hai made this s~iggested.
FCM's customer b d s rout4 well be
foreigncurrency in identically-. .
.
change. See Rule 1,25(c)(21. .
investeg in a single MbvlMF. @is is an
denominated sovereign debt s,ecurities.
ICI noted that &e proposed rule
importqnf:pmviiion oi fhe:niIe.The
.
(U 22-36 at 4-5; see
CL 22-3 1 at
appear+ to requ@evaluation of the
Commissioii nofes that. although sales
22-42 at 2) Ttie Commissioq notes
9;
.. investmerit 'poitfolio by9 am each day of directly-owned securities settle.in
.
.that, under fhe rule as pmposed. an
and suggested;iristead, that'yaluation
longer than.ohe-day time-fraipes. an
FCM that decided to invest deposits o'f
not be requiieg lintil after the close.of
FCM or clearing organizafion could
foreign cumen~eswas,
t o :. .
the maiketi; e+'day, Lei,not until after . o b w liquidity by.entering into Ii.
convert the foreigh currencies-received
4 p . a fC'LZ2-27:$t 7)'Tbe - - . ':
reputchasa"t&p+ictioq. Tliekfoke; the
.
to a U.S. dollar-denominated asset This
c o ~ s i o n * s ~ ' i n t i j r i t iwo nq toorequire Conimission~+,re@ned*e. oneday.
wouId.insrease.its exposure Moreis
valuatib by:$'knl.the bu+ness day . currency fluctuation-risk unless it .
liquidity 'requireip'e~ti9po~d.pn
.
f 0 l l 0 h g &b ? $ ~ V & @Sothat
X I & the
hVe.Shenti , w ~ d d ki
&6,ew of innu.& tfioid*tional expeMaof ...
vafuatiop wodd b available in time 'for the impo-ce
df
pm.j!iSi~~:
h&
bed&. Therefore, the (30mmihsion has. .
t h e se&gnbw &l@atioh, which is
clarified that ,de'm~nstra&Oii
.!hat th'G . . aetermiab&that the R(BC. suggestion .
. pxpifea'ti lie &inpIeted on'a.daily
requi&menthas been met @Y include
be ado~te&',ne;~&-issio~.has
6ask by n*ii thji foIIowbg business
either.'- appropriate provisioq in 'the
.
dunged .the ~ r o p o s erute
~ to permit
offering memokandumof the fund .or a
day. . T b e ' . ~ $w e (parapph (~)(41of
inverhent. in
genenl obl&atiPnSof
. .
the
whose sovenign debt is . .
Ru?. 1$5) aa kii *awed to correctly separate side &e@ment.
more
s ~ t e ~ t h P l & ~ s s ' i o intention
n's
fund and ap F a (Ir ,$wing . .
rated in the highest category by at,least
.. p+&seiy:f '
.
. .
. organization. S& Rulk1.25(d)(5). .
ane,MiSRQ, but limite&as:follows: an
la &6j@gge& that "e &pored. The eC.&.mrpbht~d,t.Iptpkrmipted F& may invut in the
. mlishould bB c.hange!
topridit:'
invesh.enU.shci$ld h#e ei%.e~ a.CpSIP of; Eountry the extent it hu bdances
~ ~ i : & t ' w p o f ~ + ! e ,ydan NRSRo or ISN n ~ ~ b 8 $ ~ ~ . J I ~ , @ t . p ~ owed
~ , ~ to
& d "~ ~ o ~ e r s ~ e o o m l n a t e d i n
.
to ~ + + s r ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ & p
.me
+ t i :e s .invesheriti 6hsuld&,~.eequ@,fd have. bt
-ee9~,
a ,.learing
organhtidn
. p r o p o s ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ v6nl.y
i d b ' ~., + t a ~ + + b 1 y tr+p+eitjeFcin%$
:
may inqu.in .heiovereiid;dgbt Of a
W S .t & f / ! ~ t d J m a y bvestvin '.
market q n a b E W a e k U i d ~ E s i ~ e n t . c b m b to the &tent i t . b balances
,. umtea.k?@tie~:.?($
C@eaath0
v+i=tipn. 0.fth~iriyesfidents.[CLCL22L30owd, to
dedngmembeF FCMS ., .
to e s k 1
at 6) Th6 Copp&sbnhb$'cha&& see
~~~ipmh$.~&&*$@+hci+
..
aria p ~ ~ r v a h o a o~.p i ~ c c o n t a i r i eind finalrule t6.in.udk)i&ti6.dd%&
denominatednotes
in that
&ency,?
Ihe
Commission
-that
foreign
sovereign
SEC Ruig??<-7 zndh f e d h a t 'thatrule
numberr ascpermipea:invespen$i ;.:,.
debt that is,denominatbd,,in Cure ::
! ~ . .ioii$m
~ t uhtated
$
-pernutted
The .mi.
$ ~ o r B m m r n e n d e ~ a t will qualihl ap a petiittad invesheqt
~nv,esyen.b.l++e~&:'.. '
.
IUlderthis
.
.
r e + Q ~ B ~ traqsRar9h!
~Y,
$:e*n&y,
.
that issued the debt qualifies as a .
m,qket.
As-not+$
kbove,,
the.
.
.
.
.
.
.
permitted.country under the rule, the .
CC+isii-n
str<rigth$n$dths iuli?in
obligation is a general obligation of the
this ;esce b;y addini a;.rqui+$ent .. country,
and the balances owed to the:
hati l ~ . ~ ~ & i t f & d
w=ept foZ
cytaiiers or the ,KMs are Edo-. .:.
.
MMMFs..meet ,thF~&$~!'i+dilji
mmkbblc
m~C o ~ s ~ i o nRdeT.zs;the
denominated. As with o t h e r . a s p e of. ..
~ommissionwilmonitor
intehdr tb monit9r8doaslfljir an,, 1- :
the effect of this provishn and,stinds-~
problegi ti@=erning'%fGatibpp;f
phTitte+ ; n v i s ~ k ~ ! ; ~ &;.~: &
.......
l ~ ready to make additionC1adjusthents as ,
*
consider proposing' f;rthefrule,. , . .
ex erience dictates: . . ..."I
::.: .
addtian,.the FRBC suggested that .
amendments if apprabriat$.
the W C expressly approve the use of
.
. T I $ ~ ; . i~lG~ i&,mmeddea.&&i'
h
invGshg+gsh&uld
in
certain "sweep" accounts in c ~ n n e q i o n
with t+ investment-ofcustomer funds
a
+ri-,ext-day'sasis; to,-,ufb
W F s or.other permissible forms of.
adequaie.liggidi\jj'~tt~~inted
out '&at, in'
cmenui in +e u.s.;,iifiually all .,.1,. isvestment. (CL 22-30 at.61 The '.:.: . 5
cd+&&t&and.&u&cipq] debt ge=urities Commission &Jtes.that.Ruie 1-25'.wilK'
.
"Of preclude h e use ofsweep -a&bunts.- .
settld d$d?fi3:basi$ 4hi& i.s nq";f..:..
.
and encouiage" this piactice to ediancesuf~~i~;~;.t'f~f;fut~S.c~~lng
organibtidn denian&, and.&at.th&.
the efficiency sfliquidity matiageherit.. .
The.mC also suggested
with'
delay.could deprive the FCw or clearing
brwi+ig<e
of -&$ 1iqUid$yihati & i q . , respect tb the'concentratian'~rovision,
..
thg riile should be cl'afified that it . - '.' .
important in times ofmarket stress:or :
. . of
, s e. h t i i. e s
"plies only h e p?rtf?lio
': -.U=I ~ & r . r & o m n i ' ~ n d&&,the
kd
on+ emergency. (CL22-30 at 5) The . . ..
.
day'liquidity.requiiemeritapplicable t a Commission has elected to permit '
5 7 A s is the case for u.~.-gov~&ent
securitie;
MMMFs be extended to seven days. to
investment of aistoriier fun* in. - '
hose MMMFs that are not requiredto be rated.
be consistent with SEC requirements
investnieilgrade corporate nofer and . and
pnnined bndglmver8 d&t
lootl.rubje
I .. .
and the longer settlement time-hmes
municipal secyities because FCM~have to a a d i t nting n s u i r e h sa r ?.r.m)(znanr
.
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institutional customers'should,continue
NFA commented generally that the
to receive the risk disclosures regarding Commission should not dictate the
futures and options trading that are
specifics of how disclosures and
.
currently required.50 it proposed to
consents are delivered and
streamline the account opening process ackowledged, and that it would be
by amending Rules 1.55(d)(l) and (2) to willing to develop beid practice
expand the l i of disclosures and
guidance in this area. [CL 22-24 at 6)
conbents that could be provided in a
The Commission believes that its rules
si le docurneH and acknowledged.
requiring risk disclosure and customer
w% a single signature-5sThis.list
.acknowledgmentsdo not impose a
includes:'(l) The,disclosures required
signjficant burderi in light of fieir
imporhiit customherprotections. The bf. i e y Rule 1.33(g) (relating to
Commission is.pmvi&ng,additional .
e ectmnic transrnis+ori of
flexibility to tbe i n d q t i y h thjs area
statements);60 (2) &e consent
referenced in Rule 155.3(b)(2) (relating
the C o e s i o n notkd in the
to customer permission for W
s to take Proposing .blease, them would
.
the opposite side of an o+erk,and (3)
continue to be nb s&fic disclosure
ti pmvision for pre+horization of
requiremelrts far e t i t u t i o x d custo,mers
.
transfers df 'funds fro$;a c@stom$s,
.apd,in addition, as provided Rule
segregated agount tb 'another account of 35.l(b). overninental entities would be
that-+om&. TIie single &nature
includetf in the d e f f i t j ~ oa f.
.
could be -I& elec$ronicaIly as. '
"ixistjtutional customer." qtd.
pr6videi fsi in'.recentl '-ado ted
consequeritly wodd hot b;, uLed to
C o ~ s i o . n . R u l ei s. 3 L ~ a n B3.4.6~ - receive and to a c k n 9 W ~ . e ~ g g X s c ~ o .s u n ,
Diiclosure &ncemi.ng itbitration of .
statement6=Further, . d e sinile.
.
disputes, however.,'w~uIdcontinue to
.,signaturea+iJbwled&eqt ,&uld be
m o u h a semiate s h e d
made electmmcallv as nmvided for in
ackowledgk&eht bb nnbnnstitutiqnat Rulei 1.3fk) ' a d I>. .?%e Co-ission
looks f v ~ todworking.wi& . W A and
cu~tomers; ursukqt to mposed Rule
the industq both .hideveloping.a
166.5 (wh&\ldr m+&d,.od, and '
'wouI&.relaqe.,prior.Rul$180.3).~Z
Statement af:Awptable I?ractices for
All ?'f&g qopp.eetii%.$rhoaddressed M o g m to.npn-jnsti~tion&. .
=the reposed zipend,m$htsto Rule
customqrgti.ading.on. DT'Fs,
in
I.&fa~
,reiqio6ded fa"o.rab1j to:&?
developing more streanili* disclosure
..expidon of &.cloinires and consents
requin%ments.for&omes?ic.exchange' h t 'couldbe .a~knowledgedand made. traded optionsiqgaq Rule 33.7. : .
.. .
.notedlabove;.&eb-ission
.
a:s@le si&at@. 'aiig tf?e , .
Gmmijidon is adoptirig +e
pmposed t ~ . p i i t i p uto
; ~+q$p a:
amepdni$&&as pioppsed (q
2i-17 at sepapte si&ed a+py!edgerpent by ..
3; (31;22-2.4.at 6; a f 2-25 at 8; Q. 22non-.~titutiqn.alal~stoqem
yith.respect
31 at 14;
22-32'at 56; CL 22-35 at .,.:
to disclo~ p c e @ n garbitration.of
li; CL 22144 .at 2) v.rbquested $at .
disputes Neverlheless, th.e.Comrpission
the C o m m i s s i o n , c o +at:q
~
F@' alsq,'jo:olic!ted comment on whether to
.may obtain ~ a c h ~ ~ w l e d g e mofe n .i
::
,
maixijain,thip m y u i r e m e n t 6 4
recsipt and G d e ~ t a n d i p gof . iisk
opposed;
pwpns
$0
rep&.
a
.
.
.
.
separate pipa*
from nondisclosure stdement'
i n s t i t u t i o n d ~ o m e rif
s their account
contempoiap~.ousl~
~+:bb&j&an
agreement-contaiqsa pre-d&ppte
account. The emmission ,ag&s G t .
arbitration ~mvision(CL22-31 at 14).
the F'C&i may .wen the customer
account si&ult.me~uslp.w4threceiving
In g e n e r a k h expresAd t . 8 opinionthe acknow!kd@ent of receipt wd.
that +e dommission qfsould pltminate
understand* of the risk disclosure . . all sf its $ules e+nYng to the use of
statement. along with margin funds and pre-dispute d i w t i o q qgreepents. as
well as the Commission's reparations
ariy other required account opening
d6cl;ments. @omthe customer. Thp .. program. Fof example. E;TA ~?inmen&d
that the,(=omx&siaq:s
FCM will remain tesponsibte:for:
.
FCM
--,
. . - ..mle.thatan
ehsuring that,the'risk disclosurd, .
may. not.+c&g .a q t o ~ r . i osign
, a
$ p e n t .is.*/shed
to''*F cytomer. ?re-dbputkqrritration agreement as.a
. :mndifios to ope&g q a i p i n t ,with. .
ih su+ a'wa); that the cqstpmer caq
k i e w and understand;'thed o ~ e t l t t&e:R?yl ii&i,b,giththe ability of m s
before committing funds,b 6e.F.m.
th&t':&e.also ?-ties.
b$&keidealersto
enter'into a.p,ngLpjlgr-wqt v+& +ev
U65 FR at 39015. Them would continue tope no
customers, becausethe S s dpes not .
specific disclosum tequimments for institutional
prohibit the use of su'ch mandatory ,.,
amtomas. Id at 39016.
,
.
agreements. (CL22-31 at 10)At the very
. . .
E. Core Principle Four: Risk D ~ S C I O S U ~: SmId. at 3%15-16. ...
least. FL4 stated .that,theGmpission ,:
*O See efm.
;
.
. .
and Account Statements

purchased with customer funds, Le.. the
provision does not apply to customerowned securities posted as margin. (CL
22-30 at 6) As noted previously, the
Commission has made this clarification
in aragraph &)(4)[v)of Rule 1.25.
suggested that the Commission
clarify what is meant by the required
ratings in the .rule. where the "two
highest ratings of an NRSRO" are specified. i-e.,AAA and AA. In
particular, it recommended that the
Commission clarify whether "PrA"
includes all variations included within
the Mrating. (CL22-31 at 8) The
Commission confirms that
'
tation is c o r ~ e c t
also suggested-thatthe
Commission clarify whether a secqity
would be a permitfed'investment if one .
NRSRO gave it an acixptable rating.
.even though another q R 0 gave it an
unacceptable rating. (CL22-31 at 9)The
Commission liereby canfirms that if one
NRSRO gave '& a&eppble reting and
\ another did not;investment in the .
s e d t y would be permitted., The
: .Comrnission~Iieves
t6aY it:would be
i-are.forsuch&ffkiences to ohxit at .the
investment grade ratings level and;.
further, that any differences would
"*."
. probabl .be~tempomry:?:; , .
- F U &su
eded pmvidiq a grace
. period far &
.
or cl-kg :
o d z a t i a n s that.f1nd.&einselvesin .
.ui6lation.ofthe mncentration.lits.
22-ax at -91-l"he:Comrnissionhas
decided against adoptihg.this suggestion
because the C o ~ i s s i o would
n
not.
expect FCMs k violate the . . .
. cokentrationjli&its;except perhaps.
. under.unusud~ci~lrumstances.~
Further.
the Commissionis concerned that were
a formal gramperiod provided in the, .
rule. it might be subjjct to abuse. * In a d d i h ~ n . . m*-ggested that .the
Commission,plan to review the list of.
permitted in4estments every six months
to determine whether revisions should
.
be made. (CL22-33 at81 TheCommission lans to review all epects
of the new N e on an ongoing basiszind
further changes will be.pmposed, if
appropriate. 1
Two exchanges, the NYhvlEX and the
- CME, pointed out that each clearihg: :
organization would need to make its. !
own determination as to the types of
assets that would be accepted by that
clearing organimtion. (CL2 2 3 2 a t 16;
CL 22-35 at 131The Commission , recognizesthat an SRO may adopt more
restrictive reauirementstthan thase set
forth in Rule i 2 5 for its member , R
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COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING
COMMISSION
17 CFR Part 41
RIN 3038-A871

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
17 CFR Part 242
[Release No. 34-46292; File No. S7-16-01]
RIN 3235-A122

Customer Margin Rules Relating to
Security Futures

Commodity Futures Trading
Commission and Securities and
Exchange Commission.
ACTION: Joint h d rules.
AGENCIES:

SUMMARY: The Commodity Futures
Trading Commission J"CFTC") and the
Securities and Exchange Commission
('SEC") (collectively, "Commissions'~
are adopting rules to establish margin
requirements for security futures. The
final rules preserve the financial
integrity of markets trading security
futues, revent systemic risk, and
require
the margin requirements for
security htures be consistent with the
margin requirements for comparable
exchange-traded option contracts.
EFFECTIVE DATE: September 13,2002.

%

'

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIONCONTACI:

'

CFTC:Phyllis P. Dietz, Special
Counsel; or Michael A. Piracci,
Attorney, Division of Clearing and
Intermediary Oversight, Commodity
Futures Trading Commission, Three
Lafayette Centre, 1155 21st Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20581. Telephone:
(202)418-5000. E-mail:
(PDietz@qftc.gov);or
(MPiracci@cffc.gov).
SEC:Onnig Dombalagian, Attorney
Fellow, at (202) 942-0737; Theodore R.
Lazo, Senior Special Counsel, at (202)
942-0745; Hong-anh Tran, Special ,
Counsel, at (202) 942--0088; and Lisa
Jones, Attorney, at (202) 942-0063,
Division of Market Regulation,
Securities and Exchange Commission,
459 Fifth Street. NW. Washington. DC
20549-3001.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The CFTC
is adopting Rules 41.42 through 41.49,
17 CFR 41.42 through 41.49, and the
SEC is adopting Rules 400 through 406,
17 CFR 242.400 through 242.406, (the
"Final Rules") under authority
deIegated by the Federal Reserve Board
pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 ("Exchange Act").
I. Background
'

,

A. Statutory Provisions

B. Proposed Rules
C. Overview of the Comment Letters
D. Overview of the Final Rules
II. Discussion of the Final Rules
A. Who is Covered by the Final Rules
B. Exclusions h m Coverage
1. Financial Relations between a Customer
and a Security Futures Intermediary
under a Portfolio Margining System
2. Financial Relations between a Security
Futures Intermediary and a Foreign
Person
3. Margin Requirements Imposed by
Clearing Agencies or Derivatives
clearing *anizations
4. Financial Relations between Security
Futures Intermediaries and BrokerDealers. and Certain Members of
National Securities Exchanges
a Financial Relations with an Exempted
Person
b. Margin Arrangements with a Boaower
Otherwise Excluded Pursuant to Section
7(c)(3) of the Exchange Act
c. Financial Relations between a Security
Futures Intermediary end a Member of a
National Securities Exchange or
Association in Connection with ~ H r k e t
Making Activities
C. Interpretation of, and Exemptions from,
the F i Rules
D. Definitions
E. Application of Regulation T to Security
Futures
F. Account Administration Rules
1. Separation and Consolidation of
Accounts
2. Accounts of Partners
3. Contribution to a Joint Venture
4. Extensions of Credit
G. Customer Margin Levels for Security
Futures
1. Definition of Current Market Vdue
2.Margin Levels for Unhedged Positions
3. Margin Offsets
4. Higher Margin Levels
5. Procedures for Certain Margin Level
Adjustments
EL Satisfaction of Required Margin
1. Type, Form and Use of Collated
a Acceptable Collated Deposits
b. Use of Money Market Mutual Funds
. 2. Computation of EQuity
a. Security Fuhrres
b. Option Value
c. Open Trade Equity
d Margin Equity Securities
e. Other Securities
L Foreign Currency
g. Other Components of Equity
h. Guarantees
3. Satisfaction of Required Margin for
Positions Other than Security Futures
L When Margin May Be Withdrawn
1. mthdrawal of Margin by the Customer
2. Withdrawal of Margin by the Security
Futures Intermediary
J.Consequences of Failure to Collect
Required Margin
K. CFTC Procedures for Notification of
Proposed Rule Changes Related to
Margin
la pape&ork ~eductionAct
A. C F r c

B. SEC

IV.Costs and Benefits of the Final Rules
A. CFTC
B. SEC
1. Costs
a. Compliance with Regulation T
b. LareL of
c. Computation of Margin
Undermargined Accounb
2. Benefits
a Benefits to Security Futures
Intermediaries
b. Benefits to Customers
V. Consideration of Burden on Competition,
Promotion oEEfficiency, and Capital
Formation

VI. Regulatory FlexibilityAct
A

c m

B. SEC
Vll Statutory Basis

.

.:.

.

,

Text of Rules

L Background

.

.

A. Statutory Provisions
I.

The Commodity Futures
Modernization Act of 2000 ("CFMA"),l.
which became law on December 21,
2000, lifted the ban on single stock p d .
narrow-based stock index futures
(''security futures"). In addition, the
CFMA established a framework for the
joint regulation of security futures by
. . .
the CFTC and the SEC.
As part of the statutory scheme for the
regulation of security futures, the C m
provided for the issuance of rules
.
governing customer margin for
transactions in security futures.
SpecificaIly, the CFMA added a new
subsection (2)to section 7(c) of the
Exchange Act,* which dixects the Board'
of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System ("Federal Reserve Board) to
prescribe rules establishing initial and
maintenance customer margin
requirements imposed by brokers,
dealers, and members of national
securities exchanges for security futures
products. In addition, section 7(c)(2)(B)
provides that the Federal Reserve Board
may delegate this rulemaking authority
jointly to the Commissions. On March 6,
2001, the Federal Reserve Board
delegated its authority under Section
7(c)(2)(B)to the Commissions.=
Pursuant to that authority, the SEC and
the CFTC have adopted customer'
. l ~ p ~ e n dEi of
x pub. L. No.106-554,214 Stat
2763 (2000).
15 U.S.C. 78g(c)(2).

'Letter from JermiferJ. Johnson, Secretary of the
Board. Federal Resme Board, to James B.
Newsome, Acting Chairman, CFTC, and Laura S.
Uogm, Ading Chairman, SEC @kch6,2001] .
("FRBLetter").
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margin requirements for security
futures.'
Section 7(c1[2)provides that the
customer margin requirements for
.
security futures must satisfy four
requirements. First, they must preserve
the financial integrity of markets trading
security futures products. Second, they
must prevent systemic risk. Thud, they
must (a) be consistent with the margin
. requirements for comparable option
contracts traded on any exchange
registered pursuant to section 6(a) of the
Exchange Act; and (b) provide for initial
and maintenance margin levels that are
not lower than the lowest level of
margin, exclusive of premium, required
for comparable exchange-traded
options. Fourth, they must be and
remain consistent with the margin
requirements established by the Federal
Reserve Board under Regulation T.5 .

ex~hanges,~
a clearing organization,lO
financial services firms," systems
vendors.12 a member of the academic
community,l3 and two members of the
public." In general, the comment letters
focused on three major issues raised by
the Proposed Rules: the applicability of
Regulation T and the desirability of an
account-specific margin regime; the
appropriateness of the proposed 20%
margin level: and the permissibility of
portfolio margining.
The majority of commenters
expressed the view that Regulation T
should not be applied to futures
accounts. They stated their concern that
application of Regulation T to security
futures carried in futures accounts
would impose heavg costs on carrying
b s in the form ofreprogramming of '
systems and training of staff. Some .
believed that it would discourage
futures commission merchants
("FcM~") from trading security futures.
B. Proposed Rules
One commenter,,however,supported
On September 26,2001, the CFTC and the application of Regulation T to
security futures, regardless of the type of
the SEC issued for public comment
account
in which they are carried.
proposed rules [the "Proposed Rules")
Several
commenters
identified specific
relating to customer margin
requirements for security futures.= In
#Seeletters from Jamas J. McNulty, Chicago
response to a joint request from the
Menantile Bxchange Inc., and David 1. Vitale,
dated
B ~ l p dof Trade of tha City of Chicago, b.,
Futures Industry Association ("FIA")
4,2001 ("CMEICBOT Letter1%tha
and the Securities Industry Association December
American S t o c k k h a n g e , Chlcago Board Options
("SIA") for an extension of the public . Exchange, The Options Clesring Corporation,
International Securities Exchange, pacific
comment period, the Commissions
Exchange, andPhiladelphia StockExchange, dated
granted a 30-day extension until
December 5,2001 (''Options Exchanges Letter');
December 5,2001.7
Kathleen M. Harnrn, Director of Market Regulation,

provisions of Regulation T that would
have to be addressed in order to
accommodate canying security futures
in a securities account, e.g., rules for
variation margin payments.
Ten of the commenters specifically
endorsed the concept that the margin
rules should build on the existing
regulatory infrastructure and that, to the
extent possible, the rules applicable to
security futures should be determined
by the type of account in which the
security futures are carried. Under this
"account-specific" approach, for
example, rules relating to acceptable
collateral, collateral haircuts, timing for
collection of margin, and calculations of
current market value would be
determined in accordance with the rules
otherwise applicable to a securities
account or futures account, respectively.
Several commenters observed that this ,
would be consistent with the
Commissions' proposed customer funds:
rules1' and would be the most prudent .
and cost effective ap roach.
Most COrnmenters ound the proposed
' 20% minimum margin level to be
some thought the
minimum should instead be 25%. The .
SIAlmA Letter noted that "members of .
the Associations are divided" as to
whether the
level of initial
and
nig'be 20%
or 25%. Another commenter expressed
the view that the 20% level could be .
either too high or too low depending on
the
and that for certain
~ o s i t i o50%
l ~ initial margin would be
Senior Vice President Regulation and Compliance.
C. Overview of the Comment Letters . . NasdaqUffe Markets. LLC, dated December 5,2001 appropriate.
["Nasdaq Lffe Letter'r"]. KennethM. Rosenmaig, on
Eleven commenters supported the
The Commissions received a total of
behalf of OneChicago, LLC, dated December 6,2001 implementation of full portfolio
('QneChicago Letter'% M~ichaelF Ryan. Jr..
19 comment letters horn securities and
margining for security
Execuhve Vice President and General Counsel
as
futures industry associations,,a . .
American Stock Exchange, datedDecember 7.2001 as possible. TWOother commenters
rAmexLetter") and William J. Brodsky. ( ; h a b a n
emphasized the need for experience
and Chief Executive Officer, Chicago Board Options
Exchange, dated December 7,2001 ("CBOELetter"). with a~rOpOsed
pilot
One
'Because section 6(h)(6] of the E*change Act (15
The CBOE also joined in the Options Exchanges
cOmmenter
portfolio
U.S.C 78f[h)(6))provides that options on security . Letter.
margining only for sophisticated
futures may not be traded for at least three years .
lflSee letter ham Susan Milligan. The Options
customers, with another commenter
. . Clearing Corp~BdoU,dated December 14,2001
aRer the enactment of the (3FMA, the margin
joining
in the viewthat portfolio
requirements do not address options on security
C'OCC L e t t e r ' l l . OOC also johedin the Options
margining might not be appropriate
for
Exchargas Letter.
futures.
d
customers.
ll~&letters
horn
John
P.
Davidson
In.
Managing
s 12 CFR 220 et seq.
After carefully considering the public
Director. Morgan Stanley, dated December 5.20M
OSecurities Exchange Act Release No. 44853
(''Morgan Stadey ~ette??; James A. Gary, Executive comments, the Commissions have
[September 26,2001), 66 FR 50720 (October 4,
Vice President ABN AMRO Incorporated, dated
adopted Final Rules that reflect
2001). The PRB Letter was attached as AppendFr B.
December 5,2001 ("ABN AMRO Letter'? and
modifications to the Proposed Rules in
See id. at 50741.
Russell R Wisendarf, Sr.. Chairman and Chief
response to the views and concerns .
7 Sw Securities Exchange Act Release No. 44996
Executive Officer. Peregdne Financial Group, Inc.
dated December 5.2001 (''Peregrine Letter'?.
(October 29,20M]. 66 ~ ~ 5 5 8 CNovember
08
2.
expressed by the commenters. The
2001).
"See letters &om John Munm. Senior Vice
Commissions believe that the Final
.
President, Product Design, Rolfe and N o h Systems Rules fulfill the statutory requirements.
'See letters from Mark E. Lac&&, President,
Inc
("Rolfe
and
Nolan
Letter'?
and
Stephen
P.
SIA. and John M Damgad. President, FIA,dated
and that the changes made to the
. .
Auerbach, Chief Operating Officer, SunGard

'P

'

,

'

December 5,2001 ("SINFIA Letter"); George Ruth,
Chairman. Rules and Regulations Committee,
Securities Industry Association Credit Division,
dated December 4,2001 ("SIA Credit Division
Letter"]; Thomas W. Sexton. Vice President and
General Counsel. National Fuhues Association.
dated December 5,2001 ('WFA Letter"); andJohn
G. Gaine. President Managed Funds Association,
dated January11.2002 ("Manager Funds Letter").

Futures Systems, dated December 5,2001
("SunGard Letter'?.
letter &om Frank Partnoy,Professor of Law,
University of SanDiego School of Law,dated
October 29,2001 ('Pataoy Letter").
"See letter from Robert hinkard, dated
September 28.2001 ("'DrinkardLetter'7; andletter
from B e r w d E. Klein, dated December 18, 2001
("KIein Letter").

Z5See Secmities Exchange Act Release No. 44854
(September 26,2001), 66 FR 50768 [October 4,
2001l.
*"See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 45630
(March 22, ZOOZ), 67 FR 15263 (March2s. 2002)

[notice of rules proposed b y the mOE related to
customer portfolio and cross-margining
requirements].
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.Proposed Rules will more effectively
promote market efficiency and liquidity.
D. Overview of the Final Rules
The Commissions have carefully
considered the commenters' views, and
have modified the Proposed Rules in
various respects. The Final Rules.
among other things:
Establish stand-alone requirements.
that are consistent with Regulation T, .
but do not apply Regulation T in its
entirety to futures accounts.
Establish minimum initial and
maintenance margin levels for
unhedged positions in security futures
at 20% of their "current market value."
Permit self-regulatory authorities to
set margin levels lower than 20% of
current market value for customers withcertain strategy-based offset positions
involving security futures and one or
.
more related securities or futures. :
Identify
the
types
of
collateral
.
acceptable as margin deposits and
establish standards for the valuation of
such collateral.and other components of
equity.
Establish standards for the
withdrawal of margin by customers and
security futures intermediaries.
Sot forth procedures applicable to'
undermargined accounts.
Set forth procedures for filing
proposed rule changes with the CFTC.
11. Discussion of the Final Rules
A. WhoIs Covered by the Find Rules
The Commissions are adopting the
Final Rules under the authority
delegated to them by the Federal
Reserve Board under section 7(c)(2)of
the Exchange Act,which applies to
brokers, dealers, and members of
national securities exchanges extending
credit to or for customers, or collecting
margin from customers, in connection
with security futures. In the Proposed
Rules, the Commissions used the term
"creditor," as defined in Regulation T,
to delineate those persons who would
be subject to the margin rules.17 Because
FCMs that e£€ect transactions in securiiy
future products are broker-dealers,ls
they were included in the dehition of
"creditor" under the Proposed Rules.
To avoid characterizing the collection
of margin for a security futures contract
as involving a . extension of credit, the
Final Rules use the term "security
futures intermediary" instead of the
,

"Under Section 220.2 of Regulation T (17 CFR
220.2). the term "creditor"means any broker or
dealer, member of a national securities exchange. or
any person associatedwith a b r o h OI dealer other
than business entities controlling or under common
control with the broker-dealer.
'.Sea sections a(al(4) and 3(a)(5) of the Exchaage
Act,15 US.C 78c(a)(4) and 78c[a)(5).

term "creditot" 19 The term "security
1. Financial Relations between a
futures intermediary" is intended to
Customer and a Security Futures
include the same persons as are
Intermediary Under a Portfolio
included in the Regulation T definition Margining System
of "creditor," but solely with respect to
~ h proposed
,
~~l~~
an
their financial relations involving
exclusion for margin calculated by a
security futures. SEC Rule 401(a)(29)
portfolio margining system that has
defines security futures intermediary by bWn approved by the SEC and, as
reference to the term creditor. For the
applicable, the cq-c.24~h~
sole purpose of clarifying the scope of
Commissions are adopting &is
the Final Rules for market participants
exclusion substantially as proposed.25
that are not subject to Regulation T,the ~h~ Final Rules add a provision
definition of security futures
requiring that the portfolio margining
intermediary in CFTC Rule 41-43(a)(29I. system meet the criteria set forth in
specifies that the term includes IXMs
section 7[c)(2)(B]of the Exchange Act.28
and enumerated affiliated persons.20 - This addition is intended to clarify that
the portfolio margining system must be
The Commissions believe that the
consistent with a risk-based system used
term security futures intermediary is
for comparable exchange-traded
defined identically for all substantive
options. This requirement does not
purposes, and emphasiie that the
preclude the use of an existing portfolio
difference 9the language used in the
margining system that interfaces with an
two rules to define a security futures
FCM's bookkeeping system. so long as
intermediary is not intended to mean
the portfolio margining system is
that the scbpe of the two rules is
modified to produce results that comply
different..
with
the Final Rules.27
In addition, the term "customer" is
Portfolio mrpining establishes
defined under the
as
-gin
levels by assessing
the market
person or persons acting jointly on
risk of a "portfolio" of positions in
whose behalf a security futures.
securities or commodities. Under a
Lnte.mediary
a semit~
margining system, the amount
transaction or carries a security futures
ofrequirad margin is determined by
position, or who would be considered a.
the risk of each component
customer of the security futures
position in a customer account (e.g., a
intermediq
according to the
class of option with the same expiration
usage of thi trade.21 The definition of
snd by recognizing any risk ofheta
customer further includes (ifany
in an overall portfolio of positions (e.g.,
partner in a security futures
across options and futures on the same
intermediary that is organized as a
underlying instrument). So that
partnership who
be considered $' adequate margin is deposited to cover.
customer bf the security futures
extraordinary market events, one or
absent the partnership
,re additional adjustments
be
relatiomhip, and lii)any joint venture
applied in calculating a customerls
in which a security futures intermediary .
margin. A portfolio margining
participates and which would be
system may also be used in conjunction
considered a customer of the security
wi* a ris.-based margining system, .
futures intermediarv if the securitv futures intermedia6 were not a
See Proposed CFTC Rule 41.43(b)(3)(i];
p a r t i ~ i p a n t This
. ~ ~ definition is derived proposed SX kule 400(b)(3)(i).
fram the Regulation T definition of
16 sea CFTC Rule ~I.~Z(C)(Z)(~);
SEC Rub

'

.

-

B. Exclusions From Covemge
The Final Rules include specific
exclusions for certain categories of
financial relations, substantiallv as
proposed. The exclusions are described
below.
XSPorthe same reason, the Final Rules do not use
the term "borrower"to refer to persons who depasit
margin in connection with security futures
hansactions. .
2" See CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(29); SEC Rule
4Ol(a)(29).
See GFTC Rule 41.43(a)(S)(f3; SX Rule
401(a)(5)(iL
22 See CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(S)(ii)and (iii); SEC
Rule 40i(a)(5)(11) and (ili).
==See12 CFR 220.2. +

'

&e &Rule 41.42(c)(ZKi]; S K Rule
4OO(c)(2)(i).Section 7[c)(2)(B) requires that the
margin requirements for security futures (i]be
consistent with the margin requirements for
.
comparable exchange-tradedsecurity options (and
that mingin levels for security futures not be lower .
than the levels of maginrequired for comparable
exchange-hded options), and (iu be and remain
consistent with Regulation T of the Federal Reserve
Board. 15 U.S.C. 78g(c)(Z)(B).
w U n d t~he Final Rules. a portfolio margining
system can be used to compute zequimd initial or ,
maintenance margin that w u l t s in margin levels .
that are equal to or higher
the margin levels ,
required by the Final Rula In this regard, for
example. the minimum margin requtrement for
unhedged security futures positions must be 20%.
and the system cannot recognize any offset for
combinationpositions that is not permitted u n d e
self-regulatory authority rules, as provided in CPTC
Rule 41.45b)fZ) and SEC Rule 403b1(21. See
~ixussionbI.&rgin oftr;ets, ~ e c t i L i i C . 3~. e ~ a w , '
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which assesses margin based on the
historical performance of individual
instruments, rather than as a Bxed
. percentage of current market value.
Depending upon the risks attributable to
one or more positions, the amount of
required margin in a portfolio margining
system may be greater than or less than
the margin levels currently required for
securities positions in a fixedpercentage, strategy-based margining
system.
The Commissions received 1 4
comment letters that addressed the issue
. of portfolio margining, all of which
supported the concept of portfolio
margining for security futures." Ten of
the commenters strongly supported the implementation of full portfolio
margining for security futures as soon as
: possible.zQ
Five commenters observed that
portfolio margining recognizes the
market risk associated with a specific
position more accurately than a Bxedpercentage margin scheme.30 One
commenter criticized the Proposed
Rules for limiting customers to an
"archaic strategy-basedsystem." 31
One commenter stated its opinion that
portfalio margining should be allowed
immediately for security futures, and
that the higher margin levels collected
under a strategy-based approach would
make it difficult for U.S. markets to
attract liquidity in security futu~es.~2
This commenter raised concerns that
strategy-based margining would
disadvantage U.S.markets and would
encourage investors to seek foreign
markets.33 Another commenter
supported portfolio margining for
security futures, securities, and
securities options to promote global
competitiveness.34 It observed that
portfolio margining has become the
international standard for major futures
markets and without it, the U.S. markets
will be at a disadvantage.35
One commenter expressed the view
that portfolio margining should not be
approved for security futures before it is

'

approved for options, and stated that it
the SEC published notice ofa proposed
was critical that any portfolio margining rule change filed by the CBOE to
system applicable to security futures
implement a portfolio margining system
apply to all related products, including on a pilot basis for certain customers.42
options and the underlying ~ecurities.~e Section i(cl(Zl(Bl(iiiJ of the Exchange
Another commenter supported
implementation of a portfolio margining Act4=provides that the margin
requirements for security futures must
framework under which the margin
with the margin
requirements for portfolios comprised of be
securities and security futures would be requirements for comparable exchangetraded options, and that the initial and
determined through a risk-based
maintenance margin levels for security
anaiysis.37
futures may not be lower than the
Two other commenters, while
lowest level of margin, exclusive of
strongly supporting the concept of
premium, required for any comparable
portfolio margining, expressed the
exchange-traded option. After
opinion that portfolio margining was
considerabIe deliberation about the
not necessarily appropriate for all
application of this standard to security
investors, and that it might be
appropriate to limit the use of portfolio futures margin, the Commissions have '
margining for security futures to
determined that risk-basedportfolio
margining for security futures will not
sophisticated investors.38
The SEC and the CFTC have approved be permitted until a similar
the use of portfolio margining systems
methodology is introduced for
for certain purposes. The CFTC has
comparable exchange-traded options.
approved portfolio margining using the
T~~~ commenters expressed
SPAN system for all currently traded
'pinions regarding the future
futures contracts, at both the clearing
of SPAN Or
as a portfolio
level and the customer level.3# The SEC and
has approved portfolio m a r w g using margining system4' The
consider issues
to the us?
,.
The Options Cleqing Corporation's
any ~ & i c u l a r ~ o t t f omargining
li~
("The OCC") Theoretical Intermarket
SFtem at such time as the Commissions
Margin System ('TIMS" for margin
consider the actual implementation of
collected by The OCC for the options
positions of its clearing rnembers.40 The portfolio margining for security futures.
SEC and CFTC also have approved selfThe Commissions strongly encourage
regulatory organization C'SRO"] rules
the efforts of market participants to
that permit the use of SPAN and TiMS
develop a portfolio margining p r o p o s ~
in connection with certain crossfm security futures, and are committed
margining arrangements involving
to working with these participants to
.
issues as
futures and securities." In addition, as resolveany
noted previourly, On March zz. 200Z,
q ~ c k l as
y feasible. such a poltfolio
margining system would be in keeping
:llL~ptions
i s b g e s Letter at 4.
with current practices in the futures
,7SIAlmA Latter at ll. This commenter also
industry and would be responsive to the
recommended that the Commissions permit PW
to use the Standard Portfolin Analysis of Risk
Federal Reserve Board's desire to
C'SPAN] system for establishing the initial and
encourage the development of more
maintenance margin requirements for s e c u i q
risk-sensitive, portfolio-based
futures maintained in a futures account as long as
the mdtiw margin Levels are consistent with the
approaches to margining security
nxughreqnirements for security futures held in a
futures products.45
,mities t
,
,
,
~ dat. 12.

:Insee sIA Credit Division Letter at 2; ~ a r g m
Stanley Letter at 4.
J V h e CFTC also has approved SPAN margining
for all options on futures contracts.
=See SIA Ckedit Division Letter. Options
allsee Securities Exchange Act Release No. 28928
Exchanges Letter. CMEICBOT Letter; SunGard
11
lgg1). 56 FRggg5h c h 8 , 1 9 g 1 ) ;
Letter; SIA/FIA Letter; OCC Letter. Peregrine Letter:
~~~w
Exchange Act Release NO.23167 [April
NasdaqUfte Leuec NFA Len= Mmgan Shnley
Letter. OneChicago Letter; ABN AMRO Letter; Rolfe 221 1988), 51 16127 30. 1g8e)"To date, the Cammissions have approved crossand Nolau Letter; and Managed Funds Letter.
zn seeC M E J ~ O T
~ ~ ts t ~~ ;~ ~G SIA/
t t ~~ ; rnergxnlng
~
~ programs bebeen The OCC and the
foUowing futures clearing organizations: The
FU Letter. Pere-e
Letter Nasdaq LiIfe Letter,
Intermarket
Clearing Corporation (1988); Chicago
NFA ~
~one~ucag0
t
t~
~ ~ABN AMRO
t
t ~ ~~ 1 %
~
WdE") (1889); B o d of
~ ~an& ~~l~~
l f ~ ~ ~and ~~~~~~d
a
~ F ; ~ ~~ &~ Mercantile
n ~ Exchange
.
r'BQTCC'7 (1991);
aa seeSWFN~~~t~ at z; M~~~~ stanley
~
~ Trade
~
tClearing
e Corpomaon
~
Kansas City Board of Trade Clearing Carporation
at 3; onechicago ~
~ 7+ t NFA
t ~~~t~
~ at +-5;
(1992); and Comex Clearing Association (1992). The
and NasdaqL~ffeLetter at 4.
Commissions also have approved cross-margining
"CMEICBOT Letter at 5.
programs between the Government Securities
SonGard Letter at .2
Clearing Corporation and the following futwes
Id.
clearlug organizations: the New York Clearing
"Nasdaq LiFfe Letter at 5-6.
Corporation (1999); BOTCC (ZOM),and CME

wmh

"Id.

53149 .

(ZOOl].

'3

see supm note 16 and accompanying t e a
15 U.S.C. 78g(c)(2)(B)(iii).

"See CMWCEIOT Letter at 5; SIAlFIA Letter at
12-13 and Appendix I, Q 15; OCC Letter.
=In its delegation letter, the Federal Reserve
Board requested that "the Commissions pmvide an
assessment of progress toward adopting more risksensitivd, portfolio-based approaches to margining
security futures products." The Federal Reserve
Board further stated that "[tlhe Boatd has
encouraged the development of such appmaches
by, for example, amending its RegulationT so that
portfolio m a r p i n i ~sysysterns approved by the ISECI
can be used in lieu of the strategy-based system
embodied in the Board's regulation. The Board
anticipates that the creation of security future
products will provide another opportunity to
develop more risk-sensitive, portfolio based
approaches for all securities. including security
options a n d s e d t y futures products." FRB Lettez
at 2.

..
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2. Financial Relations Between a
The Commissions received no
Security Futures Intermediary and a
comments relating to this provision. The
Foreign Person
text of the proposed exclusion has been
revised to specify that the Final Rules
The Proposed Rules provided an
exclusion from the margin requirements exclude clearing agencies registered
for b c i a l relations between a foreign under section 17A of the Exchange Act
and derivatives clearing organizations
branch ofa creditor and a foreign
registered under Section 5b of the
involving foreign security futures.48
CEA.S2 These textual changes do not
This exclusion was intended to be
and
~
~T
~ affect
l the~meaning
f of
i the~provision
~
with the way ~
therefore,
the
Commiskions
have
treats financial relations between a
effectively adopted the provision as
foreign branch of a creditor and a
foreign person involving foreign
proposed.
Section 7(cl(2)of the Exchange Act
securities.47 The Commissions are
directs the Federal Reserve Board to
adopting this exclusion with two
prescribe rules regarding customer
modifications.48
margin for security futures products, but
~i~~.,.,i rerponw, to concemr =ised
it does not confer authority over margin
by a commenter,'g the scope of the
requirements for clearing agencies and
is be@ expanded so that it
derivatives clearing organizations.
appliesto beU.S.offices as well as
Accordingly, the Federal Reserve Board
foreign branch offices of a security
stated in its delegation letter that "{tlhe
futures intermediary. hi^ commenter
authority
delegated by the Board is
that the
the view
as proposed, would create a competitive limited customer niargin
requirements imposed by brokers, '
disadvantage for U.S.firms whose
dealers, and members of national
existing foreign futures customers
securities exchanges. It does not cover
to foreign offices
would likely migrate
or competing foreign firms to obtain the margin requirements
margin levels
on the foreign
clearing agencies on their members."
exchange. After considering the
The margin rdes of cIearirig agencies
registered with the SEC &e approved by
commenter~sview,the ~omm~ssions
the SEC pursuant to section 19(b)(2)of
have concluded that expanding the
exclusion is appropriate and, in light of , the &change Acts9 The CFTChas
authority to ensure compliance with
potential competitive issues, is not
core principles for derivatives clearing
inconsistent with Regulation T.
The second rnodifimtion
the organizations registered with the CFTC
under Sections 5b and 5c of the -54
scope ofthis exclusion. B~~~~~~ the
Proposed Rules did not define the term This
thatmargin
requirements that clearing agencies
"foreign security future." the Final
Rules provide that the exclusion applies registered with the SEC or derivatives
to financial relations between a security clearing organizations registered with
the CFTC impose on their members are
futures intermediary and a foreign
not subject to the Final Rules.
person involving "security futures
h d e d on Orsubjea to the rules a
4. Financial Relations Between Security
foreign board of trade." Thus, the
Futures Intermediaries and Brokerexclusion applies regardless of whether Dealers, and Ceaain Members of
the u n d e r l m security is issued in the National Securities Exchanges
United States or a foreign count1y.50
a. Financial Relations with an
3. Margin Requirements Imposed by
Exempted Person. The Proposed Rules '
Clearing Agencies or Derivatives
provided an exclusion from the margin
Clearing Organizations
requirements for credit arrangements
between a creditor and a bonrower that
The Proposed Rules provided an
exclusion bornthe
requirements is a member of a national securities
exchange or is a registered broker-dealer
for margin collected by registered
clearing agencies from their members.51 [including an FCM registered as a
broker-dealer under section 15(b)(lI) of
the ~~~h~~~~A ~if~theIcreditor made
*See hopoaed (;FTCRule 41.43(b)(3l(iik
a good faith determination that the
Pmposed SEC Rule 4oo[b)[3)[ifZ
See 12 CFR 220.l(b)(3)(iv).
borrower was an "exempted bonower"
*@SeeCFTC Rule 41.42(~)[2~(ii):
SEC Rule
under Regulation T.55 The Regulation T
40O[c)@)(if).
criteria for an "exempted bonower"
-Meeting between SIEC and CFTC staff and
establish standards for the
representative of sIA/mVebrusry 6, zooo).
sUThis exdusion does not address the application
ssSee CFTC Rule 41.42(c)(2)(iiih SEC Rule
of Section 6(h)[1) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C
78@](1)) to kansactionsin s d t y futures that are 400(c)(Z)(iii).
$'I5 U.S.C. 78s@)(Z].
traded on or subject to the mles of a foreign board
of trade.
-7 U.S.C. 7a-I; 7 US.C 7a-2
51 See Proposed CFTC Rule 41.43(b)(3)(iiik
SSSee Pmposed CFTC Rule 41.43(b)(3)(iv)(A~
Proposed SIX Rule 4000(3)(iii).
Proposed SEC Rule 400(b)(3)(iv)(A).

from federal margin regulation for
exchange members and registered
brokers and dealers, a substantial
portion of whose business consists of
transactions with persons other than
brokers or dealers.56 In addition, the
Proposed Rules provided that a person
that ceased to qualify for the exempted
borrower exclusion would be re uired
to notify the creditor of this facttefore
establishing any new security futures
positions.57 Any security futures
positions subsequently established by
that person would be subject to the
Commissions' customer m q i n
r uirements.
%ne co-enter
addressed the
exclusion, asserting that an FCM or floor
broker whose on* securities business
consists of trading security futures
would not likely qualify as an exempted
borrower under Regulation T.58 The
commenter asked the Commissions to
clarify that the scope of the exclusion
includes FCMs or floor brokers that do
not have a substantial securities or
security futures business, as long as they
have a substantial customer futures
business.
m e r considering the commenter's : .
view, the Commissions have adopted
the exclusion with several modifications
to clarify the application of the
ex~lusion.5~
As a preliminary matter,
the Commissions are replacing the term
"exempted borrower" with the new
term, "exempted person." to avoid
characterizing the collection of margin
for a security futures contract as
involving an extension of credit.
Consequently, the Commissions are
also adding to the Final Rules a
debition of "exempted person." The
Commissions believe that the definition
ofexempted
Ls
with
=The tam "exemptedbonower" is defined in
Section 220.2 of Regulation T as a member of a
national securities exchange or a registered broker
or dealer, a substantial portion of whose businass
,omisr of bansactions wib
wsoPI OthBT than
bmkers or dealers, and includes abomower who: (1)
Maintains at least I.WO active accounts on an
annualbasis for persons other than bmkers, dealers.
and persons associated with a broksz or dealer; (2)
earns at least $10 million in gross revenues on an
annual basis h m hansactions W~ persons other
than brokers, dealers, and persons associatedwith
abroka or dealer; or (3) earns at least 10% of its
~
S mvenu'~
S
on an annual basis horn transactions
with persons other than brokers, dealers, and
persons assodatedwith a broker or dealer. 12 CFR
220.2. section 7(c)(3)(A)of the Exchange Act (15
U.S.C. 7Bdc)(3)[A)) provides an exception h m
federal m q i n regulation for members of national
senxities exchanges and registeredbroker-dealers,
"a substantial po~tionof whose business consists of
tmnsactioxls with persons other than brokers or
dealers."
57Sw Pmposed cFn:Rule 41.45(e): Proposed
SEC Rule 402(e).
6"OneChicago Letter at 6-9.
S" See CPTC Rule 41.4~(~)(2)(ivI;S E Rule
400(c)(2)(iv).
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the definition of exempted borrower in
The Final Rules also set forth an
Regulation T. More specifically, the
express definition of "persons affiliated
with" a futures commission merchant,
Final Rules define an exempted person
floor broker, or floor trader,ez which
as a member of a national securities
exchange, a registered broker or dealer, parallels the definition in the Exchange
Act of "person associated with a broker
or a registered futures commission
or dealer." =3 The purpose of this
merchant, a substantial portion of
whose business consists of transactions definition is to establish consistency
with the Regulation T definition of
in securities, commodity futures, or
exempted borrower, which excludes
commodity options with persons other
transactions with "persons associated
than brokers, dealers, futures
commission merchants, floor brokers, or with abroker or dealer," as that term is
defined in section 3[a)(18)of the
floor traders, including a person who:
Exchange A c t a The phrase "persons
Maintains at least 1000 active
accounts on an annual basis for persons aE1iated with" has been used in the
definition with respect to transactions
other than brokers, dealers, persons
with FCMs, floor brokers and floor
associated with a broker or dealer,
t'8derss
and fhe phase "persons
futures commission merchants, floor
associated
with" has been used with
brokers, floor traders, and persons
respect to transactions with brokers and
with a futures
deaIers. This is not intended to create a
merchant, floor broker, floor trader
substantive difference in the provisions
that are effecting transactions in
applicable to the securities and futures
securities, commodity futures, or
. industries. Rather, it is intended to
commodity options;
million in gross
avoid confusion insofar as the CFTC's
EarLISat least
definition of "affiliated person" (which
revenues on an annual basis from
includes corporate affiliates)65 more
transactions in securities, commodity
closely matches
Exchange Act
Or
'ptionr with
defition of " p e ~ o massodated with a
persons other than brokers, dealers.
broker or dealer," than does the CFTC
ersOnswodated with
Or
definition of "associated per so^^* which
$ealer,futures commission merchants,
is a
flOOrbmkers,
and personr
a person
affiliated with a futures commission
,
,
p qualie
as an BXemPted
merchants
broker, Or floor trader;
based on transactions in commodity
or
futures and commodity options, as well
Earns at least 10 percent of its gross as securities. For urposes of fie "1000
revenues on an annual basis from
active accounts'* %eshold an FCM or
transactions in securities*commodity
broker or dealer that clears a bona fide
futures, or commodity options with
customer omnibus account for another
persons other than brokers, dealers,
FCM or broker or dealer may treat that
ersons associated with a broker or
account as a single customer account.
f ; d w , futures commission m e r h b .
For purposes ofthe $10 million and
floorbrokers, floor traders, and persons 10% thresholds, the gross revenues h m
affiliated with a futures commission
transactions for bona Ede customer
merchant, floor broker, or floor trader.60 omnibus accounts may be included in
Although the commenter
the computation. An omnibus account
recommended that floor brokers as well will not be considered a bona fide
as FQvIs be permitted to qualify as
customer account if it is used to clear
exempted borrowers, the Commissions
transactions for market professionals
have not included floor brokers in the
that would otherwise be excluded from
definition of exempted person. This is
the exempted person computation A
fully disclosed customer account will be
because the exemption cannot readily
be applied to floor brokers given that
considered a single customer account of
the clearing £inn,as well as the
they do not wry the type of customer
introducing firm.
accounts contemplated by the
Regulation T exempted borrower
The exempted person rovision
further states that a mem\er of a
provision. The Commissions note that,
. although floor brokers are not included
national securities exchange or a
registered broker, dealer, or futures
k~the definition of exempted person,
commission merchant that has been in
they may still qualify for an exclusion
from the security futures margin
"'See mm Rule 41.43[4(9)[ii): SEC ~ u l e
requirements if they meet the criteria for
a market maker under the Final Rules,
Rule -43(a)( 23k sEC Rule
as discussed be1ow.e'
401(a)[23).

.

I

'

40::2:@X&

.

CFK Rule 41.43(a)[9); SEC Rule 401(a)[9).
See CFTC Rule 41.4Z(c)[ZI(v); SBC Rule
4OO(c](2][v].

'415 U.S.C. 78c(a)[l8].
"=See17 CTR 155.1; Section Qb(c)(l)(i)of the
CEA, 7 U.S.C. 6fo(l)(i).
WSee 17 CPR 1.3(aa).

.
existence for less than one year may
meet the definition of exempted erson
based on a six-month period.67 &is
incorporates the standard set forth in ' '
Re ulation T.68
n response to one commenter's
suggestion,69 the Commissions are also
defining the term "good faith,"
consistent with the definition of that
term in Regulation T,'O for the purposes . ' of determining what steps a security
futures intermediary must take to assure
itself that a person is an exempted
person.71 The Final Rules further
~rovidethat a person who ceases to
qualify as an exempted person must
notify the security futures intermediary .
of that fad, and become subject to the
provisions of the Final Rules, but only
,
before entering into any new security
..
futures transaction or related transaction
that would require additional margin tq
This would permit a .
be deposit~d.~Z
person to enter into new offsetting
.
transactions that reduce the required
margin in an account without triggering
.
hi her margin requirements.
$. Margin Arrangements with o
Borrower 0 t h ~ - s e ExcIuded P L I ~ S U M ~
fosection 7fcIf3) of the Exchange Act.'
. I
The Proposed Rules included an
exclusion for credit extended,
maintained, or arranged b a creditor to
*
or for a registered br01cer-8eale1, or . *
member of a nationaI securities
exchange [including an FCM registered
.
as a broker-dealer under section
15(b)(ll)of the Exchange Act) that is
. .
otherwise excluded under section
7(~1(3)of the Exchange A ~ t . 7The
~
Commissions have decided not to adopt .
this exclusion.
Under section 7(c)(3)[B)of the
Exchange AcC7' the financing of the .
market making or underwriting
activities of a member of a national
securities exchange or a registered
broker-dealer is excluded from the
scope of federal margin regulation. The
Federal Reserve Board has expressed the
view that floor traders on open-outcry
futures exchanges act as market makers
and therefore would be excluded from
the margin requirements for security
futures pursuant to Section 7(c)(3](B).75

B

.

'

e7Sw CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(9)(iiik sEC Rule
401(a)(g)(iii).
"SW 12
220.3@[1).
"Meeting between SEC and CFTC stafiand
represenRatives
of SIAm
yraheF(
6, WZ).
70s- 12 C ~ 2z0.2.
R
See CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(15); SBC Rule
401(a)(15).
7~See CFTC Ruie 41.44(f); SEC R&402(fJ.
See Proposed CFIC Rule 41.43(b](3](iv)@]:
Proposed SEC Rule 400(b)[3)(iv)(B).
7415 U.S.C. 78g(c)[3)@).

=In its delegation letter, the Federal Resene

Boiad stated that"[iln the (;Went open-out-

Co*d
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The proposed exclusion was intended to
codify this view.
One commenter addressed this
exclusion and maintained that the
exclusion was confusingbecause the
Commissions did not provide any
guidance as to the factors under which
a broker-dealer would qualify for the
exclusion.76 The commenter asked the
Commissions to clarify the
circumstances under which a floor
trader on an open outcry exchange
qualifies for the market maker
exclusion
The Commissions have not adopted
the proposed exclusion As noted above,
the Federal Reserve Board has taken the
position that floor traders on openoutcry htures exchanges qualify for the
statutory market maker exception.
However, any further interpretation of
section 7[c)(3)of the Exchange Act is
within the purview of the Federal
Reserve Board. As a result, the
Commissions would not be able to
provide specific guidance as requested
by the commenter as to the
circumstances under which Section
7(c)(3)applies to floor traders on an
open-outcry futures exchange. The
Commissions emphasize that any
person excluded from federal margin
regulation under section 7(c)[3)of the
Exchange Act is not subject to the mles
adopted by the Commissions today. The
Commissions encourage market
participants to seek interpretive
guidance hom the Federal Reserve
Board regarding the circumstances in
which the exception under section
7[c1(3) of the Exchange Act applies.
'
c. Financial Relations between a
Security Futures h t e r m e d i q and a
Member of a National Securifies
Exchange or Association in Connection
with Market Making Activities. The
Commissions proposed to exclude fiom
the scope of the margin requirements
cxedit extended, maintained, or
arranged to or for members of a national
securities exchange or a national
securities association in connection
with market making activities.77As
proposed, the exclusion had two
conditions. First, the borrower could not
directly or indirectly accept or solicit
customer orders or ~rovideadvice to
any customer in connection
the
trading of s e m i 5 fumes- Seconds the
borrower had to be registered with the
- exchange or association as a se-ity
flltueS dealer, pursuant to regulatoq
environment, the Board believes that floor traders
act as market makers and therefare would be
exempt [under section 7(c)(3) of the Exchange
Act]." FRB Letler at 2.
'TEOE htta.
-See Proposed CFTC Rule 41.43@)(3)(iv)(C);
Pmposed SBC Rule 4W@1(3)(t(r)(~.

authority rules that require the
borrower: (a)To be registered as a floor
trader or floor broker with the CFTC, or
as a dealer with the SEC; (b)to comply
with applicable SEC or CFTC net capital
requirements; [c) to maintain records
sufficient to demonstrate compliance
with the exclusion and the rules of the
exchange or association; (d) to hold
itself out as willing to buy and sell
security futures for its own account on
a regular 01 continuous basis; and (4 to
be subject to disciplinary action if it
failed to comply with the Commissions'
margin rules or the rules of the
exchange or association.78 The
Commissions are adopting this
exclusion with modifications in light of
commentem' views.79
The Commissions received four
comments on the exclusion.80 These
comments generally supported the
proposed exclusion, but suggested that
the G~mmissionsclarify certain aspects
of the conditions.
One commenter ex ressed the view.
that a person is a mar et maker in
security futures if it provides liquidity
on a regular basis, even if it is not under
an h a t i v e
to do SO-"
Based on that view, the cornenter
suggested two alternatives to the
Commissions' proposal t~ determine .
whether a trader is a liquidity provider.
First, the commenter recommended that
the Commissions consider a person to
be a liquidity provider solely because
that person is registered with either the
SEC or the CFTC as a trading
professional (e.g., as a broker-dealer or
FCM) and is a member of an exchange.
In the alternative, the commenter
recommended that the Commissions
consider a trader to be a liquidity
provider if that person can demonstrate
th~ou&its business activity that it is e
professional liquidity provider,
regardless of its regulatory status or
membership in an exchange.82 This
commenter further stated that the net

!

7nld.
See CPTC Rule 41.42(~)(2)(~).
S I X Rule
roo[c)[z](v). The Commissions note that the Final
Rules include a definihon of the term "member,"
which clarifies the applicability of thatterm to
persons with -ding privileges on an exchange.
even if that exchange does not have a
"membership"structure. More specificall ,the
term "member"has the meaning pwvidec!in
section 3[4(3) of the Exchange Act and includes
persons registered under section 15(b)(ll) ofthe
h h a n g e Act that are permitted to effect
lransactiom on a national securities exchange
without the services of a ~ t h e person
I
acting as
executing broker. See CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(21);SEC
Rule 401(a)(21).
HUSeeAmex Letter. CBOE Letter. OneChicago
Letter, S I A P I A Letter. In addition, the ABN AMRO
Letter endorsed the comments in the SIAlFIA
Letter.
ulCBOE Letter at 2-3.
ld. at 4.
7y

capital requirements for persons acting
as market makers in security futures
should be uniform in order to prevent
security futures market makers subject
to CFTC financial responsibility rules
from obtaining an unfair competitive
advantage over security futures market
makers (or security options market
makers) subject to SEC financial
responsibility rules.83
Another commenter asked the
Commissions to modify the condition to
the exclusion for exchange members
that requires that the member "hold
itself out as being willing to buy and sell
security futures for its own account on
a regular or continuous basis." M The
co-enter
maintained that market
makers on a screen-based trading system
either should have an enforceable
obligation to provide liquidity or should
meet an objective standard for
supplying
liquidity.8E Specifically, the
cornenter suggested that the condition
be narrowed further with respect to
members of screensbased tracmg
systems so that it would apply only to
members of =&systems that: (1)have.
a coI1t~nuous,h a t i e obligation to
**quotea two-sided market; or (2) effect
more
two-thirb of their secuity
futures trades on that exchange with
per,o,
other than registered market
makers on that exchange.8e
A third cornenter asked the
to
the condition
to the Bxclusion
for exchange members
that requires that the member not
"directly or indirectly accept or solicit
oderr
customer or p r o ~ d e
advice to my cutomer in connection
with the trading of security futures." 87
The commenter maintained that a
broker-dealer acting as a market maker
should not be precluded
also
tying out a customer secvrities
business'
The fourth commenter asked the
Commissions to confirm that registered
floorbrokers and
traders would
qualify for the exclusion even if they are
not subject to a net capital requirement
under CFTC rules.88 In support of this
request, the commenter stated that
market makers in options are exempt
h m the SEC's net ca ital rule.89
After considering t e commenters'
views, the Commissions have adopted
the exclusion
with
modifications. First, the Commissions
am clarifying that the provision relating

E

83

Id. at 54.

"Arnex Letter.
"'Id. at 2. 48" Id. at 4.
"7SIAIFIA Letter at 14,1125;
wOneChicap Letter at 9;
Id.
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other than registered market makers on
to accepting or soliciting customer
that exchange or association.91
orders was not intended to bar a
Alternatively, such rules could
member from engaging in such
require that a large majority of such
activities. That provision was intended
exchange member's revenue is derived
to limit the exclusion from the margin
from business activities or occupations
requirements to circumstances where
from trading listed financial-based
the member was trading for its own
derivatives [i.e., security futures, stock
account, not for the Bccount of others.
Accordingly, the rule has been modified index futures, stock and index options,
foreign currency futures and options,
to make clear that the exclusion is
interest rate futures and options) on
available to a member only with respect and
any
exchange
in the capacity of a .
to trading activity for its own acco~nt.~omember. As another
alternative, the
Thus, the member may conduct a
exchange member could be subject to
customer business and still qualify for
rules that impose on it an affirmative
the exclusion from the Commissions'
obligation to quote on a regular or
margin requirements for security futures continuous basis in security futures.
with regard to its market making
C. Lnterprefationsof, and Exemptions
activity.
From,
the Find Rules
.
The Commissions have also decided
The
~omrnissio&
are
adopting
two.
that it is unnecessary to restate the
. provisions in the Final Rules to clarify
applicability of existing net capital
the Commissions' authority to respond
requirements under CFTC and SEC
rules, or to impose additional net capital to issues that arise in connection with
the implementation of the Final Rules.
requirements, as a condition of the
First, the Commissions are adding a
exclusion for persons acting as market
provision regarding the interpretation of
makers. Firms will continue to be
the security futures margin mles.;The
subject to applicable CFTC or SEC net
Final
Rules provide-that the . ., .'
capital requirements. Further, even if a
Commissions
shall jointly interpret the
member is not subject to net capital
margin
rules,
consistent
with the criteria
requirements, the member's carrying
set forth in clauses,(i)through (iv) of
fkm will be subject to the treatment
section 7(c)(2)[B)of the Exchange.Act
provided in existing SEC or CFTC net
and Regulation T.92.
capital rules, whichever are applicable,
Second; the Final-Rules add a
with respect to the member's security
provision providing that each
futures transactions.
Commission may issue an exemption
from any provision:of the Final Rules.03
As noted above, the Commissions
CFTC Rule 41.42(d)'provides that the
received several comments regarding
C n C may grant an exemption with
the circumstances under which a n
exchange member should be considered respect to any provision of CFTC Rules
41.42 through 41.49, provided that the
a market maker for purposes of the
CFTC finds that the exemption is
margin rules, other than in
consistent with the public interest and
circumstances that fall within the
exception in Section 7(c)(3)of the
WNational securities exchanges registered under
Exchange Act. These comments largely section
6(a) of the Exchange Actrequire their
refer to the requirement that the
options market makers to conduct at least 50% of
their
total
conhact volume in option classes to
exchange member "hold itself out as
which they have been appointed See Amex Rule
being willing to buy and sell security
958; Philadelphia StockExchange (Wdx"P Rule
futures for its own account on a regular 1014.
In some cases, market makers are required to
or continuous basis' in order to qualify
conduct at least 75 percent of their total contract
for the exclusion. The Commissions do volume in option classes to which they have been
appointed. See CBOE Rule 8.7.03; Internalional
not believe that registration with the
securities mange
~~l~ 805; padfic wqe
SEC or CFTC is, by itself, sufficient to
("PCX'? Rule 6.37.
show that a market participant is
a See CFTC Rule 41 42(b); SEC Rule 400(b).
"Sea 'CPTC Rule 41.42(d); SEC Rule 400(d). The
holding itself out as willing to buy and
SEC and CFTC exemption standards contained in
sell security futures. However, the
the Final Rules are the same as those set fortb in
Commissions believe that there are a
the recently adopted rules relating to cash
number of different ways that an
settlement and regulatory halt requirements for
security futures ~roducts.See Securities Exchange
exchange member could satisfy this
Act ~eieaseNo. 25956 &fay 17,2002), 67 FR 36f40
condition. For example, an exchange's
(May 24,2002).As noted in connectionwith those
or association's rules could require the
rules. the SEC version of the exemution urnvision
member to effect a certain percentage of refer; to the protection of "investo&" &d the
ClTC version of the provisionrefers to the
its security futures trades on that
protection of "customers."Id. at 36745. n64. The
exchange or association with persons
diierence in terminology is not intended to have
,

'

'

-

'Osee CFTC Rule 41.4Z(c)(Z)(v); SEC Rule
4oo(cl(2)~vE

-

any substantive significance. Rather, the terms ate
used for purposes of conformity with terminology
used in the Exchange Act and CEA.
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the protection of customers. Similarly,
SEC Rule 400(d) provides that the SEC
may grant an exemption with respect to
any provision of SEC Rules 400 through
406, provided that the exemption is
necessary or appropriate in the public
interest and consistent with the
rotection of investors. Because
nancial relations involving security
futures are subject to the Final Rules as
adopted by both the CFTC and the SEC,
any person seeking an exemption under
these rules must request and obtain the
same exemption from both the CFTC
and SEC. The Commissions intend to
work together on exemption requests to
establish uniform policies for security..
futures trading.
D. Defmitions
The definition section of the Proposed
Rules has been expanded to include all
applicable defined terms. Under the
Proposed Rules, many of these
definitions and provisions would have
.
been incorporated through the
application of Regulation T.
The terms "contract multiplier,"
.
"daily settlement price," and
"Regulation T" are defined in the Final
Rules as proposed.g4 The Proposed
.
Rules defined the terms "examining
authority." "initial margin," and
.. .
- "maintenance margin" 96 These terms.
are not, however, included in the Final
Rules because modifications made to
the Proposed Rules make them
unnecessary. The Final Rules also ..
define the tenn "self-regulatory
authority." 96 instead of the term
"'regulatory authority" as proposed,g~:
and its definition has been revised to .
include a reference to registration under
the CEA. In addition, the Final Rules ..
define the term "current market value"
with respect to a security other than a
security future consistently with the
~
~T definition.ge
~ some
~of the
defined terms incorporate by reference
definitions from the CEA, the Exchange
Act, or CFTC or SEC rules.99

E

'

,

'

,

See CFTC Rules 41.43[a)(3), (d(6), and (a)(24);

mC Rules 401(a1(31, (al(6). and W(241Y 5 See Proposed CPTC Rules 41.44(a)(3),(a)(4),
and (a)(5): Roposed SEC Rules 401(a)(3), (a)(4), and
,
laJloJ%SeeCFTC Rule 41.43(a)(30); SEC Rule
401[a)(30). The terminology was modifled to
eliminate confusion as to a "Iegulatorp authorifl"
being a gavenunentalregulator r a t h than an SRO.
' 7 See Proposed-CETCRule 41.44(a)(7); Proposed
--- SEC
4Ol[a117)Yesee CFTC Rule 41.43(aX4); SEC Rule 401(a)(4h
see also 12 CFR 220.2
"See, e.g., definitions of "broker:' CFTC Rule '
41.43(a)(2)and SEC Rule 401(a)(2);"dealer..' CETC
Rule 41.43(a)[7) and SEC Rule 4Ol(a)(7);"exempted
security:' CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(10) and SEC Rule
401(a)(lO);"futures account," CFTC Rule
41.43[a)[13) and SEC Rule 401(al(13); "futures

,,-.
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l
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Terms that are not otherwise defined futures. Under that approach, the stand- exchange-traded options.log Rather, this
in the definition section of the Final
alone rules would apply to security
commenter argued, Regulation T
Rules will have the meaning set forth in futures and any related securities or
permits commodity futures to be
the margin rules applicable to the
futures contracts that are used to offset
recorded in an account other than a
accountloo Terms that are neither
margin account [a "good f a i t h account]
positions in such security futures.
defined in the dehition section nor in
and, as a result, permitting security
However, the stand-alone rules would
the margin rules applicable to the
futures to be carried in a futures account
not apply to any other securities or
account will have the meaning set forth futures transactions.
[not a margin account) is "consistent'!
in the Exchange Act and the CEA.lO1If
with Regulation T."O Another
~h~ Commissions received a total of
the definitions of a term in the Exchange 12 comment letters on the applic-on of commenter observed that while
Act and the CEA are lnconslstent as
"consistency requires reasonable
Regulation T to security futures
applied in particular circumstances.
comparability * * [, i]f Congress had
transactions."J4 One commenter
such term shall have the meaning set
meant
'consistent'
'identical,'
supported the ~
~
~
~
proposed
i
~
~ to mean
i
~
~
~.
forth in rules, regulations, or
however,
it
would
have
used
that word"
approach regarding Regulation T.105
interpretations jointly ~ r o m u l g a t e d b ~ Nine commenters opposed general
or would have clearly directed that
the SEC and the CFTC
Regu1ati0n be
application of Regulation T to security
futures-"' S i d m l . a n o t h e r
futures carried in futures accounts,lo6
E. Application of Regulation T to
and two other commenters specifically cOmmenterpointed Out that
Security Futures
CFMA
,did not mandate the application of
Section 7 (c)[z)(B)[iv)of the Exchange
Reg[ulation] T to security futures
Act requires that the margin
maintained in a futures account" and
requirements for security futures (other
The cOmmenterthat
'
that the "imposition of Reg[ulation] T
application of Regulation T to all
than levels of margin), including the
with respect to sekrity futures is
type, form. and use of collateral, must
sem~t~
hamaction.
hcomistent d& COwess*s
Of .
that the alternative
standfacilitating -ding in security
be consistent with the requirements of
alone rules would not satisfy the
Regulation T.102 TOcarry out that
futures." 112
StatutOVrequirement that the margin
statuto7 mandate, the Commissions
C o m e n t e ~ that disagreed with the
that Regulation T would apply requirements for security futures
CO&sions'
reposed approach
be " r ~ ~ n ~ ~ t e ngenerally
t"
to all transactions in security futures, to than levels of m1urgeithe C o ~ s i o r uto
the extent consistent with the Proposed with those imposed securities-'08
adopt "stand-alone" margin rules for
Rules. Thus,under the Proposed Rules, 'l'he commenter expressed the view that
f u t u r e s . l t w these
Regulation T would have applied both
the term "cbnsistent"
mean that commenters maintained that the
there is no appreciable difference
to securities accounts (which are
programming changes necessary to '
en&le
to
with Regulation
between rules applicable exchangealready subject to Regulation T)and to
traded options and rules applicable to
futures accounts [which are not
T would be overlycostly.m~a n d y ,
security futures- In addition, the
..
otherwise subject to Regulation T) that
those commenters believed that it
carry secuzity fut-s.103 This approa& commenter noted that if the
would be operationally difficult or
Commissions ado t stand-alone margin impossible to carry s e ~ u r i futures
also would have applied existing and
.
in a
q
rules there is a ris that over time such
future Federal Reserve Board
standard futures account
costly
rules will vary materially from
interpretations of Regulation T to the
and time-consuming reprogramming.116
-gin
requirements for Security f~tUreS Regu1ation because the
of Commenters were concerned that tJ&
P ~ ~ fncor~orating
~ P ~ the
~ Feded
Y
and kept the margin requirements
would place F C M ~at a comiderable
Reserve Board's future interpretations of hadvantage
consistent with Regulation T without
to brokerRegulation into
the need for amendments to the Final
dealers and would discourage them
Rules.
C~mmentersopposing the general
from trading security futures. One
The Commissions, however, also
application of Regulation T to security
commenter pointed out that a brokerrecognized that there could be more
.
futures did not believe that the CFMA
dealer -would need to do little, relative
than one approach to prescribing rules
required such application. One
to an FCM, to bring itself into
that are "consistent" with Regulation T. commenter contended that application
compliance with the proposed
Accordingly, the Commissions
of Regulation T to futures accounts "is
~
~
&
~
~
Rules," 116 A
specifically requested commenters'
impractical and unnecessary" and "'not expressed concern that FCMs would
views on alternative approaches to
required." and that the CFMA's
have to undertake a substantial
establishing consistency with
"consistent" standard did not
development project requiring 'the
Regulation T. In particular, the
necessarily require rules "identical" or
Commissions solicited comment on the "equivalent" to the rules applicable to
~
t L~~~~~~3.
l
~
~
approach of issuing comprehensive
l l U ~ dat. 3 4 .
"stand-alone" margin rules that would
l11NFA Letter at 2
=sm WA ~ e t t s~ w
q m h~ t t NasdaqLiAe
~
Letter. ABN AMRO Lett= W C B O T Letter;
11zSU/FIA Letter at 5,
p a r d e l Regulation T requirements for
OneChicago Letter, Morgan Stanley Letter.
xis Sea NFA Letter at 2; SIAlFlA Letter at 5;
securities to the extent that such
Peregrine Letter; SunGard Lettw, Options
Nasdaq Liffe Letter at 7; ABN AMRO Letter at 1;
requirements are
to security
Exchanges Letter, Managed F ~ d Letter,
s
and Rolfe W C B O T Lettar at 10; OneChicago Letter at 7;

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ $ ~
-

I

e

and Nolan Letter.

cornmissfonmercbnt." CFTC Rule 41 43(a)(14) and
SBC Rule 4M(a)(14); and "securities account,"
m c Rule 41,43(a)(2a) and
Rule 401(a)(28)"'"See CFTC Rule 41.43(b), SEC Rule 401b). See
also infranotes 125-126 and accompan~ngtext.
""See CFTC Rule 41.43(c). SEC Rule 4Ol(c).
laz15 U.S.C. 78g(c)(Z)[B)[1~).
1 t I J See Proposed CFTC Rule 4243(b)(1); Proposed
SEC Rule 4W(b)(1).

Options m a n g e s Letter at 3.
lW1NFALetter at 2-3; SWFIA Letter at 2.4-7;
ABN AMRO Letter at 1, CME/CBOTLetter at 2-3;
OneChlcago Letter at a-7, Morgan Stanley Letter at
2,s--6;Peregrine Lettar at 2; Managed Funds Letter
at 1; and Rolfe and Nolan Letter at 1-2.
107NasdaqL1ffeLetter at 6-7: and SunCardLetter
at 2-3.
l w Options Exchanges Letter at 3.

SunGard Letter at 3; and Peregrine Letter at 2.
".See NFA Letter at 3; SIAlFIA Letter at I;
Nasdaq Liffe Letter at 6; ABN AMRO Letter at 1;.
CMEICBOT Letter a1 3: OneChicago Letter at 5;
S u e d Letter at I; and Peregrine Letter at 2.
11s See NFA Letter at 2; S W A Letter at 4-5,
NasdaqLiffe Letter at a; ABN AMRO Letter at 1;
CMEICBOTLetter at 3: OneChicago Letter at 4;
SunGard Letter at I; Peregrine Letter at 2
%la
OneChicago Lett? at 5.
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restructuring of FCMs' accounts and
related systems changes." 1 1 7 The
commenter estimated that this would
result in the expenditure of "several
thousands of personnel hours." 118
. while another commenter believed that
costs would "run well into six
figures." 119
Eight commenters recommended the
adoption of an account-specificmargin
regime for purposes of account
administration.120 The adoption of an
account-specific margin regime was
effectively endorsed by two other
commenters that advocated retention of
specific existing practices121and one
. other that believed the imposition of
Regulation T on FCh4s would be highly
burdensome.122 One commenter argued
against the adoption of an accountspecific margin regime, stating that
,
FCMs will have to revise a number of
their operating procedures and there is
:
no compelling reason to make an
exception for margin procedures.1z3
After considering the commenters'
suggestions, the Commissions have
determined that it is not necessary to
apply Regulation T in its entirety to
:
security;futurestransactions to satisfy
the requirements under section 7(c)(2)
of the &change Act.- Given the
relative i&equency of the Federal
Reserve Board adopting amendments to
Regulation T and issuing formal
regulatory guidance, the Commissions
do not believe that it will be unduly
:
burdensome or impractical to amend
these i d e s to maintain consistency with
Regulation T. Accordingly, the
Commissions have adopted stand-alone
margin rules that include certain
requirements of Regulation T. The
Commissions believe that the inclusion
of these requirements in the Final Rules
satisfies the statutory requirement that
margin requirements for security futures
be and remain consistent with
Regulation T.
The Commissions believe that many
of the rules governing margin for
positions carried in securities accounts
are similar enough to the rules
governing margin for positions carried
in futures accounts that the differences
do not, by themselves, create an
I:+..

'

SIAlmA Letter at 4.
Id.
1l9Rolfe andNolan Letter at 1.
=Osee NFA Letter at 1-2; SIARIA Letter at 34; Nasdaq Liffe Letter at 6-7; ABN AMRO Letter at
I; OneChicago Letter at 6-7; Peregrine Letter at 2;
Morgan Stanley Letter at 1;and Managed Funds
Letter at 2.
See Rolfe and Nolan Letter at 2; and CME/
CBOT Letter at 10.
'"SunGard Letter at 2.
aJOptions Exchanges Letter at 3-4.
lz.15. U.S.C 78g(c)(2).
'
1
7
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incentive for customers either to trade
security futures instead of options, or to
hold security futures in a futures
account rather than a securities account.
Accordingly, the Commissions are
adopting an "account-specific"
approach for those aspects of account
administration that need not be
conformed to satisfy the requirement
that the margin rules for security futures
be consistent with Regulation T. Thus,
the Final Rules provide that security
futures held in a securities account are
subject to the Final Rules, Regulation T,
and to the margin requirements of the
self-regulatory authorities of which the
security futures intermediary is a
member.126 Security futures held in a
futures account, on the other hand, will
be subject to the Find Rules and the .
margin requirementi of the selfregulatory authorities of which the
security htures intermediary is a
member.12e
Notwithstanding the Commissions'
determination not to apply Regulation T
in its entirety to security futures, the
.
Final Rules includecertain uniform.
provisions that govern account
administration, type, form, h d use of
collateral, calculation of eq$ty,
withdrawals fiom accounts;apd
treatment of undermaqjined accountk.
The Commissions believe that the "
inclusion of these provisions in the
Final Rules'satisfies' the statutory
requirement that the margin rules for
security futures be consistent with
RegulationT. . .
F. ~ c c o u n ~tdniinis'hfionRules

,

securities in o,ne account are used for.
purposes of meeting requirements in.
another account.130 Consistent with .
Regulation T, the Final Rules provide
that the margin requirements for one .
account may not be met by considering, . '
items in another account, except where
excess margin is transferred using
appropriate bookkeeping entries.131 To
facilitate the enforcement of this general,
prohibition, this provision also requires
that if withdrawals of cash, securities, or
other assets deposited as margin are
permitted under the Final Rules, a
1
security futures intermediary must make.
and keep accurate bookkeeping entries. . .
when those assets are used to meet
requirements in another account.132 .
. .
This provision parallels Section
220.3(b)(1) of Regulation T, and is
.
intended to be consistent with existing .
futures account practices under Section
..
4d of the CEA,133 CFTC Rules 1.20 and
1.22,and applicable futures exchange
rules.
Currently, futuies exchange rules or.
practices similarly recognize accounts of.:
... ,:
diffeient types for different customer'
transactions (e.g., customer segregated,
customer secured, nonsegregated).
. .
Customers may maintain multiple.
accounts of the same regulatory
. .
classification or account type, although
futges exchange rules provide that
.
.
identically omed accounts within. the .
same regulatory classification or
account type should be combined for .
margin purposes.134 Moreover, a n FCM .
may not apply free funds in an account. . . .:
under identical ownership but of a
. .- .
different regulatory classification or .. . .
I. Separation and Consolidation of .
account type to an account's margin - .
Accounts
deficiency.136 As is the case under
Regulation T, however, the Final Rules ,.
Regulation T establishes specific
types of accounts for recording Merent rquire the F(=M to a c t u d y document
. .
though bookkeeping entries the transfer.
types of customer transactions (e-g., a
accdunt, a -h account, a good of funds from one account to satisfy the
faith accouht).127 Regulation T generally margin d e f i c i e n ~in another account..
provides that a customer can have only The Commissions do not believe that
h s p~OviSi0nwill create any
one margin account128 While a
substantial operational burdens for
account mybe divided into separate
FCMs carrying security futures in
parts for bookkeeping purposes, as
. futures accounts.
authorized by the customer, all parts
The Final Rules provide that all
must be considered as one unit in
futures
accounts of the same regulatory
determining whether or not any
transaction is permissible under
"'"See 12 CF'R 220.3(b)l1).
Regulation T-129The determination as to
-'See CETC Rule 41.44(b](l); SEC Rule
whether an account satisfies the
402[b)(lE
requirements of Regulation T, moreover,
CprC Rule 41.44m(1); SEC Rule
may not take into consideration items in 4oz@)[i);see also section 17(d of the Excham ~ c t
any other account; bookkeeping entries. (1s U.S.C jleq-lia)], and the Ales t.ereunde<
Section 4g of the CEA (7 U.S.C 6g], and the rules .
must be made whenever cash or
themunder: National Association of Securities
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

,

'

-

~

-

--

-

-

Dealers ~ ~ N A S DRule
T 3110; and NFA Rule 2-10.
U 5 See CFTC Rule 4144(a)(l); SBC Rule 402(a)[i].
r:w 7 U.SC. 6 d
U"Ses CFTC Rule 41.44(d(2); SEC Rule 40Z(a)(21.
r~4
S , joint ~ ~ d&-ittee
t t
~ ~ ~ a bChapta
a ~ k .,.
127 See 12 CFR 220.4(a)(i).
9 Uune 1!399),available at ditpr//
See 12 CFR 220.4(a)(2).
www~f~futures.o~/cornpliance/pubBmtions/
.
-Fed Res. Reg. S w . § 5-634.11 (Staff Op. May . ~ a ~ k m g i n s H & d b o & ~ d .'~ . ~
15; 1978).
YJs See id.
'
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type or classification that carry security
futures shall be considered a single
account for purposes of the
Regulation.136 The Final Rules also
permit a securities futures intermediary
to further consolidate all futures
accounts of the same regulatory
classification or account type, regardless
of whether they cany security futures,
for purposes of determining whether the
required margin for all of a customer's
futures positions (including security
futures) is satisfied137
2. Accounts of Partners
The Final Rules provide that if a
partner of a security futures
intermediary (organized as a
partnership) has an account with the
security futures intermediary in which
security futures or related positions are
held, the security futures intermediary
must disregard the partner's financial
relations with the firm (as shown in the
partner's capital and ordinary drawing
accounts) in calculating the m a r e or
equity of any such account.1sn T s
provision p a d e l s Section 220.4&)(5)
of Regulation T,139 and is consistent
with current futures exchange practices. .
The provision is intended to reinforce
the principle of "separation of
accounts" with respect to partners in a
security futures intermediary organized
as a partnership, when a partner
maintains a trading account with the
filTa.
3. Contribution to a Joint Venture
Under the Find Rules, if an account
in which security futures or related
positions are held is the account of a .
joint venture in which the security
futures intermediary participates, any .
interest of the security futures
intermediary in the joint account in
excess of the interest which the security
futures intermediary would have on the
basis of its right to share in the profits
must be margined in accordance with
the Final Rules.140 This provision
parallels Section 220.4@)(6)of
Regulation Tl141which is intended to
prevent firms fiom indirectly extending
credit to customers in circumstances
where the customer does not deposit
equity in the account corresponding to
its share of the profits in the account
(e.g., if the customer is entitled to 90%
of the profits in an account, but only
deposits 40% of the equity at the outset,
the broker-dealer is effectively
rJ8
See CFTC Rule 41.44(b)(2);SEC Rule
402@1(2).
137 Id.
l"*See CFTC Rule 41.44(c): SEC Rde 40Z(c).
33912 CFR 220.4@)(5).
1MSe.s CFTC Rule 4L44(d); SEC Rule 40214.
CFR 220.4@)[6).

extending credit to the customer in the
amount of 50% of the equity in the
account).
4. Extensions of Credit
. - .
The Final Rules prohibit any
extension of credit with respect to .
security futures, if the extension of
credit is desi ned to evade or
circumvent t e security futures margin
requirernents.'42 Among other things,
this provision is intended to prevent
security futures intermediaries from
extending unsecured credit to
customers, or extending credit secured
by secivities or other assets in excess of
the value such assets would have d e r
the Final Rules,l43 to satisfy or maintain
the required margin for security futures
carried in the customer's account."4 For
example, a security futures intermediary
may not lend a tustomer $100 in cash
secured by.less than $200 in ,margin
equity securities to meet amargin call
for a security future. This provision
does not, however, preclude a security
futures intermediary from advancing
funds to a customeito meet v a r i a t i i
settlement c a b on behalf of an
undermargined customer account, in the
ordinary course of business, provided
that the security futures intermediary
issues a margin call for the funds
advanced.
The Final Rules
a security
.
futures intermediary to arrange for an
extension of credit to or for a customer
by a personi provided that the extension
01credit wodd not constitute a
violation of Regulations T, U, or X by
such person.146 In this connection, the
Commissions believe that credit
extended for the purpose of satisfying or
maintaihing the required margin far a
secwity futue is "purpose credit" for
purqoses of the Federal Reserve Board's
cre.&t regulations. For example, a
security futures intermediary may not.
arrange for a Regulation T creditor to

extend credit to a customer against
securities or other assets in a
nonpurpose or nonsecurities credit
acciunito enable the customer to meet
' a margin requirement with respect to a
security future. Likewise, a security
futures intermediary may not arrange for
a bank or other Regulation U lender to
extend credit secured directly or
indirectly by margin stock in excess of
the maximum loan value of the
collateral (i.e.,50% of current market
value) securing the credit for the
purpose of purchasing or carrying a
security future. Similarly, a security
futures intermediary may not arrange far
a Regulation X borrower to obtain an
extension of credit within or from
outside the United States for the . .
purpose of effecting or carrying a
:.
security futures transaction unless the
credit conforms to the Federal Reserve
Board's margin regulations, as provided '
in Regulation X '
G. Customer Margin Levels for Security
Futures
The Commissions proposed'to require
both the selIer and the buyer of a
security future to pr6vide and m a i n t d - .
on a daily basis, cash or other
. .
acceptable assets equal to a percentage
of the " c k e n t m*ket value" of the
.
security future. The Commissions are'
adopting those requirements
., .
substantially as proposed. .
. ..
1.Definition of Current Market Value
The Commissions proposed to define
the term "current market value" of a
security future as the product of the
daily settlement rice of the security
future (as shown\y any reNarly
published reporting or quotation
.
service) and either the applicable
number of shares per contract (when the
underlying instrument is a single stock),
or the applicable contract multiplier .
(when the underlying instrument is a
narrow-based
security index).146 The
l a s e e ClTC Rule 41.44(e); SEC Rule 402(eb
Commissions also proposed to define
CFIY: Rule 1.30 permits FCMs Lo lend their own
the term "current market value" with
fund, to customers on pledged securities: the
proceeds of such loans-are &tad as customer.
respect to a narrow-based security index
funds for purposes of the CEA. 17 CFR 1.30.
future to mean the product of the daily
Extensions of credit by brokers and dealers with
settlement price of such security future,. .
respect to securities are governed by RegulationT
as shown by any regularly published.
and the margin rulea of the national securities
exhang- andsecurities assodatiom.
reporting or quotation service, and the
14Vee CFTC Rule 41.46(c); SEC Rule 4M(c).
applicable contract multiplier."''
l*
Futures exchange ~ l e also
s impose certain
The Commissions received ohe
resMctians omthe financing of fntmes positions,
comment on these definitions, which.
See, e.g., CME Rule 930.G ("Clearing members may
not extend loans to amunt holders for performance suggested that the pricing convention
bond pnrposes unless such loans are secured as
for determining current market value
d e 5 e d in (17 C m 1.17(~)(3)'7; New York
need not be the same for security futures
M d l e Exchange C'NYMEX") Rule 4.03
.
V'Clearing Members shall not be permitted to make held in a security account and for

b

'

'

'

'

'

,

,

'

'

loans to any customers for the purpose of financing
margins on NYMEX Division contracts unless such
loans are secured. as such t s m is definedin 117
CFRl1.17:'). . .
See
Rde 41.44(e)(Zk SEC Rub?402(e](2).

,

'

'

'

14uSee Proposed CFTC Rule 41.44(a)[Z)(i);.
Pmposed SEC Rule 400(a)(2)(i).
'"See Proposed QlC RuIe 41.44(a](Z)(~.
Proposed SBC Rule 4Ol(a)(Z)Qi.
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security futures held in a futures
maintenance margin levels for a security position consists of a long (short) call/
account148 The Commissions, however, future not be lower than the lowest level short (long) put option pair struck at the
of margin, exclusive of premium,
believe that a uniform definition of
forward price of the underlying
required for any comparable option
current market value is necessary to
securit .I64
contracts traded on any exchange
K n d y , one mmmenter urged the
ensure that identical contracts are not
subject to different margin requirements registered pursuant to section 6(a) of the Commissions to adopt a 25% margin
level, citing historical data and stating
Exchange Act153
based on the type of account in which
Twelve commenters commented on
that this level is consistent with the
they are carried.
As noted above, section 7(c)(Z)(B)(3)(1)this aspect of the Proposed Rules.ls* Six minimum margin level applied under .
SRO rules to long equity ositions.le5 It
of the Exchange Act "9 requires that the commenters found 20% to be an
argued that the 20% leve would create
margin requirements for security futures acceptable leve1.155 Two commenters
advocated a 25% margin level.15e and
an advantage for security futures as
be consistent with the margin
compared to listed option putlcall pairs,
requirements for comparable exchange- one commenter, joined by a second,
stated that its members could not reach noting margin levels in excess of 30% '
traded options. The Commissions
a consensus as between 20% and
for combinations based on relatively
believe that using the daily settlement
25%.157 One commenter expressed the
high volatility stocks, and margin levels
price at the end of each trading day
view 20% could be either too high or
in excess of 20% for combinations based
to calculate margin requirements for
on relatively low volatility stocks.1e6
security futures on that day is consistent low, and suggested that for certain
positions, 50% initial margin would be
After considering the commenters'
with the use of the closing price of the
ap ropriate.15'
views, the Commissions have adopted
option and the underlying security for
gne commenter considered the 10%
the matgin levels as proposed. The .
determining maintenance margin for
level to be consistent with the mar*
Commissions believe that a security
equity 0ptions.1~1In addition, the
requirements for exchange-traded
future is comparable to a short, at-theCommissions continue to believe that
options, but "more than adequate" in.
money option, as discussed in the . .
using the daily settlement price of a
terms of preserving the financial
release accompanying the Proposed
security future on the day of a
integritybf the maGket and preventing
Rules ("Pro osing Release").'e?
transaction to calculate the initial
margin (rather than the daily settlement svstemic risk.160 Another commenter. . Currently, t e margin requirement for a
siated that it "does not oppose" the 20% short, at-the-money option, where the
price on the day preceding the
but favors portfolio margining.l60
instrument is either an
transaction)is consistent with using the level,
One commenter said that its members . underlying
equity security (such as a stoek or an
underlying stock's closin~priceon the
were split between rscomrnending 20% instrument immediately convertible into
preceding business day. The daily
and 25%.161 Those supporting the 20% a stock] or an index, is 100% of the
settlement price of a security future on
level
believed that it was consistent
option proceeds plus 20% of the value
the preceding business day, for
with
the
levels applicable to exchange- of the underlying security or index168
example, may not exist if such security traded optibns
and donsistent with the
Unlike an options contract, however,
future were not available for trading on intent of the CFMk This margin level
a futures contract involves obligations of
the preceding business day.
with
a
T+1
settlement
in combination
both parties to perform in the future: .Accordingly, the Commissions are
period and the fact that the Proposed
The buyer (long) to pllrchase the asset
adopting the dehition of "current
Rules permit higher margin levels, made underlying the future, and the seller
market value" as proposed.
some members conclude that 20% is a
(short)to deliver the asset As a result,
2. Margin Levels for Unhedged Positions prudent minimum level.le2 Other
both the buyer and the seller of a futures
members thought that 20% is too low,
contract must post and maintain margin
The Commissions proposed that the
'
f a i l i i to take into account the varying
on a daily basis to assure contract
minimum initial and maintenance
votatilitylshare price profiles of equity
performance and the integrity of the
margin levels required of customers for securities and the credit risk
each security future carried in a long or implications of those differences. Those marketplace. In addition, all market .
participants pay or receive daily
short position be 20% of the current
members favored a 2 5 % minimum,
variation settlement as a result of all
market value of such security future.152 finding this to be "consistent" with
open futures positions being marked to
This proposed level was based on the
margin levels for options.le3 They
current market value. Accordingly, the
requirement under section 7(c)(2)of the furthernoted that a comparable option
margin leveis apply equally for both
Exchange Act that the initial and
buyers and sellers of security futures.
163 15 U.S.C. 78g(c)(Z)@)(iii)(II).
The Commissions have considered
l"SIAIFIA Letter at Appendix I, Q 18.
Is* See SIA Credit Division Letter: Morgan
l r 9 1 5 U.S.C. 78g(c)(2)(B)(3)0.
the comments, and have determined .
Stanley Letter; Drinkad Letter; Partnoy Letter.
"QUnderthe Final Rules, the term "daily
Klein Letter; SIA/FIA Letter; One Chicago Letter.
that a minimum margin level of 20%
settlement price" means, with respect to a security
NFA Letter, Peregrine Letter: Options Exchanges
satisfies
the comparability standard of
future, the settlementprice of such security future
Letter. Nasdaq Liffe Letter; and Managed Funds
section
7(c)(2)
of the Exchange Act.160
determined at the close of trading each day, as
Letter.
In addition, the Commissions note that
determinedby the NIESof the applicable axchange.
See NFA Letter at 4 Nasdaq Llffe Letter at 5;
clesring agancy or derivatives clearing organization Options Exchanges Letter at 5: OneChicago Letter
the Final Rules permit self-regulatory '

f

E

'

See CFTC Rnle 41.43(~~)(6);
SEC Rule 4olla)le).
"*Currently, the computation of the margin
required on the sale of an uncovered option is based
on the value of the secudty underlying the option
The initial margin on the sale of an uncovered
option is based on the price at whch the
underlyingsecudtjclosed at the end of the
business dap before the day on which the option is
sold. The maintenance margin on an nnunrered
short optionfsbased on the closing price of tho
underlying secwily at the end of each business day.
l s z See Pmposed CFFC Rule 4L45(b);Proposed
SEC Rule 402@).

at 2; Peregrine Letter at 2; ManagedFunds Letter at
3.
muSee Morgan Stanley Letter at 6; SIA Credit
Division Letter at 1.
"'See SIAIFIA Letter at 2-3.10-11; ABN AMRO
Letter at t
='Partnoy Letter at 10-14.
lsqNFA Letter at 4.
1Q'INasdaqLiffeLetter at 5.
l H 1SINFlA Letter at 2
Id. at 10. .
Q
''

Id.

la=

-Id.
"'SMorgan Stanley Letter at 6-8.
1" Id. at 71mSee S d t i e s Exchange Act Release No.
44853 (September 26,2001). 66 FR at 50776
(October4,2001).
ltUSee,e g , Amex Rule 462; CBOE Rule 12.3:
NASD Rule 2520: New York Stock kchangs
("NYSEV')h l e 432; PCX Rule 2.16; and Phlx Rula
722.

lHssee15 U.S.C. 78&c)(Z).

*
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authorities and security futures
intermediaries to establish higher
margin levels or to take appropriate
action to preserve their own financial
integrity.170 As a result, the
Commissions are adopting the
minimum initial and maintenance
margin levels for unhedged positions, as
proposed.
3. Margin Offsets
The hoposed Rules included a
provision to allow national securities
exchanges and national securities
associations to adopt rules that reduce
the margin levels below 20% of cwrent
market value for customers with certain
positions in securities or futures that
offset the risk of their positions in
security futures.171 The Proposed Rules
provided further that the resulting
margin levels could not be lower than
the lowest customer margin levels
required for comparable offset positions
involving exchange-traded options.172
In addition, the Commissions published
a tabIe that included offsets for security
futures that the Commissions had
preliminarily identified as consistent
with those perrnitted.for comparable
offset positions involving options and
that would qualify for reduced margin
levels.173
The Commissions received three
comments with respect to the proposed
offsets.17' One of the commenters stated
that o&ets involving security futures
and options should be recognized only
if the risk from the security future is
completely offset by the option.17s
Another commenter expressed concern
that the offsets would produce margin
IeveIs that did not accurately reflect the
risk of the positions and suggested that
the Commissions adopt general
provisions regarding margin levels for
offsetting positions instead of providing
specific examples. 176 Finally, one
commenter suggested modifying the
existing strategy-basedrules to put
security futures on a par with cash
equities in connection with offsetting
strategies involving listed options and to
reduce the margin requirements for
certain calendar and basket spreads
involving security futures.177 This
commenter also suggested that the

,

Commissions address the treatment of
spreads involving non-fungible security
futures.178
After considering the commenters'
views, the Commissions have adopted.
substantially as proposed, rules that
permit self-regulatoryauthorities to
establish margin levels for offset
positions involving security futures that
are lower than the required margin
Under
levels for unhedged p0sitions.1~Q
the Final Rules, a self-regulatory
authority may set the required initial or
maintenance margin level for an
offsetting position involving security .
futures and related positions at a level
lower than the level that would be
required if the ositions were margined
separately. Su rules must meet the
criteria set forth in section 7(c)(2)(B)of
the Exchange Act180 and must be
effective in accordance with section
19(b)(2)of the Exchdnge Act181 and, as
applicable, Section 5c(c) of the CEA.1B2
The Commissions have retained, with
certain revisions, the table of offsets that
they deem to be consistent with offsets
recognized for comparable exchangetraded options. In particular, the revised
table of offsets reflects an adjustment in
the Ievel ofmargin required for certain.
calendar and basket spreads invoIving
security futures to more accurately
reflect the risk of such positions relative
to comparable spreads involving
exchange-traded o tions. An offset
position for spreac rs involving non.
fungible security futures also has been
added to the table.
When it approved strategy-based
offsets for options, the SEC found that
it was appropriate for the SROs to
recognize the hedged nature of certain
combined options strategies and
prescribe margin requirements that
,better reflect the risk of dose
strategies.183 The SEC also found that
the SROs' proposals relating to strategybased offsets involving options contracts
were carefully crafted as they were
based on the SROs' experiences in
monitoring the credit exposures of
options strategies. In particular, the SEC

noted that the SROs regularly examine
the coverage of options margin as it
relates to price movements in the
underlying securities and index
components. Moreover, the SROs'
proposals were thoroughly reviewed by'
the NYSE Rule 431 Review Committee,
which is comprised of securities
.
industry participants who have
.
.
extensive experience in margin and . .
credit matters. As a result of these
factors, the SEC was confident that the
SROs' proposed margin requirements
were consistent with investor protection
and properly reflected the risks of the . .
underlying options positions.
.
The table of ofEsets reflects a
reduction in the minimum initial -and'
maintenance margin requirement for :
calendar spreads 1 8 4 and basket
s eads,18s in response to the comment
t g t the rink posed by certain spreads
. involving security futures is lower than
the risk posed by comparable spreads
involving exchange-traded op-tions. 18"
In light of the observation that security
,futures are not subject to early e x ~ c i s e
'and therefore do not exhibit the same
price volawty as options, the minim.
initial and m a i n t e e c e 4
requirement recognized for calendar
spreads and basket spreads has been . .
reduced to 5% of the current market
value of the long or short position187 :
The Commissions deliberated to: .
whether risk-based margin .
computations using SPAN could be - '
applied to these strategies, so long as the
offsetting positions were the only' :' ..
positions included in the margin .
computation. The Commissions have .
decided not to permit risk-based margin.
computations for these offsets at this .
time.
The table of offsets, likewise, reflects
a reduction in the required margin '
recognized for spreads involving a long.
or short security future and a short or'
long position in the same security
underlying the security future, given .
that these spreads are economic ally,^
,

'

&

'

'

'

"

'

'

'

17nMeeting between SEC and CFTC staff and
representativesof SIAIFIA (February 6,2002).
1m See CFTC Rule 41.45(b)(2]; SEC Rule
.
403(b)(2).
lM15 U.S.C. 7Bg(c)(Z)(B).
ln115 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2).
17OSee CFTC Rule 41.4i(c)(l); SEC Rule 400(c)[l).
la* 7 U.S.C. 7a-2(c).
171See Proposed CFTC Rule 41.45(& Proposed
1'" See Securittes Exchange Act Release Nos.
SEC Rule 402[6).
41658 (July 22,1999), 6 4 PR 42736 (August 5,1999)
=Id.
[order approving SR4BOB-97-67 amending CBOE
mSea Securities Exchange Act Release No.
Rule 12.3); 47.011 (0ctober'14,1999), 64 FR57173
44853 (September 28,2001). 66 FR at 50727-29
[October 22,1999) (order approving SR-NYSE-99(Octobar 4,2002).
03 amending NYSE Rule 431); 43582 (November 17.
174See Options Exchanges Letter; ~ a r f n a~ye t t & zooo), 6 5 FR 70854 (November 28,2000) (order
SWFIA Letter.
approving SR-Amex-99-27 amending Amex Rule .
17s Options ExchangesLetter at 6.
462); and43581 (November 17. ZOOO), 65 FR 71151
1mPavtncrgLetter at 14.
(November 29,2000) (order approving SR-NASD- .
0 5 1 5 amending NASD Rule 2520). .
1"SWPlA Letter at AppendixI, Q 18.
',

'

'

'MA calendar spread is an offset position consisting of a long security future and short
secudty future on the same underlying security,.
each contract expiring In a different month. See
table of offsets, Item 10. :
"'A basket spread is an offset consisting of a
secrrrity future based on an index and a basket of
'securityfutures that replicates the index, im., a .
basket that contains the same s e d t l e a , and in the
same proportion, as the index See table of offsets.
items 17 and 18.
lm*Meetingbetween S I k snd CF'K staff and.
representatives of SLVFIA @ebmarp 8,2002).
1n7By way d comparison, the minimum margin
required for offsetting long and short positions in.,
the same security under the rules of the national ,. '
securities exchauges is 5% of the current market '
value of the long position. See, e.g., NYSE Rule
Wl(e)(l)'
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analogous to calendar spreads.168 The
Commissions intend to review the
margin levels for the offsets discussed
above after six months of security
futures trading to determine whether thb
margin levels have resulted in
regulatory arbitrage with comparable
positions involving exchange-traded
options, and may jointly undertake
ap ropriate action.
Eased on the same commenter's
suggestion, the Commissions believe
that an additional offset should be
. recognized for spreads involving
identical, non-fungible security
futures.18s Because there is a
that certain security futures may not be
fungible across markets, a customer may
simultaneously hold a long security
Description of offset

future and a short security future on the
same underlying security even when
those security futures have identical
contract terms. AS a result, the customer
will be economicdly neutral but will be
required to hold b o d positions to
expiration and meet daily variation
withrespect to each
settlement
contract The commenter expressed the
view that a minimum magin level of
1% would be a p p r ~ p r i a t e , 'The
~~
Commissions recognize that the rules of
a clearing agency or derivatives clearing
organization may effectively net the two
c o n h c t s at final settlement- However,
due to potential differences in daily
setdement prices across markets or
other market-specific wents, the

Security underlyingthe

future

secum
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Commissions have determined that such
.
offset positions will be subject to a
minimum margin requirement of 3%.
.
The Commissions believe that the
identified in the following table , .
are consistent with the strategy-based
offsets permitted for comparable offset
positions involving exchange-traded
options. The Commissions expect that
self-regulatory authorities seeking to
.
permit trading in security futures will
submit to the Commissions proposed
rules that impose levels of required
margin for offsetting positions involving
securi~
futures in accordance with the
minimum margin requirements
identified in the following table of. .
offsets.

.

Initial margin requirement

Maintenance margin requirement;

1. Long security future or short se- Individual dock or narrowbased 20% of the current market value 20% of the cupnt market value
of the security future..
curity future.
of the security future.
security index.
2. Long security future (or basket of lndiidual stock or namwbased 20% pf the current market value The lower of: (1) 10% of the agof the long security fwre, plus
.
security index.
gregate exercise prices of the
. . ' security futures representing

each component of a narrowbased securities index ') and long

..
. .

pay for the long put in full.

put option2 on the same underlylng security (or index).

3. Short secun'ty future (or basket Individual 'stock or nairow-based 20% of the current market value
.
,.
securii index.
of the short searrity fuhre, plus
of security futures representing

each component of a narrowbased securities index') and
short put option on the same underlying security (or index).
4. Long security future and short
position in the same security (or
securities basket I) underlying the
security future.
5. Long security future (or basket of
securiv futures representing
each component of a narrowbased securities index') and
Short caU option on the same underlying security (or index).
6. Long a basket of narrow-based
security futures that together
tracks a broad based index' and
short a broad-based security
index call option contract on the
same index.
7. Short a basket of narrow-based
security futures that together
tracks a broad-based security
index 1 and short a broad-based
security index put option conlraci
on the same index.
8. Long security a basket a narrowbased securities futures that to.
gether tracks a broad-based security index' and long a broad.
based security index put optior
contract on the same index.

'"'See

table of of&sets,items 4 and 13.

put plus the aggregate put outof-lhe-money' amount, if any;
or (2) 20% of the current mar-.
ket value of the long secur-Ry
future.
20% of the c~irrentmarket value
of the short security Mure, p l u s ,
the aggregate put in-themoney
amount, if anyP

the aggregate put in-the-rnoney
amount I any. Proceeds from
the put Proceeds from the put
sale may be applied.
lndividual stodc or narmw-based The initial margin requited under 5%of the current market value as
Regulation T for the short stock
s e h r i i index.
defined in Regulafion T of the'
or stocks.
stock or stocks underlying the
security future.
Individual stock or namw-based 20% of the current market value 20% of the current market value.
of the long security future, plus
security index.
of the long security future, plus.
the aggregate call in-the-money the aggregate call in-the-money
amount, if any. Proceeds from
amount, if any.
the call sale may be applied.
Narrow-based security index

....... 20% of the current market value

20% of the current market value
of the long basket of narrowof the long basket of namwbased security futures, plus the
based security futures, plus the
aggregate call in-the-money aggregate call in-th+money .
amount, if any. Proceeds from
amount, if any.
the call sale may be applied.
20% of the current market value 20% of the current market value ,
of the short basket of narrow
of the short basket of narrowbased security futures. plus the
based security futures, plus the
aggregate put In-the-money
aggregate put in-the-money
amount, if any. Proceeds from
amount, if any.
the put sale may be applied.
20% of the current market value The lower of. (1) 10% of the agof the long basket of narrowgregate exercise price of the
based security futures, plus pay
put, plus the aggregate put outfor the long put in full.
of-the-money amount, if any; or
(2) 20% of the current market
value of the long basket of security futures.
'

Narrow-based security index

......,

Narrow-based security index

.....,.

l a y See table of offsets, item

19.

lmBMeetingbetween SEC and CFTC staff and
representatives of SIAlPIA Vebruary 6.2002).
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Description of offset

Security underlying the security
future

11. Long security future, long put

Maintenance margin requirement

.......

20% of the current market value The lower of: (1) 10% of the aggregate exercise price of the
of the short basket of narrowbased security futures, plus pay
call, plus the aggregate call
for the long call in fun.
out-of-the-money amount, if
any; or (2) 20% of the current
market value of the short basket of security futures
lndividual stock or narrow-based The greater of. 5% of the current The greater of: 5% of the current
market value of the long secumarket value of the long secusecurity index.
.
rity future; or (2) 5% of the currity future; or 2) 5% of the current market value of the short
rent market value of the short
security future.
security future.
lndividual stock or narrow-based 20% of the current market value 10% of the aggregate exercise
price, plus the aggregate can
of the long security future, plus
security index.
.
in-the-money amount if any.
the aggregate call in-the-money
amount, if any. plus pay for the
put in full. Proceeds from the
call sale may be applied.

9. Short a basket of narrow-based Narrow-based security index
security futures that together
tracks a broad-based security
index' and long a broad-based
security index call option contract
on the same index.

10. Long security future and short
security future on the same underlying security (or index).

Initial margin requirement

option and short call option. The
long security fuhre, long put and
short call must be on the same
underlying security and the put
and call must have the same exercise price. (Conversion).
12. Long securHy future, long put lndividual stock or narmwbased 20% of the current market value The lower of:(1) 10% of the agof the long security future, plus
gregate exercise price of the,
security index.
option and short call option. The
put plus the aggregate put outthe aggregate call in-the-money
long security future. long put and
of-the-money amount if any; or
amount, if any. plus pay for the
short call must be on the same
(2) 20% of the aggregate exerput in fulL Proceeds from call
underlying security and the put
cise price of h e call, plus the.
sale may be applied.
exercise price must be below the
aggregate call in-the-money
call exerase price. (Collar).
amount, if any.
13. Short security future and long lndividual stock or narrow-based The initial margin required undet 5% of the current market value,
Regulation T for the long stock , as defined ,in Regulation T, of
security index.
poslupn in the same security (or
or stocks.
'
the long stock or stocks.
securities basket 1) underlying the
security future.
14. Short security future and long lndlvidual stock or narmw-based The initial margin required under 10% of the current market value,
Regulation T for the long sewas defined in Regulation T. of
security index.
position in a security immediately
the long security
canvertlble into the same security
rity
underlying the secutity future,
without restriction, including the
payment of money.
t
value The lower of: (1) 10% of the ag15. Short security future (or basket lndividual stock or narrow-based 20% of the c u ~ e n rnarket
gregate exercise price of the
of the short security future, plus
security index.
of security futures representing
pay for the call in full.
call, plus the aggregate can
each component of a narrowout-of-the-money amount, if
based securities Index') and long
any; or (2) 20% of the current
call option or warrant on the
market value of the short secusame underlying security (or
..
. .
rity future.
-,index).
16. Short security future, Short put lndividual stock of narrow-based 20% of the current market value 10% of the aggregate exerase
of the short security future, plus
price, plus the aggregate put
security index
option and long call option. The
the aggregate put in-the-money
in-the-money amount, if any.
short security fulure, short put
amount. if any, plus pay for the
and long call must be on the
call in fuU. Proceeds kom put
same underlying security and the
sale may be applied.
put and can must have the same
exercise price. (Reverse Conversion).
5% of the current market value of 5% of the current market value of
17. Long (short) a basket of secu- Narrow-based security index
the long (short) basket of secuthe long (short) basket of securlty futures, each based on a narrity futures.
rity futures.
row-based security index that together tracks the broad-based
indexl and short (long) a broad
based-index future.
18. Long (short) a basket of secu- lndividual stock and narrow- The greater of: (1) 5% of the cur- The greater of: (I) 5% of the current market value of the long
rent market value of the long
based security index.
rity futures that together tracks a
security future(s); or (2) 5% af
security future(s); or (2) 5% of
narrow-based index1 and short
the current market value of the
the current market value of the
(long) a narrow based index fushort security future(s).
short sewrlty future(s).
ture.
19. Long (short) a security future lndividual stock and narrow- The greater of: (1) 3% of the cur- The greater of: (1) 3% of the current market value of the long
rent market value of the long
and short (long) an identical s e
based security index.
security future(s); or (2) 3% of
security future(s); or (2) 3% of
curity future traded on a different
the current market value of the
the current market value of
market.%
market value of the short secushort security future(s).
rlty future(s).

.

-

.......

1 Baskets of securities or security futures contracts must replicate the securities that comprise the index. and in the same proportion
ZGenerally, for the purposes of these rules, unless otherwise specified, stock index warrants shall be treated as if they were index options.
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or wartant over the product of the cur-

aggregate exercise price of the option or warrant over the cuaent market value of the
of

the product

of the current lndex value and the applicable index multiplier over the

by $e same deiivatives clearing organization, have identical contract specifications, and w
.

i

The Commissions note that positions
in a securities account may not be crossmargined with positions in a futures
account except in accordance with the
r$es of a self-regulatoryauthority that
have become effective under section
19[b)(z) of the &change Act
as
applicable, section 5c(c) of the CEA.At
present, the Commissions have not'
approved the use of a cross-margining
methodology for customer securities
and futures accounts. Accordingly,
security futures or other positions
carried in a futures account may not
cumenfly be offsetag&st security
futures or other positions carried in a
.
securities account to reduce a
customer's total margin requirement.
4. Higher Margin Levels
.
The Pro osed Rules expressly
provided &at self-regulatoryauthoritiek
impose
on their members initial
and maintenance
levelsthat are
higher than the minimum levels
o t h e d e specfied in the m l e s . me
~~
proposed Rules also provided that selfauthorities could permit their
members to use a method for computing
required margin that could result in
margin levels that are higher than the
minimum levels specsed in the
rules.t9a
The Commissions have decided that it
is not necessary to adopt these
.
provisions of the Proposed Rules
because other provisions of the Final
Rules make clear the ability of a seffregulatory authority to establish higher
margin levels. The Final Rules establish
'

.
.

,

.

.

2-

See Pmpased CFl'C

Rule 4t45(b)(Z)(i)t

Proposed SECRule 402&1)(2)(i).
192 See bposed CFTC Rule 41.45(b)(21Wt
Proposed SECRule 402(b)(2)(ii).

.

H.Satisfaction of Required Margin
minimum levels and do not set any, .
limitations as to maximum levels.
.
; Section 7(c)lz)(B)[iv of the Exchange'. : .. .
Moreover, the Final Rules expressly do Act lsg requires that the type, form and
for security futures
..
not.preclude a self-regulatory authority use of
. .
or a security futures intermediary from...
be and twain consis~9ntwith;,
imposing additianal -gin
.
the requirements of Remtion'T. To
fum
this statutOryrequirement, the
requirements, including hi&er ini*
,d maintenance levels, .
Commissions proposed to permit
: .
futures intermediaries to accept:
consistent with the Final ~ u l e s . ~ ~' .~ ". .security
"
as margin for security futures any of the '
.'
. As noted previously, a portfolio
..
margining system such as SPAN may be tJ"Pesof collateral permitted under
'

'

mar&

'

'

"

, '

used to compute required margin based
on the'p-eters
established
accordanci with the Final Rules. Each
security futures intermediary remains
responsible fm collecting margin in
,compliancewith the Final Rules.
S.'~rocedGesfor Certain Margin Level
Adjustments

'

,

' '

"

.
.

margin
RegulatiOnT
deficiency in to
a margin aaccoimt.200
he. - . .
proposed to
self-regulatory authorities to establish . - .': :
their
own mar& long
collateral
rqYbements
. .;
requirements were consistent with the
' .
requirements of Regulation T.201
The Final Rules continue to limit the .
.
type, form, and use of collateral deposits
that security futures intermediaries may.
.
accept to satisfy the required margin for .
security futures to those permitted
.
under Regulation T.202 The
Commissions are, however, permitting
security futures intermediaries to
include the net value of ce~tain
.
additionaI items-specifically, long
optionszo3and open trade equity 20c--i~.
computing the equity in an account. . . .
Moreover, for purposes of determining
whether the required margin in an
account is satisfied, the final rules
,.
.

The Commissions proposed to allow
national securities exchanges registered
under section 6(g) of the Exchange
Act194 and nationd securities
associations registered under section
15A&)of the Exchange Act195 to raise
or lower margin levels in accordance
with section 19@)(7)of the Exchange
Act,lgs as long as the resulting levels
satisfy the minimum level
requirements.lQ7The Commissions
received no cements on this aspect of
the proposal, and are adopting it as
proposed.lS~

'

,

'

,

U.S.C. 78g(c)(Z)@)(iv).
Proposed CFTCRule 41.47(a)(4); ~ r o ~ a s e d
SEC
4M(a)(4b
zV1 See Proposed CFTC Rule 41.47(b); Proposed
sECRule 4 ~ ( b ) .
'UzSee CFTC Rule 41.46caJ. SEC Rule 404(a.).
See CFTC Rule 41.46[c)(l)(lv): SEC Rule
404(~)(lHii).
ZMSae W C Rule 41.46Cc)(l)(oi) &d (c)(Z)(W,
SEC Rule 404(c)(l)(vi) and (c)(Z)(iii). '
lsy15

ZUUSee

-3

See ClTC Rule 4 ~ 4 2 ( c ) ( l kSEC Ik&e400(c)(l).

U.S.C. 78f@.
lgS15 U.S.C. 780-30.
15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(7).
Is7 See Pmposed U T C Rule 41.45[cl:

. .

Proposed

SEC Rule 402(c).
. .W'J See CFTC Rule 41.45(c); SEC M e 4(13{c&
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permit security futures intermediaries to
compute equity in accordance with
applicable self-regulatoryauthority
rules, subject to certain adjustments to
ensure consistency with Regulation .
T.205
.
1 .Type, Form and Use of Collateral
a. Acceptable Collateral Deposifs. The
Commissions proposed to permit
security futures intermediaries to accept
as margin for security futures a deposit
of any combination of cash, margin
securities as defined in Regulation T,ZOe
exempted securities as defined in
section 3[a)(12)of the Exchange Act.207
and other collateral permitted under
Regulation T to satisfy a margin
deficiency in the margin account.208
The Commissions received four
comments on this i s s ~ e . 2One
~~
commenter supported the Commissions'
proposal with respect to permissible
collateral.210 The other three
commenters suggested that the
Commissions should permit security
futures intermediaries to accept other
forms of collateral in addition to those
permitted by Regulation T.211
Two of these commentek suggested
that the type of collateral permitted
should be determined based on the type
of account. Under an accomt-specific
approach, for security futures held in
futures accounts, the types of
permissible collateral would be
.
determined by SRO rules; and for
security futures held in securities
accounts, the types of permissible
collateral would be governed by
ReguIation T.212 The other commenter
maintained that, unless the
Commissions recognize other
instruments that are comrnoniy
accepted as collateral within a futures
account [e-g., letters of credit), the
margin requirements would
disadvantage the futures community
and would make it unlikely that

subject to certain conditions.218 These
conditions are intended to facilitate a
security futures intermediary's
hypothecation or liquidation of money
market mutual fund shares deposited as
margin for security futures, as necessary
to meet a customer's clearing
obligations.
Specifically, a security Futures
intermediary may accept money market
mutual fund shares as margin if the
following conditions are met (e-g., under
the rules of a self-regulatory authority or
pursuant to a three-way agreement
among the security futures
intermediary, the customer, and the
money market mutual h i d or its
transfer agent):
(1)The customer waives any right to
redeem the fund shares without the
consent of the security futures
intermediary and instructs the fund or
its transfer agent accordingly;
(21 The security futures intermediary
(or clearing agency or derivatives .
clearing organization with which the
security is deposited as margin)obtains
the right to redeem the shares in cash,
promptly upon request; and
(3) The fund agrees to satisfg any
:
.
conditions necessary or appropriate to
ensure that the shares may be redeemed
in cash, promptly upon request. ,
2. Computation of Equity
The Proposed Rules would have
required security futures intermediaries
to compute the equity in an account in
accordance with Regulation T for
purposes of determining whether the
required margin for security futures is
sati~fied.21~
The Commissions received
one comment on this issue.220 The
commenter expressed the opinion that
s
collateral haircuts in
the ~ l e governing
securities and futures accounts need not
be identical, as long as the relevant
standards do not create a material .
incentive for customers to carry security
futures positions in a futures account
rather than a securities acco~nt.~21
The Commissions have considered
this commenter's views and have
determined not to require security
futures intermediaries to compute
equity in accordance with Regulation T.
The Final Rules provide that, for
purposes of determining whether the
required margin for security futures carried in an account is satisfied, the
equity in an account shall be computed
in accordance with the margin rules

YZJCMEICBOTLetter at 4.
x14CFTCRule 4t46(b)(l); SEC Rule 404(b)(l].
"'See, e.g., W Rule 830C.
*I6
In a recent interpretive release providing
guidance on the application of certain provisions of
registered & having unlisted trading pri&leges on
the fedem1 senuities laws to bading in security
a national s d t l e s exchange (2) any security
futures pmducts, the SEC expressed the view that
listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market: (a) any
nonequity securtty;(4) my securily issuedby either asecurity future is not an extensionof credit under
section li(d)(il of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C.
an open-end investment company or unit
78k(d)(1)1, and that margin collected in connection
invesbnent trust which is registered under a&tiom
8 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C with a security futures transaction represents a good
faith deposit agdinst performance and not ''partial
fIOa-8);(5) my foreign margin sto& and (6) any
payment" for the security. SecuritiesExchange Act
debt security cowertiile into a margin secudty.
Release No. 46101 Uune 21, ZWZ), 67 FR 43234,
90715 U.S.C. 78c(a)(12).
43245 Uune 27.20021. AcccrdingIy,a deposit of
We See ProposedCFTC Rule 41.47[a3(4): Proposed
money market mutual hnd shares by a customer to
SEC Rule 404(a)(4).
satisfy the required margin for a security future
xUWSee Options Exchanges Letter. NFA Letter,
zlW See CFTC Rule 41.46(b)(2); S C Rule
does not, in the SECs view, constitute a direct or
CNEICBOT Letter; SWFIA Letter.
indirect extension or maintenance of credit to or for 404b)(2).
Z1oOptiolls Exchanges Letter at 6-7.
the customer on such shares for purposes of Section
"*See hoposed CFTC Rule 41.43(b); Proposed
SBC Rule 400(b).
"1 See NFA Lettw at 6 7 ; CWCBOT Letter at
ll(d)(l) (15 U.S.C. 78k(d)(l)).
3and SIh/FIA Letter 6-8.
x7See CFTC Rule 4Z43(a)(22); SBC Rule
-"'mLetter.
.
ZU See NFA Lett= at 7; SIAlFIA L.ett81 at 6.
,
4Ol(al(22).
=%Id.,at 6.
2os See CFTC Rule 41.46: SEC Rule 404.
zU"UnderSection 2022 i f ~ e ~ u l a t i oTn(12 C W
220.2). margin securitias include: (11 Any securim

'

a

customers would carry security futures
products in a futures account.213
The Commissions have considered
the commenters' views, and have
adopted the provisions regarding
acceptable collateral deposits
substantially as proposed. In particular,
the Commissions do not believe that it
would be consistent with the
requirements regarding type, form, and
use of collateral under Regulation T to
permit customers to satisfy the required
margin for security futures in a futures
account usihg letters of credit or other
types of collateral not currently
permitted under Regulation T. Any
types of collateral the Federal Reserve
Board may subsequently permit in a
Regulation T margin account, however,
may also be used to satisfy the required
margin for security futures under the
Final Rules.214
b. Use of Money Mnrket Mutual ..
Funds. The definition of "margin
security" pnder Regulation T includes,
among other securities, money market
mutual fiinds. A number of futures
exchanges,currently'accept money,
market mutual fund shares' as
perform an.^ bond deposits for futures
and options on futures, subject to
certain cohditions imposed under CFTC
Rule 1.25.216 Regulation T also permits ,
creditors b extend good faith loan value
to shares in money market mutual funds
and other mutual funds carried in a
securities-account, although the .
,jimitatiow on extensions of credit h
connection with new issues of securities
,under section ll(d)[l) of the Exchange
Act have limited the practicability of
their use.2le
The Fiqal Rules permit the use of
money market mutual fund shares217 to
satisfy the required margin for security .
futures and related positions carried in
a securities account or futures account,

I

I
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applicable to the account.222 However,
futures.228 The rules of the futures .
on or subject to the rules of a self.
.
so that that collateral and other
regulatory authority.236
exchanges generally permit FCMs to .
.
include the value of listed options on
.components of equity are valued
~ h SEC
, is willing to entertain .
consistently in securities and futures
contracts for future delivery in . .
.
.
proposed
rule changes by the national .
computing the equity in a futures
. accounts, the Final Rules require
securities-exchangesand the NASD to .
security futures intermediaries to make account. The rules of the national
grant value to listed options in a
securities exchanges and the NASD,
certain adjustments to equity when
securities sccout under
-however,generally deny value to
determining whether the required
circumstances. In addition, the
margin for security futures carried in an options c a n i d for a customer for the
~ i their
~ ~,
~ ~ - intend
i ~ to review
purpose of compuhg the equity in the
account is satisfied223 Each of these
determination to grant
to long
customei's account.22B
options carried in futures accounts after . .
components of equity is discussed in
turn below.
One cOmmenteI
mncem
s h month of security futures trading to
that the exclusion of net option value . . determine
s . Proposed
a. S e ~ ~ t y F u t u r eThe
it has created a
Rules provided that security futures ." from the calculation of equity in a
material disparity between the margin
futures account would create significant requirements for security futures and
would not be "margin securities" for
0peraUonal &fflcuIties for security .
purposes of the margin requirements
, .
the magin rquitements for
arid therefore would not have loan value futures intermedia~esthat
exchange-traded 'options, and may
.
purposes.224 One commenter .security futures in futures accounts.230 jointly undertake appropriate action.
for -gin
addressed this provision and supported TWUother commenters noted, however,
c. Open Trade Equitg. The Proposed . '
the view .that security futures should not thatrecognition of option value for
did
address in detail how
have loan value for -gin purposes.226 purposes of determining whether the
- . . . he Commissions have considered
reqwed margin for security futures is
lopen trade equity" (i.e-8the daily
.. ' .. ' .
. marked-to-market gain or loss in value.
.
satisfiedin a futures account would
the commenterssviews and ha(ve
create a significaqt regulatory disparity of futures or other exchange-kaded . . . .
adopted Final Rules that provide that .
.withexchange-traded options carried in . contrack) ~ o u l be
d included in the
.
. .
securityfutures will have no value for
. .
equity in an account for purposes of
. securities a333unts.231
purposes of determining whether the
The Commissions, having considered determining whether the required . .
required margin in a securities or
.
the commenters' concerns, are ado ting margin for security futures is satisfied.
futures account is satisfied.226 T M is
~
con&tent
L~
treatment of
Final
Roles
that
provide
t
h
a
t
a
net,
!ong
However,
eight
t5ommentk
raised
the
.
..
'.futures contracts
in futures
or short position +na listed put~or.cal1 . issue and requested clarification &om .
!.
.
.
option carried in a futures account shall .the C ~ m m i s s i o n sThose
, ~ ~ ~ commenters.
accounts.
.
generally requested that the
be valued in accordance with the .
To avoid confusion as to whether
extensioQs of credit in connection with margin rules ap licable to the account .Commissions clqify that broker-dealers .'.
for purppses of qeterrnining whether the ..and PCMs could treat open trade equity . ..
security futures are considered
.' required margin for a security fuhye in on security futures positions as cash for . . - .
~c~~~~~~~
for purposes of the
the accqunt is satisfied.232 For these
purposes of margin and collateral.
Federal Reserve Board's credit
...
.
.
regulations,227 however, the
purposes, the terin 'listed option" is .
oneof those commenters maintained .
Commissions have revised the Final
defined to mean
Put Or
Option
that disallowing the use of open trade
.
..
Rules to'eliminate.the statement that
that is (i) issued a
- 'equity to satisfy margin on trades and
.
security futures are not margin
:
. that is registered:under
17*
position in other markets could dampen . the Exchange Act23sor cleared and
interest in security
securities.
.
b. Option Value.The Proposed Rules guaranteedby a derivatives'learing .
fUtures.237 Another of the commenters .
did not address the question of whether Oqantzation
that is regirtered under
suggested that FCMs would have to - . .
.the net value of options in a securities '
5b the
and
traded make costly systems changes if they
:1
or futures account could be applied to
were not allowed to recognize open
'=Regulation T generally delegates the authority
satisfir the required margin for security
.
mount or o&c pOS1tionLa satisQ the trade equity for security futures as they
reqnfred margin for put or call options on a
are permitted to do for other futures
. .
=%Sea CFTC Rule 41.46(c]: SEC Rule 404(c). For
.
security, certificate of deposit. securities index or
positi0ns.~~8
purporea of d e t e m i n i n g w h e k the required .
toreign currency, or a warrant on a sacudties index
In light of comrnenters' views on this
margin far security fuhues and related positions is
'or c-q
carried in a securities account to the
issue, the Final Rules clarify that "open
satisfied under the Final Rules, the equity in a
registered securities exchange or association
futures m u n t fs defined to include the account's
authorized to trade the option (in the case of
.
trade equity" may be applied to satisfy
net liquidallng equity plus the collateral value of
exchange-listed options) and lo the creditor's
the required margin for security futures
margin securities. exempted securities, and other
examining authoriiy (in the case of all other
.
acceptable margin deposits. See Taint Audit
options),subject in each case to approval by the
and
positions- S~ecificall~s
the
.
Final Rules defide a new term,
SEC See 12 CFR 220.12(1).
C o d t t e e . Margins Handbook. Chapter I (June
1999) (definitionof "margin equity"). Securities
=RThe rules of the national securities exchanges
"variation settlement," to mean any
may not be combinedwith security futures carried
.
and the NASD recognize an exception im long
or debit to a customer account,
in a futures account to create an offset position
listed or OTC options and warrants with a
Or intrada~basis* for
.
''
except pursuant to a cross-marginingarrangement, . remaining period to expiration exceeding g months. made On a
the purpose of marking to market a
as describedin Section ILG.3 of this releasa
such contricts are valued at their current market
value (as definedin Section 2202 of Regulation T . security future or any other conhact that =:ISee wc Rule 41.46(~], (d), and [eh SECRnle
(12 CFR 220.2)), subject to a 75% margin
404(c), [dl,and le).
is: (i)issued by a clearing agency that is
requi~mentSee, e.g., NYSE ~ u l 431(0(2)(~~.
e
Z" See Proposed CFTC Rde 41.47(c); Proposed
z3,,Meetingbehen SEC and
stafland
registered under section 17A of the
.
SBC Rnle 404fcJ.
'
'

'
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fsOptio11~
Fxchanges Letter at 6-7.
,
,S cFTC Rule 41.46(c)(l)(i) and [c)(2)(i); SEC
Role 404(c)[l)(i) and (c)(Z)(i). As discussed below,
open trade equity resulting from the daily
settlement of secuTity futurescan be used to satisfy
the required margin
227 See d i i o n of extensions of credit i
u
Section ILF.4. of this 1e1e-e.

-

representatives of SIPJFIA February 6,2002).
=ITelephone conversations between SEC staff
and The OCC staff fFebnarY 20.2002) adbetween
SEC staff and CBOE staff (February S,ZOOZ).
""See (=FTCRub 41,46[~)(11(ii;SEC Rule
,
.
4Ot(c)[l)[ii).
rU15 U-S.C.78q-2.
7 U.S.C. 7a-2

'

'

'"See CFTC Rule 41.43[a)[16); SEC Rule
401bX16).
2" See Peregrine Letter; OneChicago Lettw, NFA
Mtex CME Letter; SWFIA Letter,Nasdaq Liffe
Letter; SunGard Letter; and Morgan Stanleg Lett,
fJ7OneChicago Letter at 6. :
':In SunCard Letter at 2.
"

..
.
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Exchange Act 238 or cleared and
guaranteed by a derivatives clearing
organization that is registered under
Section 5b of the CEA,240and (ii)traded,
on or subject to the rules of a selfregulatory authority.241 The Final Rules
provide that variation settlement
receivable (or payable) by an account at
the close of trading on any day shall be
treated as a credit [or debit) to the
account on that day.24a
d. Margin Equify Securities. The Final
Rules generally limit the value of a
margin equity security deposited as
margin for security futures in a futures
account to the security's "Regulation T
collateral value," i-e., the current market
value of the security (based on its most
recent closing price) less the percentage
of requiied margin for a position in the
security held in a margin account under
Regulation T.249 This amount, which is
currently set at 50% of current market
value, represents the amount of the
value of a fully-paid margin equity
security deposited into a securities
margin account that would be available
to satisfy the required margin for other
positions in the account under
Regulation T, e.g.. stock options. Margin
equity securities deposited as collated
for security futures in a securities
account remain subject to Regulation T
margin requirements as well as the
margin requirements of applicable self: regulatory authority rules.
By requiring FCMs to value margin .
equity securities as collateral for
security futures at the levels established
.under Regulation T,M4 the Commissions
intend to provide that margin equity
securities used to satisfy margin
.
requirements for security futures are
valued in a consistent manner,
regardless of the type of account in
which a security future is carried. The
Commissions recognize, however, that
the Regulation T margin requirement
applies only to new transactions that
create or increase a margin deficiency in

'

U.S.C.789-1.
7 U.S.C. 7a-1.
'"See CFTC Rule 41.43(a)(32); SBC Rule
IOl(aI(321.
. -. See m C R u l e 41.46[c)(l)(vi) and (c)(2)(iiO:
SEC Rule 4M(cXl)(vil and [c)(2l(iit).
'"See CFl'C Rule 4~43[$(25);SEC Rule
401(a)(25]. The Final Rules define the "current
market value" of asecurity other than a security
future to mean the mast recent closing sale price of
the secudty, as shown by any regularly published
repmting or quotation service CFTC Rule
41.43(a)[4); SEC Rule 40l(a](4). If there is no recent
dosing sale prlce, the security futures interme&ary
may use any reasonable estimate of the market
value of thesecurity as of the most recent close of
business. Id
z u S w CFTC Rule 41.46(c)(i)(ii); SEC Rule ,
404(c)(l)(iii).
ZJ'lS
"0

.
,

an account245 As a result, a uniform
50% hakcut on margin equity securities

in a futures account may result in the
collection of more margin for security
futures carried in a futures account than
would be required for comparable
positions carried in a securities account.
Accordingly, the Final Rules provide
an alternative method for valuing
margin equity securities used as
collateral for security futures in a
futures account based on the same
initial and maintenance computations .
required under Regulation T and
securities SRO rules with respect to
transactions in the account.246 Under .
this alternative method, the haircut for
margin equity securities is equal to the
lowest percentage of margin required for
a margin equity security under the rules
of a national securities exchange
(currently, 25%). On any day when
security futures transactions or related .*
transactions 247 me effected in the
account, however, a customer must
satisfy a special margin requirement
equal to the amount of auy margin
deficiency created or increased in the
account :lf the margin equity securities
were valued at their Regirlation T
conatera value'[i.e., 50% of current
market value].
The Final Rules provide further that; '
if this alfernati~emethod for valuing
.
margin equity securities is used in an
account in which security futures or
related positions are carried and such
account is transferred from one security
futures intermeaiary to another, the
'"The initial margin raquhed for the purchase of
a rnargin equity securlty in a securities account
under Regulation T Is 50% of its current market
value. However, the maintenance margin required
for a position in a mar@ equity security nndm the
rules of the securities self-regulatory organizations
is 25% of current market value. See, e.g., NYSE
RuIe 431(c)(l). Accordingly. a customar that seeks
to use a fully paid equity security to satisfjr the
required margin for a new short option transaction
may apply no more than 50% of the cment m k e t
value of the security for that purpose. On
subsequent days, the customer will not be required
to deposit additional margin. regardless of changes
in the price of the sbrt option or equity security.
unless the required margin far the short option
exceeds 75% of the current markat value of the
equity security.
See CFTC Rule 41.46(e); SEC Rule 404(e).
"7A "related hansactio~"i s d e h e d to include
any kansaction ia related position that creates,
eliminates, increases or reduces an offsetting
position involving a security future, or any deposit
or withdrawal of collateral (other than the
deduction of variation settlement and o ther
periodic deductions by a security futures
intermediary from a customer account). CFTC Rule
41.43(a)(27); SEC Rule 4Oltd(27]. For example, Y a
customer unwinds an offsettingposition in a
futures account, such as by liquidating a long
broad-based index future offsettinga basket of
s e c d t y futures,any margin equity securities used
to satisfy the additional margin in the account
required as aresult of the transaction would have
to be valued at their Regulation T d u e .

-

account may be treated q i if it had been
maintained by the transferee security
futures intermediary from the date of its
origin if the transferee accepts, in good
faith, a signed statement of the.
transferor security futures intermediary
(or, if that is not practicable, of the
customer), that any margin call issubd
under the Final Rules has been
.
satisfied."8 This provision parallels
Section 220.4(b)(7)of Regulation T, and
is consistent with futures industry
practices under Section 4d of the
CEA.249 It is intended to prevent one
security futures intermediary from
transferring an undermargined account
to another security futures intermediary.
e. Other Securities. The Final Rules
impose a haircut on exempt securities
and nonequity securities deposited as
margin for security futures carried in a
futures account equal to the hair,cut
established under the SEC's net capital '
rule.260 This provision is intended to
c o d i t~he haircut currently imposed on
Treasury securities and other debt
securities deposited as collateral for
futures and options on futures under the..
rules of the designated contract markets.
.
Exempt securities and nonequity
securities deposited as collateral for
security futures in a securities account
will remain subject to the higher margin
requirements applicable to such
securities under Requlation T and selfreyhtory&thorit; rules.
.Foreign Currency.The Final Rules ..
orovide that heelv convertible foreign *'
krrency may be h u e d at an amount
no greater than its daily marked-tomarket U.S. dollar equivalent for
purposes of determining whether the .
.
required margin for security futures
w r i e d in a securities or futures account
is satisfied.251This provision reflects
the machum value assigned to foreign
currencies under Regulation T.252
g. Uther Components of Equity. The
Final Rules provide that each other
acceptable margin deposit or component
.
of equity in a securities or futures
account shall be valued at an amount no
greater than its value in a Regulation T
securities margin account253 This
'

24aSwCFTC Rule 41.46(e)(3); SEC Rule 404(e)(3).
14s12CFR 220.4(b)(7] and 7 US.C 6d See also

NASD Rule 11870(d) andNFA Rule 2-27.
zsuSwCFTC Rule 41.46(c)(l](iv): SEC Rule
404(c)(1)(iv).
z s l See CFTC Rule 41.46(c](l)(v] and (c)(Z)(iIk
SEC Rule 404(c)(ll(vl
. .. .. .and (c)(Z)(ii).
'SIMany foreign currencies already are subject to
Signi6cant additional W i t s cn margin
requirements in securities and htuw accounts
under self-regulatory authority rules. As discwed
above, security futures intermediaries andtheir
'customers would also have to observe limitations '
under applicable margin rules. i
See CFTC Rule 41.46(c)(l)(vii); SIX Rule
404(c)(l](vii).

,
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provision is intended to provide that
any additional forms of collateral
permitted under Regulation T in the
future or other items in an account are
valued under the Final Rules in
accordance with Regulation T.
h. Guamntees. The Final Rules
.
provide that no guarantee of a
customer's account shall be given any
effect for purposes of determining
whether the required margin in an
account is satisfied, except as permitted
under the margin rules applicable to the
account254This provision is consistent
with both the requirements currently
applicable to securities accounts under
Regulation T " 6 and the requirements
currently applicable to futures accounts
~ ~ the
under CFTC Rule 1 . 1 0 . ~Thus,
account-specific practices related to
guarantees that are currently followed in
securities accounts and futures
accounts, respectively, would remain
effective under this provision.
3. Satisfaction of the Required Margin .
for Positions Other than Security
Futures
Because the scope of the Final Rules
-islimited to security fuhues and related'
positions, the rules require additional
margin to be deposited in a n account
only when the required margin for
security futures is not satisfied by the
equityin the account. The required
margin for all other positions carried in
.anaccciunt, and acceptable collateral for
such positions, shall be .determinedin
'accordance with the margin rules
applicable to the account.
The Final Rules do not prohibit
security futures intermediaries from
accepting different collateral or
assigning greater collateral value to
assets deposited as collateral with
respect to other positions carried in an
.account, ifperwtted under applicable
self-regulatoryauthority rules. For
example, security futures intermediaries
may use letters of credit to satisfy the
-requiredmargin for commodity futures
.
and commodity options (other than
security futures) in a futures account,
even if a security future is carried in the
account, as long as the collateral or
.

'

,

=*See CFTC Rule 41.46Cf); SEC Rule 4M[@
=5 See 12 CFR 220.3(d). The Regulation T
prohibition governs initial margin. The use of
guarantees f a purposes of maintenance margin b
0th-e
treated under applicable margin rules.
" 6 17 CFR 1.10. CFTC Rule l.lO(d) require^ that
an FCM's financial report be completed in
accordance wilh the CFTC's Fonn 1-FR-FCM
.
Instructionsfor reporting an FCM's net capital
position. These instructions provide Further that
"anFCM may not consider a guarantee agreement
as a substitute for margin" in customers' accounts.
Thus,margin deficits are only satisfied with the
actual transfer of free funds from the gumteeing
accounl
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other equity allocated to the security - be used to cover both a 100-share long .:
future is sufficient to satisfy the
XYZ security future contract as well as
re uirement established under the Final . ,100 shares of X Y Z common stock
Ru es. Likewise, security futures
The collateral used to satisfy the
intermediaries may value margin equity margin requirement with respect to a '
securities deposited to satisfy the
security future may of course be used to
required margin for commodity futures satisfy the margin requirement with
or commodity options (other than
respect to the same position under selfsecurity futures) according to the rules
regulatory authority rules.
of the applicable board of trade.
'
I. When Margin May Be Withdrawn . . .
Moreover, security futures
The Final Rules include provisions
intermediaries may allocate collateral or
that specify when margin may be
other components of equity among
withdrawn from an account that security futures and such other
:',
. .'
contains security futumis. Under the
positions as they consider appropriate.
Proposed Rules, these provisions would.:
For example, a security futures
intermediary may elect to allocate cash, have been incorporated into the
Commissions' margin requirements ' '
open trade equity, option value, and
through the application of Regulation "1
nonequity securities to satisfy the
..
required margin for security futures and Because the Final Rules do not
.
expressly apply Regulation T, the'
related positions in a futures account,
c
and allocate margin equity securities to . Commissions have identified the
circumstances in whicli a customer or a.,, :
satisfy the required margin for .
secu@tyfutures intermediary may
. .
commodity f u w s and commodity
withdraw cash, securities or other '
options (other than security futures).
This allocation would allow the security collateral deposited as margin for
futures intermediary to value the margin .'securityfutures and related p o s i t i o ~ . ~ ? .
equity securities as permitted by the
1. Withdrawal of Margin by the .
applicabIe margin rules, rather than at
. .
Customer
..%.
.
the security's Regulation T collateral
value, provided that the securiQ futures . The Final Rules provide that a . ',. ? .
in the account are adequately margined customer may withdraw cash, '
. ..
securities, or other assets deposited i s '
by the other collateral in the account.
, mag@ for security futures or related
To prevent assets used to satisfy the
positions, provided that the equitj in :'..
required aargin,for security futures
: ..
from being counted twice for margin . . the account after such withdrawid is
sufficient to satisfy the required.inagin .'.:
purposes, the Final RuIBs provide that
transactions, positions or deposits used for the securitv futures and related
positions in t&e account under the ~ i n a l '
to satisfy the required margin foy
Rules.mo
... .
security futures or related positions
Customers that use the alternative : '
s h d be unavailable to satisfy the
collateral valuation method for equity '' .
required margin for any other position
securities, pursuant to CFTC Rule
.,
or tmnsaction or any other
41.46(e]
and
SEC
Rule
404(e),
are
. .
.
In articular, a related
req~irement.2~7
subject
to
an
additional
restriction
on
.
*
.
position used to re uce the required
withdrawals
that
parallels
the
margin for a security future may not be
. withdrawal restrictions of Regulation .
used in a strategy-based offset with
T.Zs1 Specifically, cash, securities or. .
another item in the account. This
other assets may not be withdrawn wit+: .
provision is consistent with the
.
respect to an account that uses the
satisfaction restriction in Section
alternative
method
if:
220.4(c)(4)of Regulation T.256 For
(i) Additional cash, securities, or
example:
A deposit of $1000 in margin equity other assets are required to be deposited .
as margin for a transaction in the
securities used to satisfy the required
account on the same or a previous day :.
margin for a $500 margin call on a
pursuant to a special margin
.
security future cannot also be used to
r uirement; or
satisfy a $350 margin call on a bmadThe withdrawal, together with.'.,
.
based index future in a futures account, other transactions, deposits, and
even if, under the margin rules
withdrawals on the same day, would'
applicable to the account, equiv
create or increase a margin deficiency if ' securities used as collateral for the
the margin e uity securities were valued
broad-based index future may be valued at their Regu ation T collateral value.262
at 85% of current market value (i-e.
This restriction is intended to.prevent
$850).
a customer from withdrawing margin
A 100-share XYZ put option
. .
.. ..
contract in a securities account may not
""See CFTC Rule 4L47; SEC ~ u l 405.:
e

P

,:

'

'

,

,

'"

,

1

'

Tii)

,

'

,

P

wSee CFTC Rule.4lLI.46(dJ;.S.EC
Rule 404(,3).
"'12 CFR 220.4(~][4). '
:

41.47(& SIEC Rule 4 0 5 .~
WISee 12 CFR 220.4(e).
mSee CFTC ~ u 4~46Ce);
~ e SEC R& 404ce).

'Z'WSee CFTC Rule

'

.

.

,
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deposited to satisfy a special margin
requirement unless the customer's
equity exceeds the required margin in
the account or the customer substitutes
securities of equivalent value.
2. Withdrawal of Margin by the Security
Futures Intermediary
The Final Rules provide that a
security futures intermediary may
deduct certain payments and charges
from a customer account to meet the
customer's obligations to the security
futures intermediary and third
parties.263 Specifically,without regard
to the other provisions of the rule, the
security futures intermediary may
deduct the following items from an .
account:
(i) Variation settlement payable,
directly or i~directly.2~4
to a clearing
agency or derivativesclearing
organization to settle the customer's
obligationsunder a security futures
contract or other contracts cleared
through the clearing agency or
derivatives clearing organization;
(ii) Interest charged on credit
maintained in the account;
(iii)Communicationor shipping
charges with respect to transactions in
the account;
(iv)Payment of commissions,
brokerage, taxes, storage and other
charges lawfully accruing in connection
with the positions and transactions in
the account; and
[v] Any service charges that the
security futures intermediary may
impose. These items reflect the
permissible withdrawals from a
securities account and a futures account
under RegulationT 265 and Section 4d of
the CEA,266respectively. The Final
Rules also permit a security futures
intermediary to deduct any other items
that may be deducted under Regulation
T (e.g., premiums on securities
borrowed, dividends, interest, m other
distributions due on borrowed
securities), to the extent permitted
under applicable margin rules.
1.Consequences of Failure To ColIect
Required Margin
The Commissions proposed that the
amount of initial or maintenance margin
required would be obtained as promptly
as possible and in any event within
three business days or within such
shorter time period as may be imposed
by applicable regulatory authority
""JSse CPTC Rule 41.47(b]; SEC Rule 405(b).

Z'*The phase "directly or indirectly" is intended
to encompass payments either dhectly to a clearing
agency or derivatives clearing organization, or
payments made through a clearing broker.

z"slZCFR 220.4[f).
""a7 U.S.C. 6 6

. . futures exchange rules, the outcome is ..
rules.267 The Commissions also
proposed that the time limits for
substantially similar.
collection of initialmargin could be
Finally, another commenter
.:
recommended that the period for
extended upon application by the
creditor to its examining authority, as
collecting initial and maintenance
.
defined in Proposed CFTC Rule
margin be extended to four days [T+4)
41.44(a)(3)and Proposed SEC Rule
in order to be consistent with existing .
.
401(a)(3),to the extent permitted by
requirements in the futures and
applicable regulatory authority rules.2es securities industries.276 That commenter
also expressed concern regarding the ' .
Failure to collect additional margin
ivithin the established period would
procedures that must be followed if '.:
have required the creditor to liquidatu
margin is not received in the time
.
the account, as required by Regulation
prescribed, noting that the Proposed
.
T.269
Rules would require liquidation of
. . positions in accordance with ~ e ~ u l a t i o n .
The Commissions received six
T. The commenterbelieved t h l
comments on the issue of timing for
collection of m a r g h 2 7 0 onecommenter requiring a £irmto liquidate positions if'- .
supported the proposed time limit for . amargin call is not met, or providing
collection of margin, stating that a time that the time period for collection could
.? ,
limit of three business days or shorter, ' be extended by the firdn's- 6
with the opportunity for extensions
'
authority. could create significant
an FCM and its
upon application, would be a *asonable burdens for
examining authority because these are :"'
tirne hamefor initial and maintenance
not the clirrent practices in the futures 1
:
margin calls.271
...
'. industry.
. One commenter disagreed with the ....
commissio~have
.
proposed time limits and recommended. the comment&sviewsand have decid&d
that the Commissions adopt the time
to adopt
time.periods
.
limits provided in Regulation '
I
w
,
hich: collection ofmrogia neCammisims
requires the callection of margin within,.. . have determined that deference to
five business days after the position is. : account~speci~c
rules in this instance
1 operational
costs that would,..
established (T+5J, and the collection o f . ~ 1avoid
maintenance margin as promptly as .
.
be incurred in modifying existing
possible and in any event within fifteen: p,ctices, and
not proVidean
...
.
z
business days.272 Another commenter : incentive for customers to select one ::.;.
supported a T t 1 margin settlement : ; type of account [securities or futures) 5 . .
'cycle and a T t 5 collection period.273
,overanother.
.I ' .
The same commenter observed 'that . .
addition, the Co&.ions have ,,:
"[gliven that the initial margin .
. . ,
.
- '. . decided not to require immediate
collection period for securities and
liquidation of the positions in a
listed securities options is T+5, and
account if *e customer fa
to
that, as a result of required capital
. deposit additional required margin
.
charges, futures have an effective . .
within a prescribed number of days.
collection period of T+5, the -.
Commissionsbelieve that, in genmal, a:!
htures
btemedilrg
,'~ssociations'members feel strongly W secdty
be .
a Tt5
period
also adequatelyprotected against potential ..
apply to security futures."274
adverse movements in customers'
Two other commenters urged the
. positions if it takes a capital charge for:
Commissions to recognize the existing
the amount by which the customefs .. .
time limits in both the securities and
account is undermargined Accordinglr,
futures industries.275Specifically, these the Final Rules provide that ifany . .
commenters believed that although the
margin call required by this Regulation'
provisions governing the time of
[§§ 242.400 through 242.406) is not met
collection in Regulation T are different
in full, the security futures intermediary
from those set forthby the CFTC and the shall take the deduction required under
CFTC or SECrules,277as applicable, in .
"7Sw Proposed ClTC Rule 41.46[d and @
:]I
. .
computing its net capital.278
-. .
Proposed SECRule 403[a) and (b].
The Commissions have decided,
See Proposed CFTCRule 41.48(~): h p o s e d
however, to requite that a security
SEC Rule 403[cl.
futures intermediary liquidate positions'
12 CFR 220.4(d).
..
2msee
pereene L~~~~ SIA credit ~
i
~in an account
~
~if the account
i
~ would
~
TOp~ovide
Letter. S I A , Letter. Morgan Stanley Letter, CME~ liquidate to a
CBOT Letter; and NFA Letter. .
.
.
,

'

'

"

'

+

,

d.

'

-

,

:,

hi'

'

-

,

'

"'Peregrine Letter at 2
"'NFA Lettei at 5.
SIA Credit Division Letter at 2.
Zm17 CPR 1.17[c)(5)(vUOor lix); 17 &R
7
' :' SIA/FIA Letter at 11. .
240.1Sc3-l[c)(~)(xU).
z7'1d.
'7"CFTC Rule 41.48(a); SEG Rule 406(a).
See Morgan Stauley Letter at I O : ~ . ~ C .B M
:
" V F T C Rule 4~48(b);SEC Rule 406&). This is
.
.
the same standard that applies to options specialists
Letter at 5.

..'

"

.
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firms with the flexibility to control
liquidation of positions during adverse
market conditions, the Final Rules
provide that firms shall liquidate such
positions promptly and in an orderly
manner. This is consistent with futures
industry practices in which FCMs,
pursuant to customer agreements,
exercise discretion in making
liquidation decisions. In this regard, the
Commissionsbelieve that it is prudent
business practice for security futures
intermediaries to take steps to liquidate
customer accounts well before they are
i n a deficit condition. The uniform
liquidation requirement ado ted under
the Fial Rules difEers from %e
liquidation requirements imposed under
RegulationT and securities SRO rules
with respect to undermargined
accounts.280 The FinalRules clarify thaf
this Regulation T liquidation
requirement does not apply to securitp
futures held in a securities account281
K. CFTC Proceduresfor Notification of
Proposed Rule Changes Related to
hrgin
In keneral, a designated contract
q k e t , including a "notice-designated"
contract market.252 or registered
derivatives transaction execution
facility ('13TF") that proposes to make
a rule change regarding its security
futures margin requirements (other than
proposed rule changes that result in
higher margin levels) must submit the
proposed rule change to the SEC for
approval in accordance with section19(b)of the Exchange Act."3 In
addition, contract markets designated

53167

pursuant to Section 5 of the CEA and
filed a proposed rule change with the
registered DTFs are also required under SEC would depend on which procedure
Section 5c(c] of the CEA to make certain under Section 5ctc) of the CEA 2" the .
filings with the CFTC regarding rule
entity elected to follow.
Proposed CFTC Rule 41.48(b)(l)
changes, including those for security
applied to any designated contract
futures products.284 Because ATSs are
market registered under section 5 of the
not SROs under the Exchange Act,
notice-designated contract markets that CEA or registered DTF that elects to
are ATSs are not required to submit
seek the prior approval of the CFTC for
a proposed rule change, in accordance proposed rule changes to the SEC for
with Section 5c(c)(2) of the CEA292 In
approval in accordance with section
such case, the contract market or DTF
19Cb) of the Exchange Act.
Section 5c(c)of the CEA provides for would file its requests with the SEC and
two alternative procedures by which
CFTC concurrentl
Under ~ r o ~ o s e ~ Rule
klT~
such a designated contract market or
41.48&)(2),an entity that elects to
registered DTF may implement a
implement a proposed rule change by
proposed mle change.255 First, in
filing a written certification with the ,: .
accordance with Section 5c(c)(l) of the
CFTC in accordance with Section
CEA, a proposed rule change may be
.
5dc)(l) of the CEAzn3would be
im lemented by providing the CFTC
. required to provide a copy of the
wit a written certification that the
proposed rule change complies 9th the proposed rule change and any
CEA.2S6 Second, Section 5c(c)[2)of the accompanying documentation that was.
EIed with the SEC. concurrent with the'
CEA ~rovidesthat, before the
SEC filing. ~ r o r n after
~d~
the SEC
impl~mentationof a proposed rule
change, an entity may request that the
approves the proposed rule change, the .
CFTC grant prior approval of the.rule
designated conmct market or registered
change.287
DTF would He the written certification
Proposed CFTC Rule 41.48(a) required with the CFTC.
The.CFTC requested comments on an.
any notice-designated contract market .
alternative procedure under which an .
that files a proposed rule change
regarding customer margin for security' entity would file its written certification
futures with the SEC for ap roval in
with the CFTC at the same time as it ;
accordance with section 18fb)(?) of the: fdes the proposed rule change with the
Ekchange Act 285 t~ concurrently
SEC, rather than after the SEC approves.
provide to the CPTC a copy of such a
the ro osed rule change.
proposed rule change and any
d e ~ F T cdid not receive any
accompanying documentation Ned with. comments relating to this issue, and it :
the SEC.28gSuch notice-designated
is therefore adopting the notification
contract market was not required to
provisions as proposed, in all material .
provide any supplemental information, respects.
even if such i n f k t i o n were
'
under the SEC's net capital rule. Exchange A d Rule subsequently provided to the SEC in the 111. PaperworkReduction Act.
15~3-l(c)(2)(xJ@)(17 CPR 240.15~3-l(c)(Z)M(D]). course of the SEC's review of the
A; CFTC
="Under Regulation T, if any initial margin can
proposed rule change. The purpose of
The paperwork ~eductibnA& of 199j.
is not met lnfnllwithin one ayment period after
this Proposed Rule was to provide the
a margin deficiency is createg or increased. a
("PRA") 294 imposes certain
creditor must liquidate securities sufficient to meet CFTC, a s a joint regulator of markets
requirements on federal agencies . ..
. the margln call or to eliminate any margin
offering security futures products, with (including the CFTC and the SEC) in
de6ciency exiting on the day such liquidation is
,;
timely notification of a proposed rule
required. whicheveris less (unless the margin
connection with theit conducting or
deficiency created or increased is Sloao or lass). 12 change.
sponsoring any collection of
Proposed CFTC Rule 41.48h)
CFR 220.4(d). The Regulation T payment period is
informationas defined by the PRA. The
currently fme business days, although it may be
established the notification process for
Final
Rules that have been adopted do
extendedfor one or more limited periods upon
contract markets designated-pursuant to
applicationby h e creditor to its examining
not require a new collection of
Section
5
of
the
CEA290
and
registered
authority. Id. at 1 2 CFR220.2, 220.4[~][3). NYSE
information on the part of any entities :
DTFs. The process by which such,an
Rule 431 requires the amount of maintenance
subject
to these rules. Accordingly, the.
margin or marlr to market required by any provision entity would notify the CFTC of having
requirements imposed by the PRA are
of the NYSE Rule 431 to be obtained within fifteen
business days horn the date such deficiency
.
'M7 U.S.C. 7a-2(c). Notice-designated conbact . not applicable to these d e s ..
. occurred. unless the Exchange has specifically
markets
ere exempt from the requirements of
granted the member organization additional time
B.
SEC
Section 5c of the a A pursuant to Section
NYSE Rule 431(0[6).
Sf@)(1)@)of the CEA (7 U.S.C. 7a-~(b)(l)D)).
The Paperwork Reduction Act does. .
zalCFTCRule 41.48(c); SEC Rule 406(c).
""ea
dso 66 FR 42256 (August 10, 2001) (CFTC not apply because the rules do not
..
am% notice-ddesignatedconhact market Is a
rules implementing these procedmes, codified in a
impose recordkeeping or information
national securities exch;mge registeredpursuant to
new Part 40 of Title 17, CFTC Rules 40.5 and 40.6).
section 6(a) of the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C 78Ran.
collection requirements, or other
2ru;7U.S.C: 7a-2(c)(l).
a national securitiesassociation registered pursuant
collections of information that r e q .e .
7
U.S.C.
7a-Z(c)(2).
to section 1SAW of the Exchaane Act 115 U.S.C.

.

7.l

'

780-3[a)), or

Hlternative traZLgsysiem ("ATs")

as defined in Section Za(1) of the CEA (7 U.S.C.
la(1)) that is designated as a contract market
pursuant to Section 5f of the CEA (7 U.S.C. 7b-1).
m15 U.S.C. 78s(b).

" M 1U.S.C.
~
78~6)(2).
xWThecopy may be submitted to the W C
elecbonically,by facside, or by delivery of shard
copy.
7 U.S.C. 7a-2
'

-

zs17 U.S.C. 7a-2(c). ..
"'7 U.S.C. 7%2(c)(2).
""7 U.S.C. 7a-Z(c)[l).
zw44U.S.C. 3501 etseq.

.

..

.

.

'

.
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the approval of the Office of
CFMA. To lhe extent that the Final
security futures products, prevent
'.
Management and Budget under 44
Rules permit FCMs and futures
systemic risk, and to require that: (1)
U.S.C. 3501, el. seq.
exchanges to maintain existing
The margin requirements for a security
operational and business practices, the
future be consistent with the margin
IV. Costs and Benefits of the Final Rules
Final Rules enable market participants
requirements for comparable option
to minimize o erational costs associated contracts traded on any exchange
A. CFTC
with
the intro uction of security
registered pursuant to section 6(a) of the .
Section 15(a)of the CEAZg5requires
futures, and presem meaningful
Exchange Act; zQ7 and (2) the initial and
that the CFTC, before promulgating a
customer choice as to the type of
maintenance margin levels for a security
regulation under the CEA or issuing an
order, consider the costs and benefits of account (securities or futures) in which future not be lower than the lowest level
the customer may elect to carry security of margin, exclusive of premium,
its action. By its terms, Section 15[a)
futures. In certain respects, the Final
does not require the CFTC to quantify
required for any comparable option
Rules promote a level playing field
the costs and benefits of a new rule or
. .
between options exchanges and security contract traded on any exchange
determine whether the benefits of the
registered pursuant to section 6(a) of the
futures
exchanges,
and
between
brokerrule outweigh its costs. Rather, Section dealerslsecurities accounts and FCMsI
Exchange Act, other than an option on . .
15(a)simply requires the CFTC to
futures accounts. Accordingly, the .Final a security future, and to ensure that the:
"consider the costs and benefits" of its
margin requirements (other than levels
Rules are not expected to have a
action.
of margin), including the type, form,
negative impact on competition.
Section 15(a)further specifies that
and use of collateral for security futures,,
3. Financxal integrity of futures
costs and benefits shall be evaluated in markets and price discovery. The Final. .amand remain consist;ent with the
.
light of the following considerations: (lJ Rules should have a positive effect on
requirements established by the Federat
Protection of market participants and
.
the financial integrity of security futures Reserve Board under Regulation T.
the public; (2) efficiency,
markets by protecting against systemic
The
SEC
provided
a&
'bstimate
of
the..
'
competitiveness, and financial integrity risk.
'
costs
and
benefits
of
the
Proposed
of futures markets; (3) price discovery;
4. Sound risk management practices.
Rules, and requested comments on all ..
(4) sound risk management practices;
The Final Rules are consistent with
aspects of its estimate, includirig
and (5) other public interest
sound risk management practices.
considerations. Accordingly, the CFTC
5. Other public considerations. The , identification of any additional costs or.. .
.
could, in its discretion, give greater
Final Rules are expected to.preserve the benefits of the proposed rules. The SEC
encouraged c o k e n t e r s to Ldentify and.
weight to any one of the five
financial integrity of markets trading
supply
any relevant data, a d y s i s and .
considerations and could, in its
security futures and prevent systemic estimates concerning the costs and
discretion, determine that,
risk, thereby benefiting the public The
notwithstanding its costs, a particular
CFTC believes that the Final Rules give benefits of the proposed rules. Several .
rule was necessary or appropriate to
rise to an acceptable level of cost in
. commenters 'expressed the view that
certain aspects of the Proposed Rules . .
protect the public interest or to
light of the expected benefits of the
would impose costs. Howwer, none of
effectuate any of the provisions or to
rules.
accomplish any of the purposes of the
After evaluating these considerations, .the commenters provided specific data: .
regarding the overall costs and benefits
CEA.
the CETC has determined to adopt the
This rulemaking constitutes a package Final Rules discussed above. The CFTC of the Proposed Rules.
of related rule provisions. The Final
invited public comment on its costThe SEC has considered the costs and' .
Rules establish the amount of initial and benefit analysis, but did not receive any benefits of the Find Rules. We are
maintenance customer margin for
comments in response to this invitation. sensitive to the costs and benefits that :
transactions in security futures. The
Moreover, insofar as the comments
might arise from compliance with our .
CFTC believes that the customer margin received raise any matters that might be rules and amendments. In response to
requirements for security futures are, in deemed to relate to the cost-benefit
commenters' concerns about the
accordance with the CFMA, consistent
analysis, the CFTC has addressed such
potential costs related to the application.
with the margin requirements for
comments in the foregoing discussion
of Regulation T to all trai-sactions in
comparable option contracts traded on
and through modifications to the
security futms, the Commissions are
any exchange registered pursuant to
, Proposed Rules.
adopting stand alone margin rules for
section 6[a) of the Exchange Act.296 The
security futures that apply only certain .
B. SEC
CFTC has evaluated the costs and
Section 7 of the Exchange Act, which requirements of Regulation T that are
benefits of these rules in light of the
necessary to satisfy the statutory
overns the amount of credit that may
speciiic considerations identified in
requirement
that the margin
%ei n i W y extended and subsequently
Section 15(a)of the CEA:
maintained on any security [other than requirements for security futures be and
1.Protection of market participants
an exempted securityl, was amended by remain consistent with RegulationT.
and the public. In general, the Final
The SEC understands that some aspects
the CFMA to add provisions related to
Rules should further the protection of
of the Final Rules may impose costs on
margin
for
security
futures.
On
M
a
r
c
h
6,
market participants and the public.
some persons or entities. However, the
2001, the Federal Reserve Board
2. Efficiency and competition. As
Final
Rules are being adopted pursuant
delegated
its
authority
under
section
noted above, the margin requirements
7(c)(2)of the Exchange Act to establish to statutory directive and are necessary
are consistent with the margin
margin requirements for security futures to permit trading in security futures. In.
requirements for comparable option
addition, the SEC notes that the Final
to the SEC and CFTC.The Final Rules
contracts traded on any exdhange
Rules will apply only to those brokerregistered pursuant to section 6(a) of the establish such margin requirements.
Specifically, the CFMA amended
dealers and FCMs that choose to do a
.
Exchange Act, as required under the
section 7(c) of the Exchange Act to
business in security futures.
require that the rules preseme the
m5 7 U.S.C. 19(a).
mais
U.S.C 78f(d.
financial integrity of markets trading
U.S.C 78f(aJ.
. .
'
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1.Costs

When the Proposed Rules were issued margin and options margin, the SEC
for comment, the SEC noted that the 2 0 believes that the margin levels adopted
The Final Rules will impose
.'
administrative costs on security futures percent margin level could appear to be in the Final Rules are appropriate.
c. Compu&tion of Margin. The Final
intermediaries. Further, security futures high when compared to margining
Rules require security futures
methodologies currently used for
intermediaries are responsible for
futures other than securiv futures. As a intermediaries to compute and collect,
complying with the Final Rules and
on a daily basis, required margin for
result, a potential cost of the margin
thus will incur various costs. The SEC
each customer's security future carriedlevels is that they may lead to reduced
has identified below areas where the
or held by such entity. This requirement
interest in trading security futures and,
Final Rules may impose costs.
. .
therefore,
foregone.hedging
is
designed to assure contract
a. Compliance with Regulation T. The
performance and the integrity of the
opportunities.
Pmposed Rules would have applied
However, while margin requirements' marketplace. In addition, all security .
Regulation T to financial relations
futures intermediaries will Pay or
between brokers, dealers, and members on futures other than security futures
receive
daily variation settlement Ke.,
from
2-10
percent,
299
generally
range
of national securities exchanges and
the daily net gain or loss on a security
SEC staff estimated'that applying
their customers with respect to
future) as a result of all open futures
..
transactions in security futures and any traditional futures risk-based margining positions being marked to current
methods
to
security
futures
would
related securities or futures contracts
value by the clearing
that are used to o&et positions in such require ma=gin of greater than 10 . . market
08anizationsecurity futures. Accordingly, under the percent.30° In addition, hoivever, SEC
.
The SEC believes that the daily
staff estimated that the proposed margin
Pmposed Rules. Regulation T would
required
computation
of
the
e
t
i
a
l
and
levelswould reduc. the dances
fiata
have applied to all transactions in
maintenance margin requirements and .
margin account would not contain
security futures, whether they were
the coIIection and disbursement of daily
sufficient
b
h
to
cover
a
given
dayss
effected in a securities account or a
movement
appro-ately
settlement variation for security futures.
futures account. Several commenters
by security futures intermediaries wiU ."
percent using traditional risk-based
expressed concern that applying
. ..require these entities to program or . .
futures
margining'to
0.3
percent.
Regulation T to securi futures in
systems to *'
Further, ecpnomic resear& has thus f q 'Iepr0gram their
futures accounts woul result in
implement the margin computations .hot
been
able
to
establish
a
strong
subskintial costs to FCMs resulting from
relationship btween
futures margin . and the settlement variation procedures
the need to reprogram their margin
.fm security future's. These entities may: . .
levels
and
interest
in
the
produ~t3~-i
. also
systems to comply with Re dation T.
incur additional data storage costs
TherefoE,
while
the
margin
levels
As noted above, the Fin8 ~ u l e ds o
and resource costs aksociated with these
under
the
Find
mav,~mpose
a
not apply Regulation T to a l l security
calculations.
Und
ed Aacounlr. SEX:
cost. tho SEC believes that the margin
futures transactions. Instead, as noted
levels should lowei chances of customer Rule 4os[al requires a.seckty futurer.
above, the Final Rules incorporate
certain requirements of Regulation T as default and therefore lower systemic
intermediq
taLe
a deduction
in .:
risk to themarkets. For these reasons,
computing tonet
cppitd
to
extent
necessary to satisfp the requirement
and the staiutory mandate that r e q w s that any margin call reqhed by the, ,
under section 7(c)(2)of the Exchange
comparability between security futures Final Rules is not met infull. In
Act that the Final Rules be and remain
..
consistent with Regulation T. The SEC
addition,
SEC
Rule,406(b)
requires
that
'!W&ath, h,lidran& B and Alleder, M (2001).
believes that this aspect of the Final
a security futures intermediary liquidate
The finpact ofldargins in Futures Mark&:
Rules should only impose minimal
Eviden=efmm the Gold and Sil~erMahts,The
positions a prompt and orderly
administrative costs on security futures Quarterly Review of Economics andFinance,279. . manner in any account in which
.
>*The SBC staff examined all securities with
intermediaries. For broker-dealers and
security futures are held at any time ..
avewe
b a d k volume greater than 5000001
there is a li@dating deficit in the
:.
members of national securities
using data from 2000 from the Center for Research..
exchanges that trade security futures,
account. The SEC believes that these ..
in S e d t g pd- ~ ( ~ R s PBased
* ? . on these data,
there should be little or no cost imposed the SEC staff calculated the daily price returns and . aspects of the Final Rules may impose :
by this aspect of the Final Rules because the 30-day historical price volatility for eaih of the costs on security futures intermediaries .
they already are subject to Regulation T secmities examined.
by requiring them to evaluate
.
Based on the assumption that cash and fntures
for other securities transactions. For
information to determine for each
.
prices typically move tonether. the SEC staff
FCMs, there will be some administrative ionduciid a s~ulation,"using'actualsecuity price customer's account involving security
movements as estimatas fm wouldbe futures price
costs associated with this aspect of the
futures when margin. calls required
'
movements. Based upon these security fuhues'
h a 1rules to program their systems to
under
the Final Rules have not been
price estimates, the staff determined the margin
comply with the specific provisions of
met. Security futures intermediaries
requirements for each of these securiq futures
Regulation T that are included in the
under both the 20 percent strategy-basedapproach
may also incur costs i n the form of
and the traditional risk-basedfutures approach. The capital charges with respect to
F i a l Rules.
staff examinedhaw often the funds attriiutable to
b. Levels of Margin. SEC Rule
customers that do not meet margin calls.
margin requirements are insuf6dent to cover the
403 (b)(l)sets the level of margin at 20
In addition, security futures
daily price movements of these s e d t y futures.
percent of current market value, which
This is relevant to the examination of systemic risk intermediaries that have customer
.
is the same level that would have been
because a necessary condition for mtamer default
accounts that fall into a liquidating .
to occur is the depletion of the funds attnitable
set under the Pmposed Rules. The 20
deficit may incur costs in complying
to margin requirements (assumingno market risk to
percent level is necessary to fulfill the
with the mandatory liquidation
- .close out such position).
requirement under Section 7(c)(2)(B)(iii) xllFor further details on these issues, see Fishe. provisions of the Final Rules. . .
that the margin requirements for
R P. H., Goldberg, L.G.,[1986), The Effects of
2. Benefits
Margins on Trading in Futures Markets,Joumslof
security futures be consistent with the
Futures Mrakets, 261; Fishe, P.H., Coldberg.L.A..
margin requirements for comparable
The benefits of the Final Rules are . .
Gosnell. T.F. and Sinha, S. (lam),Mcugin
exchange-traded opt i ~ n s . ~ ~ ~
related
to the benefits that will accrue .
Requirement in Futms Markets: Their Relatfonshtp
as a result of the enactment of the
to Price Volatility, The Ioumal of Putuxes Markets.
541.
z y a l S U.S.C. 78g(c](Z)(B)(iii).
CFMA. By repealing the ban on futures
,
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on single securities and futures on
narrow-based security indexes, the
CFMA will enable a greater variety of
financial products to be traded that
potentially could facilitate price
discovery and the ability to hedge.
Investors will benefit by having a wider
choice of financial products to buy and
sell, and markets and market
participants will benefit by having the
ability to trade these products. These
rules are a prerequisite to the
commencement of trading in the new.
products, and therefore they are also a
prerequisite to any benefits that may
derive firom the availability of these .
products.
a Benefits to Security Futures
Intermediaries. SEC Rule 403(b)(l)
provides that the minimum Lnitial and
maintenance margin levels for each
security future would be 20 percent of
. the current market value of such
contract. Moreover, SEC Rule 404(b)
provides that a security futures
intermediary may accept as collateral
cash, margin securities, exempted
securities, or other collateral permitted
under Regulation T, as well as shares in
money marketmutual funds, to satis&
a margin deficiency. The SEC believes
that these aspects of the Final Rules will
provide sound protection from customer
defaultby reducing chances of
depletion of margin accounts.
Accordingly, the Final Rules should
reduce systemic risk associated.with the
trading of these new products.
b. Benefits to Customers. SEC Rule
403(b)(2)provides that customers be
permitted to offset ositions involving
security futures wi certain related
securities or futures. Such offsets would
be pro osed by regulatory authority
rules tEat would be approved by the
SEC pursuant to section 19(b)(2)of &e
Exchange Act and. as applicable, by the
ClTC pwsuant to Section 5c(c) of the
CEA if such offsets were consistent with
the requirements of section 7(c)(Z)(B)of
the Exchange Act, including the
requirement that margin requirements
for security futures be no less restrictive
than those imposed on options. These
offsets will provide benefits to
customers because they will recognize
the hedged nature of certain specified
combined strategies and will permit
lower margin requirements that better
reflect the true risk of those strategies.
V. Consideration of Burden on
Competition, Promotion of Efficiency
and Capital Formation
Section 3(fJ of the Exchange requires
the SEC, when it is engaged in
rulemaking and is required to consider
or determine whether an action is
necessary or appropriate in the public
,

k

interest, to consider whether the action
would promote efficiency, competition, .
and capital formation.302 Section
23(a)(2)requires the SEC, in adopting
rules under the Exchange Act, to
consider the impact any rule would
have on competition.303 Section 23(a)(2)
further proviaes that the SEC may not
adopt a rule not necessary or
appropriate in furtherance of the
purposes of the Exchange Act. In the
proposing release, the SJX requested
comments on these statutory
considerations. The SEC received no
comments on the issue of competition,
efficiency, or capital formation.
.
The SEC.believes that the rules
should promote efficiency by setting
.
forth clear uidelines for security
futures intermediaries when collectiig
customer margin related to security'.
futures. Further, the SEC bekieves that
the rules will provide s o u d protection
from customer default by reducing the
chances of depletion of niargin
accounts, thereby reducing systemic risk
associated with the trading of these new
products. ,.
TKe SEC alsobelieves that the rules
would not imljose any sig&ent
burden on competition. The Final Rules
provide that securi$ futuresgenerally .
will be go+rned by the exij.ting maigin
rules applicable to securities accoets
and to futures accoiuts, wKch are not
identical in all cases. Hawker, the
Final Rules also include uniform
provisions: applicable to security
futures regardless of the type of account
in which they are held, which are .
designed to prevent competitive
advantages from arising simply because
security futures are held in one type of
account rather than the other. The rules
serve only to set forth margin
requirements for security futures. In
addition, the Find Rules satisfy section
7(c)(2)(B)(iii)of the Exchange Act,
which, among other things, requires that
the margin rules for security futures be
consistent with those for comparable
exchange-traded options. Accordingly,
the Final Rules are designed to prevent
competitive advantages from arising
solely out of differences between the
margin requirements for security futures
and those for exchange-traded options.
Lastly, the SEC believes that the rules
will not have any impact on capital
formation because the rules, as adopted,
merely establish requirements governing
the collection of customer margin. The
SEC reiterates that the margin
requirements would protect security
futures intermediaries from customers'
default, thus encouraging participation
,

'.
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'

'

;

JUz15U.S.C. 78cQ. '
'w 15 U.S.C 7Bw(~i)[Z).

by these market participants in the
trading of futures on both single
,.
securities and narrow-based security .
indexes. Therefore, the SEC believes . .
that there could be an increased demand .
for the underlying securities, resulting
in increased capital formation.
VI,Regulatory Flexibility Act :
A. CFTC
The Regulatory Flexibility Act
.
.
("RFA"] 304 requires that federal
.
agencies, in promulgating rules,
consider the impact of those rules on
small entities. The Final Rules will
affect designated contract markets,
registered DTFs, and FCMs. The CFTC
has previously established certain
.
definitions of ''small entities" to be used
by the CFTC in evaluating the impact of .'
its rules on small entities in accordance
with the RFA.306
.
In its previous deteiihinatioris, the ' .
CFTC has concluded that contract
markets are not small entities for
purposes of the RFA, based'oq the vital
role contract markets ~ l a in
v the
national economy and thi significant
amount of resources required to,opemte
as SI?Os.306 Recently, the CFTC
..
determined that notice-designated
contract markets are not sman entities
for purposes of the RFA.307 Ln addition,
"
the CFTC has determined that other
trading facilities subject to its
jurisdiction, including registered DTFs.
are not small entities for purposes of the
RFA.308
En the Proposing Relkase, it was
observed that the CFTC has previously
determined that FCMs are not small
entities for purposes of the RFA, based
on the fiduciary nature of FCMcustomer relationships as well as the
requirements that FCMs meet certain
minimum financial requirementsPOg
The CFTC proposed to determine that
notice-registered FCMs,31° for the
reasons appLicable to FCMs registered in
accordance with Section 4f[a)(l) of the
CEA.311 are not small entities for
purposes of the RFA. Brokers or dealers
that carry customer accounts and
receive or hold funds for those
customers, and are notice-registered as
FCMs for the purpose of W i g security
futures, similarly have a fiduciary
, '

.

,

.

involving security Iutures products, may riotice
register with the CmC as an FCM in accordance
with Section 44a)(2)of the CW (7 U S . C Bf(a]12)).
"117 u.S.C 6f(a)(l).

'

.

.-

,

'

,

-5 U.S.C. 601 efseg.
3fls47PR 18618-21 ( A p d 30,1982). .
306Id. at 18619.
'"66 FR 44860,44864 (August 27,2001).
-66 FR 42256,42268 [August 10,2001).
:IW47 FR at 18619.
"1uA brokm or dealer that is registeredwith the
SEC and that limits its futures activities to those
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relationship with their customers and
must meet analogous minimum
financial requirements.312
.
The CFTC invited the public to
comment on its proposed determination
that notice-registered FCMs would not
be small entities for purposes of the
RFA. The CFTC also invited comments
on its finding that there would not be a
.
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
The CFTC notes that no comments were
received regarding either of these issues.
Additionally, the CFTC notes that
Congress mandated that customer
margin for security futures be consisten€
with the margin requirements for
comparable option contracts traded on
any exchange registered pursurint to
section 6(a) of the Exchange Act.313 In
. adopting the Final Rules, the
Commissions have striven to fulfill this
requirement in the least burdensome
way possible. The CFTC hereby
determines that noticsregistered FCMs
are not small entities for purposes of the
RFA. Further, the CFTC believes that
the Final Rules will not have a
.. significant
economic i,mpact on a .
substantial number of small entities.

1 7 CFR Part 242
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section 15(b)(ll)of.the Exchange Act,
relating to security futures.
(b) Interpretation. This Regulation
(Subpart E, 55 41.42 through 41.49) shall
.be jointly interpreted by the SEC and
the Commission, consistent with the'
criteria set forth in clauses (i).through
(iv) of section 7(c)(2)(B)of the Exchange
In accordance with the foregoing,
Title 17, chapter I of the Code of Federai Act and the provisions of Regulation T
. (12 CFR part 220).
Regulations is amend'ed as.follo,w:,
,. (c) Scope.
.
.
(1) This Regulation (Subpart E,
PART 41-SECURITY FUTURES
.
$5 41.42 through 41-49) does not
PRODUCTS
preclude a self-regulatoryauthority,
1. The authority citation for Part
41 is under rules that are effective in
'
revised to read as follows:
accordance with section 19(b)(2)of the
Authoritp: Sections 206.251 and 252,Pub. Exchange A d or section 19(bi(7)of the
L 106-554,114Stat 2763;7 U.S.C.la 2,sf, Exchange Act and, as applicable, section
6j, 7a-2, 12% 15 U.S.C 78g(c)(2).
~ c ( cof
) the Commoditv Exchange
- Act
. . ...
p ~ c t " ) ,or a security htures ..
2. The part heading for Part 41 is
htamediug horn
impos~dditionalnalnal
revised to read,as set .forth above.
..
margin requirements on security . .
541.41 [Redesignatedl
.
'.
. futures, including higher initial or - ..
maintenance margin IbeIs, consistent,
3. In Part 41.5 41.41 is redesignated
wtth this Replation
541.3.
. §§ 41.42 through 41.49). or horn taking..
4.
41 is amended byid*
..
amrop~afiate
a c t i a to presem? its
Subpart E.(§S41.42 through 4'1.49) to
finBnCid
intesi~.
read as follows:
.
...
.
121 This Redation
ISU~D&
"
--.:-E...
Subpart ~ 4 u s t o m ~ r p c c o u k t t . a n
~da r g i t i 55.41.42 .through 41.49) does not app;iP
.
.
. .
Requirements'
. ,. .
.
to: .
(i) Financial ;elations between a .
Sec.
,customer and asecurity futures
41.42 Customer r n e i requiremenis
~
'for
: Pursuant to section 605(b) of the
security futue-uthority.
purpose,
intermetiiary to the extent that they !
.. Regulatory Flexibility Act ("RFA"),314
interpretation,and scope.:
..
'comply with a portfalio margiping - .'. '
the SEC certi-fiedthat.the adopted rule
41.43 Definitions.
!.
.
system under rules that meetZthecriteriac
41.44 General provisiops. :
. would not have a significant economic
set forth in section 7(c)(z)(B)of the'
41.45
Required
margin.
..
... impact on a &bstantial number of small
:Exchange
Act and that are effective ii'.
.
entities. This certification was attached 41.46 Type, form anfuse of margia ;
accordance
with section 19(b)(2)of the':41.47 Withdrawal of margin.
to the Propos,ingRelease No. 34-50720
Exchange Act and, as applicable, section
41.48
Undermargined
ac+ouats.'
(October 4,2001) as Appendix A.315 The
5c(cl of the Act;
.
..
Filing proposed margin rule changes
SECsolicited comments concerning the 41.49
.
.
(ii) Financialrelations between a.. .: :
with the Commission
impact on small entities and the RFA
security futures intermediary and a .
certification, but received no comments.. Subpart E--Customer ~ccounts-&d
foreign person involving security
. .
Margin Requirements
futures traded on or subject tcr the rules.
. .VII. Statutory Basis .
of a foreign board of trade;
341.42 Customer margin requirements for
. The SEC is.adopting Rules 400
(iii) Margin requirements that clearhg
security futures--authors@, purpose,
through 406 pursuant to the Exchange
agencies
registered under section 17A of
interpretation, and scope.
Act, particularly Sections, 3(b), 6,7(c).
. the Exchange Act or derivatives clearing.
(a)Authority and purpose. Subpart E, organizations registered under section
15A, and 23(a). Further, these rules are
$5 41.42 through 41.49, and 17 CFR
adopted ursuant to the authority
5b of the Act impose on their members; .
242.400 through 242.406 (''this
delegate jointly to the SEC, together
(iv) Financialrelations between a .'.
Regulation") are issued by the
security futures intermediary and a .
with the CFTC, by the Federal Reserve
person based an a good faith
Board in accordance with Exchange Act Commodity Futures Trading
Commission ("Commission") jointly
determination by the security futures
Section 7(c)(2)(A).
with the Securities and Exchange
intermediary that such person is an
Text of Rules
Commission ("SEC"), pursuant to
exempted person; and
authority delegated by the Board of
(v) Financial relations between a .
List of Subjects
Governors of the Federal Reserve
security futures intermediary and, or .
System under section 7(c)(2)(A)of the
arranged by a security futures
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
intermediary for, a person relating to
Brokers, Margin, Reporting and.
("Exchange Act"). The principal
'trading in security futures by such .
recordkeeping requirements, SecurityEl
purpose
of
this
Regulation
(Subpart
person for its own account, ifsuch
futures products.
5s 41.42 through 41.49) is to regulate
person:
customer margin collected by brokers,
. (A) Is a member of a national
-See ~xchaigeAct Rule 15~3--l(a)(Z),
1 7 CFR
dealers, and members of national
securities exchange or national .
240.15~3-l(a)(2).
securities exchan es, including futures securities association registered
":'15 U.S.C. 7Bf(a).
commission merc?Iants required to
pursuant to section i5A(aJ of-the .
.
3x45 U.S.C. 601 et saq.
1" Sea ProposingRelease. supm note 6.
register as brokers or dealers under
Exchange Act; and
.
Brokers, Securities.
Commodity Futures Trading .
Commission
17CFR Chapter I
'
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(B)Is registered with such exchange
or such association as a security futures
dealer pursuant to rules that are
effective in accordance with section
19(b)(2)of the &change Act and, as
ap licable, section Sc(J of the Act, that:
ft) Require such member to be
registered as a floor trader or a floor
broker with the Commission under
section 4f(a)(l) of the Act, or as a dealer
with the SEC under section 15&) of the
Exchange Act;
(2) Require such member to maintain
records sufficient to prove compliance
with this paragraph (c)(z)(v)and the
rules of the exchange or association of
which it is a member;
(3)Require such member to hold itself
out as being willing to buy and sell
security futllres for its own account on
a r e p a r or continuous basis; and
(4 Provide for disciplinary action,
including revocation of such member's
registration as a security futures dealer,
for such member's failure to comply
with this Regulation (Subpart E,
.
5s 41.42 through 41.49) or the rules of
the exchange or association.
(d) Exemption. The Commission may
exempt. either unconditionally or on
specified terms and conditions,
financial relations involving any
security futures intermediary, customer,
position, or transaction, or any class of
security futures intermediaries,
customers, positions, or transactions,
from one or more requirements of this
Regulation (Subpart E, $5 41.42 through
41.49). if the Commission determines
that such exemption is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest and
consistent with the protection of
customers. An exemption granted
.
pursuant to this paragraph shall not
operate as an exemption from any SEC
rules. Any exemption that may be
required from such rules must be
obtained separately from the SEC.

amount, in accordance with the terms of
the security future contract.
(4) Current market value means, on '
an day;
with respect to a securit future:
(A) If the instrument underhing such
security future is a stock, the product of
the daily settlement price of such
security future as shown by any
regukrly published reporting or
quotation service. and the applicable
number of shares per contract; or
(B) If the instrument underlying such
security future is a narrow-based
security index, as defined in section
la(25)(A)of the Act, the product of the
daily setdement price of such s e c d t ~
future as shown by any regularly
published reporting or uotation
service, and the applica le contract
multiplier.
(ii) with respect to a security other
than a security future, the most recent
dosing sale price of the security, as
shown by any regularly published
reporting or quotation service. If there is
no recent closing sale price, the security
futures intermediary may use any
reasonable estimate of the market value
of the security as of the most recent
close of business. .
(5) Customer excludes an exempted
+
.
person and includes:
lil Any person or persons acting
jointly
(A) On whose behalfa security futures
intermediary effects a security futures
tmsaction or carries a security futures
position; or
(B) Who would be considered a
customer of the security fumes
intermediary according to the ordinary
usage of the trade;
[ti)Any partner in a security htures
that is organized as a
intermedi~
partnership who would be considered a
customer of the security futures
intermediary absent the partnership
relationship; and
5 41.43 Definitions.
(iii]Any joint venture in which a
security futures intermediary
(a) For purposes of this Regulation
participates and which would be
(Subpart E, §§ 41.42 through 41.49)
only, the following terms shall have the considered a customer of the security
futures intermediary if the security
meanings set forth in this section.
.
(1)Applicable margin rules and
futures intermediary were not a
margin rules applicable to an account
participant.
(6) D d y setdement price means, with
mean the rules and regulations
applicable to financial relations between respect to a security future, the
settlement price of such security future
a security futures intermediary and a
determined at the close of trading each
customer with respect to security
day, under the rules of the applicable
futures and related positions carried in
exchange, clearing agency, or
a securities account or futures account
as mvided in § 41.44[a) of this subpart. derivatives clearing organization.
Broker shall have the meaning
(7) Dealer shall have the meaning
provided in section 3 (a)@)of the
provided in section 3(a)(4)of the
Exchange Act.
Exchange Act
(3) Contract multiplier means the
(8) Equitymeans the equity or margin
equity in a securities or futwes account,
number of units of a narrow-based
security index expressed as a dollar
as computed in accordance with the .

g)

g)

'i

margin rules applicable to the account
and subject to adjustment under
41.46(c), (d) and (e) of this subpart.
(9) Exempted person means:
(i)A member of a national securities
exchange, a registered broker or dealer,
or aregistered futures commission
merchant, a substantial portion of .
whose business consists of transactions
in securities, commodity fuhues, or .
co-odity
optiont with penons other
than brokers, dealers, fuhues
co&sion
merchants, floor brokers, or
floor traders, and includes a person
who:
(A) Maintains at least 1000 active
accounk on an m u d barb for personr
other than brokers, dealers, persons
associated with a broker or dealer.
floor.
htmS
com~sion
brokers, floor traders, and persons a t e d with a futures commksion
merc,ml noorbroker, or floor
trader
that are eBemng tmnsactions in
,
'.
securities, commodity futures, or
c o m m o ~ l goption.;
(B)Earns at least $10 million in gross
revenues on an annual basis from ..
tranSactionr in securities, commodiv .
futwes,
or co-o.dig
with
persons other than brokers, dealers,
persons associated with a broker or
deder. futures commissiori merchants, '
floor brokers, floor traders, and persop ,
a futures c o d s s i o n
8ffiliated
floorbroker* Or

.

.

Or

(C) Earns at least 10 percent of its :
gross revenues on an annual basis from
transactions in securities, commodity
futures, or commodity options with
persons other than brokers, dealers, . '
persons associated with a broker or
dealer, futures commission merchand,
floorbmkers*floor traders, and Persons
affiliated with a futures commission .
merchant, floor broker, 01 floor trader.
(ii) For purposes of paragraph (a)(g)(i)
of this section only, persons affiliated
with a futures commission merchant,
floor broker, or floor trader means any
partner, officer, director, or branch
manager of such futures commission merchant, floor broker, or floor trader
(or any person occupying a similar
status or performing similar functions),
any person directly or indirectly
.
controlling, controlled by, or under
common control with such futures
m m i s s i o n merchant, floor broker, or
floor trader, or any employee of such a
futures commission merchant, floor
broker, or floor trader.
(iii)A member of a national securities
exchange, a registered broker or dealer,
or a registered futures commission
merchant that has been in existence for
..
less than one year may meet the

Federal RegisterIVol. 67, No. 157/Wednesday, August 14, 20021Rules and Regulations
definition of exempted person based on Act of 1940 that is considered a money
a six-month period.
market fund under 5 270.2a-7 of this
(10)Exempted securityshall have the title.
meaning provided in section 3{a)(12)of
(23)Persons associated with a broker
the &change Act.
or dealer shall have the meaning
(11) Floor broker shall have the
provided in section 3(a](18)of the
meaning provided in section lat16) of
Exchange Act.
the Act
(24)Regulation Tmeans Regulation T
(12)Floor trader shall have the
promulgated by the Board of Governors
meaning provided in section la(17) of
of the Federal Reserve System, 1 2 CFR
the Act
part 220, as amended from time to time.
(13)Futures account shall have the
(25)Regulation Tcollateml value,
meaning provided in 5 1.3(w) of this
with respect to a security, means the
chapter.
current market value of the security
(14)Futures commission merchant
reduced by the percentage of required
shall have the meaning provided i n
margin for a position in the security
section la(20) of the Act
held in a margin account under
(15) Goodfaith, with respect to
Regulation T.
making a determination or accepting a
(26)Related position, with respect to
statement concerning financial relations a security future, means any position in
with a person, means that the security
an account that is combined with the
futures intermediary is alert to the
security future to create an offsetting
circumstances surrounding such
position as provided in Q 41.45(b)(2) of financial relations, and if in possession this subpart.
of information that would cause a
(27)Relafed fmnroction, w i t h respect
prudent person not to make the
to a position or transaction in a security.
determination or accept the notice or
future, means:
t
.
(i)Any transaction that creates,
certification without inquiry;
investigktes and is satisfied that it is
eliminates, increases or reduces an
correct.
offsetting osition involving a security
(16)h t e d option means a put or call future an a related position, as
option that is:
provided ixi 5 41.45(b)(2) of this subpart;
(i) Issued by a clearing agency that is
or
registered under section 17A of the.
(3Any deposit or withdrawal of
Exchange Act or cleared and guaranteed margin for the security future or a
. by a derivatives clearing organization
related position, except as provided in
that is registered under section 5b of the § 41.47(b) of this subpart.
(28) Securities account shall have the
Act; and
(ii)Traded on or subject to the rules
meaning ~rovidedin 5 1.3(ww) of this
. chapter.
of a self-regulato authority.
(17)Mogin c a m e - a demand by
(29) Securifyfuhlrss intermediary .
means any creditor as defined in
a security futures intermediary to a
customer for a deposit of cash, securities Regulation T with respect to its
or other assets to satisfy the required
financial relations with any person .
involving security futures, including:
margin for security futures or related
(i)Any futures commission merchant;
positions or a special margin
(ii)Any partner, officer, director, or
r uirement.
branch manager (or person occupying a
718) Mar@ de&iency means the
amount by which the required margin in similar status or performing similar
an account is not satisfied by the equity functions) of a futures commission
merchant;
in the account, as computed in
accordance with 5 41.46 of this sub art.
(iii)Any person directly or indirectly
controlling, controlled by, or under
(19) Margin equitysenrdtyshall gave
common control with (except for
the meaning provided in Re ulation T.
(20)Margin security shallkave the
business entities c o n b l h g or undro
common control with) a futures
meaning provided in Regulation T.
(21)Member shall have the meaning
commission merchant; and
provided in section 3(a)(3)of the
(iv) Any employee of a futures
Exchange Act, and shall include persons commission merchant [except an
registered under section 15(b)(ll)of the employee whose functions are solely
clerical or ministerial).
Exchange Act that are permitted to
(30) Selfregdatoy authorifymeans a
effect transactions on a national
securities.exchange without the services national securities exchange registered
of another person acting as executing
under section 6 of the Exchange Act, a
national securities association registered
broker.
under section 15A of the Exchange Act,
(22) Money market mufual fund
means any security issued by an
a contract market registered under
investment company registered under
section 5 of the Act or section 5f of the
. section 8 of the Investment Company . Act, or a derivatives transaction

d'
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execution facility registered under
section 5a of the Act.
(31) Special margin requirement shall
have the meaning provided in
§41.46(e)(l)(ii)of this subpart.
(32) Variation settlement means any
credit or debit to a customer account.
made on a daily or intraday basis, for
the purpose of marking to market a
security future or any other contract that
is:
(i) Issued by a clearing agency that is
registered under section 17A of the
Exchange Act or cleared and guaranteed
by a derivatives clearing organization
that is registered under section 5b of the
Act; and
(ii) Traded on or subject to the rules
of a self-regulatoryauthority.
(b) Terms used in this Regulation
(Subpart E, 5s 41.42 through 41.49) and
not otherwise defined in this section
shall have the meaning set forth in the.
margin rules ap licable to the account.
(c) Terms use: in this Regulation
(Subpart E, 5541.42 through 41.49) and
not otherwise defined in this section or
in the margin rules applicable to the
account shall have the meaning set ford
in the Exchange Act and-theAct; if the
definitions of a term in the Exchange .
Act and the Act are inconsistent a s
,
applied in articular circumstances, .
such term s all have the meaning set
forth in rules, regulations, or
interpretations jointly prmulgated by
the SEC and the Commission.
'

.

%

I

§41-44 General ~ m v i s i ~ n r

(a) Applicable margin rules. Except to
the extent inconsistent with this
Regulation (Subpart E, 5s 41.42 through
41.49):
(1) A security futures intermediary
that carries a security future on behalf
of a customer in a securities account
shall record and conduct all financial
relations with respect to such security
future and related positions in
accordance with Regulation T and the .
margin rules of the self-regulatory
.
authorities of which the security futures
intermediary is a member.
(2) A security futures intermediary
that carries a security future on behalf
of a customer in a futures account shall
record and conduct all financial
relations with respect to such security
future and related positions in
accordance with the margin rules of the
self-regulatory authorities of which the.
security futures intermediary is a
.
member.
(b) Separation and consolidation of
accounts.
(1) The requirements for security
futures and related positions in one '.
account may not be met by considering
items in any other account, except as

.
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permitted or required under paragraph
(b)(2)of this section or applicable
margin rules. If withdrawals of cash,
securities or other assets deposited as
margin are permitted under this
Regulation (Subpart E, 55 41.42 through
41.49)~bookkee ing entries shall be
made when suc cash, securities, or
assets are used for purposes of meeting
requirements in another account.
.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(l]
of this section, the security futures
i n t e r n e d m s h d consider all futures
accounts in which security f u b e s and
'
related positions are held that are
within the same regulatory classification
or account type and are owned by the
same customer be a single account for
purposes of this Regulation (Subpart E,
$5 41-42 through 41.49). The security
futures intermediary may combine such
futures accounts
accounts with
that are within the same regulatory
classification or account type and are
owned by the same customer for
purposes of computing a customer's
overallmargin requirement, as
pmdtted
requ'ed Y' a ~ ~ l i m b l e
margin d e s .
[c) Accounts of pahers. If a partner
of the security futwes intermediary has
an account with the seCUTiQ' futures
intermediary in which security futures
or related positions are held, the
security futures intermediary shall
disregard the partner's financial
in the
rektiOns with the firm
pmner" *pit'
and
dravrIng
accOunb) in
the
Or
equity of any such account.
(d) Contribution to joint venture. If an
account inwhich security futures Or
related positions are held is the account
ajoint venture inwhich the
futures htemedlq participates* any
interest of the security futures
intermediary in the joint account in
excess the interest which the security
have On the
futures
basis of its right to share in the profits
inaccordance with
this Regulation (Subpart El 55 41.42
through 41.49).
(e) Exfernions of credit. (I)No
security futures intermediary may
.
extend or maintain credit to or for any
customer for the purpose of evading or
circumventing any requirement under
this Regulation (Subpart E, $5 41.42
through 41.49).
(2) h security futlllos intermediary
may arrange for the extension or
maintenance of credit to or for any
customer by any person, provided that
the security futures intermediary does
not willfully arrange credit that would
constitute a violation of Regulation T,U
or X of the Board of Governors of the

g

Federal Reserve System (12 CFR parts
220.221, and 224) by such person.
(0 Change in exempted person status.
Once a person ceases to qualify as an
exempted person, it shall notify the
security futures intemdku'y of this fact
before entering into any new security
futures transaction or related transaction
that would require additional margin to
be deposited under this Regulation
(Subpart E. $5 4 1-42though 41.49).
Financial relations with respect to any
such transactions shall be subject to the
provisions of thii Regulation (Subpart E,
§§ 41.42 through 41.49).

a deposit of cash, margin securities
(subject to paragra h (b)(2)of this
section), exempte securities, any other
asset permitted under Regulation T to
satisfy a margin deficiency in a
securities margin account, or any
combination thereof, each as valued in .
accordance with paragraph (c) of this
section.
(2) Shares of a money market mutual
fund may be accepted as a margin
deposit for purposes of this Regulation
(Subpart E, 55 41.42 through 41.49)~
Provided that.
(i)The customer waives any right to
41.45
margin.
redeem the shares without the consent
of the security futures intermediary and
(a)
Each
futures instrll~tsthe fund or its transfer agent
the
accordingly;
rquhed
for the security futures
(ii)The security futures intermediary
and related positions held on behalf of
(or clearing agency or derivatives
.
a customer in a securities account or
clearing organhtion wi* which the
futures account as set forth in this .
shares are deposited as margin) obtains .
section.
the right to redeem the shares in cash, .
b)R~equiredmargin;--(l) General
prom tl u on request; and
rule. The required -gin
for each long
(iiif& &d apaes to an&Q any .
or short position in a security f u m e
conditions necessary or appropriate to
the
may
be redeemed
~
~
~
~
~ ensure
~ thatromplly
~shares
upon~
request
~
~
future. .
(c)~ ~ s t m e n t s .(I)
- Futures
: ......
(2) Offsetting positions..
accounts. For purposes of this section, ,
Nohrlthsland(ng fhs marginleveIs
the equity in a futures account shall be .
specEed in paragraph (b)(l) of this
.
computed in accordance with the
section, a self-regulatoryauthority may margin rules applicable to the account,
set the required initial or maintenance
sub'ect to the following:
margin level for an ofketting osition
(i\ A security future sh.dhave no
;
involving security futures an related
value;
positions at a level low= than the level
(ii)h c h net long m short position in '
that wouldbe required under paragraph a l f t e d option on a contract for future
delivery shall be vdued in accordance
(b)(l) of this section if such positions
were margined separately, pursuant to
with the margin rules applicable to the
,desthat meet the
set forth in
account;
[iii) Except as permitted in paragraph
section 7(c)(2)(B)of the Exchange Act
(el of this section, each margin equity .
are
in accordance with
security shall be valued at an amount nb
section 19(b)(2)of the Exchange Act .
greater than its Regulation T collated
and, as appIicable, section ~ c ( cof
) the
Act.
value;
(iv) Each other security shall be
(c] Procedures for certain margin level
.
adjustments. An exchange registered
valued at an amount no greater than its
under section 6(g] of the Exchange Act, current market value reduced by the
percentage specified for such security in
or a national
securities association
5 240.15~3-1(~)(2)(vi)
of this title;
registered under section 15A(k)of the
(v) Freely convertible foreign currency
Exchange Act, may raise or lower the
may be valued at an amount no greater
required margin level for a secnrity
than its daily marked-to-market U.S.
future to a level not lower than that
in this section, in accordance dollar equivalent;
(vi) Variation settlement receivable (or
d t h section 19b)(,) of the ~~~h~~~
payable) by an account at the close of
A ~ .
trading on any day shall be treated as a
641.46 Type, form and use of margin.
credit (or debit) to the account on that .
(a) When margin is required. Margin
da ;and
is required to be deposited whenever
&
Each
i) other acceptable margin
the required margin for security futures deposit or component of equity shall beand related positions i n an account is
valued at an amount n o greater than its
not satisfied by the equity in the .
value under Regulation T. '
(21 Securities accounts. For purposes
account, subject to adjustment under
of this section, the equity in a securities
paragraph (c) of this section
(b) Acceptable mergin deposits. (1)
account shall be computed in
The required margin may be satisfied by accordance with the =gin rules

l
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ap licable to the account, subject to the
fol owing:
(i) A security future shall have no
value; .
(ii)Freely convertible foreign
currency may be valued at an amount
no greater than its daily mark-to-market
U.S.dollar equivalent; and
' (iiil Variation settlement receivable
(or payable) by an account at the close
of trading on any day shall be treated as
a credit (or debit) to the account on that
day.
. (d)Satisfiction restriction. Any
'transaction, position or de osit that is
used to satisfy the require!c margin for ,
security futures or related positions
under thisRegulation (SubpartE.
§§ 41.42 through 41.491, including a
related position, shall be unavailable to
satisfy the required margin for any other
position or transaction or any other
requirement.
(el~fternatim
co.Uatercdvduation for
mm@nequity securities in a futures
account
(1)Notwithstanding paragraph .
(c)(l)(iiilof this section, a security
futures intermediaxy need not value a
margin equity security at its Regulation
T collateralvalue when determining
whether the required margin for the
security futures and related positions in
a futures account is satisfied,provided
that:
(i.)The margin equity security is
valued at an amount no greater than the
current market value of the security
reduced by the lowest percentage level
of margin required for a long position in
the security held in a margin account
under the rules of a national securities
exchange registered pursuant to section
6(a) of the Exchange Act;
(ii)Additiond margin is required to
be deposited on any day when the day's
security futures transactions and related
transactions would create or increase a
margin deficiency in the account if the
margin equity securities were valued at
their Regulation T colIateral value, and
shall be for. the amount of the margin
deficiency so created or increased (a
"special margin requirement"); and
(iii)Cash,securities, or other assets
deposited as margin for the positions in
an account are not permitted to be
withdrawn from the account at any time
that:
(A)Additional cash,securities, or
other assets are iequired to be deposited
as margin under this section for a
transaction inthe account on the same
or a previous day; or
(B) The withdrawal, together with
other transactions, deposits, and
withdrawals on the same day, would
create or increase a margin deficiency if

P

the margin equity securities were valued
at their Regulation T collateral value.
(21 All security futures transactions
and related transactions on any day
shall be combined to determine the
amount of a special margin requirement.
Additional margin deposited to satisfy a
special margin requirement shall be
valued at an amount no greater than its
ReguIation T collateral value.
.
(3) If the alternative collateral
valuation method set forth in paragraph
(e) of this section is used with respect
to an account in which security futures
or related positions are carried:
(i)An account that is transferred horn
one security futures intermediary to
another may be treated as if it had been
maintained by the transferee from the
date of its origin, if the transferee
accepts, in good faith, a signed
statement of the transferor (or, if that ig
not practicable, of the customer), that
any m a r h call issued under this
$5 41.42 through
~ i ~ u l a t i(SubpartE,
in
41.49) has been satisfied; and
(ii] An account that is transferred
from one customer to another as part of
a transaction, not undertaken to avoid
the requirements of this Regulation
(Subpart El §§ 41.42 through 41.49), may
be heated as if it had been maintained .
for the transferee from the date of $6
.
origin, if the security futures
intermedia. accepts in good faith and
keeps with the transferee account a
signed statement of the transferor .
describing the circumstances for the
transfer. .
(fl G u m t e e of accounts. No '
guarantee of a customer's account shall
be given any effect for purposes of
determining whether the required
margin in an account is satisfied, except
as permitted under applicable margin
rules.
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(1) Variation settlement payable,
directly or indirectly, to a clearing
agency that is registered under section
17A of the Exchange Act or a derivatives
clearing organization that is registered
under section 5b of the Act;
(2) Interest charged on credit
maintained in the account;
(3) Communication or shipping
charges with respect to transactions in
the account;
(4) Payment of commissions,
brokerage, taxes, storage and other
charges lawfully accruing in connection
with the positions and transactions in
the account;
(5) Any service charges that the
.
security futures inter media^ may
im ose; or
&) Any other withdrawals that are
'
permitted from a securities margin
account under Regulation T, to the - '
extent permitted under
margin rules.
'

5 41.48 Undermargined accounts.
(a) Failure to satisfy margin call. I f
any margiZ; call required by this
Regulation (Subpart E, 41.42 through
41.49) is not met in full, the securityfutures intermediary shall t e e the ' .:
deduction required with respect to an
undermargined account in computing
its net capital under SEC or Commission
rules.
fil Accounts that li uidate to a
deficit. If at any time t ere is a
liquidating deficit in an account in .
:
which security futures are held, the
'security futures intermediaj shall take
steps to liquidate positions in the
account promptly and in an orderly - .
manner.
ic) Liquidation of undermargined .
accounts not required. Notwithstanding
§41.44(a)(1)of this subpart, 5 220.4(d)
of Regulation T (12 CFR 220.41d)I
respecting liquidation of positions in
541.47 ~ithdrawal
of margin.
lieu of deposit shall not apply with .
(a) By the customer. Except as
otherwise.provided in 8 41.46(e)(l)(iq of respect to security futures carried in a
securities account.
this subpart, cash, securities, or other
assets deposited as margin for positions 641.49 Filing proposed margin rule
changes with the Commission.
in an account may be withdrawn, .
provided that the equity in the account . (a) Notification requirementfor
after such withdrawal is suEcient,to
notice-designated contract markets. Any.
satisfy the required margin for the
. .
self-regulatory authority that is
security futures and related positions in registered with the Commission as a .
the account under this Regulation
designated contract market under
.(SubpartE,S§41.42through41.49].
section 5f of the Act shall, when W g
(b) By the secun'tpfitures
a proposed rule change regarding ..
infermediary.Notwithstanding . .
customer margin for security futures
paragraph (a) of this section, the ..
with the SEC for approval in accordance:
security futures intermediary, in its
with section 19(b)(2)of the Exchange
usual practice, may deduct .the
Act, concurrently provide to the
following items from an account in
Commk+ion a copy of such proposed
which security futures or related
rule change and any acco'mpanying . .
positions are held if they are considered documentation filed with the SEC.
in computing the balance of such(b) Filing requirements under the Act.
accounk .
Any self-regulatoryauthority that is
%

Il

,

'
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registered with the Commission as a
designated contract market under
section 5 of the Act or a derivatives
transaction execution facility under
section 5a of the Act shall, when filing
a proposed rule change regarding
customer margin for security futures
with the SEC for approval in accordance
with
19m)(2) the Exchsnge
Act, submit such proposed rule change
to the Commission as follows:
(1) If the self-regulatory authority
elects to request the Commission's prior
for Be
cbge
pursuant to section 5c(c)(zlof the Act,
it shall concurrently file the proposed
rule change with the Commission in
accordance with 140.5 of this chapter.
(2) If the self-regulatoryauthority
elects to hplement a proposed de
change by written
pwsuant
to section 5c(c)(l) of the Act, it shall
concurrently provide to fieCommission
a copy of the proposed rulechange and
documentation filed
any accompanying
with tha SEC.promptly affer obtaining
SEC apprwalfor the proposed rule
change,
self-regulatorp authority
shall file its written certification with
.the Commission i n accordance with
S 40.6 of this chapter.

19(b)(2)of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2))
and, as applicable, section 5c(c) of the
CEA (7 U.S.C 7a-2(c));
(ii) Financial relations between a
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
'security
~
a
~ intermediary
~
n
t ands a futures
.
foreign person involving security
Customer Margin Requirements for
futures traded on or subject to the ~ l e s
Security Futures
of a foreign board of trade;
9242400 Customer margin requirements
(iii)~~i~ requirements that clearing
for securLty futures-authority, purpose,
agendes
regktered under
17A of
interpretation, and scope.
the Exchange Act (15 U.S.C. 78q-1) or
(a)Authority and purpose. Sections
derivatives clearing organizations
242-400 through 242-406 and l7CFR
registered under section 5b of the CEA
41.42 through 41.49 ("this Regulation,
(7 U.S.C. 7a-1) impose
on their
W thmugh
242.406'9 are issued members:
51 242.4Securities
by
and
(ivl Financial relations between a
'
Commission pzommission..) jointly
security futures intermediary and a
with the Commodity Futures Trading
person based on a good faith
P'CPTCT.),pursuant to
determination by the security futures
the Board Of
~
is an
intermediary that S U C person
Governors of the Federal Reserve
- . ..
exempted person; and
System under section 7(c)(2)(A)of the
(v) Financial relations between a .
Securities &change Act of 1934 ("Act") security futures intermediary and,or
(15 U.S.C-7%(~)(2)(A)).The principal
arranged by a security futures
Purpose of this Regulation (95 242-400
intermediary for, a person relating to
h u g h 242-4061is to regulate cusfomm trading in security futures by such
mar& collected bybrokers, dealas,
. '
person for its own account, if such
and members of national securities
person:
[A) Is a member of a national
to
securities exchange or national
.
register as brokers ,or dealers undm
. securities association registered
section 151b)(11)of the Act (15 U.S.C. ..pursuant to section 15A(a) of the Act (15
Dated: july 31, 2002.
780@)(ll)),relating to security futures.
U.S.C. 780-3(a)); and
.
By the Commodity Futures Trading
(b) Lnterpretafion. This Regulation
(B) Is registered with such exchange
Commission.
(5s 242.400 through 242.406) s h d be
or such association as a security futures
Catherine D. Dixon,
jointly interpreted by the Commission
dealer pursuant to rules that are
Assistant Secretary.
and the CFTC, consistent with the
effective in accordance with section
criteria set forth in clauses (i)through
':19(b)(2) of the Act (15 U.S.C 78s(b)(2)) SBnultis and
(id of section 7(c)(z)(B)of the Act (15
and, ar apphab1e, section !~E(c] of th.
1 7 CFR Chapter 11
TX3.C. 78g(c)(2)(B))and the provisions
CEA (7 U.S.C. 7a-2(c)), that:
. In accordance with the foregoing Tide of Regulation T (12 CFR part 220).
( I ) Re uire such member to be
Scope. (I) This Regulation
registere as a floor trader or a floor
17'chapter part 242 of the Code of
(59 242.400 through 242.406) does not
broker with the CFTC under Section
,
Federal Regulations is amended as
. preclude a self-regulatory authority,
4fla)(I) of the CEA (7 U.S.C.6f(a)(l)),or .
follows:
under rules that are effective in
as a dealer with the Commission under
accordance with section 19(b)(2)ofthe
section 15(b) of the Act (15 U.S.C.
PART 242-REGULAflONS M AND
ATS
Act (15 U.S.C.78s(b)(2))or section
780[b));
19b)(7) of the Act (15 U.S.C 78s&)(7))
(2)Require such member to maintain '
1.The authority citation for part 242
and,as applicable, section 5c(c) of the
records suftident to prove compliance
is revised to read as follows:
Commodity Exchange Act ("CEA")(7
with this paragraph (c)(2)[v)and the
U-S-C-7a-2(cl), 01 a security futures
r d e s of the exchange or association of
Authority: 15 U.S.C. 77g. 77q(a),
intermediary from imposing additional which it is a member;
78b, 7 8 ~78g(c](z),
.
78i(a], 78j, 78k-~(c),781,
margin requirements on security
78m, i'srnrn, 78n, 780@), 78o(c), 78o(g),
(3) Require such member to hold itself
78q(aI, 78q@),78q(hI. 7 8w(a), 78dd-l,80aout as being willing to buy and sell
futures, including higher initial or
23,80a-29, and 80a-37.
maintenance margin levels, consistent
security futures for its own account on
with this Regulation (58 242.400
lar or continuous basis; and
2. Part 242 is amended by adding the
a r[4$"p rovide for disciplinary action,
through 242.406). or from taking
undesignated center heading
'
including revocation of such member's
appropriate action to preserve its
"Regulation M"before 1242.100.
registration as a security futures dealer,
integrity3. An undesignated center heading
.
for such member's failure to comply
(2) This Regulation (5s242.400
and 5s 242.400 through 242.406 are
through
242.406)
does
not
apply
to:
with
t
h
i
s
Regulation
($9
242.400
added to read as follows:
(i)Financial relations between a
through 242.406) or the rules of the
customer and a security futures
Customer Margin Requirements for
exchange or association.
intermediary to the extent that they
Security Futures
(dl Exemption. The Commission may
comply with a portfolio margining
exempt, either unconditionally or on
Sec.
system under rules that meet the criteria specified terms and conditions, .
242.400 Customer rnarg;ll requirements for
set forth i n section 7(c)(2)(B)of the Act
financial relations involving any
security Futures-authority, purpose,
(15 U.S.C. 78g(c)(2)(B))and that are
security futures intermediary, customer,
interpretation. and scope.
242.401 Definitions.
effective in accordance with section
position, or transaction, or any class of .

-

242.402 General rovisions.
242.403 Reguire%rnargin.
242.404 Type, form and use of margin.

~~~:~~~
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security futures intermediaries.
customers, positions, or transactions,
- from one or more requirements of this
Regulation (55 242.400 through
242.406), if the Commission determines
that such exemption is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest and
consistent with the protection of
investors. An exemption granted .
pursuant to this paragraph shall not
operate as an exemption from any CFTC
"rules. Any exemption that may be
.
- required from such rules must be
obtained separately from the CFTC

'

.

(5) Customer excludes an exempted
futures, or commodity options with
.
.
person and includes:
persons other than brokers, dealers,
(i)Any person or persons acting
. persons associated with a broker or
jointly:
dealer, futures commission merchants, .:
(A) On whose behalf a security futures floor brokers, floor traders, and persons
intermediary effects a security futures
afEiliated with a futures commission
transaction or carries a security futures merchant, floor broker, or floor trader;
position; or
or
(B) Who would be considered a
(C) Earns at least 10 percent of its .
.
customer of the security htures
gross revenues on an annual basis born.
..
intermediary according to the ordinary
transactions in securities, commodity .
usage of the.trade;
futures, or commodity options with. . .
(ii) Any partner in a security futures
persons other than brokers, dealers, .
that is organized as a
persons associated with a broker or
partnership who would be considered a dealer, futures commission merchants,
5 242401 Definitions.
customer of the security futures
floor brokers, floor traders, and persons .,
intemedi* absent the partnership
affiliated with a futures commission.
(a) For purposes of this Regulation
($5242.400 through 242.406) only, the relationshi@;and
merchant, floor broker, or floor trader.
Any joint venture in which a
(ii) For purposes of paragraph (a)(S)(i)
.
. - following terms shall have the me-gs
set forth in this section. .
security futures intermediary
.
of this section only, persons a£Eliated '.
(1J ~
~ m ~ des
b and
l '~
. participates and which would be
.. with a futures commission merchant,
.
. rnerga &Ies appfi=able to
. - considered's customer of flie securiw
. floor broker, or floor trader means any
.. .
mean the rules a+d regulations
. futures intermediary if the security
partner, officer,&&tor,
01 branch . .
. .
manager of such futures commission
applicab;le to financial relatiom bemeen futures intermeaafg were 'not a .
-.,
a security futures intermediary and a . participantmerchant, floor broker, or floor trader
. .
(6) Daily settlement pricemeans, with (or a .person occupying a similar
...
customer with respect to security
.futuresand related positions carried in respect to a security fut~e..the .
status or performing similar functions], ..
settlement price of such security future . m y person direcay or indirestIy
'a securities account or futures account
:. .
determined at the close of trading each
controlling, controlled by, or under
as provided in 5 242.402 (a) of this
..'
day, under the rules of the,applicable . common controltyith
futures
. .
Regulation ($3 242.400 through
242.406);
exchange, clearing agency, or
. commission merchant, floor broker, or
..
(2) Brpker shall have the
derivativeselearing Orgmtion.
floor h d w , or any employee of such a .
(7) DeaZer shdl have the,meaning
futures commission merchant, floor
1
,
pr06ded in section 3(a)(4) the Ad
provided id section 3(a)(5]of the A d (15 . broker, or floor hderm
U.S.C. 78c(a)(4)).
U.S.C. 7€1c[a)(5)). .
(1.
[iii)A member of a national securities ; :
the .
(8) Equity means the equity or margin
a re@emd brokm or de&,
number of units of a narrow-based
. .
epuiv in ~ . S ~ C U IO
~r ~futures
% S account, or a registered futures commission
sdQ'
index expressed 8S a do'm
.
computed in acimrdancawith the
that has been in odStence for
amount, in accordance with the terms of ,gt,
des
applicable to the account
less than one y e a may meet-the
. .
the security future contract.
and subject.to adjustment under
.
,
'definition
of
exempted
person
based
on'
means:on
(4) Current market
§ 242.404(c), (d) and (e) of this, . .
. a six-month period.
any day:
Regulation'(§§ 242.400 though
.
. . (10) Exempted securityshall have the .
(i)With respect to a secilrity future:
242.406). ..
meaning provided in section 3(a)(12)of
(A)
If
the
instrument
underlying
such
.
(9) Exempted person me-:
the Act (15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(12)).
security future is a stock, theproduct of
(i)A member of a national securities - . (11) ~l~~~
have thi
broker
the daily settlement price of such
exchange, a registered broker or dealer. provided in Section la(16) of .
security future as shown by any
or a registered futures commission
the CEA (7 U.S.C. la(16)).
regularly published reporting or
merchant, a substantial portion of
(12) Floor trader shall have the
puotation service, and the applicable
..
'whose business consists of transactioiis 'meaningprovided in Sectioh la(17) of
number of shares per contract; or
-insecurities, commodity futures, or
the CEA (7 U.S.C. la(17)).
(B)If the instrument underlying such commodity options with persons other
(13)Futures account shall have the
.. security future is a narrow-based
-.
meaning provided in 240.15~3-3(a) of
than brokers, dealers, futures
security index, as defined in section
commission merchants, floor brokers, or this chapter.
3(a)f55)(B)of the Act (15 U.S.C.
.
(14) Futures commission merchant
floor traders, and includes a person
who:
s h d have the meaning provided in. . .
78c(a)(55)(B)),the product of the daily
settlement price of such security future
(A) ~ a i i t a i nat
s least 1000 active
Section l a of the CEA (7 U.S.C. la).
(15) Goodfaith,with respect to
as shown by any regularly published
accounts on an annual basis for persons
other than brokers, dealers, ersons
making a determination or accepting a
reporting or quotation service, and the
associated with a broker or ealer,
statement concerning financial relations .
applicable contract multiplier.
with a person, means that the security
futures commission merchants, floor
(ii)With respect to a security other
futures intermediary is alert to the :
than a security future, the most recent . brokers, floor traders, and persons
circumstances surrounding such
closing sale price of the security, as
. affiliated with a futures commission
merchant, floor broker, or floor trader . financial relations, and if in possession .
shown by any regularly published
of information that would cause a .
-.
reporting or quotation service. If there is that are effecting transactions in
prudent person not to makerthe - .
no recent closing sale price, the security securities, commodity futures, or
futures intermediary may use any
commodity options;
determination or accept the notice or
. . .
(B) Earns at least $10 million in gross certification without inquiry,
reasonable estimate of the market value
investigates and is satisfied that it is
revenues on an annual basis from
of the security as of the most recent
..
. close of business
transactions in securities, commodity . correct. . . . ..
',
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(16)Listed option means a put or call
option that is:
(i)Issued by a clearing agency that is
registered under section 17A of the Act
(15 U.S.C. 17q-1) or cleared and
guaranteed by a derivatives clearing
organization that is registered under
Section 5b of the CEA (7 U.S.C 7a-1);
and
(ii)Traded on or subject to the rules
of a self-regulatory authority.
(17)Margin call means a demand by
a security futures intermediary to a
customer for a deposit of cash, securities
or other assets to satisfy the required
margin for security futures or related
positions or a special margin
requirement.
(18) Margin deficiency means the
amount by which the required margin in
an account is not satisfied by the equity .
in the account, as computed in
accordance with J 242.404 of this
- Regulation ($5 242.400 through
242.406).
(19)Margin equity security shall have
the meaning provided in Regulation T.
(20)Margin security shall have the
meaning provided in Regulation T.
(21)Member shall have the meaning
provided in section 3(a)(3)of the Act (15
U.S.C 78cfa)(3)),and shall include
persons registered under section
15(b)(11]of the Act (15 U.S.C.
780@)(ll))that are permitted to effect
transactions on a national securities
exchange without the services of
another person acting as executing
broker.
(22)Money market mutual fund
means any security issued by an
investment company registered under
section 8 of the Investment Company
Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. 80a-8) that is
considered a money market fund under
5 270.2a-7 of this chapter.
. (23) Persons associated with a broker
or dealer shall have the meaning
provided in section 3(a)(18]of the Act
(15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(18)).
(24)Regulation T means Regulation T
promulgated by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System, 1 2 CFR
part 220, as amended from time to time. '
(25)Regulation T collaterd d u e ,
with respect to a security, means the
current market value of the security
reduced by the percentage of required
margin for a position in the security
held in a margin account under
Regulation T.
(26)Related position, with respect to
a security future, means any position in
an account that is combined with the
security future to create an offsetting
position as provided in § 242.403&1)(2)
of this Regulation (55 242.400 through
242.406).
,

(27)Related transaction, with respect rules, regulations, or interpretations
to a position or transaction in a security jointly promulgated by the Commission
.
.
future, means:
and the CFTC.
. .
(i)Any transaction that creates,
eliminates, increases or reduces an .
8 242402
~rovisions.
(a) Applicable margin rules- ficept to
offsetting position involving a s e m i t y
the extent inconsistent with this,
,'
future and arelated position, as
Regulation ($5242.400 through
provided in 5 242.403@)(2)of this
242.406):
Regulation (5$242.400 through
242.406); or
(1) A security futures intermediary.. .
that carries a security future on behalf
(ii)Any deposit or withdrawal of
of a CUStOmer in a sf?~llIitiesaCCOUnt
margin for the security future or a
shall record and conduct all financial
as
provided
i
n
ejtcept
related
relations with respect to such security
5 242.405(b) of this Regulation
future and related positions in
(55 242.400 through 242.406).
(28)Securities account shall have the accordance with Regulation T and the
.
meaning provided in 5 240.15c3-3(a) of margin rules of the self-regulatory
authorities of which the security futures :
this cha ter.
(291S%un'tyfu~resintermediary
intermediary is a member.
. .
(2) A security futures intermediary
means any creditor as defined in :. ' .
that carries a security future on behalf
Regulation T with tes ect to its
of a customer in afutures account shall .
financial relations.wi any person
record and conduct all financial
involving security futures;.
(30)Selfregulatoly authoritymeans a relations with respect to such security
future and related positions in
national securities exchange registered
1.
accordance with the margin rules of the .
under section 6 of the Act-(15 U.S.C.
self-regulatoryauthorities 9f which the
780, a national securities association
registered inder section 15A of the Act -securityfutures.intermediary is a . .. .
member.
(15 U.S.C. 76-31, a contract market
. . of
registered:under Section 5 of the C m .(7 . (bl Separation and consolidation
.. .
. accounts.
U.S.C 7) or Sectiod 5f of the-CEA (7
(1) The requirements for' security' . .'
U.S.C 7b-I), or a d'erivatives. . ' ..'
futures
and related positions in one
transaction execution facility registered
account may not be met by considering :
under Section 5a qf the CEA (7 U.S.C.
. items in any other account, except as
7a).
(31)special migin reqirirement'shall permitted or required under paragraph
have the meaning provided in ..
(b)(2)of this section or applicable
'-.
margin rules- If withdrawals of cash, .
5 242.404(e)(l)(ii)of this Regulation
($5242.400 through 242.406).
:. - .
securities or other assets deposited as .
(32) Varhtion settlement means any . m r g b are permitted under this ..
.credit or debit to a customer account,
Regulation (5s 242.400 through
.
.
242.4061, bookkeeping enfries shall be
made on a daily or intraday basis, for
the purpose of marking to inarkel a
made when such cash, securities, or
.
security future or any other contract that assets are used for purposes of meeting ,
re uirements in another account.
. ..
is:
2) Notwithstanding paragraph (bI(l1 - ..
(i) Issued by a clearing agency that is
registered under section 17A of the Act of this section, the security futures . ."
intermediary shall consider a l l futukes
(15 U.S.C. 78q-1) or cleared and
'accounts in which securib futures and
guaranteed by a derivatives clearing
.
related positions are held that are
organization that is registered under
within the same regulatory classification
Section 5b of the C M (7 U.S.C 7a-1);
or account type and are owned by the
and
same customer to be a single account for
(ii)Traded on or subject to the rules
purposes of this Regulation ($5 242.400
of a self-regulatoryauthority.
.
(b) Tenns used in this Regulation
through 242.406). The security futures
. intermediary may combine such
(55 242.400 through 242.406) and not
otherwise defined in this section shall . accounts with other futures accounts
.
have the meaning Set forth in the margin that are within the same regulatory.
rules applicable to the account
classification or account type and are
(c)Terms used in this Regulation
owned by the same customer for
..
(55 242.400 through 242.406) and not
'purposes of computing a customer's
other,wise defined in this section or in
overall margin requirement, as
the margin rules applicable to the
permitted or required by applicable
. .
account shall have the meaning set forth mar 'nrules.
in the Act and the CEA;if the
(crAccounls ofpartners.'If a partner .
definitions of a term in the Act and the . of the security futures intermediary has
CEA are inconsistent as applied in.
.
an account with the security futures
particular circumstances, such term
intermediary in which security futures
or related positions are held, the
shall have the meaning set.forth in.
'
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applicable to the account, subject to the
margin level for an offsetting position
security futures intermediary shall
disregard the partner's financial
involving security futures and related
following:
(i) A security future shall have no
relations with the firm (as shown in the positions at a level lower than the level
partner's capital and ordinary drawing
that would be required under paragraph value;
(ii) Each net long or short position in '
accounts) in calculating the margin or
(b)(l) of this section if such positions
equity of an such account.
were margined separately, pursuant to
a listed option on a contract for future .,
delivery shall be valued in accordance
(d) ~onfrilutionto joint venture. If an rules that mest the criteria set forth in
account in which security futures or
with the margin rules applicable to the
. section 7(c)(2)(B)of the Act (15 U.S.C.
account;
'related positions are held is the account 78g(c)(2)(B))and are effective in
(iii)Except as permitted in paragraph
of a joint venture in which the security . amordance with section 19(b)(2)of' the
(e) of this section, each margin equity
futures intermediary partidpates, any
~ c(15
t U.S.C.78s(b](2))anii, as
security shall be valued at an wnOunt no
interest of the security futures
applicable, Section 5c(c] ofthe CEA (7
greater than its Regulation T collateral
intermediary in the joint account in
U.S.C.7a-2 (c)).
(c)Proceduresfor certain margin level value;
excess of the interest which the security
(iv) Each other security shall be
futures intermediary would have on the adjustments. An exchange registered
~ greater
u n t than its
basis of its right to share in the profits
under section 6(g) of the Act (15 U.S.C . valued at an z ~ ~ ~no
current market vaIue reduced by the
shall be margined in accordance with
78f(g)),or a national securities
Percentage specified for such security in.
this Regulation (55 242.400 through .
association registered under section
,§ 240.15c3-l(c)(2)(vi) of this chapter:
242.4063..
15A(k) of the Act (15 U.S.C. 78+3(k)),
may
or lower the
-in
(v) Freely convertible foreign currency
(e)Exfernions of credit. (1) NO
may be valued at an amount no greater
security futures intermediary may
level for a.sec&ty'future tc~a level not
extend or maintain credit to or for any
..lowertha* that specified in this sictiod than its daily marked-to-market U.S. :.
dollar equivalent;
custonier for the purpose of evading or
in accordance with section.lg(b)(?) of
.
(vi) Variation settlement receivable (or:.
circuinhnting any requirement under .. the Act (15 U.S.C:78s(b)(7)).
. payable) by a n account at the close of
this Regulation ($5 242.400 through
$ 242.404 Type, form and use of margin. . . trading on any day shall be treated as a .
242.406).
. ' (2) A security futures intermediary
.
(a) When rnarg.in.jsrequiied. Margin
credit (or debit) to the account on that
may arrange for the extension or
is required to be depositedwhenever
: da and
',.
&i) Each othsr acceptable margin
the required margin for security futures
maintenace of credit to or for any
- . deposit or component of equity shall be .
and related kositiops in an:accourit.is
:
: ccustomer by any person, provided that
valued at an amount no greater than its ..:
not satisfied by.the equity in the
the security futures intermediary does
not willfully arrange credit that would . account, subject to.'adjustment unaer ' .value under Regulation T.
constitute a violation of Regulation T, U paragraph..(c)of.this section.
.
:' (2) Securities accounts.For purposes ..
(b)Acceptable margkz deposits:fl), . :of this section, the equity.in a securities.
Board of Governors of the
or X of
The required margin may be satisfied by account shallbe computed in .
~ ~ d r Reserve
nd
System (12 C m parts
a deposit of cash, margin securities. . - .,.accordancewith .the margin rules .. .
. 220,221, and 224) by such person.
.. . (0 Ch'e in exempted person status. (subject to paragraph (b)[2)of this : - . 'applicable to the account, subject to the.
.
section), exempted-securities,any:other. following:
'Once a person ceases to qualify as an
. (i)A security future shall have no
asset permitted under Regulation Tto
exempted person, it shall notify the
. value;
..
: security futures intermediary of this fact . satisfy a niargin deficiency in a .
'. (ii) Freely convertible foreign
securities margin account, or any ::
before entering into any new security
futures transactioq. or related transaction combination thereof, each as valued in . c ~ e n c may
y be valued at an amount -.
no greater than its daily mark-to-market
that would require additional margin to accordance with paragraph.(c) of this
U.S. dollar equivalent; and
section.
be deposited under this Regulation . .
Variation settlement receivable '
(§§ 242.400 through 242.406). Financial'. . (2) Shares of a money market mutual
(or payable) to a n account at the close
fund may be accepted as a margin.
relations with respect to any such
of trading on any day shall be treated as,
deposit for purposes of this Regulation
transactions shall be subject to the
(5s242.400 through 242.406). provided a credit (or debit) by the account on that..
provisions of this Regulation
($5 242.400 through 242.406).
that:
day.
(dl Satisfaction restn'ction. Any "
(i)The customer waives any right to
$242403 Required margin.
bn~action.position or deposit that is
. redeem the shares without the consent
(a)Applicabik'ty, Each security futures of the security futures intermediary and . used to satisfy the required margin for .
security futures or related positions
intermediary shall determine the
instructs the fund or its transfer agent
required margin for the security futures accordingly;
under this Regulation (05 242.400
and related positions held on behalf of
(ii) The security futures intermediary 'through 242.406). including a related
position, shall be unavailable to satisfy
(or clearing agency or derivatives
a c'ustomerin a securities account or
the required margin for any other
clearing organization with which the
futures account as set forth in this
section.
shares are deposited as margin) obtains position or transaction or any other
Ibl Required margin.-(1) General
the right to redeem the shares in cash,
r uirement.
ye) Alternative collateral valuation foi'
.rule.The required margin for each long prompt1 u on request; and
margin cguitysecurities in afuimes
.
. or short position n a security futun .
(iii) d e k d agrees to satisfy any
shall be twenty (20) percent of the .
conditions necessary or appropriate to
~ccount
current market value of such security
(1) Notwithstanding paragraph
ensure that the shares may be redeemed
in cash romptly upon request.
(c)(l)(iii)of this section, a security
future.
futures intermediary need not value a .
( 2 ) Offsetting positions. ..
(c)A&stmenD.
(1)Futures accounts. For purposes of .margin equity security at its Regulation
'. Notwithstanding the margin levels
this section, the equity in a futures
of t$s
T collateral value when determining . .
specified in paragraph (%)(I)
.
whether the required margin for the
section, a self-regulatory authority may account shall be computed in
secyity futures and related positions in
set the required initial or maintenance
accordance with the margin rules .
'
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.

(2) Interest charged on credit
accepts, in good faith, a signed
a futures account is satisfied, provided
statement of the hansferor (or, if that is maintained in the account;
.that:
(i)The margin equity security is
. not practicable, of the customer), that
.
(3) Communication or shipping
-valued at an amount no greater than the any margin call issued under this
charges with respect to transactions in
Regulation (§5 242.400 through 242.406) . the
: current market value of the security
. .
has been satisfied;and
reduced by the lowest percentage level
(4)Payment of commissions,
(ii)
An
account
that
is.transferred
required for a long position in
taxes, storage and other
from one customer to another as part of brokerage,
the security held in a margin account
charges lawfully accruing in connection :
. unda. the rules of a national securities . a tm~saction.not undertaken to avoid
-exchange registered purs-t
to section the requirements of this Regulation
. with the paritions and tmsactiona in,
. . ... . _
.
($5242.400 through 242.406), may be . the account;
6(a)of the Act (15 U.S.C.78fla));
treated
as
if
it
had
been
maintained
for
(5)hny
service
charges
that
the
(ii) Additional margin is required to
be deposited on lrng day when the dayly.n the transferee born the date of its origin, security f~turesintermediary may
impose; or
security futures transactions and related if the security futures hterniediaJ7
(6)Any other withdrawals that are .
accepts in good faith and keeps with the
~ n ~ c twould
i o create
~
or increase a
m s f e r e e account a signed statement of permitted from a securities margin
deficiency in the account if the
account under RegulationT, to the ;
margin equity securities were valued at the transferor describing the
circdstances for the transfer. ' their RegulationT collateral value, and
extent permitted under applicabIe.
margin rules.
. . ..
shall be for the amount of the margin .
(fl
of accounts. No
. .
v a n t e e of a cuntOmer'saccount d h d
deficiency so created oi increased (a
9242406 Undermargined accounts.
: . ..,.
"special magin requirement"]; and
. be given any effect for PuPoses of
.
.
[iii), ~ hse-ities,
,
or
assets
determining whether me l e q u i ~ ~ c . (a) Failure to sntisfv margin L d . If - i
margin
in
an
account
is
satisfied.
e*cept
req&d
by
this
m y m. deposbed as m a @ for the positions in
as permitted uilder applicable mmgin .: Regulation ($5242.400 through 242.406) :
.-anaccount are not permitted to be
is not met in full, the security futures. ' . .
'withdrawn £rom the account at any time
.
'intermediary shall take the deduction
that:
.
5242.405
".~lthdrawal
of
mlrgln.
..
. .
:'required
with
respect
to
an
. ..
(A) Additional cash, securities, or
(a) By the customer. Except as
.' undermargined account in computing.
. .
ae rwluired to be
otherwise provided in 5242.404(e)(l)(ii) its net
under Commbsion or
. as margin under this section for a
of this Regulation.(55.242.400through . CFTC rules.
.... .
in the
On the same
242.406), ?ash,securities, or other,as'sets
or a previous day; or '
deposited,as m+
for positions an .. (b)Accounts fiat Liquidate to a
.
.
(B) The withdrawal, together with
.accountmay be
provided
deficit. If at any time there is a
. '.
other transactions, deposits, and
that the equity in,&eaccount &er,such . liquidating deficit in an account in . . : . .
withdrawals on the same day, would
~ t h h a w is
a sufficient to
- which security futures held, the
. . .
create or increase a margin deficiency if required marginfor the security f44rnes "security futures intermediary s h d take . , . .
.,steps to liquidate positions in the
the -gin
equity securities were valued mdrelated positions in the account
. .
. - at their Regulation T collateral valueaccount promptly and in an orderly
::
under this Regulation ($5242.400 .
(2) AU security futures pansactions
throu h 242.406),'
.manner.
.
,
'
and related transactions on any day ..
fi) fie s e c ~ ~ ~ f u ~ & e ~
(c)Liquidation of undermarghed
.shallbe combined to determine the
intermediary. NoKthstanding
accounts not required. Notwithstanding -.
amount of a special margin requirement. paragraph.(a) of this section, the
Section 402(a) of this Regulation
~dditionalmargin deposited to s a s f y a security fiitures intermediary. in its .
($5 242.400 through 242.4061, section :
special margin requirement shall be . .- usual practice, may deduct the
220.4(d) of Regulation T (12 CFR
.
valued at an amount no greater than its . following items from an account in
' ..
220.4(d)) respecting liquidation of .
.
Regulation T collateral value.
which security futures or related
positions in lieu of deposit shall not
.
(3) If the alternative collateral
positions are held if they are considered
with respect to semity
.
valuation method set ford in paragraph in cornbiting the balance of such
carried in a securities account. . . ,
(e) of this section is used with respect
account:
Dated: August 1,2002.
(1)Variation settlement payable,
to an account inwhich security futures.
By the Securities and Exchange
directly or indirectly, to a clearing
or related positions are carried:
commission^
(i)An account that is transferred from agency that is registered under section
..
Margaret H.McFar1an4
17A of the Act (15 U.S.C 78q-1) or a
one security futures intermediary to
another may be treated as if it had been derivatives clearing organization that is .DeputySecretary. .
[FRDoc. 02-19892 ~ i l e 8
d-13-02; 8:45 am]
- registered.under section 5b of the CEA
maintained bythe transferee from the
(7 U.S.C. 7a-I);
BILLING CODE ~~51-019:BOIO-M-P
.
date of its origin, if the transferee.
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The
Clearing
Corporation

9.--,
" :
.

Bonds (OAT),Bills,

The
Clearing
Corporation

'AAA'
'AA'

'A'
'BBB'

Fannie Mae (FNMA) MBSs
Freddie Mac (FHLMC) Gold PCs

I

Ha~rcutAcross All Maturity Classes ----------- 6% Haircut Across All Maturity Classes ------

The

Clearing

Corporation

BlackRock Provident Institutional - TempFund

Fidelity Investments Institutional MMF - Domestic Portfolio

0924811643
09248U619

316175405
38141W232

590901104

Merrill Lynch Premie~lnstitutional Fund
Merrimac Cash Series (Premium Class)

.

Rydex US Government Money Market Fund (Institutional Shares)

78355E817
90262Y505

The

Clearing

Corporation
Only common stock listed on a major exchange that has last sale reporting pursuant to a consolidated
'
transaction reporting plan or that trade over the counter and are designated a Nationzl Market System
security in addition to being eligible'for processing within the DTC system.
All stock posted as original margin must have a minimum price of $10 per share and be rated at least 'BBB'
by Standard and Poor's or Moody's There will be no margin credit granted if the share price or rating
should fall below the prescribed levels.

I

The Clearing Corporation will not accept common stock from clearing participants issued by their parent or
affiliated companies.

II

I

The Clearing Corporation will accept no more than 25% of any clearing participant's margin requirement (or
no more than $1,000,000 if 25% of the margin requirement is less than $1,000,000) in the form of
I common stock
II

I

I

Equity securities that are delivered for original margin must be free and clear of any liens and must be
received directly from [he clearing participant's DTC account

'

.
.

Clearing participants needs to have an account with the DTC and must notify the Risk Management
Department and the Treasury Operations Department of its request'to participate in the program. The
following accounts haw been set up by The Clearing Corporation with DTC to facilitafe this process:
The Clearing Corporation's DTC House Acct #838
The Clearing corporation's DTC Customer Account #839

I
I

. .

.

.

..

The

Clearing

.,

Corporation
Bank of ~ r n e r i c g

,

.

Harris Trust and savings Bank
IntesaBci (NY Branch)

'

VOLUME 2 1 - BULLETIN # 160 Money Market Funds as Collateral

-

firr:nc-

Member Info
Contact tis
'VOLUME 21 - BULLETIN~~~~GO

A!,si:: SOTC:?

Tools
TO:

Delverv lnfo

FROM:

Reao& &.BOTC&.

-

DATE:
SUBJECT:

'

.

nu CLEARING

&
&
I:

Open Interest Reports

Page I of 2

MEMBERS .
.
BUSINESSSYSTEMS GROUP .
July 27.2001
Money Market Funds as ~ o l l a t e r a l

.

..

Infct-:?zl.l~n

The dFTC has amended Rule 1.25 to permit the investrnent.ofcustomer
,funds by futures commission merchants into rnaney market mutual funds
Bulletins
("undn or Tu.ndsU).tn connection with th,?t amendment, the Clearing
Corporation
will permit shares of Funds, suejqt to. certain conditions, to be
. . ... ..... .,
deipos8ed
. .
as
origilral.&rgin
. .
. for. both hous'k And 5uitorner origin. .
..
Exchanae ~~lembei.inf~:

About BOTCC

F?
I"8 .

. . .

-,

f

-3

-

,

,

.

.

fs

.

~ i ~
&i s t

:.: :

- ..

.

'

..

.

...
.-

acbplea
member.as
@rgi'n collateral:
such shares will
'besubjectfrom
ti aany
5% clearing
haircut and
may be deposited
With theAll
Clearing
...

'

'

.

,

. .

. ,.; 7he ~tiiaringCorporationmust approve each Fundbefore its shares can be
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Currently, the Clearing Corporation has approved shares of the following
Funds for deposit as original margin: .
. .
FUND

BBH Common Settlement Fund
Prime Obligations Fund
Maney Market Fund
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Fund
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The Clearing Corporation continues to review apptcations from other Funds

.

and will advise members when and as shares of such Funds are approved for
deposit as. originzrI margin.
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9.05 Margins

It shall be incumbent upon each Clearing Member that his trades and trades of his customers be margined up to the time of the
such trades by the Clearing House.

-

(A) Original Margin
Original Margin shall be paid on Exchange commodity transactions in such form as determined by the Board of Directors. Origi~
changed at the discretion of the Board.
(6) Variation Margins
The President otthe Exchange, at any time during the day, may call for variation margins to meet the variations in the market. !
be paid to the Exchange within the time limits prescribed by the President.
(C) Additional and Advance Margin
In the President's discretion if the protection of the Exchange so requires, the President may call for additional original margin fi
more clearing members in such forms, and at such times as the President may specify. The President may lower the margins tl
when the Exchange no longer requires the protection of increased margins.
(D) Straddle Margins

(1) Futures Straddles

,

A Clearing Member carrying an account which has both a long and a short futures position with the Clearing House in a particu
the same or different contracts but in no event for the same delivery month of the same contract, may treat such long and short
extent they are equal in quantity as a futures straddle. Each trade comprising a straddle shall be subject to separate brokerage
charges. Initial margins deposited shall be the higher required for either trade or trades and when so deposited shall be sufficie
but each trade shall be brought to the settling price, daily. When one trade of a straddle transaction is closed out all the remaini
that comprise the straddle must have the required original margin deposited with the Clearing House.
(2) Options Straddles

-

A Clearing Member carrying an account which has both (1) a short call option and a long call option; (2) a short put option and
(3) a long put option and a long call option; or (4) a short put option and a short call option, in a particular commodity, but in no
series, may treat such positions to the extent they are equal in quantity as an options straddle. Each trade comprising a straddl~
separate brokerage and clearing charges. Initial margins deposited shall be the higher required for either trade or trades and w'
shall be sufficient for both trades but each trade shall be brought to the settling price, daily. When one trade of a straddle trans;
all the remaining trade or trades that comprise the straddle must have the required original margin deposited with the Clearing I

.

(E) Clearing Members may meet original margin calls by depositing:
(1) Cash (U.S. Currency);
(2) Original Margin Certificates issued by an original margin depository, in form acceptable to the Clearing House, for delivery ct
Clearing House, representing securities issued by the Department of Treasury of the United States of America maturing within
the date of the deposit and guaranteed as to principal and interest by the United States Government; such securities shall be vi
percent (95%) of the par value; or

(3) Subject to a maximum limit of 50% of the Clearing Member's total original margin obligations, Irrevocable Letters of Credit p
of the Clearing House including such Letters of Credit that are deposited with the Clearing Member in accordance with Exchan!
customer, in form acceptable to the Clearing House, issued by or confirmed by an original margin depository and having an ex[
less than three (3) or more than eighteen (18) months from the date of issuance; provided, however, that such Letter of Credit r
meet original margin obligations during the fifteen calendar days prior to the expiration date thereof (if the fifteenth day prior to 1
Letter of Credit is not a business day, the period during which such Letter of Credit may not be used to meet original margin obl
on the business day immediately preceding that day); and, provided further, that on the business day preceding the fifteenth ca
the expiration of the Letter of Credit, the Clearing House shall issue a call for original margin to be deposited in a form and man
the Clearing House for positions held open as of the close of business on that day and margined by the Letter of Credit. The CI
have the unqualified right to call on any Letter of Credit at any time prior to expiration.

.

(4) Shares in a money market mutual fund that complies with CFTC Regulation 31.25 and that has been approved by the ~ o a r c -

following conditions:
(i) for purposes of original margin, such shares will be valued at 95% of market value; (ii) a Cleaiing Member's participation in a
shall be limited to no more than 5% of that fund; and (iii) no more than 25% of the total assets of an approved money market m
used to meet original margin obligations at the Exchange.

htt~:Nwww.nvmex.com/is~/resourcesJrule
main .isn?n~=%
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(F) The Clearing House shall have the right, at all times, to prohibit or otherwise limit the use as original margin by any Clearing
of credit or of securities under this Rule.

(G) The Clearing House shall retain the original margin deposited with respect to any futures contract against which a delivery t
issued until the business day afler the delivery date or such date as designated by the Clearing House.

(H) Customer Accounts with the Exchange
(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) below, all customer funds deposited with the Exchange shall be held in accordance wii
Exchange Act and Commission Regulation 1.20 in an account identified as Customer Segregated. Customer funds shall be sel
Exchange and treated as belonging to the customers of the clearing member. Pursuant to this Rule, clearing members register,
Commission Merchants shall not be required to obtain a segregated acknowledgment letter from the Exchange.
*
(2) Customer funds deposited with the Exchange for cleared transactions in over-the-counter pari-mutuel auctions may be depc
member account or a customer non-regulated account. Neither account shall be treated as a customer segregated account.

-

Page 1 of 1
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Amendments to NYMEX Rule 9.05 (Margins)
Please be advised that the Exchange has amended Rule 9.05, which governs Clearing Members' use
of money market mutual funds to meet original margin requirements on the NYMEX Division. The
amendments are shown below and become effective today.
Previously, a Clearing Member's participationin any approved fund or any group of approvedfunds
offered by the same issuer was limited to the greater of $250,000 or 25% of the Clearing Member's
total original margin obligations.
By comparison, the new rule amendments delete this restriction, in effect allowing a Clearing Member
to meet 100% of its margin requirements with shares in one money market fund.
However, the Clearing Member's participation in any such fund will be limited to 5% of that money
market fund.
W~thregard to Rule 9.05, the Exchange continues to require that a money market fund must be
approved by the NYMEX Board and also must comply with CFTC Regulation ?? 1.25.
AMENDMENTS TO NYMEX Rule 9.05 (Margins)
(asterisk indicates additions; bracketing indicates deletion)
Rule 9.05 Margins
(E) Clearing Members may meet original margin calls by depositing:

(4) Shares in a money market mutual fund that complies with CFTC Regulation 1.25 and that has
been approved by the Board, subject to the following conditions:
(i) for purposes of original margin, such shares will be valued at 95% of market value:
(ii) a Clearing Member's participation in any approved fund [or any group of approved funds offered by
the same issuer] shall be limited to [ the greater of $250,000 or 25% of the Clearing Member'stotal
original margin obligations 1 no more than 5% of that fund; '

(iii) no more than 25% of the total assets of an approved money market mutual fund may be used to
meet original margin obligations at the Exchange.
Should you have any questions or require any further information, please contact
exchanqeinfo@nvmex.com

L

O 2005 New York Mercant~leExchange. lnc. All R~ghtsReserved.
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NYMEX
Notice # 01-184
May 31, 2001
TO:

All NYMEX Division Members and Member Firms

FROM: Neal L. Wolkoff, Executive Vice President.

RE:

Reminder o n Use of Money Market Funds as Original Margin Deposits on the NYMEX
Division

DATE: May 31, 2001

This Notice is a reminde~regarding certain rule changes and related policy guidelines that will go into
effect on June 1, 2001 for the NYMEX Division. The rule changes going into effect on June 1, ZOO1 on
the NYMEX Division allow shares of certain money market mutual funds to be acceptable for purposes.
of original margin deposits.
Corresponding rule changes for the COMEX Division have also been approved b y the NYMEX Board of.
.Directors and filed with the CFTC; the changes for the.COMEX Division will be implemented at a later
date.

.

.

.

Rule Amendments
The amendments generally require that in order t o be used for such purpose, a money market fund
must be approved by the NYMEX Board and also must comply with CFTC Regulation 5 1.25. For
purposes of original margin, the Exchange's Clearing House will value such money market fund
shares at 95% of their market value. Ln addition, a Clearing Member's participation in any approved
fund or any group of approved funds offered b y the same issuer shall be limited to the greater of
$250,000 or 25% of the Clearing Member's total original margin obligations. Finally, no more than
25% of the total assets of an approved money market mutual fund may be used t o meet original
margin obligations at the Exchange.

.

Exchange Policy on Money Market Funds
The NYMEX Board of Directors also recently adopted three additional guidelines that will be applicable
.to such funds. First, until further notice from the Exchange, the Board has determined to limit the
number of money market funds available for this purpose to ten. Second, the Board wlll require that
henceforth each fund applying for such status must have a minimum value of $5 billion. Finally, each
.fund further must provide for same day payment i f notification i s made by 3:00 p.m. on that day..

'

AMENDMENTS TO NYMEX RULE 9.05 ("MARGINS")

(Asterisks indicate additions; brackets Indisate deletions.)

.

Rule 9.05. MARGINS

. ."

. .
,
<

****
(E) Clearing ~ e m b e m f i ~ ~ m ~ o r margin
i ~ i f l calls
a ~ by depositing:
,/

' \

"(4) Shares i n a money market mutual fund that complies with CFTC Regulation 51.25 and that has
been approved byJhe Board, subject t o the following conditions:

_c--

.

(i) for purposes of original margin, such shares will be valued at 95,Oh of market value;
(ii)a Clearing ember's participation in any approved fund o r any group af approved fumdsoffered
by the same issuer shall be limited to the greater of $250,000 or 25% of the Clearing Member's total
original margin obligations;'

(iii) no more than 25% of the total assets of an approved money market mutual fund may be used,to
meet original margin obligations at the Exchange.*
\

'Shares o f Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. Common Settlement Fund, valued a t 95% of market
value.]

.-

.
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Acceptable Performance Bond Deposits1331

Clearing members may accept from their account holders as performance bond cash
currencies of any denomination, readily marketable securities (as defined by SEC Rule
15~3-l(c)(11)and applicable SEC interpretations), nloncy market mutual funds
allowable under CFTC Regulation 1.25, and bank-issued letters of credit.
Clearing members shall not accept as performance bond from an account holder
securities that have been issued by the account holder or an affiliate of the account holder
unless the clkaring member files a petition with and receives permissbn from Exchange
staff.
Bank-issued letters of credit must be in a form acceptable to the Exchange. Such letters
of credit must be drawable in the United States . Clearing members shall not accept as
performance bond from an account holder letters of credit issued by the account holder,
an affiliate of the account holder, the clearing member, or an affiliate of the clearing
member.
All assets deposited by account holders to meet performance bond requirements must be
and remain unencumbered by third party claims against the depositing account holder.
Except to the extent that Exchange staff shall prescribe otherwise, cash currency
performance bond deposits shall be valued at market value. All other performance bond
deposits other than letters of credit shall be valued at an amount not to exceed market
value less applicable haircuts as set forth in SEC Rule 240.15c3-1.[34~

\
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SECURITIESAND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
[Release No. 34-47599; File No. SR-OCC2002-041

Self-Regulatory Organizations; The
Options Clearing Corporation; Order
Granting Approval of a Proposed Rule
Change Relating to Money Market
Funds as Margin Collateral

in such funds an attractive collateral
alternative for all OCC clearing
accounts. As a result of recent
amendments to the regulations of the
Commodity Futures Trading
Commission ("CETC"), clearing
members that are registered as futures
commission merchants are now
permitted to invest customer funds of
their futures customers in money market
fund shares.' Accordingly, clearing
members want to be able to pledge
shares in such funds as margin for their
"non-proprietary" cross-margining
accounts. OCC believes that such
deposits are appropriate collateral not
only for cross-margining accounts but
for all a~counts.

March 31, 2003.
I. Introduction
On January 29,2002, The Options
clearing corporation ( " ~ ~ ~filed
w ) with
the Securities and Exchange
Commission ("Commission") proposed
rule change SR-OCC-2002-04 pursuant
to section 19(b)(l)of the Securities
Requirements for Eligibility of Funds
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Act").' Notice
of the proposal was published in the
define
OCC
Federal Register on January 1 6 ~ 2 0 0 3 . ~ market
funds as those meeting the
No comment letters were received. For
criteria of SEC rule 2~-7,s"Money
the reasons discussed below, the
Market
the Investment
Commission is granting approval of the company ofunder
1940 (-IcA-),E subject
proposed rule change.
to certain additional criteria. The ICA
II.Description
sets the standards which
funds and other investment vehicles
The change to OCC's rule 604
operate, and rule 2a-7 thereunder
expands the permissible forms of
market
margin collateralto include shares in
requires a qualifying
fund to meet certain portfolio maturity,
money market funds, The rule change
quality, and diversification criteria.
also reorganizes the rule and makes
certain nonsubstantive format changes. Instruments that may qualify as
permitted investments for money
Rule 604 specifies the forms of
market funds typically include U.S.
collateral that may be deposited as
Treasury
securities, repurchase
margin. Permitted forms of margin
agreements, Federal agency securities,
collateral include cash, government
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m Paper,
e r c i certificates
al
of
securities, letters of credit, and certain
deposit, time deposits, corporate notes,
equity and debt securities.3 OCC
asset-backed securities, and municipal
regularly reviews these forms of
securities. To minimize credit risk, OCC
collateral for suitability with the intent
will accept only money market funds
of
clearing members' desire
that limit their investments to "frrst tier
to use a diverse
of readily
securities" as defined in rule 2a-7
available and cost-effective forms of
collateral while ensuring that collateral under the ICA.' Although certain types
of instruments that qualify as first tier
is limited to instruments that are
securities would not qualify to be
relatively stable in value and are easily
pledged directly as margin collateral
converted to cash. OCC believes that
shares in certain money market funds
In December 2000, the CITC amended its
meet these criteria and that it is
Regulation 1.25 to expand the range of instruments
appropriate for OCC to expand its
in which FCMs and clearing organizations may
categories of acceptable collateral to
invest customer segregated funds to include highly
include such instruments.
liquid instruments such as money market mutual
funds. Rules Relating to Intermediaries of
OCC believes that the professional
asset management, liquidity, and stable Commodity Interest Transactions, 65 FR 77993
(December 13,2000).
principal value typically associated
" 7 CFR 270.2a-7.
with money market funds make shares
15 U.S.C. 8Oa et seg.
15 U.S.C. 7Bs(b)[l).
'Securities Exchange Act Release No. 47146
(January 9. 2003). 68 FR 2385.
Pursuant to a rule filing approved by the
Commission last year. OCC clearing members are
allowed to deposit as margin debt securities issued
by Congressionally chartered corporations that
OCC's membersbiplmargin committee has
approved. Securities Exchange Act Release No.
45745 (April 12.2002). 67 FR 19467 (April 19.
2002) (File No. SR-OCC-2001-04).

'In general, a first tier security is a security with
a remaining maturity of 397 calendar days or less
that: (i) Has received a short-term rating from at
least two nationally recognized statistical rating
organizations in the highest short-term rating
category for debt obligations; (ii) is unrated but is
deemed to be of comparable quality to securities
identified in (i) as determined by the fund's board
of directors;(iii) is issued by a registered
investment company that is itself a money market
fund; or (iv) is a government security. 17 CFR
270.2a-7(a)(12).

16849

under rule 604,8 OCC believes that the
rating requirements and maturity
prerequisites combined with inherent
diversification of the funds provides
sufficient protection to warrant
acceptance of shares of money market
funds containing such instruments.
To ensure a diverse group of fund
investors so that the actions of any one
shareholder (e.g., redeeming a large
interest in a fund) do not materially
disrupt the ability of the fund to redeem
Shares in an orderly manner, rule
604@)(3)will prohibit a clearing
member from depositing as margin
any
market fund where
a registered
of the
market
fund has an interest of 10% or more in
the money market fund.
In order for a fund's shares to be
acceptable as margin collateral, the fund
(and/or its sponsor, transfer agent, or
other agent as appropriate) will be
required to represent to OCC that it
meets the foregoing requirements and to
addition,
it will
will
continue
require
tothe
dofund
so. Into
agree
thatocc
make certain other agreements intended
to further ensure O C C *ability
~
to
convert fund shares promptly to cash if
necessary.
Redemption
While the ICA generally prohibits
mutual funds from suspending the right
of redemption, the ICA does allow funds
to postpone the payment of redemption
proceeds for up to seven days after the
tender of fund shares to the fund or its
agent. The ICA also allows for the
suspension or postponement of
redemption in certain emergency
situations. In addition, while the intent
of a money market fund is to redeem
shares in cash, most issuers retain the
right to redeem their shares in kind
where the redeeming shareholder would
receive portfolio securities rather than
cash. Any such action would introduce
liquidation risk as well as additional
costs associated with the sale of such
securities.
Rule 604(b)(3)(i)(H)will require any
fund accepted as margin collateral to
waive its rights under the ICA to delay
redemption or to redeem in kind. The
fund will instead have to agree to
redeem fund shares in cash no later than
the business day following a redemption
request by OCC with limited exceptions
for unscheduled closings of Federal
Reserve Banks or the New York Stock
Exchange. These waivers of redemption
restrictions along with the next day
For example, OCC does not currently accept
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, time
deposits, corporate notes. asset-backed securities, or
municipal securities.

16850
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payment requirement have been
established to maintain ade uate
liquidity of margin collatera and are
also intended to be consistent with the
redemption conditions contained in
CFTC rule 1.25.n
Valuation

9

occ will require funds to perform a
net asset value computation at least
once per day with the dissemination of
such computation to be made available
to OCC no later than 9 a.m. central time
the following day. Given the diversified
nature of eligible fund investments as
well as the investment duration
limitations, a daily computation of net
asset value appears reasonable.
Nevertheless, OCC will apply a 2%
haircut on the current market value of
fund shares. The 2% haircut was
selected for consistency with the
treatment of similar assets under the net
capital rule.10
OCC's Security Interest
As in the case of other securities held
as collateral, OCC will require that
clearing members give OCC a first
priority perfected security interest in
deposited fund shares. Because shares
in money market funds are typically not
issued in certificated form, ownership is
established by registration of the
securities on the books of the fund or its
transfer agent. OCC can ordinarily
obtain a perfected security interest in
fund shares registered in the name of a
clearing member by exerntionof the
standard
agreement
among OCC,the clearing member, and
the fund or its transfer agent.
In addition, to preclude a situation
its
whereby a 'learing member lecures
obligations to OCC with collateral
managed and
the
of that
'learing member Or a
party*an
association restriction is included in
604(b)(3)(iii).This
is
consistent with OCC
regarding the
deposit of government securities, debt
or equity issues, or letters of credit as
margin collateral." This standard may
be waived if the issuing institution can
demonstrate that an acceptable
arrangement has been made for the
control of underlying portfolio
investments and for the processing of
'CFTC Regulation 1.25[~)[5).65 FR 77993,78010.
78011 (Dec. 13,2000); see also. 65 Fl7 82270 (Dec
28.2000). C F X Interpretive Letter No. 01-31 (April
2,2001) (Funds will be deemed in compliance with
Regulation I.~s(c)(s)even though they provide for
delayed redemption in specified emergency
situations).
lo17 CFR 240.lSc3-l(c)(2)[vi)(D)(1).
l1 OCC rule 604. Interpretation and Policies .07
and .lo.

OCC redemption requests by a third
Party.
OCC is also moving the provisions
which require compliance with the
Commission's rule 15~3-3when
applicable, formerly set forth in rule
604(d)(2),have been moved so that
these provisions apply not only to
equity and debt securities but to all
securities deposited as margin under
rule 604(b). A sentence has been added
to these provisions to require
compliance with the
customer
protection regime when securities are
deposited with respect to futures
accounts.
OCC believes that the proposed rule
change is consistent with the
requirements of section 17A of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, because it enhances the
efficiency of the clearing system while
still allowing OCC to safeguard
securities and funds by permitting
clearing members to collateralize their
obligations to OCC with an additional
form of highly liquid*stable value
assets.
Ill. Discussion

For the Commission by the Division of
Market Regulation, pursuant to delegated
authority.1s
Margaret H. McFarland,
Deputy Secretory.
[FRDoc. 03-8387 Filed 4-4-03; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 801WT-P

SECURiTlES AND EXCHANGE
COMMlSSlON
[Release No. 34--47605; File No. SR-Phlx2001171

Self-Regulatory Organizations; Notice
of Filing and immediate Effectiveness
of Proposed Rule Change and
Amendment No. 1 Thereto by the
Philadelphia Stock Exchange, Inc. To
Adopt a License Fee for Transactions
in Standard & Poor's Depository
Receiptso
April 1, 2003.

Pursuant to section 19(b)(l)of the
Securities Ex,ange Act of 1934
r~ct,,),l and Rule 19b-4 thereunder,a
notice is hereby given that on March 17,
2003, the Philadelphia Stock Exchange,
Inc. ("Phlx" or "Exchange") filed with
the Securities and Exchange
The
finds that the
Commission ("SEC" or "Commission")
P
~
change
~
isP
~ with ~ the proposed
~
~
&ange as described
the requirements of the Act and the
in Items I and n below, whi& items
rules and regulations themmder and
have been prepared by the ~
~
particularly with the requirements of
The Exchange amended the proposal on
Section
section 17A(k1)(3)(F).~~
March 28, 2003.3 The Commission is
17A@)(3)(F)requires that the
of a
publishmg &is notice to solicit
clearing agency be designed to assure
On the proposed
change'
the safeguarding of securities and funds
as amended, from interested persons.
which are in the custody or control of
the clearing agency or for which it is
I. Self-Regulatory Organization's
responsible. The Commission believes
Statement of the Terms of Substance of
that OCC's rule change meets this
the Proposed Rule Change
require,ent because while OCC
The Exchange proposes to amend its
clearing members will be able to deposit summary
o f ~ q u i t yCharges to adopt a
money market funds as margin
license
fee
of $0.00025 per share per
collateral, OCC has established
trade side for sides greater than 500
no madmum fee per bade
procedures with respect to the deposits shares,
ofmoney market funds as margin
side charged to Non-PACE Customers4
collateral that should ensure that OCC
and ~
l~
~
~ ~
will be able to safeguard the securities
~~~~~~k~( . . E ~ ~ V V ) , a. license fee
and funds that are within its custody or
control or for which it is responsible,
l 3 17

N.Conclusion
On the basis of the foregoing, the
Commission finds that the proposed
rule change is consistent with the
and in
requirements of the
particular section 17A of the Act and
the rules and regulations thereunder.
It is therefore Ordered# pursuant to
~ectionlg(bI(2I of the Act, that the
proposed rule change (File NO.SROCG2002-04) be and hereby is

approved.
1215 U.S.C. 78q-l%)(3)(F).

CFR 200.30-3[a)(12).
15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(l).
'17 CFR 2 4 0 . 1 9 h .
=OnMarch 28.2003. the Exchange filed a Form
19b-4. which completely replaced and superceded
the original filing in its entirety ["Amendment No.
1"). For purposes of calculating the 60-day
abrogation period. the Commission considers the
period to have commenced on March 28.2003, the
date the Exchange filed Amendment NO. 1. IS
U.S.C. 76(s)b)(3)(C].
4 PACE is the acronym for the Exchange's
Automated Communication and Execution System.
which is the Exchange's order routing. delivery.
execution and reporting system for its equity
trading floor. See Exchange Rules 229 and 229A.
=ECNsshall mean any elecbonic system that
widely disseminates to thud parties orders entered
therein by an Exchange market maker or over-the-

~

h

'

~

~

~
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publication of the notice of the filing.
The Commission finds good cause for
approving the proposed rule change
prior to the thirtieth day after the
publication of notice because such
approval will allow DTC to establish a
set up fee for open-ended mutual funds
deposited at DTC at the same time it
makes open-ended mutual funds
depository eligible.6
IV.Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to
submit written data, views, and
arguments concerning the foregoing,
including whether the proposed rule
change is consistent with the Act.
Comments may be submitted
any of
the following methods:
Electronic Comments
Use the Commission's Internet
comment form (http:Nwww.sec.gov/
rules/sro.shtd or
Send an E-mail to n.hcomments@sec.gov.Please include File
Number SR-DTC-2005-02 on the
subject line.
Paper Comments
send paper comments in triplicate
to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission.
450 Fifth
Washington*Dc
205494609.
refer to
Number SR-DTC-2005-02~ This
number should be included on the
subject line if e-mail is used. To help the
Commission process and review your
comments
please use
One method. The Commission
comments On the
post
Internet Web site (http:Nwww.sec.gov/
rules/sro.shtml). Copies of the
submission, all subsequent
amendments, all written statements
with respect to the proposed rule
change that are filed with the
Commission, and all written
communications relating to the
proposed rule change between the
Commission and any person, other than
those that may be
the
public in accordance with the
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be
available for inspection and copying in
the Commission's Public Reference
Section, 450 Fifth Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20549. Copies of such
filing also will be available for
inspection and copying at the principal
office of DTC and on DTC's Web site at
http://www.dtc.org. All comments
received will be posted without change;
the Commission does not edit personal
NW.l

identifying information from
submissions. You should submit only
information that you wish to make
available publicly. All submissions
should refer to File Number SR-DTG
2005-02 and should be submitted on or
before March 29, 2005.
It is therefore ordered, pursuant to
Section 19(b)(2)of the Act,7that the
proposed rule change (File No. SRDTC-2005-02) be and hereby is
approved on an accelerated basis.
For the Commissionby the Divisionof
Market Regulation,pursuant to delegated
authority.8
~~~~~~~tH. ~
~
~
~
~
l

in Item IV below. DTC has prepared
summaries, set forth in sections (A), (B),
and (C)below, of the most significant
aspects of these statements.2
(A) Self-RegulatoryOrganization's
Statement of the Purpose of,and

Basis for, the
Change
Due to processing problems that DTC
has experienced with open-ended funds
in the past, open-ended funds are not
eligible for deposit at DTC. The
proposed rule change allows lX"I' to
accept open-ended funds for deposit but
will
~ not
~ make
d the, full range of DTC
services available for these funds.
Deputy Secretary.
Participants will be able to hold open[mD ~~5-971Filed
~ .
3-7-05; 8~45am]
ended funds in their accounts at DTC
BILLING CODE B O 1 W l - P
and will be able to pledge open-ended
funds to other DTC participants using
DTC's system. Other than holding and
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
pledging, no other services (i.e.,
redemption services, reorganization
[Release No. 34-51289; File No- SR-DTCservices, dividend payments, or
2005-011
transactions) will be available to
Self-Regulatory Organizations;The
participants for
funds.
DepositoryTrust Company; Notice of
Dividends paid On
funds
Filing and Immediate Effectivenessof
be paid DTCbut
be paid
Proposed Rule Change to Make Openparticipants
DTC's system
pursuant to instructions the open-ended
Ended Funds Depository Eligible
fund's issuer or its agent receives from
~~~h 2, 2005.
participants. Participants will deposit
Pursuant to Section 19(b)(l)of the
shares in open-ended funds into their
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
DTC accounts and will withdraw shares
notice is hereby given that on
in open-ended funds from their DTC
February 16.2005. The Depository Trust accounts through the Deposit or
Company ("DTC") filed with the
Withdrawal at Custodian ("DWAC")
Securities and Exchange Comm~ss~on service.
commission^^ the proposed rule
The proposed rule change is
change described in Items 1, n, and 111
consistent with the requirements of
below, which items have been prepared Section 17A of the Act3 and the rules
primarily by DTC. The Commission is
and regulations thereunder applicable to
DTC because it assures the safeguarding
publishing this notice to solicit
comments on the proposed rule change of securities and funds which are in the
from interested parties.
custody or control of DTC because DTC
will safeguard open-ended funds in a
I. Self-Regulatory Organization's
manner consistent with the manner it
Statement of the Terms of Substance of safeguards other securities. It will also
the Proposed Rule Change
promote efficiencies related to pledges
The purpose of the proposed rule
of open-ended funds.
change is to make open-ended funds
(B)
Self-Regulatory Organization's
depository eligible.
Statement
on Burden on Competition
Self-Regulatory
DTC
does
not believe that the
Statement of the Purpose of, and
proposed rule change will have any
Stahtory Basis for*the
impan on or impose any burden on
Change
competition.
In its filing with the Commission,
Self-RegulatOr~Organization's
DTC included statements concerning
Statement on Comments on the
the purpose of and basis for the
Change Received From
proposed rule change and discussed any
Pa*ici~ants~Or Others
comments it received on the proposed
rule change. The text of these statements
No written comments relating to the
may be examined at the places specified proposed rule change have been
Q

7 15 U.S.C.

Securities Exchange Act Release No. 51289
(March 2,2005) [File No. SR-DTC-2005-011.
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78s(b)(2].

17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12).
115 s C. sas(b)(i).

u

2The Commissionhas modified the text of the
summaries prepared by DTC
15 U.S.C. 78q-1.
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prospectus and will note this prospectus
delivery requirement in the Notice to
Participants.
This approval order is conditioned on
the Exchange's adherence to these
representations.
Finally*the Commission
that
the Exchange's
trading
restrictions and information barriers On
Specialist Participants in GLD are
reasonable and consistent with the Act.
These rules generally require a
Specialist Participant to report to the
Exchange a list of all accounts for
trading gold or gold derivatives over
which the Specialist Participant
exercises investment discretion or has
an interest. Furthermore, Specialist
Participants and their affiliated persons
will be required to make available to the
and
Exchange*upon request*their
records pertaining to transactions in
gold and gold derivatives.
The Commission finds good cause for
approving the proposal prior to the 30th
day after the date of publication of the
notice of filing thereof in the Federal
Register. As noted previously, the
Commission previously found that the
listing and trading of GLD on NYSE is
consistent with the Act.35 The
Commission presently is not aware of
any regulatory issue that should cause
the Commission to revisit that earlier
finding or preclude the trading of GLD
on the Exchange pursuant to UTP.
Therefore, accelerating approval of the
proposal should benefit investors by
creating, without undue delay,
additional competition in the market for
GLD.

V. Conclusion
It is therefore ordered, pursuant to
Act,J6 that the
proposed
change (SR-CHX-200441) as amended, is approved on an
accelerated basis.
For the Commission,by the Division of
Market Regulation, pursuant to delegated
authoritv.37
Margaret H. McFarland,
Deputy Secretory.
[FRDoc. E5-936 Filed 3-7- -05;
Section 19b)(2)

BILLING CODE 801041-P

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
[Release No. 34-51290; File No. SR-DTG
2005-02]

Self-Regulatory Organizations; The
Depository Trust Company; Notice of
Filing and Order Granting Accelerated
Approval of a Proposed Rule Change
to Establish a Set Up Fee for OpenEnded Mutual Funds

March 2, 2005.
Pursuant to Section 19(b)(l]of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
notice is hereby given that on
February 16, 2005, The Depository Trust
Company ("DTC") filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission
("Commission") the proposed rule
change described in Items I and
below,
items have been prepared
primarily by DTC. The Commission is
publishing this notice and order to
solicit comments from interested
persons and to grant accelerated
approval of the proposal.
1. ~
~
l ~f
-~ ~ ~ ~
statement of the T~~ of substance of
the Proposed Rule Change
The purpose of the proposed rule
change is to establish a set up fee for
open-ended mutual funds.
11. Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement of the Purpose of, and
Statutory Basis for, the Proposed Rule
Change
In its filing with the Commission,
DTC included statements concerning
the purpose of and basis for the
proposed rule change and discussed any
comments it received on the proposed
rule change. The text of these statements
may be examined at the places specified
in
IV
DTc has prepared
swrmx=ies, set forth in sections (A), (Bl,
and (C) below, of the most significant
aspects of such statements,l
(A) Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement of the Purpose of, and
Statutory Basis for, the Proposed Rule
Change
The purpose of the proposed rule
change is to establish a set up fee for
open-ended mutual funds deposited at
DTC. The $10,000 fee, payable by the
family of funds,a will be for the first
CUSP in the family of funds to become
eligible for deposit at DTC.* The fee
15 U.S.C. 7as[b)[1).

See supm note 3.
3615 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2).
37 17 CFR 200.30-3(a)(12).
35

T h e Commission has modified the text of the
summaries prepared by DTC.
' A family of funds is a group of mutual funds
that is managed by the same fund company.
Open-Ended Funds will have limited use of
DTC's services.

--

must be paid before the first CUSP
becomes eligible for deposit at DTC.
DTC will not charge the set up fee for
additional CUSPS issued by the same
family of funds. Limiting the DTC
services available to an open-ended
mutual fund involves manual
processing at the time of making it
eligible, which leads to significant
processing costs for DTC.
The proposed rule change is
consistent with the requirements of the
Act and the rules and regulations
thereunder applicable to DTC because
the proposed rule change allows for
Open-Ended Funds to be deposited at
DTC assuring the safeguarding of
securities and funds which are in the
custody or control of DTC because DTC
will safeguard Open-Ended Funds in a
manner consistent with the manner it
safeguards other securities.
(B) Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement on Burden on Competition
DTC does not believe that the
proposed rule change will have an
burden
~~impact
~ion or
l impose
~ ~ a~~
~~on ~ i
competition.
(C) Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement on Comments on the
Proposed Rule Change Received From
Members, Participants, or Others
No written comments relating to the
proposedrulechangehavebeen
solicited or received. DTC will notify
the Commission of any written
comments received by DTC.
III. Date of Effectiveness of the
Proposed Rule Change and Timing for
Commission Action
The Commission finds that the
proposed rule change is consistent with
the requirements of the Act and the
rules and regulations thereunder and
particularly with the requirements of
Section 17A(b)(3)(F).=Section
17A@)(3)(F)requires that the rules of a
clearing agency be designed to remove
impediments to and to perfect the
mechanism of a national system for the
prompt and accurate clearance and
settlement of securities transactions.
The Commission believes that the
approval of DTC's rule change is
consistent with this section because it
will allow DTC to provide this service
whereby those pledging and those
taking pledges of open-ended mutual
funds will be able to benefit from an
automated service with uniform
procedures.
DTC has requested that the
Commission approve the proposed rule
change prior to the thirtieth day after
15 U.S.C. 7Bq-l(k1)(31(F).

~

~
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publication of the notice of the filing.
The Commission finds good cause for
approving the proposed rule change
prior to the thirtieth day after the
publication of notice because such
approval will allow DTC to establish a
set up fee for open-ended mutual funds
deposited at DTC at the same time it
makes open-ended mutual funds
depository eligible.6
TV. Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to
submit written data, views, and
arguments concerning the foregoing,
including whether the proposed rule
change is consistent with the Act.
Comments may be submitted by any of
the following methods:
Electronic Comments
Use the Commission's Internet
comment form (htfp:Nwww.sec.gov/
rules/sro.shtml) or
Send an E-mail to rulecomments@sec.gov. Please include File
Number SR-DTC-2005-02 on the
subject line.
Paper Comments
send
comments in triplicate
to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission,
450 Fifth
NW.l Washington*DC
20549-0609.
submissions
refer to
Number SR-DTC-2005-02' This
number should be included on the
subject line if e-mail is used. To help the
Commission process and review your
please use
One method. The
post all comments on the Commission's
Internet Web site (http:Nwww.sec.gov/
rules/sro.shtrnl). Copies of the
submission, all subsequent
amendments, all written statements
with respect to the proposed rule
change that are filed with the
Commission, and all written
communications relating to the
proposed rule change between the
Commission and any person, other than
those that may be withheld from the
public in accordance with the
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be
available for inspection and copying in
the Commission's Public Reference
Section, 450 Fifth Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20549. Copies of such
filing also will be available for
inspection and copying at the principal
ofice of DTC and on DTC's Web site at
h ttp://www.dtc.org. All comments
received will be posted without change;
the Commission does not edit personal

.

in Item IV below. DTC has prepared
summaries, set forth in sections (A), (B),
and (C)below, of the most significant
aspects of these statements.2
(A)Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement of the Purpose
and
Statutory Basis for, the Proposed Rule
Change
Due to processing problems that DTC
has experienced with open-ended funds
in the past, open-ended funds are not
eligible for deposit at DTC. The
proposed rule change allows DTC to
accept open-ended funds for deposit but
~will not
~ make
d the
, full range of DTC
services available for these funds.
Participants will be able to hold openDoc. E5-971 Filed 3-7-05; 8:45
ended funds in their accounts at DTC
BILLING CODE BO1D-Ol-P
and will be able to pledge open-ended
funds to other DTC participants using
DTC's system. Other than holding and
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
pledging, no other services (i.e.,
redemption services, reorganization
[Release No. 34-51289; file No. SR-DTG
services, dividend payments, or valued
2005-W
transactions) will be available to
Self-Regulatory Organizations; The
participants for
funds.
Depository Trust Company; Notice of
Dividends paid On
funds
Filing and Immediate Effectiveness of
be paid DTC but
be paid
Proposed Rule Change to Make Openparticipants
DTC's Vstern
pursuant to instructions the open-ended
Ended Funds Depository Eliglble
fund's issuer or its agent receives from
March 2, 2005.
participants. Participants will deposit
Pursuant to Section 19(b)(l)of the
shares in open-ended funds into their
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
DTC accounts and will withdraw shares
("ActP').lnotice is hereby given that on
in open-ended funds from their DTC
February 16,2005,The Depository Trust accounts through the Deposit or
Company ("DTC") filed with the
Withdrawal at Custodian ("DWAC")
Securities and Exchange Commission
ommis mission^^ the proposed rule
The proposed rule change is
change described in Items I, 11, and III
consistent with the requirements of
below, which items have been prepared Section 17A of the Act3 and the rules
iso n and regulations thereunder applicable to
primarily by DTC. The ~ o m m ~ s s ~
publishing this notice to solicit
DTC because it assures the safeguarding
comments on the proposed rule change of securities and funds which are in the
from interested parties.
custody or control of DTC because DTC
will safeguard open-ended funds in a
I. Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement of the Terms of Substance of manner consistent with the manner it
safeguards other securities. It will also
the Proposed Rule Change
promote efficiencies related to pledges
The purpose of the proposed rule
of open-ended funds.
change is to make open-ended funds
(B)Self-Regulatory Organization's
depository eligible.
Statement on Burden on Competition
II. Self-RegulatoryOrganization's
DTC does not believe that the
Statement of the Purpose of, and
proposed rule change will have any
Basis for, the
Rule
impact on or impose any burden on
Change
competition.
In its filing with the Commission,
Self-Regulatory
DTC included statements concerning
Statement on Comments on the
the purpose of and basis for the
Change Received From
proposed rule change and discussed any
Members, Participants* Or Others
comments it received on the proposed
rule change. The text of these statements
No written comments relating to the
may be examined at the places specified proposed rule change have been
identifying information from
submissions. You should submit only
information that you wish to make
available publicly. All submissions
should refer to File Number SR-DTC2005-02 and should be submitted on or
before March 29, 2005.
It i s therefore ordered, pursuant to
Section 19(b)(2)of the Act,7that the
proposed rule change (File No. SRDTC-2005-02) be and hereby is
approved on an accelerated basis.
For fie Commission
by fie Divisionof
Market Regulation,pursuant to delegated
aufi0rity.n
~~~~~~~t
H.~
~
~
~
~
l
Deputy Secretary.

15 U,S,C, 7Bs[b)(2],
Securities Exchange Act Release No. 51289
(March 2.20051 [Fie No. SR-DTG2005-0ll.

11291

"17 CFR 200.30-3(a)[12).
' 1 5 U.S.C. 78s(b)(l).

zThe Commission has modified the text of the

summaries prepared by DTC
15 U.S.C. 789-1.
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solicited or received. DTC will notify
the Commission of any written
comments received by DTC.
III. Date of Effectiveness of the
Proposed Rule Change and Timing for
Commission Action
The foregoing rule change has become
effective upon filing pursuant to Section
19(b)(3)(A)[iii)of the Act4 and Rule
19b-4(fl(4) thereunder because the
proposed rule does not significantly
affect the respective rights or obligations
of the clearing agency or persons using
the service and does not adversely affect
the safeguarding of securities or funds
in the custody or control of the clearing
agency or for which it is responsible. At
any time within sixty days of the filing
of such rule change, the Commission
may summarily abrogate such rule
change if it appears to the Commission
that such action is necessary or
appropriate in the public interest, for
the protection of investors, or otherwise
in
of the purposes of the
Act.

Commission, and all written
communications relating to the
proposed rule change between the
Commission and any person, other than
those that may be withheld from the
public in accordance with the
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be
available for inspection and copying in
the Commission's Public Reference
Section, 450 Fifth Street, NW.,
Washington, DC 20549. Copies of such
filing also will be available for
inspection and copying at the principal
office of DTC and on DTC's Web site at
http://www.dtc.org. All comments
received will be posted without change;
the Commission does not edit personal
identifying information
submissions. You should submit only
information that you wish to make
available publicly. All submissions
should refer to File Number SR-DTC2005-01 and should be submitted on or
before March 29, 2005.
For the
by the Division of
Market Regulation, pursuant to delegated
authority."

N.Solicitation of Comments
Interested persons are invited to
submit written data, views, and
arguments concerning the foregoing,
including whether the proposed rule
change is consistent with the Act.
Comments may be submitted by any of
the following methods:
Electronic comments
Use the Commission's Internet
comment form (http://www.sec.govl
mles/sro.shtrnl) or
Send an E-mail to rulecomments@sec.gov. Please include File
Number SR-DTC-2005-01 on the
subject line.
Paper Comments
Send paper comments in triplicate
to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary,
Securities and Exchange Commission,
450 Fifth Street, NW., Washington, DC
20549-0609.
All submissions should refer to File
Number SR-DTG2005-01. This file
number should be included on the
subject line if e-mail is used. To help the
Commission process and review your
comments more efficiently, please use
only one method. The Commission will
post all comments on the Commission's
Internet Web site (http:Nwww.sec.gov/
rules/sro.shtml). Copies of the
submission, all subsequent
amendments, all written statements
with respect to the proposed rule
change that are filed with the

Deputy Secretary.

[FRDOC.E5-972 Filed 3-7-05; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION
[Release No. 34-51295; File No. SR-ISE2005-1 41

Self-Regulatory Organizations;
International Securities Exchange, Inc.;
Notice of Filing and Immediate
Effectiveness of Proposed Rule
Change and Amendment No. 1 Thereto
Relating to Position Limits and
Exercise Limits
March 2. 2005.
Pursuant to Section 19(b)(l)of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Act")' and Rule 19b--4thereunder,z
notice is hereby given that on February
25, 2005, the International Securities
Exchange, Inc. ("ISE" or "Exchange")
filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission ("Commission") the
proposed rule change as described in
Items I and II below, which Items have
been prepared by ISE. On March 1,2005
the ISE filed Amendment No. 1to the
proposed rule change.3 The Exchange
has filed the proposal as a "noncontroversial" rule change pursuant to
6

1 7 CFR

240.19b(f)(4).

200.30-3[a)[12).
U.S.C. 7es(bI(l).

17 CFR

'15

1 7 CFR 240.19M.
"mendment No.1 made certain technical
changes to Exhibit 5 to the filing.
2

15 U.S.C.78s(b)(3)lA)(iii).

8010-01-P

Section 19@)(3)[A)of the Act' and Rule
19b-4(fl(6)thereunder,=which renders
it effective upon filing with the
Commission. The Commission is
publishing this notice to solicit
comments on the proposed rule change,
as amended, from interested persons.
I. Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement of the Terms of Substance of
the Proposed Rule Change
The ISE proposes to amend ISE Rules
412, 413, and 414 to increase the
standard position and exerciselimits for
equity o tions contracts and options on
the Nas aq-100 Index Tracking Stock
("QQQQ"). The text of the proposed
rule change is available on the ISE's
Web site (http:Nwww.iseoptions.com],
at
the ISE's Office of the Secretary, and at
the Commission's Public Reference

X

R

~

~

~

,

II. Self-Regulatory Organization's
Statement of the Purpose of, and
Statutory Basis for, the Proposed Rule
Change

In its filing with the Commission, the
ISE included statements concerning the
purpose of and basis for the proposed
rule change and discussed any
comments it received on the proposed
rule change. The text of these statements
may be examined at the places specified
in Item IV below. The Exchange has
prepared summaries, set forth in
Sections A, B, and C below, of the most
significant aspects of such statements.
A. Self-Regulatory Organization's

Statement of the Purpose of, and
Statutory Basisfor, the Proposed Rule
Change
1. Purpose

The Exchange is proposing several
change to 1SE Rule 412 (Position
Limits), ISE Rule 413 (Exemptions from
Position Limits), and ISE Rule 414
(ExerciseLimits). ISE Rule 412 subjects
equity options to one of five different
position limits depending on the trading
volume and outstanding shares of the
underlying security. ISE Rule 413
establishes certain qualified hedging
transactions and positions that are
exempt from established options
position limits as prescribed under ISE
Rule 412. ISE Rule 414 establishes
exercise limits for the corresponding
options at the same levels as the
corresponding security's position limits.
On February 23, 2005, the Commission
granted accelerated approval of a rule
change proposed by the Chicago Board
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COMMENTARY

tandard & Poor's has been rating
money market funds since 1984. A
money market fund rating is a safety rating, expressing Standard &
Poor's opinion of the ability of a
fund to maintain principal value and to
limit exposure to loss. Ratings can range
from 'AAAm' to 'Dm', with the 'my denoting a money market fund. The 'm' distinguishes the money market fund rating from
a Standard & Poor's traditional debt rating.
A traditional debt rating usually is not s u b
scripted and indicates a borrower's ability
to repay prinapal and interest on a timely
basis. A money market fund rating is not
directly comparable to a debt rating because
if differences in investment characteristics,
iating criteria, and the creditworthiness of
portfolio investments.

Standard & Poor's money market fund
ratings encompass the following:
s Analysis of a fund's investment cred-

it quality
a Liquidity
s Management
Investment guidelines
s Strategies
s Operational policies
s Internal controls
A money market fund rating serves as a
current assessment of the fund's overall
safety as Standard & Poor's conducts
ongoing monitoring of a fund's portfolio
and management Standard & Poor's has
updated its rating criteria for money market funds as financial markets and finan-

cial products change and expand. Distinct criteria have been established for
each rating category (see Money Market
Fund Ratings Definitions and Criteria
Summary below).
RATING APPROACH AND PROCESS

Standard & Poor's rates money market
funds solely upon the request of fund
management (or sponsor), which agrees
to provide all necessary portfolio information on a timely basis. The rating
process begins when Standard & Poor's
receives a written request to have a particular fund rated. At this point, the analyst assigned to the fund will request the
fund sponsor to submit fund information
(see Information Needed for a Money
Market Fund Rating, on page 4). Upon

review of the information, the analyst
schedules a meeting with fund investment officials at their offices (see Suggested Agenda for Money Market Fund
Rating Management Meeting, on page

51.
After this meeting, the analyst and
back-up analysts present their findings to
a rating committee composed of senior
Standard & Poor's fund analysts. The
committee examines all relevant information uncovered in the rating process and
votes on an initial rating. Once a rating is
assigned to a money market fund, the
fund is monitorid on a weekly basis to
ensure the accuracy of the rating.
Standard & Poor's actively monitors a
fund's
m credit quality,
H

average maturity,

r level of liquidity,

8

introduction of new investments,
and
management.
See lnfbrmation Needed to Monitor
a Money Market Fund Rating, on
page 6.

Additionally, Standard & Poor's conducts annual management rwiew meetings f o r each rated fund t o discuss
changes that may have occurred in a
fund's
investment policy,
philosophy,
personnel,
ownership,
m operations,
. . H daily operating procedures, and
H controls.
H

8

S:r;ndard & Poor's receives an annual
fee for assigning and maintaining ratings
for money market funds.
This publication is intended to describe
the ratings criteria Standard & Poor's
applies in the ratings process for money
market funds. It is essential that managers and sponsors of rated funds clearly
understand the parameters that make up
the particular rating category, as these
tend to be more stringent than regulatory

requirements. By electing to meet the rating standards, fund management has
demonstrated a commitment to its shareholders to limit a fund's market mice
exposure knowing that this may result in
a lower yield for higher rated funds under
certain market conditions. It should be
stressed that lower ratings within the
investment grade rating categories (down
to 'BBBm') do not indicate that there is
something "wrong" with a fund, but simply that the fund is managed with a
slightly higher level of market risk.
Investors should expect higher returns as
compensation for these risks. A rating
below 'BBBm' indicates that the fund
does not provide adequate safety.
As outlined above, a money market
fund rating reflects Standard & Poor's
opinion of the safety of invested principal
based on an analysis of portfolio credit
quality, market price exposure, liquidity
and management. Credit quality incorporates the credit risk of securities and the

counterparty risk of transaction-based
investments, such as repurchase agreements (repos). Market price exposure
relates to the potential for a decline in the
market value of a money market fund's
assets. Within this area, Standard &
Poor's looks at a fund's
H

weighted average maturity (WAM),

r liquidity,

diversification,
investments in variable and floatingrate securities,
r policies regarding securities lending
and reverse repos,
H shareholder composition,
I pricing of securities, and
8 net asset value (NAV) deviation
procedures.
H
H

The quality of management is based on
a meeting with senior fund officials, and
is based on public and nonpublic information.

CREDIT QUALITY
In evaluating a fund's credit quality, Standard & Poor's examines the risks associated with the quality, type, and diversification of the securities in each fund's
portfolio. The credit quality assessment

for each instrument is based on the credit
rating Standard & Poor's has assigned to
the security. The minimum credit quality
standards for each fund' is based on the
fund's rating and maturity structure of ita
portfolio (see Money Market Fund Rat-

ings Definitions and Criteria Summary,
page 3).
For funds rated 'AAAmssall securities
should carty a Standard & Poor's rating
of 'A-I+' or 'A-1' or deemed to be of
equivalent credit quality by Standard &

ria for repurchase agreement (repo)
providers and government agency issues.

MARKET PRICE EXPOSURE
By far, the most complex part of money
marka fund analysis is judginga fund's
sensitivity to changing market conditions.
Absolute stability of net asset value
(NAV) is a myth perpetuated by the
amortized cost method of pricing securities. All fixed-income securities arc subject to price fluctuations based on

m interest rate movements,
8
8

Poor's. A minimum of 50% of its portfolio should be comprised of 'A-1+' rated
instruments. 'AAm', 'Am' and 'BBBm'
ratings criteria allows for holdings in 'A2' quality securities with overnight maturities, and provides for increased levels of
'A-1' exposure. The levels reflect acceptable amounts of credit risk for the different fund rating categories and are based
on historical default and ratings transition rates for short-term debt securities.
Additionally, securities rated A-1 or the
equivalent by Standard & Poor's that are
on Creditwatch with negative implications should be limited to maturities of
30 days or less.
Credit quality criteria are based on
results of Standard & Poor's internal
study on the stability of short-term ratings. By combining an analysis of the

yield spread movements, resulting from
changes in the underlying credit quality
of money market instruments, together
with the study of Standard & Poor's historical ratings performance data, we have
developed the credit quality investment
guidelines for rated money market funds
to maintain a consistent level of credit
risk within each rating category. Investments rated 'A-l' maturing in 7 days or
less can be counted toward the 'A-lt'
percentage minimums.
Diversification guidelines are in most
instances similar to those mandated by
regulation (for U.S.money market funds,
Rule 2a-7). The first- and second-tier
diversification limits apply to both taxable
and tax-exempt money market funds.
Standard & Poor's has established credit
quality standards and diversification crite-

maturity,
liquidity,
credit risk or perceived credit risk,
and
the supply and demand for each
type of security.

These factors are just as true for money
market funds as for longer-term fixedincome mutual funds. The &o&d
cost
method of pricing permits money market
fund investments to be priced by amortizing any discount or premium in purchase
price straight to its maturity. For utample,
the amortized cost price of a 9Oday security with a par value of 100 that was purchased for 99.10 will increase in value by
0.01 each day until it manues. notwithstanding any changing market conditions.
The amortized cost method masks market
risk by permitting funds t o value securities as if no outside factors exia
The theory behiid allowing amortized
cost pricing is that the most instruments
eligible for purchase by money market
funds have minimal market volatility due
to their short maturities and high credit
quality. It is also cheaper for funds to use
this method than t o get actual market
prices on a daily bnsis. Money market
funds are required to periodically calculate the market value of their assets to
determine if the fund's actual NAV per
share deviates materially from $1.00 and
to take action if significant deviation
exists. Deviations of greater than plus or
minus 0.5% can create a situation in
which a fund sells and redeems shares at
a price other than $1.00, or "breaks the

.

dollar". Clearly, there is a very small
margin for error. Recognizing this small
margin for erroq Standard & Poor's has
focused heavily on the potential deviation
in market value (referred to as market
price exposure) in establishing money
market fund raring criteria. Variables
analyzed for each fund rating include
E
E
E
E
E
E

weighted average maturity (WAM),
liquidity,
index and spread risk,
diversification,
potential dilution of a fund's asset
base, and
security and portfolio valuation
methods.

unless fund management can make a
compelling case otherwise.
Standard & Poor's is often asked to
rate small funds with limited operating
history (start-up funds) that have a concentrated shareholder bast, or a new
shareholder base with uncertain liquidity
needs. Standard & Poor's considers the
potential impact of a large redemption by
one or more of the major shareholders to

be a significant risk to a fund's ability to
maintain a stable net asset value (NAV).
Consequently, until a fund has grown to
at least $100 million with a diverse and
seasoned shareholder base, Standard &
Poor's will seek assurances that the fund
manages to a shorter WAM with higher
levels of liquidity. Higher WAMs are usually considered appropriate for funds in
lower rating categories with the maxi-

Combined, these factors determine
each fund's market price exposure.
Weighted
Deter-tarts with a n examination of a hfund's
.usceptibility to risi~ interest rates. The
portfolic9s weighte average mat1urity
(WAM) is a key determinant of the tolerance of a fund's investments to risina
interest I,ares. In ge: ~ral,the I onge
WAh4, thle more susc ptible the fund
rising interest rates. A fund comprised
entirelv of Treasurv securities with a

WAM. Funds with less than $100 million
in assets andlor funds with a highly concentrated or hiahly
- . volatile shareholder
'3ase may be limited to a shorter WAM,
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mum WAM limits for 'AAm' and 'Am' rated
funds set at 75 days and 90 days, respectively (see Money Market Fund Ratings
Definitions and Criteria Summary, page 3).

Liquidity
Interest rate sensitivity is not the only factor that can affect the principal value of a
money market fund's portfolio. Liquidity
of a money market fund's portfolio is
critical to maintaining a stable net asset
vaIue (NAV). The liquidity of a security
refers to the speed at which that security
can be sold for approximately the price at
which the fund has it valued or priced.
Securities that are less liquid are subject
to greater price variability. Certain securities may be liquid one day, and illiquid
the next. In determining a fund's rating,
Standard & Poor's considers each fund's
liquidity needs and its ability to quickly
sell portfolio holdings if the need arises to
me; cash outflows or large redemptions.
The liquidity of portfolio investmentsis
also of critical importance in determining
a fund's market price exposure, because
the degree of liquidity can greatly impact
the market value of investments a n d
result in an erosion of a fund's NAV. In
reviewing a fund's liquidity, Standard &
Poor's takes into consideration the
types of investments and their
secondary market liquidity,
a presence of securities with limited
liquidity (e.g., those whose liquidity
is dependent on the Issuing entity or
brokerldealer),
m the fund's level of cash or overnight
securities including overnight repurchase agreements (repos), and
a the portfolio's concentrations by
Issuers and affiliates.
A fund with a higher proportion of relatively illiquid investments is more susceptible to experience a sizable decline in
its portfolio market value than one holding highly liquid investments.
The size and breadth of the primary
and secondary market, a n d hence
demand for different types
of securities
- factors into the liquidity equation. Clear-

'

ly, the greater the demand for an instrument, the more liquid it is. However,
some securities can be quite liquid when
the Issuer or that particular market is
performing well. W h e n markets turn
(e.g., due to event risk), or when the market experiences a flight: t o quality due to
actual or perceived higher market or
credit risk, certain instruments can experience significant price movements and
liquidity can dry up rapidly. This was the
case with the structured notes market in
1993 and 1994, and for Funding Agreements in 1999. Structured notes were
designed to perform well and predictably
during periods of stable o r falliig interest
rates. The interest rate environment of
1993 made them popular and fairly liquid. The fact that these securities were
issued by government agencies also
enhanced marketability and liquidity.
When short rates began rising in 1994,
the demand, and consequently, the liquidity of these instruments dried up. The
illiquid nature of these securities was
exacerbated when regulators declared
that such securities were dearly inappropriate investments f o r money market
funds.
The liquidity of Funding Agreements
has been d i d y tied t o the Issuing entity
because these securities are not activelv
traded on the secondary market. ~undin;:
Agreements are usually issued with a
"put feature" that provides the investor
with the abilitv to convert the investment
back to cash upon notice to the Issuing
entity. Therefore, t h e investor is very
dependent upon the Issuing entity to provide liquidity for Funding Agreements. In
1999, an Insurance company that had
issued a sizeable a m o u n t of Funding
Agreements experienced a sudden and
unexpected series of credit downgrades,
resulting in a rush of holders to exerase
their puts. When this Issuer failed to meet
it's put obligations, holders of Funding
Agreements were left with "lower credit
and illiquid securities" presenting these
funds with s i g d c a n t market value risk
Liquidity is not always easy to measure. As noted, some securities may be
very liquid in certain markets and very

-

illiquid in others. Securities tend to be
less liquid if they are
m not often traded,

m in short supply,
relatively new and innovative, or

m highly structured.
Other factors infIuencing liquidity are
the number of dealers making a market
in the security, the complexity of the
security, and the seasonal nature of s u p
ply and demand, particularly in the tax- .
exempt market.
Government Agency Concentration
Liquidity anaIysis is performed on all
issues and Issuers, no matter what their
level of credit quality. Securities with
minimal credit risk, such as U.S. government agency obligations, may deviate in
price for reasons other than interest rate
movements. While the credit quality of
these agencies is not typically a major
concern, adverse publicity, or market
rumors about an agency can impact the
price and liquidity for even U . S ~agency
securities. For this reason, Standard &
Poor's considers diversification to be an'
important feature for all securities,
including U.S. agency securities.
Short-term liquidity can dry up for all
types of securities and this could pose iiquidity problems for funds holding large
amounts of a U.S. agency's papeL The
spreads in yields between short-term
agency securities, whether fixed- or variable-rate, and traditional benchmarks
such as the Treasury bill are subject to
widening due to a number of faaors. For
fixed-rate securities with maturities of
less than one yea5 the impact of spread
widening on the price of the security is
minimal. However, given the small margin for error that money market funds
are permitted, high concentrations in the
securities of any one agency might potentially expose the fund to material spreadwidening risks.
For these reasons, Standard & Poor's
has government agency diversification criteria for rated money market funds. Generally, Standard Bc Poor's expects no more

'

.

than a 33 113% (one-third) exposure to
any single government agency. Funds that
have agency concentrations exceeding
one-third of assets are expected to maintain lower weighted average maturities
(WAMs) and or higher leveb of highly liquid securities to reduce this exposure. The
impact of spread widening can be viewed
as synonymous with market interest rates
rising only for those securities. Therefore,
if a fund had a 50% concentration in any
one agency and spreads for that agency's
securities widened by 20bp, the impact on
the market value of the fund's overall
portfolio could be comparable to the
effect of market rates rising 10bp without
that spread-widening.

or less will remain above 0.995.

Funds with a WAM of 60 days should
be able to withstand up to a one-day
300bp rise in interest rates without
breaking the dollar (holding all other factors constant). Standard & Poor's has
calculated various break the dollar levels
for different U.S. agency given various
spread-widening assumptions. The
spread-widening and instantaneous interest rate increase assumptions differ for
each rating category [see Weighted Average Maturity (WAM) Adjustments for
Agency Concentrations, below]. These
criteria are meant as a general guideline.
Circumstances can differ from fund to
fund based on the overall profile of the
agency securities including maturities of

the agency securities, type of securities
(fixed- versus variable-rate), other
sources of liquidity in the fund, and the
issuing agency.
Variable and Floating Rate Securities
Standard & Poor's expects investment
policies t o include clear and explicit
guidelines regarding variable-rate notes
(VRNs), floating-rate notes (FRNs) and
other synthetic instruments. Fund investment policies should incorporate procedures regarding approval, risk measurement, control, and limits related to
investment in structured notes and other
floatinglvariable-rate instruments. Fund
managers holding such securities should

be able to present an analytical basis for
determining that such notes have a reasonable likelihood of maintaining, or
repricing to, amortized cost value at each
reset until maturity. This analytical basis
should include a review of historical
index behavior and sensitivity analysis.
Standard & Poor's criteria for FRNs
and VRNs in rated money market funds
calls for written guidelines and procedures that ensure:
I

I

s

H

.
H

r

s

u

No purchase of range notes, dual
index notes, 'deleveraged" notes
(notes linked to a multiple of the
index where the multiple is less than
one), or notes linked to lagging
indices [e.g., Cost of Funds Index
(COFI)] or to long-term indices
(e.g., five-year or 10-year Treasuries).
No purchase of VRNs with coupons
tied to indices, index formulas, or
index spreads with less than 95%
correlation with the U.S. Federal
Funds Rate. Indices with historically
high correlations an: Three-Month
Treasury B i i Three-Month LIBOR,
Six-Month LIBOR, Prime Rate, and
Commeraal Paper Composite.
At the 'AAAm' level, the final rnaturity for all FRNsNRNs will not
exceed two years.
At the 'Ah'level, the final maturity for all FRNsNRNs will not
exceed three years.
At the 'Am' level, the final maturity
for all FRNsNRNs will not exceed
four years.
At the 'BBBm' level the final maturity for all FRNsNRNs will not
exceed five years.
Where valuation is not based on
actllal dealer bids, there must be
clear notification and disclosure of
any other valuation methodology
(e.g., matrix pricing). Pricing policies should include techniques to
verify and validate FRNNRN pricing on a recurring basis.
Weekly reporting of FRNNRN
holdings t o Standard & Poor's

should include current market price,

CUSP,coupon or interest rate
terms, frequency of reset, market
value, put features, and any other
si+cant
terms and conditions.
Index and Spread Risk
Variable rate notes (VRN) and floating
rate notes (FRNs) present unique market price risks. VRNs a n d FRNs used
in money market funds are typically
linked t o conventional money market
indices, providing funds with yields
t h a t t r a c k short-term i n t e r e s t rate
movements. These i n v e s t m e n t s are
designed to exhibit less interest rate
risk when compared w i t h fixed-rate
investments. However, t h i s i s n o t
always t h e case f o r a l l V R N s a n d
FRNs. Factors affecting the value of
these instruments include index risk
and spread risk.
Index risk is the possibility that the
coupon of a VRN or FRN will not adjust
in tandem with money market rates. Index
risk can be introdukd by calculating the
variable-rate coupon based o n a nonmoney market index, a money market
index in which the coupon adjusts based
on a multiple (or fraction) of the index, or
an index based on the difference (or
spread) between two or more indict+
When analyzing VRNs and FRNs in
money market funds, Standard & Poor's
compares the index used in the variablerate adjustment formula to a standard
money market index, such as the Federal
Funds Rate. Standard & Poor's believes
that for all money funds rated 'BBBm'
and above, the index should have a correlation of at least 95% of the effective
Federal Funds Rate. By this measure,
non-traditional money market fund
indices such as the 11th District Cost of
Funds Index (COFI) and the 2-Year Constant Maturity Treasury Index are clearly
unsuitable, with historical correlations of
well below 90% (see sidebar Correlations
of Various Indices).
Some VRNs and FRNs may use indices
that are highly correlated to traditional
money market indices. Yet. because of
their rate adjustment formulas, they can
still introduce significant price risk. One

example is an adjustment formula tied to
a multiple or fraction of a money market
index. For this reason, stress testing is
important. Although there are a variety
of valid techniques to model potential
performance of these securities under
adverse market environments, one
straightforward approach is to look at
VRNperformance under significant
interest rate movements. If a VRN/FRN
can withstand a 3 % (300bp) move in
rates without causing its value to deviate
significantly, the V R N E R N should
behave adequately under most interest
rate environments. In order to 'pass" the
3% stress test, the yield on t h e
VRN/FRN would need to increase by a
comparable amount.
The ultimate maturities of VRNslFRNs
are also risk factors. The concern here is
not index risk. but the suread risk associated with longer-dated securities. For
example, a government agency may issue
five-yeai adjustable-rate notes that reset
weekly at the Three-Month Treasury Bill

Issuers other than 'AAA'-rated sovereigns
Rate plus 2Sbps. Over a period of time,
(i.e., corporates and ABS) with time to
these securities may be perceived by the
final maturity greater than 397 days but
market as warranting a higher spread to
no more than two years. Before granting
the Three-Month Treasury because of liqapproval to extend the maturity range of
uidity, credit, supply and demand, politiVRN/FRN holdings, Standard & Poor's
cal events, or volatility in market interest
will seek assurance that ample liquidity
rates. Investors may demand that subsecan be maintained by virtue of the fund's
quent comparably dated securities of that
size. diversified shareholder base and
agency be sold at SObp above the Threerange of other assets and that adequate
Month Treasury Bi Rate. This creates a
resources are available t o analyze and
negative drag of 2Sbp, potentially for the
manage credit risk. If such practice is
remaining life of the original security, and
approved, all such FRNsNRNs must be
could materially affect its market value.
rated 'A-1+' or equivalent and the total
This may occur even though the maturiholdings of all such FRNsNRNs will be
ties of these VRNs can be calculated at
limited t o n o more t h a n 1 0 % of net
seven days (time to next reset) for regulaassets of the fund (see page 28 for more
tory purposes, and their coupons are tied
information on this topic).
to a highly correlated index
Because of the potential impacts of
Shareholder Characteristics
spread risk on the market prices of VRNs
A money market fund's market price
and FRNs, Standard & Poor's expects
exposure is also affected by the flow of
rated funds to limit the remaining maturity
money into and out of the fund. Unexof U.S. government V R N W s to two
pected redemptions can have a direct
rears for 'AAAd, three years for 'AAm',
influence on a fund's net asset value
four years for 'Am', and five years for
'BBBm'. Corporate and structured (e.g.,
(NAV). Therefore, Standard & Poor's
asset backed securities o r ABS)
VRNslFRNs have the added risk of credit
deterioration and should be limited to final
maturities of 13 months or less for money
market funds registered under rule 2a-7 of
the Envestment Company Aa of 1940. The
percentage of VRNslFRNs in a fund also
enters into the rating analysis to determine
a fund's werall risk profile. For example, a
fund that was 5 0 % invested in
VRNs/FRNs with four-year remaining
maturities would not receive an 'Am' rating due to spread risk concerns. Percentages of VRNs/FRNs in each fund are analyzed on a case-by-case basis in
conjunction with the fund's other holdings.
Standard & Poor's final maturity
guidelines for non U.S. registered funds
and non-U.S. domiciled funds limits the
remaining maturity of VRNslFRNs of
sovereign Issuers rated 'AAA' by Standard & Poor's to two years for 'M,
three years for 'AAmY,four years for
'Am', and five years for 'BBBm'. On a
case-by-case basis, consideration will be
given to requests from rated funds t o
approve holdings of FRNsNRNs for

carefully reviews the characteristics of
each fund's shareholder base to determine
the potential impact that significant
redemptions might pose on a fund's market price exposure. Money market funds
are permitted to issue and redeem shares
at $1.00, provided that their market
value is between $0.995 and $1.005. As
funds can pay out $1.00 on shares that
may actually be worth as little as $0.995,
the remaining shareholders in the fund
absorb the difference. This is referred to
as dilution, as redeeming shares at a price
above their actual market value is diluting the value of the fund's holdings.
Dilution can accelerate fund losses in a
rising interest rate environmen~causing a
fund to break the dollar. In the below
example Impact of Dilution, a 150bp rise
in interest rates causes a 90-day weighted
average maturity (WAM)portfolio's market value to drop to $0.9963 per share. A
subsequent 25% redemption (paid out at
$1.00 per share) dilutes the portfolio's
value to $0.9947, thus breaking the dollar. This occurs because although the

.

unrealized loss in the fund remains the
same, the loss is spread over a smaller
number of shares. while sudden lSObp
rises in interest rates arc rare, several
large redemptions during a period of
steadily rising interest rates can ~ r o d u c e
similar results.
Dilution concerns are heightened for
funds with sophisticated institutional
shareholders. These investors realize that
a fixed $1.00 NAV is an illusion based on
convenient valuation methods and can
easily take advantage of this phenomenon. For example, if an investor held $1
million in 901diy U.S. Treasury bills
yielding 5%, a n d if interest rates
increased 150 basis points, the value of
the investment would drop by approximately $3,700 and the investor's yield
would remain at 5%. Instead, assume
that the investor held one million shares
of a money market fund holding exclusively Treasury bills with a WAM of 90
days and yielding 5% (setting aside fund
expenses for this example). If interest
rates rose 150bp, the investor could sell
the fund investment for $1.00 per share
and not experience any loss. The investor
could then purchase 90-day Treasury b a s
yielding 65%, instantaneously increasing
i n return by 1.5%. If this type of marketsophisticated shareholder represents a
material percentage of a fund's assets,
substantial dilution in share price is likely
due to large and sudden redemptions.
In analyzing money market funds,
Standard & Poor's review of shareholder
constituency encompasses the number,
average holding size, type, the size of the
largest accounts, historical asset volatility, and the relationship fund management
has with it largest investors. The proportion of retail versus institutional investors
and the pnst history of redemptions are
also examined. Funds with histories of
volatile subscription and redemption patterns are expected to maintain shorter
weighted average portfolio maturities.
Standard & Poor's expects that a fund's
investments should be tailored to its
potential cash flow needs. For funds with
a volatile or potentially volatile share-

holder base, a more conservative

approach must be taken with regard to

WAM and liquidity. Funds with more stable or predictable cash flows, such as
retail funds or institutional funds with
large, diverse shareholder compositions,
can be somewhat more aggressive. Standard & Poor's uses a matrix that stress
tests portfolios based on the effect of
interest rate movements and redemptions
at a variety of WAM levels [see Multifactor Net Asset Value (NAV) Sensitivity
Analysis, below and Standard & Poor's
Sensitivity Matrix, page 131.

Portfolio structure is also a factor in
determining the risk dilution presents to a
fund. Funds with a barbelled maturity
structure (heavily weighted in short-term
maturities with the remainder in longerterm securities) are more susceptible to the
negative effects of shareholder redemptions than laddered portfolios (relatively
evenly spaced maturities). If a barbelled
fund experiences redemptions in a rising
interest rate environment, the short end of
the fund will likely be liquidated in order
to avoid taking siguificant realized losses.

This will cause the WAM of the fund to
extend, creating greater interes rate sensitivity and exacerbating the negative effects
of future redemptions. Laddered portfolios
are less exposed in these circumstances,
although they are by no means insulated
from rising interest rates and redemptions.
As part of the rating process, Standard &
Poor's considers whether each fund's portfolio structure is best suited to its shareholder base and potential asset outflows.
Pricing
Standard & Poor's expects that all money
market fund investment advisers have the
ability to price (mark to market) portfolio securities and calculate net asset value
(NAV) in-house. Additionally, Standard
& Poor's asks rated funds to orice securities at least weekly. In many cases, investment advisers rely exclusively on fund
administrators to perform such functions.
While fund administrators have proven
apable providers of such services and
provide independent prices, Standard &
Poor's believes that all investment advisers should have some built-in redundancies to check the administrators' work,
questioning any discrepancies that may
O ~ N L For securities that are difficult to
price,
as structured notes or other
- -. such
.- less liquid instruments, two or more dealer bids are suggested.
A Standard & Poor's money market
fund rating directly addresses the ability
of a fund to maintain a NAV that does
not deviate by more than one-half of 1%.
For a fund to effectively stay within this
narrow range, accurate pricing of its
securities is essential. Most money market fund instruments are highly liquid
and easy to price. Howeve4 some complex, structured, and derivative securities
present pricing difficulties.
Complex and derivative securities often
lack efficient, liquid markets. Trading in
these securities can be infrequent, creating varying price quotes among dealers
and wide bidtask spreads. The prices of
these types of securities may be determined in a variety of ways, including
dealer quotes, matrix pricing formulas,
spreads-to benchmark securities, pricing

Redemption

30%

20%

'

services, or even by t h e fund advisers
themselves. All of these methods have
drawbacks. Dealer quotes on thinly
(infrequently) traded securities often represent indicative pricing levels and rarely
constitutes an actual bid to purchase the
security. Matrix prices, pricing service
quotes, and spreid calcdations are not
based on actual trades, and do not represent a price at which anyone =ctually
offered t o purchase the security. These
methods calculate a hypothetical price
that is not verifiable. Pricing by fund
managers often occurs when the manager
either disagrees with the other pricing
methods or holds securities so unique
that other pricing methods are inadequate. Clearly, even if the fund manager
can determine fair value prices based on

in-depth analytics, it is far from certain
that any buyers are willing to purchase
the securities at or near those prices.
Before purchasing complex, derivative, or less-liquid securities, portfolio
managers should carefully examine the
pricing issue. It is necessary to evaluate
the number of. available pricing sources,
with an eye toward identifying material
discrepancies. Portfolio managers
should also be aware of pricing rnethodology, and compare the results to recent
trading activity. it is inadvisable for a
fund's manager to solely accept the calculations of a security's Issuer or dealer
in determining the value of an investment. This information may be either
highly biased or based on inaccurate
assumptions, or both. Portfolio man-
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agers should not only be able to determine their own fair value for securities
that are difficult to price, but also need to
consider the marketplace for each security and the potential volatility that can be
caused by inefficient market pricing. If a
fund adviser lacks the abiliy to assess the
potential market behavior of a security
with a high degree of comfort, the security should n o t be purchased for t h a t
money market fund
Should a fund experience a situation
where stability of its $1.00 NAV is in
jeopardy, there are several actions the
fund may take. These include

II

Extent and thoroughness of internal
controls and commitment to oversight

Standard & Poor's judges each fund
management team o n its own merits.
Focus is placed on the way the fund is
managed in relation t o its shareholder
base and stated investment objectives.
Standard & Poor's closely examines how
daily operations of the fund are conducted. This examination includes organizational structures, depth of staff, and adequacy and level of investment controls.
Experience

All too often, investment advisers will
assign their least-experienced portfolio
r withholding dividends,
managers to run their money market
a selling securities to realize gains or
funds. The theory is that securities with
losses,
short maturities are less risky and require
a valuing the shares at the market
minimal investment emertise. This is a
rather than at amortized cost, or
mistake. The subtleties of managing a
m waiting out the situation to determine
fund that has a 0.5% margin for error
if the problem is only temporary.
require skilled professionals.
An experienced fund manager with a
In the rating process, Standard 8r Poor's
proven track record in money market
reviews the formal and informal policies
funds greatly enhances a fund's safety.
and procedures the fund has in place to
This manager does not necessarily have
monitor and correct such situations.
. to make every investment decision, but
.. .
. .
.
should be closely involved with the fund.
MANAGEMENT
It is acceptable for less senior personnel
Essential to any analysis of managed portt o execute trades a n d make certain
folios is % understanding of the strengths
investment decisions within strict paraand weaknesses of management. The
meters. Howeveq an experienced money
process by which money market funds are
market fund manager should be monitorrated includes meetings with fund offiaals
ing these activities daily.
t o discuss fund investment objectives,
It is also necessary t o distinguish
portfolio management techniques, and
between an experienced money market
risk aversion strategies. Standard & Poor's
fund manager and someone who has
evaluates the effectiveness of fund manexperience managing long-term investagement in implementing a dynamic
ments. Managing a stable net asset value
investment process consistent with the
.--.-- (NAV) fund is very different from managfund's stated goals and objectives..
ing a bond fund with a variable share
Standard & Poor's believes that these
price. Investment policies and strategies
meetings are central to a meaningful fund
that may be very prudent for bond funds
rating service. Management assessment
can be disastrous f o r money market
considers the following:
funds. The precision necessary in running
a money market fund successfully takes a
m Experience and track record in
different mindset than is required in manportfolio management
aging other fixed-income vehicles. An
I Operating policies and risk
experienced fixed-income manager does
preferences
not necessarily cquatc to an effective
P Credibility and commiunent to
money market fund manager. Therefore,
policies

Standard & Poor's emphasizes the level
of experience in managing money market
funds in its review of fund management.
Lack of experience can result in a Jower
rating, more stringent rating criteria
[such as shorter weighted average maturity (WAM)], or both.
Ope~atingProcedures and Risk Preferences
The processes involved in managing a
money market fund directly affect its safety. Standard & Poor's evaluates the fund
manager's operating procedures in conjunction with each rating. A key component of this review is the investment deasion-making process Numerous investment
decisions are made daily for all money market funds. Standard & Poor's examines
how these decisions are made and who is
charged with executingthem.
Fund advisers that conduct frequent
investment committee meetings to amve
at both short-term and intermediate-term
investment strategies are viewed more
favorably than those who leave investment strategy decisions strictly up to the
fund manager This helps prevent any one
individual from having a n inordinate
amount of influence on the strategy of a
fun& The role of an investment wrnmittee should be to set investment guidelines
and strategies. The portfolio managers
then have the job of executing these
strategies using their expertise in managing money market funds.
Standard & Poor's also focuses on the
amount, type, and quality of information
used in making policy a n d investment
decisions. This indudes the size and capabilities of the credit and risk research
staff, the access to current economic data
and analysis, and the types of.on-line
business information services used.
All fund prospectuses contain investment policies that fund advisers must follow. These policies tend to be quite general, typically mimicking regulation and
thereby giving fund managers considerable investment leeway. It is prudent for
fundadvisers to establish written internal
procedures to better define both the
fund's investment guidelines and the
manager's operating policies.

,

Credit quality is one area that should
be documented with formal written procedures. A fund adviser should establish
an approved investment list as well as
policies for adding or removing names
from that list. Additionally, a process and
methodology for periodically evaluating
the credit quality of all approved investments should be established. The use of
an internal credit rating scale is beneficial. Such a scale sets a standard of comparison that can be widely recognized,
especially when evaluating securities for
which Nationally Recognized Statistical
Rating Organizations (NRSROs) have
differing views. They also provide evidence that independent analysis has been
done, particularly if a credit committee
must approve the internal ratings.
The investment management arm of a
bank or brokerldealer often obtains its
credit research from somewhere else in
the organization, such as a central credit
~esearchdepartment. In these situations,
it is essential that the investment adviser
have immediate access to all changes in
credit standing. Standard & Poor's has
seen organizations in which credit information was distributed firm wide on a
quarterly or semiannual basis. This is
inadequate. Ideally, a representative horn
the investment adviser should attend
credit committee meetings to ensure a
good flow of market information.
Funds also benefit from having clear
and explicit investment policies regarding
the use of variable-rate notes, structured
notes, and derivative instruments. Fund
investment policies should incorporate
procedures on the approval, risk measurement, control, and limits related to
these investments. Fund managers should
be able to present an analytical basis for
determining that such securities are eligible fund investments and have a reasonable likelihood of remaining at or repricing to their amortized cost value at each
reset until maturity. This analytical basis
should include a review of historical
index behavior and sensitivity analysis.
The ultimate policy responsibility for
any mutual fund lies with its board of
directors or trustees. The board is elected

by fund shareholders t o oversee their
investments and management. Boards
entrust investment advisers to handle the
funds' day-to-day affairs, but should not
rely on the advisers to always act in the
best interest of the shareholders. Investment advisory contracts are based on a
percentage of fund assets. Therefore, it is
beneficial for advisers to attract money
into their funds. Historically, high returns
have been a way to attract these assets.
H i d e r returns are also associated with
greater risks. Boards must establish
investment policies that are strict enough
to prevent fund advisers from taking risks
that are not in the best interest of the
shareholders. They must also establish
stringent procedures for reviewing and
enforcing these policies.
Board members a r e n o t necessarily
investment professionals and may lack
expertise in money market fund management. Still. a board should act as an independent body and demand that advisers
be able to clearly explain all investments
and investment strategies. Standard &
Poor's feels that boards should receive
detailed reports regarding fund investments and activities at least monthly.
Boards should be active, questioning fund
advisers at any time during the yeaq not
just at quarterly meetings. Too often,
boards are passive or lack the necessary
independence, which could lead to rubber-stamp approval of investment adviser
activities. Such boards are not fulfilline
their responsibility to fund shareholders.
Investing, by definition, is risk taking.
Investment advisers are paid to take risks
commensurate with the desires of fund
shareholders. There is no way to eliminate risk in money market funds and still
provide adequate returns on investment.
Even the most conservatively managed
fund can be in jeopardy of breaking the
dollar if there are sufficiently adverse
market conditions. Fund managers differ
in their risk preferences, as they should.
Managers who say they are "market-neutral", or who have no opinion on future
interest rate movements, are either not
telling the whole truth or deceiving- themselves and their investors. Conservative
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and aggressive investment strategies can
be effective, provided that the proper
operating procedures are in place t o
ensure that these strategies are consistent
with prudently established guidelines.
Intern1 Controls
Money market funds universally have the
investment objective of maintaining a
constant net asset value (NAV)per share.
Because of the small margin for error
allowable to achieve this goal, Standard
& Poor's closely considers the internal
controls of fund advisers. Included here
are pricing policies, NAV deviation procedures, depth of staff, stress testing
capabilities, asset flow monitoring, trade
ticket verification, systems backups, level
of oversight, and disaster recovery.
Accurate pricing is a key factor in
maintaining a stable NAV. Standard &
Poor's expects all investment advisers to
be capable to accurately price portfolio
securities and calculate a fund's actual
NAV in-house, and to do so periodically.
Advisers are expected t o compare the
market value of the fund to its amoaized
cost value on a weekly basis. In many
cases, investment advisers rely exclusively
on fund administrators or outside pricing
services to perform this function. While
these outside providers are typically reliable souras, mistakes do o c c q especially for securities that are difficult to price.
Outside providers did a poor job in pricing structured notes in early 1994. All
investment advisers should have some
built-in redundancies to check the work
of the outside providers and question any
discrepancies that may o m
Not only do investment advisers need
to be able to calculate NAVYbut.they also .
need to have explicit written plans for
dealing with any material deviation. NAV
deviation procedures are the responsibility of the investment adviser and t h e
fund's board. Regulation dictates that
action must be contemplated if a fund's
NAV deviates by more than 0.5% from
$1.00. Standard & Poor's money market
fund ratings specifically address the likelihood of this deviation occurring. Therefore, Standard & Poor's expects rated

funds to have written policies that initiate
action long before that point. At minimum, these policies should dictate action
at a 0.25% deviation. Required actions
should include a meeting among senior
fund officials, notification of board members, and establishment of a formal
action plan. All portfolio managers
should be completely familiar with these
NAV deviation procedures, and not rely
on a third-party administrator for implementation. Since it is in the best interest
of the advisor to be proactive in dealing
with NAV deviations, Standard & Poor's
requests daily portfolio pricing (markedto-market) and NAV calculations when
deviations reach the following for each
specific rating category:

.

' A M 0.15%(9985/1.0015)
'AAm' 020%(9980/1.0020)
a 'Am' 025%(9975/1.0025)
m 'BBBm' 030%(997W1.0030)
H

It is also important that the controls of
a fund do not suffer when the primary
portfolio manager is not managing the
fund, as substitute managers may not
have the investment experience of the primary manager However, it is inexcusable
to lack the necessary controls to prevent
mistakes from occurring when the primar y manager is not available. Each member
of the investment adviser's staff with the
authority to manage the fund on a temporary basis should be adequately trained in
the invesonent policies and guidelines for
those funds. Additionally, a set of procedures should be in place to automatically
review the work of a substitute portfolio
manager each day that the substitute
manager is overseeing the fund(s).
Fund managers should also be reasonably prepared for the unexpected. This
entails the ability to perform "what if"
and stress test analyses. A fund manager
should be able to calculate the impact of
any security purchase on the fund's
weighted average maturity (WAM). This
calculation should factor in the influence
of sudden or unexpected redemptions in
conjunction with the security purchase.
Additionally, fund managers should

have the abilitv to stress test both individual securities and entire portfolios. Individual security tes& should estimate price
sensitivity under severe interest rate
movements. Portfolio testing should
stress the fund's assets in aggregate under
the same interest r a t e scenarios. but
should also measure the impact of-dilution on NAV assuming sizable redemption activity. The magnitude of the potential redemption activity should take into
account historical redemptions and the
nature of the shareholder base. Funds
with interest rate-sensitive institutional
investors need to stress test redemptions
at much h i ~ h e rlevels than funds with
typically more stable retail investors.
Redemption volatility adds to the difficulty of managing a money market fund.
The feature of immediate liquidity is a key
element in the growth and popularity of
money market funds. Investors like the
idea of having q u i c k access t o their
money. Yet, the uncertainty created by
instant liquidity can makc it difficult to
employ a consistent investment strategy.
Funds with very volatile shareholder
accounts are subject to the greatest risk. It
is nearly impossible to accurately predict
cash inflows and oudlows. but fund managers can take steps to prepare for them.
Freauent communication with a fund's
largest shareholders is an important way
to get indications of redemptions. It is
also a way to nay informed of how long
large deposits are expected to stay in ihe
fund so managers can invest appropriately. Some funds have policies that encourage prior notification of large withdrawals. Other funds will refuse "hot
moneyn, which is money from investors
who are very interest.rate sensitive. Hot
money tend; to leave a fund quickly in
risicg interest rate environments, tzusing
dilution to NAV and potentially harming
the remaining shareholders. Fund managers should be very familiar with the
redemption
of their largest
investors. This facilitates the management
of cash flow volatility, thus enhancing
fund safety.
Proper controls also entail trade ticket
verification. All trade tickets should
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require two signatures, one belonging to
the individual executing the trade and the
other to a portfolio manager or senior
level member of the investment advisory
staff. Additionally, it is beneficial to have
a computer system that is tailored to the
investment parameters of each fund. In
such a portfolio management system,
unauthorized investments would be
kicked out, immediately alemng portfolio managers to the mistake. These systems can also do the same for purchases
that cause a fund's WAM to exceed established limits.
Computer systems are vital to managing mutual funds. Standard & Poor's
review of a fund's controls exarnines
backup computer capabilities. System
failure cannot shut down a mutual fund,
wen for a short amount of time, as shareholders expect access to their money. All
computer processes for a fund should be
replicated on another system, usually
with a custodian or administrato~Fund
advisers should back up data nightly t o
an offsite location. It is also important to
have detailed contingency management
and disaster recovery plans that arc tested
periodically. Earthquakes in Los Angeles
and San Francisco, floods in Houston
and tropical storms hitting New Jersey
are just a few past examples of situations
in which emergency action plans had to
be executed.

SEC POST-EXAMINATION W E R S
All rated funds that are registered under
Rule 2a-7 of the Investment Company
Act of 1940 must submit a copy of the
latest SEC post-examination letter and
the investment adviser's response to Standard & Poor's. If n o letter has been
received, fund counsel must represent
that no letter was in fact received from
the SEC. As part of its monitoring of
money fund ratings, Standard & Poor's
requests such information annually. SEC
letters are reauested even if the letter
addresses othe; money funds managed by
the same adviser and not the rated fund
specifically. Standard & Poor's rates
money market fund based on representations from fund advisers and does not

perform an audit. Where an audit is performed, as in the case of the SEC examination, Standard & Poor's believes that
the outcome of the audit can provide
important insights into the daily operations of the adviser, which may ultimately
affect fund safety.

TAX-EXEMPT MONEY MARKET FUNDS
Standard & Poor's also analyzes taxexempt money market funds that invest
primarily in short-term municipal securities. In assigning ratings to tax-exempt
money market funds, Standard & Poor's
analytical scope factors in all Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (NRSRO) ratings assigned to individual securities. This policy allows Standard & Poor's to take a broad-based
portfolio approach in analyzing all taxexempt funds.
In order to rate tax-exempt money market funds that hold securities that Stanlard & Poor's has not rated, Standard &
Poor's must be able,to assess the funds'
credit evaluation methods. Therefore, in
conjunction with all ratings assigned t o
tax-exempt funds, Standard & Poor's
conducts a desailed review of each fund's
credit analysis approach. This entails a
meetine.., with each fund's credit research
staff to examine their analytical practices,
procedures, and methodologies.
The examination covers
security evaluation,
a market analysis,
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security selection,
asset dispersion,
diversification,
pricing,
ongoing monitoring of credits,
sources of secondary market
information,
response to distressed credit
situations,
resource dedication, and
staff qualifications.

Discussions focus on the use of NRSRO
ratings, any internal rating systems, and
the process in which each fund's approved
-list of securities is presented to a n d

reviewed by the h d ' s board of directors.
Standard & Poor's has soecific criteria
for assessing securities rated by other
NRSROs. Standard 8~ Poor's may discount ratings by other NRSROs based on
where each security would likely be classified under Standard & Poor's rating
scale. In most cases. such a discount
would involve a drop by no more than
one rating category. However, in some
seaow where Standard & Poor's believes
other NRSROs diverge significantly from
Standard & Poor's rating approach, discounts may be more than one category.
Additionally, unrated securities are
assessed on a case-by-case basis.
Generally, Standard & Poor's will classify securities as lesser quality if:
The security is within a sector or
category of municipal securities
where there tends t o be material differences in the ratings assised to
like securitiesby the various
NRSROs.
Or
The securiiy is within a sector or category of municipal securities in
which the NRSRO(s) rating the
security has limited market presence.
Standard & Poor's ratings guidelines
state that for a tax-exempt fund to be
rated by in the highest categories by Standard & Poor's, ail securities held by the
fund should be rated eirher 'SP-1+' or 'AI+' or 'SP-1' or 'A-1'. The proportions
for each rating depend on the fund's rating category (see Money Market Fund
Rating Definitions and Criteria Summary,
page 3). In considering other rating
scales, Standard & Poor's makes the following distinctions:

a Securities not rated by Standard &
Poor's that have been assigned the
highest short-term rating by another
NRSRO and have a long-term rating comparable to Standard &
Poor's 'AAA' are considered Standard & Poor's 'A-l+' equivalent for
money market fund rating purposes
only.

Securities not rated by Standard &
Poor's that have been assigned the
highest short-term rating by another
NRSRO and have a long-term rating comparable to Standard &
Poor's 'AA' are considered Standard
& Poor's 'A-1' equivalent for money
market fund rating purposes only.
H Securitiesnot rated by Standard &
Poor's that have been assigned the
highest short-term rating by another
NRSRO and possess credit support
from an entity rated 'A-l+' by Standard & Poor's are considered Standard & Poor's 'A-l+' equivalent for
money market fund rating purposes
only.
Securitiesnot rated by Standard &
Poor's that have been assigned the
highest short-term rating by another
NRSRO and possess credit support
from an entity rated 'A-1' by Standard & Poor's are considered Standard & Poor's 'A-1' equivalent for
money market fund rating purposes
only.
General obligation debt not rated by
Standard & Poor's issued by a
. municipalitythat has an 'SP-1+' or
'A-l+' short-term unsecured debt
rating from Standard & Poor's is
considered Standard & Poor's 'A1+'equivalent for money market
fund rating purposes only.
General obligation debt not rated by
Standard & Poor's issued by a
municipality that has an 'SP-1' or
'A-l' short-term unsecured debt rating from Standard & Poor's is considered Standard & Poor's 'A-1'
equivalent for money market fund
rating purposes only.
H

These criteria serve as recomme~ded
guidelines for rating tax-exempt funds. In
assigning actual ratings, Standard &
Poor's bases its final analytical determination on its review of each fund's portfolio management and credit research
areas.

INVESTING IN OTHER

MONEY MARKET FUNDS
Standard & Poor's criteria calls for
rated money market funds that invest
in other money market funds (also
called Registered Investment Companies or RJCs) to carry an identical rating. For example, a Standard & Poor's
'AAAm' money market fund may only
invest in Standard & Poor's 'AAAm'
money market funds. Funds registered
under Rule 2a-7 are limited to a 10%
investment i n o t h e r money market
funds. Standard & Poor's money market fund criteria for funds that are not
registered under Rule 2a-7 (e.g., offshore funds, government investment
pools) generally calls for a maximum
25% exposure to any one fund with no
stated maximum exposure. However,
while no maximum is stated, Standard
& Poor's will inquire as to the feasibility of one rated fund investing a majority of its assets other rated funds. This
includes a n analysis of the rated funds
position on fee rebates since investing
in another money market fund will
ultimately cause the shareholder to be
paying fees on two funds. In addition,
there are also percentage limits that the
investing fund may comprise of the
fund it is invesring in, as it would not
be prudent for the fund to invest in
another rated fund if it were going to
comprise a significant portion of its
assets.
REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS (REPOS)
While Standard & Poor's recognizes
the importance of the collateral securing these r e p u r c h a s e agreements
-- (repos), our main focus with regards to
the risk in these securities has always
been on the creditworthiness of the
counterparty.
Generally speaking, the underlying
securities in traditional repos are typically ineligible investments for money
market funds, either because of their
maturity (longer than 397 days) or
type (certain mortgage-backed securities). A fund that takes possession of
such collateral will have to sell it as

soon as possible. Any delay in a fund's
ability to sell the securities could create
both liquidity and market risks inappropriate for money funds.
This is especially true for non-traditional collateral, as these security types
(e.g., non-investment grade corporates,
equities) possess higher potential price
volatility than traditional collateral
[see "Non-Traditional" Repurchase
Agreement (Repo) Collateral section
on page 191.
The following bullets and table outline specific rep0 criteria for 'AAAm'
rated money market funds:
The aggregate amount of all repos
(regardless of the rating) with
maturities of more than seven calendar days may not exceed 10%
of a fund's total assets.
E Overnight repos with any single
'A-1' Issuer are limited to n o more
than 25% of a fund's total assets.
E Repos with maturities beyond
overnight and less than or equal
to seven days with any single
Issuer ('A-l+') are limited to no
more than 25% of a fund's total
assets.
a Repos with maturities beyond
overnight and less than or equal
to seven days with any single
Issuer ('A-1') are limited to no
more than 10% of a fund's total
assets.
For these criteria, the maturity of a
. repo is defined as the absolute maturity of the agreement. If, however, the
agreement contains a put that would
result in a lower effective maturity for.
the agreement, Standard & Poor's will
review the rePo documentation to he
certain of the unconditional nature of
the put feature. Standard & Poor's has
the same criteria for both tri-party and
deliverable repos. However, where a
tri-party repo is used, Standard &
Poor's will examine the fund adviser's
procedures ensuring that the proper
t y p e a n d a m o u n t of c o l l a t e r a l is
received.

Credit

Quality

Overnight
I1 day)

2 to7

Days

7 Days

'While Standard & Poor's does not formally propose any
diienfication guidelines for overnight rep with any single 'A-lt' counterpaw, we believe it is pudent for a rated
money market fund to maintain a minimalamount of biersificatimand thus we would be m e m a d with a fund
!hat was comfortable holdii >40% in an owmight repo
with any single 'A-lt' Issuer/muntarpaliy.

.

regate ate exposureto term rep0 g r e a b r h 7 darj is
limited to 10%.

Standard & Poor's repo diversification
criteria for funds rated 'AAm', 'Am' and
'BBBm' is identical to the above table
except for the permitted exposure to 'A2' Issuers on an overnight or one day
basis of 5% for 'AAm', 1 0 % for 'Am'
and 25% for 'BBBm'.
To ensure that repos are properly
secured, Standard & Poor's looks for certain written representations from all
funds investing in repos. Regarding perfection of the fund's security interest in
rep0 collateral, Standard & Poor's seeks
.written representations that the fund
takes delivery of the collateral in either of
the following manners:
The fund, or a third party acting
solely as agent for the fund, has possession of the securities.
Or
The securities have been legally
transferred to the fund under other
applicable laws, except that the
fund may not enter into any holdin-custody arrangements.

.-.

In addition, Standard & Poor's also
looks for written representations that
confirm the following:
E

A written master repo (e.g., the Bond
Market Assodation standard repo
form) governs a l l rep0 transactions.
The fund takes all necessary steps to
acquire and maintain a firstperfected
security interest in any rep0 securities,
any substitutedsecurities, and all pro-

ceeds derived from the rep0 securities.
purposes of perfecting the fund's
security interest, the counterparty
owns all rep0 securities free of any
other claims.
I The fund intends to pay the purchase
price for the securities, as stated in the
applicable governing agreement.
I The counterparty will not incur, or
allow others to incur, any equal or
prior liens on the securities.
m The fund has no knowledge of any
fraud involved in any of the rep0
transactions it undertakes.
I For

If the fund enters into repos with Securities Investor Protection Corp. (SIPC)
and non-SIPC counterparties eligible to
be debtors under the U.S. Bankruptcy
Code, the fund should also provide assurance that the repos meet the Bankruptcy
Code definition of a repo.
If the fund enters into repos with financial institutions subject to EIRREA, the
fund must provide the following items:
I Assurance stating that

the repos satisfy the definition of a repurchase
agreement and "qualified financial
contract" under FIRREk
s Wrimn r e p b o n s m the effgt dxat
1. All other requirements under
,
FIRREA have been met as outlined in policy statements by the
FDIC and RTC dated Dec 12,
1989; and
2. The fund, in accepting securities
from a counterparty that is subject to FIRREA, is not in any
way acting to defraud the counterparty, nor does the fund have
any prior knowledge to the effect
that the counterparty is insolvent, or may become insolvent,
as a result of the completion of
any such repo transaction.

Non-Traditional Repurchase Agreement
(Repo) Collateral

U.S. government o r U.S. government
agency securities including Treasuries,
Agency Discount Notes and Agency
Mortgage Backed Securities have custom-

arily been used to collateralize repurchase
agreements (repos). Most recentIy, brokerldealers have pledged "non-traditional" collateral, including investment and
non-investment grade corporate debt,
money market securities and even shares
of U.S. equities to back their rep0 obligations. A key reason behind this recent
interest is that repos backed by *non-traditional collateraln provide a boost to
money fund yields. While the growth in
non-traditional collateral has been in part
spurred by brokers seeking to leverage
other asset types; the demand is more likely fueled by the added basis points that
comes with the non-traditional collateral.
Standard & Poor's Money Market
Fund Rating Criteria for repos collateralized by "non-traditional" assets addresses the credit quality and diversification
guidelines that are consistent with its
money market fund ratings. The guidelines for non-traditional collateral are
more restrictive than traditional collateral
because the non-traditional collateral
may not qualify for preferential treatment under the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act or the Federal Bankruptcy Code and
therefore, must be treated as unsecured
obligations of the Issuer (counterparty).
Standard & Poor's credit quality criteria for rep0 collateralized by "non-traditional" assets calls for the counterparties
(e-g. brokerldealers) to either have an
explicit Issuer or counterparty rating
from Standard & Poor's of A-1 or A-l+,
or have a letter of guaranty from an 'A-1'
or 'A-1+' (Standard & Poor's rated) parent company. This differs from rep0 collateralized by traditional collateral, as
traditional repo may be transacted with
unrated brokerldealers that are 50% or
more owned by a parent company that is
rated 'A-1' o r better by Standard &
Poor's qua& for the highest three rating
categories ('AAAm', 'AAm','Am').
Standard & Poor's 'diversification criteria
for repos collateralized by "non-traditionaln
assets calls for the maximum exposure to
any single counterparty (or brokerldealer) is
limited to 5% of total fund assets. This differs from rep0 collateralized by traditional
collateral, as they may comprise up to 25%

per dealer depending on the credit quality of
the brokerldeales.
Additionally, Standard & Poor's considers term rep0 agreements beyond
seven days (for both traditional and nontraditional collateral) to be illiquid, and
as such, should be limited to no more
than 10% of total fund assets. Standard
& Poor's also expects that the underlying
colIateral in term repo agreements to be
priced daily and maintained a t the
required collateralization levels.
Evaluating Repurchase Agreement (Repo)
Counterparties
The following criteria relates only m counterparty assessments for repurchase agreements (repos) collateralized by traditional
collateral in rated money market funds
and is not a comment on the unrated entity's ability to repay its unsecured debt or
satisfy other contractual obligarions.
Standard & Poor's recognizes that
many money market funds transact repos
with w t e d subsidiaries of highly rated
financial institutions. Standard & Poor's
looks directly to the parent's short-term
rating to determine the level of ueditworthiness of unrated rep0 counterparties
that are subsidiaries of rated entities. In
establishing this criterion, Standard &
Poor's recognizes that repos, as secured
transactions, differ from unsecured obligations. Standard & Poor's reviews the
legal structure of each fund's repos before
assigning a rating to the fund.
Unrated entities that are at least 50%
owned by rated parents are considered at
the same investment level as the parent's
rating. Therefore, a repo transaction with
an unrated brokerldealer whose parent
-has an 'A-l+" rating is assessed at 'A-l+'
equivalent for money market fund rating
purposes only. Likewise, a rep0 with an
entity whose parent is rated "A-'1' is
viewed as an 'A-1' equivalent for money
market fund rating purposes only.
For the case of rated repo counterparties that have parents with higher shortterm ratings, Standard & Poor's looks to
the parent's rating in assessing the proper
level, provided that the subsidiary is at
least 50% owned. For all other rated

.

rep0 participants, the actual Standard &
Poor's short-term rating applies.

.

WNDING AGREEMENTS
Funding Agreements are floating-rate
investment contracts issued by insurance
companies for the institutional marketplace. These investment contracts are
popular with some money funds due to
their attractive yields and put provisions.
The put provision allows the owner of a
floating-rate Funding Agreement contract
to receive back its investment in a specified number of days. Most money funds
prefer seven-day puts although 30-, 90-,
180-day, and one-year puts are also available. Most floating-rate Funding Agreement indexes are pegged to one- or threemonth LJBOR. Prime, commercial paper
composite index, and one-year constant
maturity treasury have also been used.
When evaluating Funding Agreements
as eligible investments for rated money
market funds, Standard & Poor's considers the credit quality of the Issuer (insurance company), the terms of the agreement including contract maturity, reset
index rate, and frequency of rate adjustments (e.g., weekly, quarterly), and any
put or demand features. In order for the
Funding Agreement to be an eligible
investment for Standard & Poor's rated
money market funds, the insurance company issuing the investment contract
must possess an 'A-1' or 'A-1+' shortterm rating from Standard & Poor's. In
addition, contracts issued by a non-rated
subsidiary of a rated insurance company
are not eligible for rated money market
funds. As for the variable-rate features of
the Funding Agreements, the reset rates
should be tied to indices considered to be
money market rates, such as LIBOR, Fed
F u ~ d sT-bill,
,
and CP composite rates.
Standard & Poor's also considers the
potential for credit and liquidity risks
presented by these contracts. Given the
illiquid nature of short-term Funding
Agreements (i.c., no secondary market
trading), contracts that include short puts
and demand features (generally seven to
30 days) offer a greater level of protection against credit deterioration of the

issuing company. To provide for liquidity
in the event of credit action, some Funding Agreements include credit event put
provisions, which provide the buyer (the
fund) the ability to put back the contract
to the issuing entity upon a downgrade of
its rating. Standard & Poor's views this
feature favorably since it enhances the
fund's liquidity options.
Since Funding Agreements pay a variable rate of interest o n periodic reset
dates, money market funds can take
advantage of the maturity shortening
provision under Rule 2a-7 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 regulating
money market funds. Hence, a Funding
Agreement with a one-year maturity and
30-day reset dates, are treated as 30-day
instruments by money market funds for
purposes of calculating their average
portfolio maturity. However, these securities are considered to be part of the 10%
illiquid basket as per Rule 2a-7. Funding
agreements that provide for seven-day or
daily puts are not subject to the illiquid
basket treatment

EXTENDIBLE NOTES
Extendible notes come in many forms but
can generally be classified under two
broad categories based on who possesses
the option to extend - the holder of the
security or the Issuer of the security.
When comparing t k two types, Standard
& Poor's looks more favorably towards
those instruments where the holder of the
security possesses the option because this
option allows the holder to more actively
manage the maturiy risk associated with
the issue^ how eve^ for extendible securities where the holder possesses the
option, Standard & Poor's does not
believes it is prudent for a fund to extend
the maturity if the Issuer experiences any
credit deterioration, including being put
on Creditwatch Negative o r upon a
downgrade. For those securities where it
is the Issuer's option t o extend the maturity, the following guidelines apply.
Extendible commercial notes (ECNs)
have received increasing interest from
money market funds. On the surface,
ECNs look very much like traditional

commercial paper, but provide a twist.
Highly rated corporations issue ECNs for
a finite period of time, say 90 days. They
differ from commercial paper in that the
Issuer, at its discretion, can extend the
maturity of the note to a maximum of
390 days. The Issuer has the option to
call the notes a t any time during the
extension period. Like commercial papel;
ECNs are offered at a discount rate based
on the initial maturity date. If extended,
the rate becomes variable based on a
spread above LIBOR. The size of this
spread is dictated by the short-term credit
rating of the Issuer and the spread's magnitude is designed t o discourage the
Issuer from extending the maturity date.
The benefit to the Issuer is they can issue
ECNs without a back-up liquidity facility. At the initial redemption date, if the
Issuer la& the necessary funding to pay
off the notes, it can simply extend the
maturity until alternative funding is
obtained These differ from previously
issued short-term notes in which the
option to extend was controlled by the
note holders.
Extension would occur when the Issuer
has no other viable refinancing options,
making the ECN holder the lender of last
resoh ?his wodd be a precarious position
for a monev market fund to be in. even
though it receives a premium for accepting
this risk. While the premium rate may
seem attractive (e.g, 110% of LIBOR for
'A-l+' credits, 115% for 'A-1' credits),
money market funds could face liquidity
and pricing problems. The fact that the
Issuer cannot place new cornmeKia paper
into the market implies that the fund will
have equal trouble finding buyers for its
ECN position, rendering its holding illiquid. At this point, accurate pricing of the
securities becomes complex, particularly
given the Issuer's option to call the ECNs
at any time. Standard & Poor's believes
that prior to purchasing these securities,
money market fund advisers should adopt
a detailed investment policy for ECNs and
be prepared to hold the securities to the
extended maturity date.
Standard & Poor's money market fund
criteria calls for rated money market

\
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funds to book the maturity of ECNs to
the initial redemption date and count
them toward their 10% less liquid basket
of securities. Short-term credit ratings on
ECNs are treated the same as the Issuer's
commercial paper ratings (for Standard
& Poor's rated money market funds,
commercial paper Issuers must be rated
'A-1' o r better by Standard & Poor's).
While it is considered unlikely that the
Issuer will extend the notes.,uvon extension, the rates change from fixed to variable. and monev market funds should
calculate maturity based on final maturity date. Although interest rates for ECNs
reset periodically (typically monthly)
after extension occurs, calculating days to
maturity by referencing the reset date is
imprudent. Money fund regulation permits funds to calculate maturitv for variable-rate securities based on the reset
date. This applies only when the market
value of securities can be reasonably
zxpected to approximate amortized cost
at each reset until final maturity. Extension of an ECN would only occur when
an Issuer experiences an adverse credit
event, or if the market encountered a liquidity crunch. In either case, the ability to
project the market value of the ECN is
likely to be materially impaired.
A

INTERFUND LENDING
Standard & Poor's has formulated guide-

lines for interfund lending in rated money
market funds. For those management
companies who have received exemptive
orders from the SEC t o lend cash
between funds (managed by the same
investment adviser), Standard & Poor's
believes that adherence to the following
guidelines is consistent. with. investment
practices of highly rated money market
- h d s . Standard Rr Poor's looks for:
Opinion written by either in-house or
external counsel for the fund evidencing
that the Fund lending cash has a lien on
the borrowing funds' assets that is senior
to that of fund shareholders and service
providers (i.e. custodians, distributors,
investment advisers).
Established guidelines that specify percentages that each rated fund may lend

(to each fund and in aggregate) as well as
the percentages that each borrowing fund
may borrow.
Additionally, rated funds should:

m Refrain from lending to funds with

.

more than 35% emerging markets
exposure
Refrain from lending to funds that
have lost greater than 25% of their
assets within the past five business
days (through any combination of
redemptions and market depreciation)
a Rated money market funds should
refrain from borrowing from other
funds except to meet emergency liquidity needs (i.e., not to lever the
fund or otherwise enhance yield)
As part of the weekly monitoring
report, rated funds should provide details
on the amount of money loaned at any
time during the prior week, the name of
the borrowing fund(s), the net asset size
of the borrowing fund(s),and the maturity and interest rate terms of the loan(s).
Additionally, Standard & Poor's requests
that rated funds provide written notification of these policies prior to cornmencement of any such transactions.
CALLABLE AND CONVERTIBLE NOTES
Callable and convertible notes are
designed to perform well in stable interest
rate environments. Both callable and convertible notes can present money market
funds with unique market risks including
call risk, reinvestment risk, interest rate
risk, and liquidity risk. Given these mulaple risks factors, managers should closely
evaluate the pricing and market risks presented by these securities.
Corporations and government agencies
issue short-term callable debt generally
with one-year final maturities and with
monthly or quarterly call dates. Due to
the call feature, the interest rates (yield)
for these securities are generally higher
than those for equivalent non-callable
instruments. JXe added risk is '~XIcertain'
principal maturity. There are several
ways that this risk can manifest, for

example, during periods of rising interest
rates, the value of these callable notes
will decrease, as would a similar noncallable fixed-income security. During a
period of falling rates, however, the price
of callable notes will not appreciate .in
proportion with nonsdable notes given
the increased likelihood that the callable
notes will be called at the next call date.
Investors will be unwilling to pay any
material premium in the purchase price
given the call risk.
Callable note investors also face the
risk of having their notes called away
when rates fall. Reinvestment occurs
when Issuers call the securities. Issuers
are more likely to call (or retire their outstanding debt) when interest rates have
dropped as this provides a n o p p o d t y
to obtain cheaper financing. Investors of
callable notes that are called will have to
reinvest at lower rates.
Convertible notes are a variation on
short-term callable notes as convertible
notes while not callable can be converted
from a fked rate to a floating rate at the
option of the Issuer. The holder is short
the convertible feature, and thus is paid a
yield premium to offset this uncertainty
or risk. Like callables, convertible notes
are typically issued with one-year final
maturities at attractive fixed rates or with
predetermined floating-rate formulas.
The value of convertible notes will also
fall during rising rate periods, behaving
much like standard fixed rate instruments. However, when rates fall, the
price appreciation of convertible notes
will be limited due to the increased likelihood of conversion The conversion risk
is similar to call risk and thus has similar
inherent price or market risks. The key
difference is that upon conversion, the
interest earned on the convertible notes is
based on a predetermined formula, while
the note holders control the reinvestment
options for the callable notes.
Standard & Poor's believes it is prudent
for fund managers to perform stress tests
on these securities under various interest
rate scenarios to determine the relative
value of holding these securities during
periods of both rising and falling rates.

Assumptions should include the magnitude of the interest rate decline required
for the securities to be called or converted
and the frequency of the options that
may be exercised (e.g., monthly, quarterly). Managers should closely evaluate the
risk and reward trade-offs presented by
these securities before investing in these
notes.
In holding convertible notes, a fund is
taking all the risks of a fixed-rate instrument, while potentially receiving the
lower returns that floating-rate instruments provide in a declining interest rate
environment. To make these notes more
attractive, Issuers typically set the floating rate reset formulas at spreads above
an index (such as Fed Funds or LIBOR)
that are higher than the market rate for
variable rate securities. While such formulas may look enticing in the near term,
spreads may widen over time, potentially
creating a below market yield as such
times as the notes are converted. In fact,
the Issuers of convertible notes have an
incentive t o exercise the conversion
option should spreads widen sufficiently,
even if short-term interest rates remain
stable. In essence, this gives them the
opportunity to finance at below market
rates. This risk does not apply to callable
notes because once the security has been
called, the holder is free to reinvest at
current market rates, either fixed or variable.
Since callable and convertible notes are
more complex than standard fixed rated
securities, determining reliable prices for
these is a more difficult task. Managers
should price these securities to market on
a regular basis with multiple broker-dealers or reliable sources to ensure accurate
market values as dealer quotations are
subject to a wide degree of subjectivity.
Since these securities often lack an efficient and liquid secondary market, portfolio managers should be able to value these
securities internally based on their own in
depth analysis. Givcn the less liquid
nature of these instruments, the securities
can experience higher price volatility.

appropriate investments for money market
funds. For instance, when calculating the
weighted average maturity (WAM),
callables and convertibles must be booked
to their final maturity dates. If the Issuer
exercises the option on the c o n v d l e note,
then the maturity can be calculated to the
next reset date, assuming the price on the
note can still reasonably be expected to
remain at or near par o n subsequent reset
dates. If spreads for comparable floating
rate notes have changed materially, the convertible notes should continue to be booked
to their h a 1 maturity dates.
Further, Standard & Poor's believes
that because of the inherent risks present
in these securities, money market funds
should impose limitations to their exposure t o callable and convertible notes,
thereby mitigating the risk of unanticipated price volatility. These limits should be
based on the fund's cash flow volatility,
liquidity needs, and overall market price
exposure.

If properly analyzed and accounted for;

sidiaries on the Standard & Poor's rat-

callable and convertible notes can be

ings of the Issuer's parent company.

MASTER NOrrS AND PROMISSORY NOTES
Effective March 1, 2003 Standard &
Poor's money market fund rating credit
quality criteria for promissory notes
a n d master notes will call for these
notes to be issued by a n Issuer that has
an explicit Issuer rating o r a counterparty rating of 'A-1+' o r 'A-1' from
Standard & Poor's. Eligible master
notes or promissory notes that are not
issued by a rated entity may be securcd
by a letter of guaranty from a parent
company rated 'A-1' o r 'A-1+' by Standard & Poor's. Promissory notes and
master notes currently held by Standard & Poor's rated money market
funds that.do not meet the revised criteria will be allowed t o mature.
While a majority of promissory and
master notes are issued by rated Issuers,
some master and promissory notes are
issued by unrated subsidiaries of Standard & Poor's rated entities. Prior to the
revised criteria, Standard & Poor's based
the creditworthiness o f promissory and
master notes issued by un-rated sub-

Howeveq a comprehensive review of the
ratings correlation between parent companies and their subsidiaries indicates
that there is often a disparity in the credi t ratings, o r the creditworthiness,
between a parent company and its subsidiaries. The disparity in the ratings
between a parent company and its subsidiaries can be attributed to the subsidiaries domicile, regulatory environment, o r t h e importance of the
subsidiary to the parent company. Given
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REPURCHASE (REPO)AGREEMENTS
Reverse repurchase agreements (repos)
and securities lending are investment
strategies used by some taxable money
market funds, primarily t o enhance
investment income. Standard & Poor's
has specific criteria concerning the lending of portfolio securities by a fund to
banks and brokerldealers. The criteria
apply not only to direct loans of securities, but also to reverse repos. These
transactions can create risks for money
funds in the areas of credit and market
price exposure in the form of leverage.
Reverse repos entered the spotlight in
1994 when several bond funds a n d
Orange County California's investment
pool recognized si&cant losses due to.
this leveraging technique. While reverse
rep0 transactions are typically associated
with longer-term fixed-income portfolios,
money market fund advisers are inueasingly making them part of their strategies.
A reverse repo is a leveraging technique
in which a fund simultaneously agrees to
sell and repurchase a security it owns. A
reverse rep0 is often viewed as collateralized borrowing since a fund incurs a liability and uses the security as collateral.
As an example, assume a money fund
owns a $10 million Treasury note and
wants to borrow funds overnight. The
fund will sell the $10 million Treasury
note to the counterparty for settlement
today. At the same time, the fund agrees
t o buy back the $10 million Treasury
note for settlement tomorrow, plus interest. The result is that the fund has borrowed overnight funds for one day (rate
times $10 million times one dayl360).
During the term of the reverse repo, the
fund's total assets and liabilities are
Incrczsed by the .mount of the reverse
repo, while net assets remain the same
[see sidebar Reverse Repurchase Repo
Agreement Transaction].
The main reason for using reverse
repos is to enhance income by investing
borrowed cash at a higher rate than the
cost to borrow (reverse rep0 rate). Portfolio managers also use reverse repos to
provide liquidity to funds. For example, a
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portfolio manager may choose to raise
cash via reverse repos to provide liquidity, rather than having to sell securities at
an inopportune time.
Securities lending, an investment strategy
used by money fund managers to enhance
income (or to lower custody expenses),can
also increase the risk level of a money fund
porrfolio via leverage. Some fund advisers
are now using securities lending, which
was once a strategy of large institutional
investors. Fund custodians typically
orchestrate the securities lending process,
but some larger fund companies have inhouse lending operations.
Traditionally, securities lending was
viewed as a low-risk strategy with which
a fund manager (via the custodian) could
simply focus on the credit quality of the
counterparty and the loan collateral. If a
fund accepts securities as collateral, it
encounters a different set of risks than if
the fund accepts cash collateral (see
Lending for Securities Collateral: N o t
Leveraged, page 23). In the former case,
the fund (usually via the custodian) lends
securities for a fee to a brokerldealer
(borrower) and requires securities as collateral. The dealer provides collateral,
typically in the form of Treasuries, at
102% of the loaned securities' value,
which is marked-to-market on a daily
basis. When the loan terminates (often
the next day), the broker returns the
securities and the fund returns the collateral. If a custodian handles the operation,
the fees are split berween the fund and
the custodian. The major risks are that
the borrower defaults or fies for bankruptcy and, at the same time, the price of
the collateral drops to less than the value
of the loaned securities.
Securities lending is viewed as a more
aggressive strategy from an investment
standpoint if cash collateral is accepted.
The fund (via the custodian) lends out
securities but accepts cash collateral
instead of securities (see Lending for
Cash Collateral: Leveraged, page 23).
The custodian invests the cash in securities with the aim of beating the cost of
the loan and splitting the income with the
fund. Whiie the income is split between

the fund and custodian, the fund bears all
risks of the assets. Regardless of whether
the fund or custodian invests the cash
collateral, the result is that the assets of
the fund are increased (a leverage
impact). This type of securities lending
has a similar risk profile to reverse repos.
Many banks have entered the securities
lending business since the late 1980s. This
has led to lower fees and, in turn, more
aggressive investment policies. In November 1994, investors a n d custodians
learned about the true risks in securities
lending when The Boston Co., a unit of
Mellon Bank Corp., announced a $130
d i o n net write-off ($223 million pretax)
related to securities lending losses. In The
Boston Co. case, instead of accepting
securities as collateral. the custodian
accepted cash as collateral and was willing to take on significant investment risks.
Although The Boston Co. was acting as
an agent, not as a principal, it absorbed
its clients' losses for business reasons.
Standard & Poor's reverse rep0 and
securities lending criteria t a k e into
account incremental risks associated with
these strategies. The criteria focus primarily on the counterparty credit quality,
the term of the mansaction and the effect
that leverage has on a portfolio's weighted average maturity (WAM).
As with repos, Standard & Poor's views
reverse repos and securities lending transactions as posing counterparty risk, and
therefore limits counterparty ratings to 'A1+' and 'A-1' at the 'AAAm' and 'AAm'
rating levels. As a general guideline, Staudard & Poor's views all investments made
by the fund (related to reverse repos and
securities lending) as assets of the fund In
each of these cases, a modified WAM is
calculated. Standard & Poor's rhen applies
its sensitivity matrix, as is done with all
rated money market funds.
Standard & Poor's also takes a conservative view when analyzing the structure
and term of the overall transaction. All
transactions should be "matchedn on both
sides. For example, cash from a reverse
rep0 with a seven-day term should be
invested in a security with a seven-day
maturity. Additionally, at the 'IlkAm' rat-

-
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ing level, the transactions should not
exceed 25% of net assets on maturities less
than or equal to 7 days or 10%on matuxities greater than 7 days, with the term of
the transaction limited to 30 days or less.
Since the securities that are reversed or
loaned out are tied up for the term of the
transaction, Standard & Poor's views
these securities as illiquid for transactions
beyond seven days.
Standard & Poor's is also concerned
with incremental risks associated with
purchasing agency variable-rate notes
(VRNs) with borrowed monies (via
reverse repos o r securities lending). To
Iirnit rhe potenrial for mismatchingmaturities, Standard & Poor's feels it is inappropriate for highly rated funds to invest
greater t h a n 1 0 % of borrowings in
VRNs. For example, a $100 million portfolio that levers 25%, or $25 million of
net assets, should limit VRNs to lo%, or
$2.5 million, of the borrowed funds in
VRNs. All VRN purchases should meet
Standard & Poor's VRN guidelines for
rated money market funds.
The reverse repo and securities lending
criteria recognize the incremental risks
associated with these strategies. The following example will assist in understand-.
ing the effects that leverage can have on a
fund's WAM. Assume an unlevered fund
is comprised of a 60-day Treasury security, or a bullet portfolio with a WAM of
60 days. This $100 million portfolio
enters into a reverse repo, or lends 25%
of its assets and invests the proceeds in an
overnight deposit. While this transaction
is matched, Standard & Poor's also analyzes the reported effective WAU If the
overnight repo investment is included in
the portfolio, the WAM (gross) could be
reported as 48 days ([80% 60 days] +
[10% * one day] = 48 days). Ho-.r:v-vpr,
because the increase in assets to $125
million has a leverage effect, the WAM
has to be calculated on a net basis, which
is 60 days. To properly adjust the WAM,
take the unlevered portfolio WAM of 60
days and add the WAM of the borrowed
assets (60 + 125% one day]). If the fund
invested in a 30-day security, the fund's
effective WAM would be 68 days (60 +
+

.

very effective to attai&ngthese goals.
Standard & Poor's money market fund
ratings address a money market fund's
ability to provide principal safety and liquidity, but there are significant differences
between the minimum standards required
by Rule 2a-7 and Standard & Poor's rating
criteria for the highest rating categories. In
fact, a fund that met the bare minimum
regulatory requirements would at best
quahfy for a 'BBBm' rating from Standard
& Poor's. This rating could be lower
depending on the fund's cash flow patterns,
management experience and controls,
investment parameters, 'and current
marked-to-market net asset value 0.
The main areas in which Standard &
Poor's approach differs from Rule 2a-7
guidelines are in the treatment of a portfolio's:
n Weighted average maturity (WAM)

a Credit quality
Floating rate securities
w Less-liquid securities
Repurchase agreements (repos)
pa@oGuwas IeveredVX of nat ,.
Assumptio~:11) Unlewredweiptl* average maturity IWW po*Co is 60 dap. 1Z)
assets. [3] Initial u n f e d batbellportfarm is 50% 12b-day Treasuries and 50% m i g h t repufdme Bgreemwt(repol14)
M i g h t repa is usebb meat redemptionr.15) Effective knrerage calculated
shsr redemption

'&w

[25% 301). Furtheq Standard & Poor's
analyzed the impact of redemptions on
the levered portfolios and found the
WAM differences to become even more
significant. For example, the GO-day portfolio with 25% net leverage experiences a
sharp rise in its effecrive WAM to 80 days
following an immediate 20% redemption
in assets [see Impact of Redemptions on
Weighted Average Maturity (WAM) of a
Levered Portfolio page 251.
Standard & Poor's expects rated funds
to provide the following information with
regards to securities lending and reverse
repo transactions on a weekly basis:
I Gross assets (market value basis)

and net assets (market)
I Percentage of fund in reverse repo

and/or securities lending transactions
II All terms of transaction (i.e., counterparty, collateraltype)

Investments from transactions
included in portfolio holdings
reports as fund assets
m Weighted average portfolio maturity
calculation adjusted for effects of
leverage
REGULATIONVS RATINGS

Rule 2a-7 of the Investment Company
Act of 1940 is the primary section of regulation that governs U.S. domestic money
market funds. The rule has been formally
amended several times since its adoption
in 1983 and there have been numerous
interpretive releases and exemptive orders
with regard to 2a-7 rules issued by the
SEC over the past few decades. Rule 2a-7
was established t o limit risks in money
market funds could take to provide
investors safety of principal and liquidity
from money market fund investing. The
rule, and prudent management, has been

In dealing with weighted average portfolio maturity, Rule 2a-7 allows for a
maximum of 90 days. There is a common
misconception t h a t this is a blanket
endorsement for a 90-day WAM but this
is not the case. The rule states that a
fund's WAM should be at a n appropriate
level to maintain a stable NAVYbut in no
case exceed 90 days. It implies that funds
with volatile or less liquid assets or interest rate-sensitive shareholders should
seek lower WAM levels.
The highest rating that a money market
fund that allows for a 90-day WAM can
get from.Standard & Poor's is 'Am'.
Analysis shows that a fund with a 90-day
WAM will likely break t h e dollar 2s a
result of an interest rate rise of 205 basis
points, without taking into account subscription or redemption activity. Higher
rating categories require lower WAMs,
with 'AAAm' fund guidelines set at a maximum of 60 days; however, this can be set
lower depending on the types of assets
held and shareholder characteristics.
Rule 2a-7 delineates minimum credit

quality standards f o r money market
funds. A taxable money market fund
must have a t least 9 5 % of its assets
invested in f~st-tiersecurities. A first-tier
security is defined as being in the highest
rating category of at least two nationally
recognized statistical rating organizations
(NRSROs) or deemed equivalent by the
fund's advisec The remaining 5% may be
in second-tier securities (rated in the second-highest rating category by two
NRSROs or deemed equivalent by the
fund's adviser). First-tier securities have a
5%Issuer diversification limit (excluding
government securities). Issuer concentrations are limited to 1 % for second-tier
securities. Certain exceptions are made
for tax-exempt money market funds.
Standard & Poor's criteria for 'BBBm'
ratings closely mirror Rule 2a-7 minimum
standards. Higher rating categories require
higher credit quality standards but there
are no second-tier securities allowed in
knds in Standard & Poor's investment
grade fund rating ('BBBm' or better). The
SEC recognizes Standard & Poor's 'A-1'
short-term rating category as fim-tier Standard & Poor's, howeveq uses a plus (+)
symbol with some ratings to indicate relative strength within the category. Criteria
for all ratings of outline a minimum acceptable percentage of Standard & Poor's rated
securities. Rule 2a-7 does not distinguish
between 'A-1' and 'A-I+' ratings.
Rule 2a-7 views the credit quality of a
rep0 as that of the securities underlying
the agreement provided that the collateral
qualifies for
treatment under
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act or the
Federal Bankruptcy Code. Since repos
typically involve government securities,
n o diversification requirements apply.
Standard & Poor's rating criteria look to
the credirn~orthkessof the rep0 comterparty. The criteria are somewhat less
stringent in terms of diversification and
credit quality for 'A-I+' and 'A-1' quality
counterpames than the criteria for unsecured obligations because of the shortterm nature of the transactions and the
fact that they are secured. However, Standard & Poor's is not comfortable with
solely looking at the underlying instru-

ments, as discussed in the repo section of
the criteria.
NEGATIVE YIELDS VS.

'BREAKING THE DOLLAR"
Money market funds have remained popular even though the yield on the average
U.S. money-market fund recently hovered
near an all-time low of 1 % (at the end of
2002). The low yields are vexing enough
for fured-income investors although they
still look relatively good compared to the
losses posted by the average equity fund
over the past few years. But they may
also be the cause of another unpleasant
surprise. Since fund expense ratios - (the
percentage amount a fund charges to
cover operating costs) may in some cases
exceed the actual yield, investors who
redeem their fund shares may find that
their balance is actually lower than the
amount they originally put in. In essence,
the fund has posted a negative return,
wen though it has maintained its principal value and had a positive yield. Many
money market funds are partially waiving
or cutting fees to avoid this situation and
to remain competitive.
Some fund professionals have warned
that if rates go even lower, it might cause
money-market funds t o "break the dollar", a situation where the fund's principal
value dips below $1.00 per share. It is
important to r e d m the difference between
high management fees eating up a fund's
principal and the erosion in a fund's assets
because of portfolio investment losses.
Standard & Poor's money market fund
rating addresses the "safety" of the money
fund's invesunents, and therefore, focuses
on a fund's ability to limit loss. In the U.S.,
money market funds seek to maintain a
"stable" net asset value (NAV) (or $1.00
NAV per share). The more cons=rvzrivc
money market funds seek to avoid "breaking the one dollar per share or buckn by
investing in highly creditworthy, shortterm and very liquid investments while
avoiding securities with higher degrees of
credit, market or liquidity risk.
While investors should be cognizant of
the fee structure of a money market fund,
particularly its total expense ratio, fees

are not part of the ratings assessment.
Since the rating is focused on a money
market fund's ability to avoid losing ?4of
1%or more (because if it loses more than
?4penny it would be "forced" to pay out
99 cents a share), Standard & Poor's
analysis is mainly focused on the fund's
portfolio level risk (e.g., credit ,market
risk, liquidity, and management). Therefore, as long as the market value of the
fund does not deviate by W% and has
sufficient liquidity to meet redemptions,
the fund should maintain a "stablen
share price. Yields have and will continue
to rise and fall over time, and as of the
end of 2002, yields were a t their lowest
level since the 1960's.
If you were to invest $10,000 in a rated
money fund and receives back $9,950 at
the end of one year because your fees
were higher than your return, doesn't this
mean that the fund "broke the dollar"?
While the investor may not be happy
with the return of the investment, the
fund has maintained principal value and
did have a positive yield. Let's say, for
instance, that the fund had a 1.00% yield
over the past year, but its total expense
ratio was 1.50%. In this situation, the
investor would reccive back their original
$10,000 investment plus the 1.00% yield
h4INlJS the 1.50% - thereby netting the
investor 'less" than the original $10,000
(approximately $9,950). If the fund had a
total expense ratio of 0.50%, it would
have generated a positive return of nearly
$50.00, and the investor would have
received back $10,050 at year-end.
An example of a fund 'breaking the dollar" is as follows. Let's say that money
market funds are yielding 4%, with a total
expense ratio of 1.50%. If you invested
$10,000 in a money market fund and during the rime you held this investment, the
fund experienced a problem with a security in its portfolio and had to sell it for a
2% market value loss to the overall portfolio. That loss is reflected in the amount
of assets available to pay investors when
they decide to redeem their shares in the
fund. If you decide to redeem you shares

at rhis point, your shares would be worth
$0.98. While you may receive a check for

$10,050 your principal (now $9,800), plus
the $400 dividend payout, minus the $150
in fund expenses (1.50%) netting $10,050,
this fund actually experienced a principal
loss since its market value deviated by
more than 'A of 1 % or 2%, in this case.
This is when a fund "breaks the dollar".
So even though the fund had a higher
return for the one-year holding period, it
did lose principal value. It should be
emphasized, though, that this is an exceptionally rare occurrence.

LIMITED UQUlDlTYB A S m
Money market fund's that abide by Rule 2a7, both U.S. based and certain offshore
funds, can elect to classify and hold up to
10% of their assets in an illiquid basket.
This illiquid basket was intended to provide
money market funds with a safe holding
place to prevent these "illiquid" securities
from causing a deerioration of a money
market fund's net asset value (NAv) during
periods of illiquidity for these securities.
Standard & Poor's recognizesthat a number
of rated money funds are taking on
i n 4 price risk by holding certain securities, that while they may not consider these
securities t o be pan of the fund's illiquid
basket. Standard & Poor's deem these xmrities to be less liquid than other money
market seauities For this reason, Standard
& Poor's is implementing up to a 10%
"limited liquidity basket* for rated money
market funds.
These "limited liquiditywsecurities tend to
be less liquid for a variety of reasons. Liquidity may be limited due to their relative
newness to money markets, limited trading
activity or inactive secondary markets,
dependency on a single Issuer or brokq the
small number of dealers making a market in. the security, customization of the security or
thc complex nature of the security. Sic: liquidity is defined as the speed at which the
security can be sold for h e price at which
the fund has it valued, accurate pricing and
a deep secondary market are considered key
in determination and stability of the fund's
overall marked-to-market calculation. There
have been instances when a certain securitv
or security type has performed as expected
and was liquid one day, but when markets

turn (e.g., due to a market event such as
default or put) these less liquid instruments
could perform quite poorly as measured by
price depreciation and fquidity, causing further stress on the market value of the money
market fund
Standard & Poor's assigns ratings to
money market funds based on the fund's
credit quality and liquidity, and its ability to
manag both the market risks and liquidity
risks associatedwith these holdings given its
shareholder base. Each money market
fund's liquidity needs and its ability to hold
and manage less liquid securities is considered on a case-bycase basis A fund with a
limited operating history, or with a volatile
shareholder base may not be able to effectively manage and maintain a high degree of
share price stability with any exposure to
securities with limited liquidity. In addition,
a fund manager must be able to:
H

Clearly and effectively demonstrate
a thorough understanding of the
risks presented by the security
Internally price o r value the security
Offset the liquidity risks presented
to the fund by these limited liquidity
securities

Securities considered to possess "limited liquidity" by Standard & Poor's are
limited up to an aggregate of 10% of
fund assets. Currently, the following
securities should be considered to be part
of the "limited liquidityn basket:
Note: securities not listed below may
be considered by Standard & Poor's to
possess limited liquidity.

m Funding Agreements having uncon-

. ditional puts beyond 7 days

the holder to break the deposit
without a penalty or additional cost
m Master notes, prornissoxy notes and
loan participation notes
I Credit linked notes ( ~ N S )
CLNs and other credit default swaps
present funds with "limited liquidity" due
to their inherent credit leverage and dependency on a specific broker for liquidity.
Given these two risks, credit linked notes
held by rated money market funds should
mature in 13 months or less and be limited
to a maximum of 5% of a fund's total
assets diversified by 1% per issue and 2%
per sponsorbroket Securities sponsored
by a brokeddealer that are not CISils will
not count toward this 2% limit It is also
recommended that funds take the most
conservative route when applying its
diversification guidelines by also counting
the exposure to the underlying credit of a
CLN (i-e., reference entity) toward their
Issuer diversification guidelines.
Standard & Poor's must rate all securities held in the I i i t e d liquidity basket
'A-1' or 'A-l+'. In addition, Standard &
Poor's rated funds should contact Standard & Poor's prior to purchasing any
newly created securities o r questionable
security types not on this list to determine
their liquidity and eligibility status. Standard & Poor's will re-evaluate the status
of these securities and will update the
limited liquidity list on an ongoing basis.

EUROPwvloFFSHORE
MONEY MARKET FUND RATINGS
The following criteria apply to European
and Offshore registered or (non U.S. 2a-7
registered) Money Market Fund Safety
Ratings.
. .- ,.. .

m Extendible notes where the Issuer of
the security h3s the option to
m Term repurchase agreements (repos)
beyond 7 days
m Securities denominated in currencies
other than a fund's base currency
and swapped back into the base curr e n q of the fund
m T i e deposits exceeding 7-days to
maturity,unless the deposit agreement has a specific option enabling

Credit Quc!ity

If a fund invests in a security that possesses a guarantee from a rated third
party, the rated guarantors should comply with Standard & Poor's credit criteria
for the respective fund-rating category.
Standard & Poor's will also conduct a
review of any guarantees to ensure they
meet Standard & Poor's minimum
requirements for rated funds.

Maturity
The remaining term to maturity or, in the
case of floating rate variable rate securities, the interest reset date of any security
at the date of purchase, should not exceed
397 days. Maturity limits for floating rate
or variable rate securities are detailed in
the section below: HoatingNariable Rate
Securities (FRNNRN).
Liquidity
Generally no more than 10% of any fund
should be invested in securities considered illiquid or less liquid than typical
money market eligible securities. Such
securities indude: securities denominated
in currencies other than a fund's base currency and swapped back into the base
currency of the fund; time deposits
exceeding 7-days to maturity, unless the
deposit agreement has a specific option
enabling the holder to break the deposit
without a penalty or additional cost; and
repurchase transactions (repos) with
terms greater than 7 days, (see Limited
Liquidity Basket, page 27).
Dwersifuution
No single Issuer should represent more
than 5% of fund assets, however an
exception can be made for exposure up
to 10% per issue if 5 % of such exposure
matures within 90 days. 'AAA' rated
OECD government issues are excluded
from this condition, although in the case
of single OECD Issuers, diversification of
issues should be included).
Fl&g/YdkRate Seadies (FRhWRiV)
Standard & Poor's has reviewed its
guidelines for floating rate note (FRN)
and variable rate note (VRN)holdings
in non-U.S. domiciled money market
funds and rr.ade the following additions
t o its criteria. Current guidelines limit
the maximum final maturity of all floating and variable rates securities held by
a 'AAAm' rated money market fund.
This limit is set at 397 days unless the
security is issued by sovereign Issuer
rated 'AA' o r better by Standard &
Poor's in which case the maximum final
maturity is two years.

Under new guidelines on a case-by-case
basis, consideration will be given t o
requests from 'AAAm'-rated funds to
approve holdings of F R N s N R N s for
Issuers other than 'AAA'-rated sovereigns
with time to final maturity greater than
397 days but no more than two years. All
such FRNsNRNs must have a Standard
& Poor's short-term rating of 'A-I+'. If
the Issuer does not possess a short-term
rating, a Standard & Poor's long-term
rating of 'AA' or better is required.
The total holdings of all such
FRNNRNs will be limited to no more
than 5% per Issuer and in aggregate to
no more than 10% of net assets of the
fund. Additionally, these investments
should be public (not privately placed)
liquid issues (i.e., established secondary
market) and each fund should not be
comfortable owning a large portion of
issue outstanding;
Before granting approval to extend the
maturity range of FRNNRN holdings,
Standard & Poor's will seek assurance
that ample liquidity can be maintained by
virtue of the fund's size. diversified shareholder base and range of other assets and
that adequate resources arc available to
analyze and manage credit risk
With respect to asset backed (ABS)
floating rate securities, internal research
by Standard & Poor's has indicated that
the most prudent practice for Standard &
Poor's rated money market funds is to
limit investments in ABS floating- rate
instruments to a legal final maturity of
two years or less. Standard & Poor's does
not believe it is appropriate for highly
rated money market funds t o use the
expected maturity date of such instruments as .this date is calculated at the time
of issuance and periodically thereafter
bzsed on the expected cash flows. The
legal final, also known as the rated final,
is the date by which the principal will
ultimately be made under a worst-case
scenario.

-
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Accumulating Net Asset Value (NAV) Funds
Like $1.00 per share Net Asset Value
(NAV) or stable money market fund ratings, standard & ~ o b r ' saccumulating

NAV money market fund ratings address
the safety of invested principal and the
funds ability to maintain principal value
and limit exposure to loss.
I n m o n i t o r i n g a n accumulating
fund's NAVYStandard & Poor's reviews
the daily published share price of each
rated fund to make sure that there is a
constantly increasing NAV and that if
there is a decrease, it does not deviate
more then the following percentages
from its highest point: 'AAAm' 0.15%,
'AAm' 0.20%, 'Am' 0.25% a n d
'BBBm' 0.30%. If a fund's share price
deviates beyond the amounts listed
above, Standard & Poor's will ask the
fund for a daily pricinglmarked-tomarket NAV calculation. It is important to note the Standard & Poor's
money market fund rating on an accumulating NAV fund, does not address
decreases in NAV due to periodic distribution of accrued income.
In addition to receiving the dailypublished share price, Standard &
Poor's requests a weekly calculation of
the value of assets in t h e fund, calculated on a marked-to-market value
basis rather than an-amortized cost ..
basis. This is an important element of
the surveillance as this allows us t o
monitor the ability of the fund to repay
investor's original capital, while continuing t o offer yield independently.
Many money-market funds in Europe
accumulate r a t h e r t h a n distribute
interest and we have previously monitored the funds ability t o maintain a .
continually increasing unit price. As
such, we ask all rated accumulating
NAV funds to calculate an equivalent
stable share value (i-e., 1.00) by divid-. . .
ing net assets calculated on a markedto-mzrket value bzsis by net assets czlculated on an amortized cost basis and
express this figure to 5 decimal places.
Custodian
Generally a rated fund's custodian should
be rated at least 'A-2' by Standard &
Poor's or be deemed equivalent to 'A-2'
in consultation with Standard & Poor's
mutual fund analysts. rn

Exhibit D

Quarterly "fact sheets" for the Federated Prime Obligations Fund and the
Federated Prime Cash Obligations Fund for the fiscal quarter ended December 3 1,
2004

Credit Ratings

Investor Goal

AAAm Standard & Poor's

The fund seeks to provide investors with a high levelof current income, a high quality portfolio and liquidity. The fund
pursues its objectivethrough corporate money market securities including commercial paper. repurchaseagreementsvariable rate instmmentsand bank instruments. All securities are domestic sourced only.

-

Aaa Mwws

AAA fit&
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NAlC Approved

Fund Features

Portfolio Assets: $17.5 billion

T h i s fund is currently rated with Triple A ratings from three credit rating agencies: Standard & Poor's, Moody's
and R c h
Approved by the NationalAssociation of InsuranceCommissioners (NAIC).

Portfolio Composition

-

T h e 5 p.m. EST cut-off time for purchasesand redemptionsgives institutionalinvestorsmoretime to complete daily
cash processing and initiate late day deposit transactions

~~~d Performance

Ovemishtsecun'ties
7.1%
Bank l~stroments
78.5%

.

securities
Invests exclusivelv in First Tier - the hiohest credit oualii
,
H A portfolio consisting of domestic income sourced issuers may lead to tax benefas for some corporate investors,

Paper
Notes 29.5%
Variable Rate
Instruments 44.9%

.

Yield History (%)

1 7-Day
30-Day

Credit Quality Composition
A- 1+ 68.7%
H A - 1 313%

2%

1%
ON

Netyields are basedon the average daily income dividendandaverage net asset mlue for the 7 days 30 days and
12 months ended 123 1/04.

Effective Maturity Schedule
Net Yields
1-7Days 50.8%
8-30Days lZ9%
31-90Days 20.9%
mgr-reo Days 9.2%
181 +Days 1.2%

Effective Average Maturity: 30 Days

12-Month

Prime Obligations Fund

1.24

Feb

Annualized Yields

Jan

Mar

May

June July

7-Day

0.94 0.95 0.93

0.95

1.02 <1.17 1.35 i.55

30-Day

0.94 0.94 0.94

0.94 0.97 '1.14 128 1.45

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

1.62 1.82 2.03
1.iil

1.75

1.96'

1 Year Total Return: 1.25%
Performance data quoted represents pastperformance which i s no guarantee o f future results. Investment
return will vary. An investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more o r less than the original cost
Mutualfundperformance changes over time and current perfotmance may be lower o r higher than
what is stated To view performance current to the most recent month-en4 visit o u r Web site at
ww.fedeatedinvestorrcom, "Products" section or call 1-800-341-7400.

See reverse for important definitions and disclosures.

(

Not F D I C Insured a M a y Lose Value m N o B a n k Guarantee

1

All information is as o f 12/31/04 unless otherwise noted.

Prime Obligations Fund

Institutional Shares

Top Ten H o l d i n g s
Total % of Portfolio: 39.3%
Merrill Lynch & Co.. Inc
Morgan Stanley

The avenge mturit): hrget nngc for Federated's prime m o n y market f;n& was decreased during the
fourth quarter by 5 days to 35 - 45 days. Dllring the quark. the Federal kcserve niscd &e Fed Funds
target rate two more times-by 25 basis points each-on November 10 and on December 14, bringing
the period end target rate to 2.25%. Federated continued to target a barbelled s t r u c h m , with 6 month
paper being the long end, and overnight and floating rate securi6k.s representing the short-end.
Deborah Cunningham

CIO of Money Markets & Senior Vice President

Sigma finance Corp.
Fund Manager Biography

HBOS PLC
WestLB AG (Guaranteed)
Caisse des Depots et Consignations
Citigroup, Inc
Federal Home Loan Bank System

K2 brp
Goldman Sachs Group. Inc

Portfolio Manager:
Years of Investment Experience:
Area of Responsibility:
Previous Experience:

Deborah Cunningham
18
Additional responsibility for the Tax-Exempt Municipal Investment Group.
Head of Taxable Money Market Group, Federated Investors; Performance
Analysis Supervisor. Federated Investors; PerformanceAnalyst.
Federated lnveston
Director and Former President Pittsburgh Society of Financial Analysts
6. A. Duquesne University: M. B. A Robert Moms College

Fund Statistics

Professional Associations:
Education:

Fund M a n a g e r

Ratings from L e a d i n g Agencies

Deborah Cunningham

Money market ratings are an assessment of the safety of invested principal and the ability to maintaina stable market
value of the fund's shares Ratings are based on an evaluation of several factors, including credit quali, diversification and maturity of assets in the portfolio. as well as management strength and operationalcapabilities Ratings are
subject to change and do not remove market risk

I n c e p t i o n Date
3/26/90

Cusip N u m b e r
60934N-203

About Federated

N a s d a q Symbol
POIXX

Founded in 1955. Federated Investors. Inc, one of the largest U. S. mutual fund companies, continues its tradition of
excellence as a world-class investment manager. Federated's money management style - built on proprietary
research - is disciplined, striving for consistent competitive performance year after year. Assets under management
are approximately $180 billion. consisting of a family of mutual funds and separately managed equity, fixed income.
money market and international accounts for corporations. institutions and individuals. Federatedis ranked among
the top 6% of managers for equity, the top 6% for fixed income and the top 2% for money market mutual fund
managers, based on assets under management in open-end funds (Strategic Insight I 1/3WO4]

N e w s p a p e r Listing
PrimeOb IS

Cut Off limes
5:00 p.m. EST - Purchases

-

300 p.m. EST Redemptions
For more complete information about
any Federated fund. please call your
investment professional or Federated at
1-800-341-7400 for pmspectuser You
should consider the fund's investment
objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before you invest Information
.
about these and other Important subjects i s
i n the fund's prospectus, which you should
read carefully before investing.

An investment In the fund i s neither insured nor guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the fund seeks to preserve the value of your investment
at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the Fund.
8 Pedomnce shown is for the InstitutionalShares The fund offers additionalshare dasses whose performance will vary

due to differences in chaiyes and expenses Please consultyour financialinstitution regardingyour eligibility to
purchase these classes
Netyields are based on the average daily income dividend and average net asset value for the 7 days, 30 days and
12 months ended 1213 1/04.The Fday net annualizedyield is based on the average net inmme per share for the
7 days ended on the date ofcalwlation and the offering price on that date. 7he 30-day net yield is the annualized
average net investment inmme per share calculated for each of the previous 30 days The 12 month netyields ale
basedon the average da17yinwme dhidendand average net asset value for the 12 months ended 12/3 1/04.
8 For an indefiniteperiod of time, the investmentadviser is waiving all orpart of its fee andin additio4 may reimburse

the fund for all orpart of its expenses This increases income to the fund and results in a higher return to investors
Ofhewise, the 7-day yield would have been 1.70% and total retum would have been lower. Total return represents the
. change in value of an investment after reinvestingall income and capitalgains Veld quotations more dcsely reflect
the current earnings of the fund than the total retum quotation
8 An AAAm rating by Standard & Pbor's is obtainedafter S&Pevaluates a number of factors. includingcredit q
@
ua/!
market price, exposure and management Money maker funds ratedAaa by Moody's arejudged to be of an investment quality similar to Aaa-rated fixed inwme obligations that is they are judged to be of the best quai& Etch's

money market fund ratings are an assessment of the safely of investedprincipaland the ability to maintain a stable
value of the fund's shares Ratings are based on an evaluation of semral factors induding credit qualiu diversification
and maturity o f assets in the
as well as managementstrength and operational capabilities This fund is on the
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Goal

Credit Ratings

lrivestor

AAAm Standard& Poor's

'The fund seeks to provide investors with a high level of current income, a high quality portfolio and liquidity. The fund
pursues its objective through corporate money market securitiesincludingcommercial paper, repurchase agreements. variable rate demand notes and bank instruments

Aaa Moody's
NAtC Approved

AAA firch

.
.

Fund Features

Portfolio Assets:

$8.0 billion

Highest possible ratings from Standard & Poor's and Moody's underscoresthe portfolio's high credit quality and
relative safety.

Portfolio Composition

\

Through investment in corporate securities, the fund offers investors a potentially higher yield than a portfolioof
government securities

CommercialPaper &
Notes 35.5%

Approved by the NationalAssociation of InsuranceCommissioners(NAIC).

Invests exclusively in First Tier - the highest credit quality securiies
Variable Rate
lnsmments
48.9%
Fund Performance

Credit Quality Composition

A- l+ 63.2%
A- 1 36.8%

3%
.

2%
1%
0%

Netyields are basedon the average dailyincume dividendandaverage ner asset value for the 7 days 30 days and
12 months ended 12131/04.

Effective Maturity

Schedule

1-7 Days 39.9%

8-30 Days 24.4%
3 1-90Days24.4%
m91-ISODays9.746
181 +Days 1.6%

Net Yields

'

Prime Cash Obligations Fund

Annualized Yields
7-Day
30-Day

FDay

30-Day

2.05

1.98

12-Month
1.26

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

0.96

0.96

0.96

095

0.98

1.06

1.21

1.34

1.53

1.67

1.85

205

0.97

0.97

0.96

0.95

0.97

1.01

1.17

1.29

1.44

1.61

1.77

1.98

1 Year Total Return: 1.27%
Effective Average Maturity: 34 Days

Performancedata quoted representspast performance whichis no guarantee of future results Investment
return will vary. An investor's shares, when redeemed, may be north more or less than the original cast
Mutual fundperformance changes over time and c m t performance may be lower or higher than
what & stated To viewperfonnancecurrent to the most recent month-end visit our Website at
www.federatedinvesto~~.wm,
UAoducts"sectionor call 1-800-341-7400.

.

See reverse for important definitions and disclosures.

I

N o t F D I C tnsured

M a y L o s e Value

N o B a n k Guarantee

.

.

All information is as o f 12/31/04 unless otherwise noted.

Prime Cash Obligations Fund
Institutional Shares

The avenge maturity hrget range for Fedentcd's prime money market finds w;ls dqrcascd during the
fourth quarter by 5 days to 35 - 45 days. During the quarter, the Federal Reserve niscd the Fed Funds
target rate two more dmcs-by 25 basis points each-on November 10 and on Deccmber 14, bringing
the period end target rate to 2.25%. Federated continued to target a barbelled stru&,
with 6 month
paper being the long end, and overnight and floating n t c securidcc representing the short-end

Top Ten Holdings
Total 46 of Portfolio: 40.2%
Merrill Lynch & Co.. Inc
Societe Generale
Citigroup. Inc

Fund Manaaer Bioaraohv

General Electric Capital Services
Sigma finance Corp.

Portfolio Managec
Years of Investment Expen'ence:
Area of Responsibility.
Previous Experience:

National City Corp.

HBOS PLC
Morgan Stanley
Goldrnan Sachs Group, Inc
Caisse des Depots et Consignations

Deborah Cunningharn
18
Additional responsibility for the Tax-Exempt Municipal Investment Group.
Head of Taxable Money Market Group, FederatedInvestors; Performance
Analysis Supervisor. Federated Investors; PerformanceAnalyst
Federated Investors
Director and Farmer Resident. Pittsburgh Society of Financial Anatysts
0. A. Duquesne University M. B. A. Robert Morris College

Fund Statistics

Professional Associations:
Education:

Fund Manager

Ratings fmm Leading Agencies

Deborah Cunningham

Money market ratings are an assessment of the safety of invested principaland the ability to maintain a stable market
value of the fund's shares. Ratings are based on an evaluation of several factors. including credit quality, diversification and maturity of assets in the portfolio, as well as management strength and operational capabilities Ratings are
subject to change and do not remove market risk

Inception Date
2/8/93

Cusip Number
60934N-625

About Federated

Nasdaq Symbol

Founded in 1955.Federated Investors. Inc.. one of the largest U. S. mutual fund companies, continues its tradition of
excellence as a world-class investment manager. Federated's money management style - built on proprietary
research - is disciplined, striving for consistent competitive performance year after year. Assets under management
are approximately $180 billion, consisting of a family of mutual funds and separately managed equity, fixed income.
money market and international accounts for corporations, institutions and individuals. Federatedis ranked among
the top 6% of managers for equity, the top 6% for fixed income and the top 2% for money market mutual fund
managerr based on assets under management in open-end funds Ptrategic Insight 11/30/04)

PCOXX

Newspaper Listing
PrrnCshObl

Cut Off Times
3:00 p.m. EST - Purchases
3:00 p.m. EST - Redemptions
For more complete information about
any Federated fund, please call your
investment professional or Federated at
1-800-341-7400 for prospectuses You
should consider the fund's investment
objectives, risks. charges and expenses
carefully before you invest Information
about these and other important subjects i s
in the fund's prospectus. which you should
read carefully before investing.

An investment i n the fund is neither insured nor guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the fund seeks to preserve the value of your investment
at $1.00 per share, i t is possible t o lose money by investing i n the Fund.
Pedormance shown is for the InstitutionalShares. The fund offers additionalshare classes whose performance will wry
due to differencesin charges and expenses Please consultyour financial institution regardingyour el@ibiIityto
purchase these classes
Netyields are based on the average daily income dvi'dend and average net asset value for the 7 days, 30 days and
12 months ended 12131/04. The Fday net annualizedyieldis based on the average net income per share for the
7 days ended on the date of calculation and the offeringprice on that date. 7he 30-day netyield is the annualized
average net investment incomeper share calculated for each of the previous 30 days. Jhe 12 month netyields are
based on the average daily income dividendand average net asset value for the 12 months ended 12/37/04
For an indefinite periodof time the investment adviser is waiving all orpart of its fee andin additio~may reimburse
the fund for a# orpart of its expenses. This increases income to the fund and results in a higher return to i m s t o ~ ~
Othemise, the 7-day yield would have been 1.94% and total return would have been lower. Total return represents the
change in value of an investment after mnvesti'ng all income and capitalgains Yield quotations moE dose/' reflect
the current earnings of the fund than the total retum quotation
A n AAAm raring by Standard& Poor's is obtainedafter S&P evaluates a number of factoq induding credit qualily,
market pn'ce, exposure and management Money market funds ratedAaa by Moody's arejudged to be of an investmeni qua@ similar to Aaa-rated fixed income obligations, that is. they are judged to be of the best qualiiy Etch's
money market fund ratings are an assessment of the safety of investedprincipaland the ability to maintain a stable
value of the fund's shares Ratings are basedon an evaluationof several factors induding credit quai& diversification
and maturiryof assets h the portfolio as wellas management strength and operationalcapabilities. This fund is on the
Nao'onalAssociation of Insurance Commissionen approved list of Exempt money market mutual funds

WORLD-CLASS
INVESTMENTMANAGER
@

Federated Investors. lnc.
Federated Investors Tower
1001 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh. PA 15222-3779
www.federatedinvestors.com
Contact us at I -800-341-7400or
~.federatedinvestors.comlcontact

The fund is a managedportfolio and its holdings are subject to change
The holdngspercentages are basedon net assets at the dose of business on 12/3 1/04 andmay not necessarilyreflect
adjustments that are routinely made when presenting net assers for formal financialstatement purposes

This m u s t b e preceded o r accompanied b y a current prospectus.
Federated Securities Corp., Distributor
Federated is a registered mark of Federated Investors. Inc. 2005 W d e r a t e d Investors. Inc.
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Attachment II:
Treasury Strategies Memorandum
to the Division of Market Regulation,
SEC
October 2006

Assessing the Risks
of 15~3-3
Investment Options
Prepared by Treasury Strategies, Inc.
January, 2007

During the course of Treasury Strategies1consulting work with
commercial banks, security dealers and mutual fund companies, we
have explored the practices of broker dealers ("brokers") for
managing their 15c3-3 Special Reserve Bank Account and their
collateral for borrowing fully-paid or excess margin securities ("1 5c33 funds").
For the Special Reserve Bank Account, brokers currently maintain
commercial bank accounts, trust ledger accounts or custodial
accounts which can be invested in a number of securities/deposits
including:
Money market deposit accounts (MMDAs)
CDs
U.S. Treasury securities
Treasury-backed repurchase agreements.

Treasury Strateuies, Inc.

In terms of collateral for borrowing fully-paid or excess margin
securities, brokers can utilize a number of instruments including
irrevocable letters of credit, bankers acceptances and negotiable CDs.
The primary purpose of this assessment is to compare and contrast
the risks inherent in relying upon bank instruments versus money
market mutual funds ("MMMFs") for 15c3-3 funds.

t :r 12 292 i)8.5h
f 212 292 OR63
www TreasvryStrategiescorn

For purposes of this discussion, money market mutual funds are
those that meet 2a-7 SEC criteria and are rated AAAm by Standard
and Poor's.

Executive Summary
Deposits into MMDAs directly and via trust ledger accounts are
permitted investments for 15c3-3 Special Reserve funds. Such
uncollateralized bank deposits expose the depositor to the risk profile
of the bank itself. In each of the areas below, AAAm rated MMMFs
offer equivalent or enhanced safety and liquidity, over and above that
of an uncollateralized deposit at a U.S. commercial bank.
Bank irrevocable letters of credit, bankers acceptances and
negotiable CDs are acceptable instruments as collateral for
borrowing customers1fully-paid or excess margin securities. These
instruments are only as strong as the credit quality of the issuing
bank itself. Again, in each of the areas below, AAAm rated MMMFs
are equivalent or superior.
Financial Strength - MMMFs with a AAAm rating have the
highest credit rating awarded. No large commercial bank
has been able to maintain a AAA rating and very few even
achieve AA status.
Risk of failure - Over the past fifteen years, there have been
no failures among AAAm rated MMMFs. Among all

MMMFs, there has been only one failure of a very small
fund and a small number of assisted transactions. During
that same period, there have been 350 commercial bank
failures and an undisclosed number of assisted
transactions.
Quality of underlying investments -The minimum credit
quality of an underlying investment by a AAAm rated fund
is A1 . 100% of assets meet or exceed that level of credit
quality. In contrast, only about 30% of commercial bank
assets are in securities of that quality.

Off-balance sheet exposure - Under Rule 2a-7, MMMFs are
not permitted to enter into derivative transactions or to
have any other off-balance sheet exposures. Commercial
banks, especially larger banks, have considerable offbalance sheet activity.
Interest rate risk - The maximum permitted average
maturity of a AAAm rated fund is 60 days. This limits
exposure to changing interest rates. A sampling of major
banks shows that between 40% and 60% of their portfolios
are considerably longer with maturities of more than one
year.
Concentration risk - Per Rule 2a-7, MMMF portfolios are
required to be highly diversified - no more than 5% of their
assets can be invested in the securities of any one issuer.
Under current practices, brokers expose up to 50% of their
15c3-3 funds to the credit risk of a single issuer - an
MMDA account at a commercial bank.
Ownership interest -Trust ledger accounts are pooled
interests which raises questions about the specific
ownership of pooled funds in a single account. An
investment in money market funds provides a specific
ownership interest to each investor.
As described above and in more detail on the following pages, AAAm
MMMFs offer a number of risk minimization benefits, when compared
to bank instruments such as MMDA accounts. These benefits
include reduced credit risk, duration risk, concentration risk, and
ownership risk. For the same reasons, they offer a number of benefits
over bank letters of credit as 15c3-3 collateral.

Current Investment Practices for Broker 15c3-3 Funds
In practice, brokers invest approximately 5 0 - 70% of their 15c3-3
funds in U.S. Treasury securities and U.S. Treasury backed
repurchase agreements. The remaining 30 - 50% of 15c3-3 funds are
most commonly placed in bank MMDA accounts, through direct
deposit or indirect deposit via a trust ledger product.
Direct deposit to a bank MMDA account is a straightforward
transaction:
MMDA account established in the broker's name
15c3-3 funds deposit amount is limited to 10%of the
financial institution's capital
15c3-3 funds deposit amount is limited to 50% of the
broker's net excess capital
Interest is earned on 15c3-3 funds balances
Indirect deposit to a bank MMDA through a trust ledger account is a
more complicated transaction:
Trust ledger account established in broker's name
Trust department establishes an MMDA at the bank under
the trust's name
15c3-3 funds from all brokers are pooled into one
aggregate deposit
Pooled funds deposited into MMDA Account
Interest earned on pooled funds is allocated to individual
broker trust ledger accounts by Trust department

Treasury
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15c3-3 funds deposit amount into the trust ledger account
is not subject to any limitation based on the bank's capital
such as the 10%limitation for a direct investment into an
MMDA
While both MMDA and trust ledger accounts are heavily used for
broker 15c3-3 funds investments, trust ledger accounts are preferred,
as they typically pay higher interest than MMDA accounts. This i s
because bank treasury departments ascribe lower volatility to pooled
trust funds (vs. individual MMDA accounts) and assign them higher
internal value, allowing higher interest to be paid. The unfortunate
upshot i s that it exacerbates the incentive for broker dealers to chase
rates and actually increases the potential deposit volatility on a
bank's balance sheet.

Financial S t r e n ~ t h

A financial firm's credit rating is an assessment of the firm's ability to
maintain principal and limit exposure to loss. As shown below,
AAAm rated money market mutual funds have a higher S&P rating
than any of the top U.S. commercial banks. Twelve large banks
doing business in the U.S have all received credit ratings of AA or less
for their banking activities. Not one of these banks achieves the AAA
rating of the top rated money market mutual funds.

Source: Standard and Poor's

S&P ratings incorporate a thorough analysis of corporate structure,
markets and strategy, credit risk, diversification risk, funding and
liquidity, capital and earnings.

l reasury
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Risk of Failure
350 U.S.banking institutions have failed during the last fifteen years.
As illustrated in the following chart, only one money market mutual
fund has failed during this time period. Aside from this one
exception, no investor in a MMMF has ever lost money.

Sources: U.S. Federal Resenre Bulletin; Treasury Strategies, Inc.
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Q u a l i t y of U n d e r l y i n g Investments
By SEC regulation, money market mutual funds are required to invest
in low risk securities. In contrast, U.S. commercial banks issue
consumer and commercial loans with varying degrees of credit
quality. FDIC insurance adds additional security for deposits in
federally insured banks, and covers the first $ 1 00,000 in a money
market deposit account. This offers minimal protection for brokers,
as their typical 15c3-3 fund bank deposits are millions, and even
billions, of dollars.
The charts below compare asset categories held by one AAAm rated
money market mutual fund with those held by U.S. commercial
banks. As shown, the Federated Prime Obligations Fund has 100% of
its assets in low risk, high credit quality securities. Conversely, U.S.
commercial banks hold only 13% of their assets in Treasury and
Agency securities. They hold their remaining assets in other
securities, real estate, commercial and consumer loans.

1

Highly Rated Assets:
Treasury and Agency
securities
Other Securities
Interbank Loans

Highly Rated
Real Estate Loans
Commercial/lndustriaILoans
Other Loans and Leases
Consumer Loans

d

Total
Source: Federated Prime Obligations Fund

1.1e /.o,\c~ot t ~ ~G I i~ Cr~ .

13%
11%
3%

Sources: U.S. Federal R e S e ~ e
Bulletin;
Treasury Strategies, Inc.

30%
33%
12%

9%

8%

100%

I

Interest Rate Risk
Bank liabilities (deposits) are typically short-term and bank assets
(loans) can be fairly long-term (maturities range from overnight to 30
years). This significant mismatch of asset-liability durations leads to
interest rate sensitivity in a bank's balance sheet. While bank
treasury departments are charged with managing such risk, in a
volatile interest rate environment, the market value of the bank's
equity (capital) is at risk.

A sampling of large U.S. banks indicates that between 40% and 60%
of assets are invested with maturities of longer than one year. Some
extend longer than ten years.
Money market mutual funds are required to have a weighted average
portfolio maturity not to exceed 90 days, and may not hold any
instrument with an outstanding maturity greater than 397 days.
AAAm money market mutual funds have an even stricter weighted
average maturity maximum of 60 days, and a fund such as Federated
Prime Obligations Fund has a weighted average maturity of 36 days.
The short duration of a money market mutual fund portfolio allows
the fund managers to closely align portfolio holdings with interest
rate movements, reducing the opportunity for economic loss to
investors.

Concentration Risk
As the charts on page 9 show, U.S. commercial banks, on average,
hold more than 50% of their assets in loans, with 33% in real estate
loans. This lack of diversification increases the risk of bankruptcy in
the event of an economic downturn in specialized industry sectors.
SEC regulations specifically address the risks to brokers of
concentrating their 15c3-3 funds deposits with a small number of
banks. These regulations limit a broker's deposits with one bank to
10% of the bank's capital and 50% of the broker dealer's excess net
capital. However, even these restrictions permit a broker to deposit
several billion dollars in 1 5c3-3 funds with a single bank. This level
of deposits in an institution whose investment portfolio can have
heavy asset concentration in a few industry sectors creates significant
concentration risk for the broker.
Brokers using trust ledger accounts are not limited to the 10% capital
restriction and are able to concentrate more of their deposits with
fewer institutions. This further increases concentration risk.
Conversely, according t o SEC regulations, a money market fund may
not invest more than five percent of its total assets in the securities of
any one issuer. In practice, money market mutual funds typically
hold in excess of 100 different issues in their investment portfolios.
This practice of diversification among issuers and industries limits a
fund's concentration risk.

1 reasury
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Pooled versus Specific Interest
When brokers deposit 15c3-3 funds into Trust ledger accounts, those
funds are pooled into a single MMDA account (an omnibus account)
a t the bank. This raises questions about the specific ownership of
funds in the pooled account. The pooling of funds does not give the
broker a specific interest in this omnibus MMDA account, which
could be risky and economically detrimental to the broker in the
event of a bank's bankruptcy.
Conversely, an investment in money market mutual funds gives a
specific interest in the fund to each investor; each investor has a
specified number of ownership shares in the fund. In the event of a
fund failure, each investor is entitled to their ownership in the fund.

Conclusions
Treasury Strategies has assessed the risks inherent in both bank
instruments and AAAm rated money market mutual funds with
respect to the customer protection objectives of rule 15c3-3. We
have analyzed the ability of both banks and AAAm money market
mutual funds to safeguard customer assets from the perspectives of:
Financial strength
Risk of failure
Quality of underlying investments

Off- balance sheet exposure
lnterest rate risk
Concentration risk
Pooled vs. Specific lnterest
We conclude that for the purposes of both the Special Reserve Bank
Account and the collateral for fully-paid or excess margin securities
under15c3-3, AAAm money market mutual funds as at least as safe
as the currently permissible bank instruments and in many respects,
superior.
For further information, contact:
Anthony J. Carfang
Partner

3 12-443-0840 XI
21
tony~carfang@TreasuryStrategies.com
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Cathy R. Gregg, Partner
3 1 2-443-0840 x 1 25
cathy-gregg@TreasuryStrategies.com
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Attachment III:
Letter to Michael Macchiaroli,
Associate Director,
Division of Market Regulation, SEC,
from Stuart J. Kaswell, Dechert LLP,
July 5, 2006
and
Memorandum to
Eugene F. Maloney, Federated Investors,
re: Money Market Fund Shares
as Eligible Customer Fund Investments
Under the Commodity Exchange Act,
July 5, 2006.

1775 1 Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-2401
+1 202 261 3300 Main
+1 202 261 3333 Fax
www.dechert.com

Dechert
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STUART J. KASWELL

Partner
stuart.kaswell@decherl.com
+1 202 261 3314 Direct
+I 202 261 3333 Fax

July 5, 2006
Michael A. Macchiaroli
Associate Director
Office of Risk Management
Division of Market Regulation
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street NE
Washington, DC 20549
Dear Mr. Macchiaroli:
As you know, on behalf of our client, Federated Investors, Inc. ("Federated"), we
have petitioned the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC" or the
"Commission") regarding amendments to Rule 15c3-1 and Rule 1 5 ~ 3 - 3under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange ~ c t " ) . ' We also understand that the
Commission may issue a proposal for rulemaking that raises some of issues addressed in
our Amended Petition.
We wish to provide some information comparing the SEC's treatment of money
market funds under Rule 1 5 ~ 3 - 3to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission's
('-CF'I'C") analogous treatment of money market funds. Attached is a memorandum
prepared by my partner, Susan Ervin, outlining the CFTC's segregation requirements for
futures commissions merchants ("1:CMs"). The memorandum discusses how FCMs may
use money market funds to hold segregated customer funds. The memorandum makes
the following points:

I

See petition from Federated Investors, Inc., to the Securities and Exchange Commission, April 3,
2003, amended April 4,2005, available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/shtml (the
"Amended Petition").
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Michael A. Macchiaroli
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
July 5,2006
Page 2 of 5

It has been a hallmark of regulation under the Commodity Exchange Act ("CEA")
to maintain strict segregation of customer funds and property.
After decades of drastically limiting the permissible investments of customer
funds, in 2000 the CFTC allowed FCMs to invest such fund in money market
funds. The rule initially limited FCMs to using money market funds that received
the highest rating from a nationally recognized statistical rating agency, if rated at
all.
After several years of favorable experience, the CFTC amended its rule and
allowed FCMs to use any money market fund. To our knowledge, the CFTC has
not publicly identified any problems that have resulted as a consequence of this
further change.

We compare the CFTC's regime to the regulation of broker-dealers:
Unlike the regulation of broker-dealers, there is no analog to the Securities
Investor Protection Corporation and the Securities Investor Protection Act of
1970. As a consequence, the CFTC's segregation requirements are essential to
protecting the customers of FCMs.
Under Section 4d(d) of the CEA, an FCM may not borrow customers' funds or
property. By comparison, Rule 15~3-3(b)(3)allows broker-dealers to borrow
customers' fully paid or excess margin securities, provided that they are fully
secured.
At the close of each day, an FCM must have segregated sufficient funds to meet
100% of its obligations to customers. it must make up any deficiency with its
own funds that day. By comparison, under Rule 15c3-3(e)(3) a broker-dealer
must calculate the amount to be deposited in the special reserve bank account on a
weekly, and in some instances, on a monthly, basis.

Michael A. Macchiaroli
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
July 5,2006
Page 3 of 3
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Despite (or, indeed because of,) the critical importance of the segregation
requirements under the CEA and CFTC's rules, and the need to calculate that amount
every single day, the CFTC allows FCMs to use money market funds for deposits of
segregated funds. We respectfully submit that the SEC should allow broker-dealers
analogous authority to use money market funds in a regulatory regime that also has
protections augmenting the segregation requirements. We do not believe that there can
be any customer protection justification that allows FCMs to use money market funds for
segregation purposes, but denies broker-dealers the authority to use money market funds
in an analogous function, especially when the SEC itself regulates money market funds.
We appreciate your consideration of our views and would be pleased to discuss
these issues with you at your convenience.
Sincerely yours,

Stuart J. Kaswell
Partner
Attachment: Money Market Funds as Eligible Customer Fund Investments Under the
Commodity Exchange Act, June 30,2006.

Cc:

The Honorable Christopher Cox
The Honorable Paul S. Atkins
The Honorable Roe1 C. Campos
The Honorable Cynthia A. Glassman
The Honorable Annette L. Nazareth
Jon Kroeper, Counsel to Chairman Cox
Daniel M. Gallagher, Counsel to Commissioner Atkins
Eugene F. Maloney, Executive Vice President and Corporate Counsel, Federated
Investors, Inc.

Dechert

MEMORANDUM
DATE

July 5,2006

TO

Eugene F. Maloney
Executive Vice President and Corporate Counsel
Federated Investors, Inc.

FROM

Susan C. Ervin
Partner
Dechert LLP

COPY

Stuart J. Kaswell
Partner
Dechert LLP

RE

Money Market Fund Shares as Eligible Customer Fund Investments lJnder the
Commodity Exchange Act

Question Presented

You have asked us to review the history of the rules permitting a futures
commission merchant ("FCM") to hold segregated customer funds in a money market
mutual fund. This memorandum reviews that history.

Summary

For 70 years, a futures broker's duty to segregate customer funds sufficient at all
times to meet one hundred percent of its obligations to each customer has been a
cornerstone of the futures regulatory structure. 'The Commodity Exchange Act ("CEA")
and Commodity Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC") rules govern the segregated
status, permissible investments, authorized locations, accounting requirements,
replenishment of shortfalls and other matters relevant to the safeguarding of segregated
funds held for customers. The effect of the CEA and CFTC requirements is that futures
customer funds are held in a statutory trust, assuring satisfaction of customer ownership
claims despite the absence of any government-sponsored account insurance for futures

Dechert

Eugene F. Maloney
July 5, 2006
Page 2

accounts. Since 1936, when Congress enacted the CEA segregation requirements, the
CEA and subsequent CFTC rules have closely limited investments of such funds to
maximize the safety and stability of the segregated account. Since 1968, only government
securities and government-guaranteed securities have been permissible investments. In
2000, however, the CFTC adopted rule amendments that "acknowledge the development
of new financial instruments over the last 60 years and should both enable [FCMs] to
remain competitive globally and domestically and maintain safeguards against systemic
risk."' These amendments authorized FCMs to invest segregated customer funds in
money market fund shares, among other specified instruments. Following this initial
authorization, the CFTC has amended its rules to further enhance the ability of FCMs to
invest in money market shares, reaffirming the appropriateness of money market fund
investments for customer segregated funds.

Discussion
The CEA Section 4d(2) Segregation Resuirement. Since its enactment in 1936.
Section 4d(2) of the CEA has established the fundamental principle of segregation of
customer funds and the trust-like nature of the broker's duties in respect of such funds. An
essential premise of the futures customer-broker relationship is that the broker holds
customer funds at all times on behalf of and as the property of the customer: under
Section 4d(2), the FCM must "treat and deal" with each customer deposit "as belonging to
such customer," refrain from using such funds or property on behalf of any other customer
for its own purposes and use its own capital to replenish any deficit in the funds held for
customers. Customer funds must be "segregated" fully from the broker's own funds or
those of any other person, a safeguard designed to assure that customer funds are readily
identifiable in the event of an FCM's insolvency. At the close of each business day, an
FCM must have in its segregated fund accounts sufficient funds to meet 100% of' its
obligations to its customers. The CEA and CFTC rules create multiple ancillary
safeguards applicable to FCMs -- minimum capital requirements, early warning reporting
requirements, periodic financial reports, audited financials, and recordkeeping duties,
among others -- which serve the principal goal of preserving the integrity of the segregated
customer funds account by ensuring the ability of the FCM to replenish any shortfall in
I

65 1'R 77993, 78007 (December 13.2000).
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segregation funds. Protection of customer funds thus "is one of the most important
purposes of the [CEA] and [CFTC] regulations."2
Investment of Customer Funds. Since its enactment in 1936, Section 4d(2) has
permitted FCMs to invest customer funds, subject to significant constraints on the nature
of the permissible investments. As originally enacted, Section 4d(2) authorized FCMs to
invest customer funds only in governmental obligations and in certain investment
securities. Subsequently, the investments specified in Section 4d(2) were narrowed to
government obligations of the U.S., general obligations of any state or political
subdivision thereof, or obligations fully guaranteed as to principal and interest by the U.S.,
all such investments "to be made in accordance with such rules and regulations and
subject to such conditions as the Commission may prescribe." CFTC Rule 1.25 gives
effect to the statutory restraints upon investments of customer funds.
In addition to restricting investments of customer funds, Section 4d(2) also
regulates deposits of customer funds with banks and clearinghouses, providing that
customer funds and property "may, for convenience, be commingled and deposited in the
same amount or accounts with any bank or trust company or with the clearinghouse
organization" of the futures exchange on which the customers' futures transaction is
entered. From 1937 until 2000, the CFTC construed Section 4d(2) of the CEA to require
that when customer funds were deposited in banks or other depositories, they must be
placed in demand deposit accounts in which they were available for immediate withdrawal
and thus earned no i n t e r e ~ t .Given
~
these constraints, FCMs were limited to investing
customer funds in U.S. or other governmental obligations or placing such funds in
non-interest bearing accounts. The effect of these limitations was that only a meager
return on customer h n d s could be obtained, despite the fact that investments outside the
statutory categories were likely to be as or more secure than the permitted investments and
would also generate additional income.
Investment of Segregated Funds in Money Market Shares. While Section 4d(2) of
the CEA continues to specify government obligations as the only permissible investments
7

- 67 FK 52641. 52644 (August 13,2002)
See tinancial and Segregation Interpretation No. 9 - Money Market Deposit Accounts and NOW Accounts. I Comm.
I-ut. I.. Rep. (CC'I-1)11 71 19 ( N o \ . 23. 1983) (Opinion o f the CIFI'C's D i v ~ s i o nof'l'rading and Markets).
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of customer funds, in 2000 the CF'fC undertook a major review of its regulation of FCMs
and other futures intermediaries and proposed extensive rule amendments designed to
modernize its regulatory framework. In considering the subject of investment of customer
funds, the CF'I'C has observed that its primary interest is "in preserving the integrity of the
customer segregated account.""^ fulfill the objectives of the segregated funds
requirement, "[nlot only must there be sufficient value in the account at all times, but the
qualit of investments must reflect an acceptable level of credit, market and liquidity
risk.'" The CFTC proposed to permit investments of customer segregated funds in money
market shares (among other specified investments), based upon its conclusion that "an
expanded list of permitted investments could enhance the yield available to FCMs,
clearing organizations and their customers without compromising the safety of customer
fundsv6
By amendments to Rule 1.25 adopted in December 2000, investments of customer
funds were permitted in: (1) obligations issued by any agency sponsored by the U.S.; (2)
certificates of deposit issued by a bank, as defined in Section 3(a)(6) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, or a domestic branch of a foreign bank issued by the FDIC; (3)
commercial paper; (4) corporate notes; and (5) interests in money market mutual funds.'
With respect to money market funds, the CFTC required that the money market fund be an
investment company that is registered under the [nvestment Company Act of 1940 and
holds itself out to investors as a money market fund, be sponsored by a federally regulated
linancial institution or other specified entities, have its net asset value computed by
9:00 a.m. each business day and be able to redeem interests by the next business day
following a redemption request. Funds rated by a nationally-recognized statistical rating
organization were required to be rated at the highest rating issued by that organization.
Subsequent Rulemaking Reaffirming Eligibility of Money Market Fund Shares.
Since its 2000 amendments to Rule 1.25, the CFTC has revisited and further amended the
4

5

6

70 FR 5577,5581 (February 3, 2005).

Id.
65 FK 39008. 39014 (June 22.2000).

65 FR 77993 (December 13.2000).
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relevant rule provisions, including those relating to money market funds. In 2003, the
CFTC published for comment a proposed rule change to eliminate of one of the previously
adopted restrictions upon eligible money market shares, together with several clarifying
changes.' The CFTC did not identify any adverse effects of the previously adopted
Rule 1.25 amendments, and it received only favorable comments on the proposed
amendments. In its final rule amendments, the CFTC clarified the requirement of nextday redemption and eliminated the requirement that money market funds rated by a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization be rated at the highest rating of that
organization. 9 In taking this action, the CFTC noted both that the rating requirement was
anomalous in that unrated money markets were permissible, and that SEC Rule 2a-7
establishes important risk-limiting standards governing the portfolio quality,
diversification, and maturity of money market mutual funds.'' The CFTC's expansion of
its initial rule amendments authorizing segregated customer funds to be invested in money
market fund shares reflects its continuing view that these investments are fully consistent
with the framework of strict safeguards for segregated customer funds and the absence of
any adverse experience with this category of investments.

8

68 FK 38654 (June 30.2003).
70 FII 28 190.28 194-28 195 (May 17, 2005)
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Office of Risk Management and Control
Division of Market Regulation
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450 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20549-1001
Re:

Federated Investors, Inc. - Request for Interpretive or No-Action Relief

Dear Mr. Brigagliano:
On behalf of our client Federated Investors, Inc. ("Federated"), we respectfully request
that the staff of the Division of Market Regulation (the "Staff ') provide interpretive guidance, or
alternatively no-action relief, under paragraph (b) of Rule 15c2-4 (the "Rule") under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended ("Exchange Act"), to permit funds received by a
broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer participating in the type of offering described in
paragraph (b) of the Rule ("Contingency Offering") to be invested in a money market fund that
meets the conditions described herein (a "Designated Fund").

1.

Federated

Federated is one of the largest investment management organizations in the United
States, with total assets under management of approximately $179.3 billion as of December 3 1,
2004. Federated's money market assets in both funds and separate accounts totaled $124.3
billion at December 3 1,2004. Average money market assets were $125.3 billion for the quarter
ended December 3 1,2004. Federated's money market funds are used for cash management and
short-term investment by a wide array of institutions, including banks, corporate fiduciaries,
broker-dealers, business organizations, and public entities.

2.

Rule 15~2-4(b)

Rule 1 5 ~ 2 - 4under the Exchange Act imposes certain requirements on the transmission or
maintenance of payments received by a broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer in
connection with distributions of securities other than firm commitment undenvritings.
Specifically, paragraph (b) of Rule 1 5 ~ 2 - 4provides that all funds received by a broker, dealer or
municipal securities dealer in connection with a distribution made on an "all or none" basis, or
any other basis which contemplates that payment is not made to the person on whose behalf the
distribution is being made until some further event or contingency occurs, must be: (I) promptly
deposited in a separate bank account for which the broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer
serves as agent or trustee for the persons who have the beneficial interests therein, until the event
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or contingency has occurred ("Eligible Bank Account"), at which point the funds are to be
promptly provided to those who are entitled thereto;' or (2) promptly transmitted to a bank that
has agreed in writing to hold such funds in escrow for the persons who have beneficial interests
therein and to transmit or return such funds to the persons entitled thereto when the event or
contingency has occurred ("Escrow ~ a n k ) . ~
The Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") has stated on several
occasions that the Rule seeks to protect subscribers' funds from unlawful activities by, or
financial reverses of, a broker-dealer participating in a Contingency Offering that would prevent
either the issuer from receiving the proceeds of the offering or the customer being reimbursed if
the distribution is not completed.3

3.

Proposal to Permit Funds Received From a Contingency Offering to be Invested in
Designated Funds

Federated seeks interpretive or no-action advice under the Rule to permit monies received
by a broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer in connection with a Contingency Offering to
be invested in shares of a Designated Fund. For purposes of this request, a Designated Fund is
defined as a money market fund that is registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as
amended ("1940 ~ c t " ) ; and that, in addition to meeting all of the requirements of Rule 2a-7
under the 1940 Act, has received a the highest money market fund rating ("AAA-rated") from a
nationally recognized statistical rating organization ("NRSRO").
As noted above, the Rule requires that all funds received by a broker, dealer or municipal
securities dealer in connection with a Contingency Offering be promptly deposited in an Eligible
Bank Account or promptly transmitted to an Escrow Bank. The requested interpretive or noaction advice does not seek to modify this requirement. Rather, the requested interpretive or noaction advice would make it clear that the bank could invest such funds in shares of a Designated

1

See Rule 15~2-4(b)(l).

2

See Rule 15~2-4(b)(2).

3

See, e.g., In the Matter of the Application of Robert Tretiak, Exchange Act Rel. No. 47534 (Mar. 19,2003)
("Tretiak"); Lowell H. Listrom & Co., Inc., 48 S.E.C. 360,362-63 (1985) (president of broker-dealer
found to have engaged in conduct inconsistent with just and equitable principles of trade when he caused
firm to subject customer funds to risks Rule 15~2-4was designed to prevent) ("Listrom");Exchange Act
Rel. No. 11532 (June 11, 1975) (release addressing the requirements of Rules lob-9 and Rule 15~2-4under
the Exchange Act as they relate to issuers, underwriters, and broker-dealers engaged in "all or nothing"
offerings); Exchange Act Rel. No. 6737 (Feb. 21, 1962) (adopting Rule 15~2-4).

4

Money market funds generally are open-end management investment companies registered under the 1940
Act that have as their investment objective generation of income, preservation of liquidity through
investment in short-term, high quality securities. Revisions to Rules Regulating Money Market Funds,
Investment Company Act Rel. No. 21837 (Mar. 21, 1996), 61 FR 13955, 13957 (Mar. 28, 1996) ("Money
Market Rule Revisions").
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Fund pending the occurrence of the contingency. Federated respectfully submits that this
proposal is within both the plain language and intent of the Rule.
1.

Prior Staff'Interpretationso f the Rule Relatinx to Permissible Investments

The Rule by its terms does not prohibit investor funds deposited in an Eligible Bank
Account or transmitted to an Escrow Bank from being invested in money market fund shares. In
1984, however, in response to a request for interpretive guidance from the National Association
of Securities Dealers, Inc. ("NASD"), the Staff took the position that the Rule permits only the
following investments: bank accounts (including savings accounts), bank money market
accounts, short term certificates of deposit issued by a bank, and short term securities issued or
guaranteed by the U.S. Government (collectively, "Current Permissible ~nvestments").~The
Staff also specifically stated that the Rule does not permit the following investments:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

money market funds;
corporate equity and debt securities;
repurchase agreements;
bankers' acceptances;
commercial paper; and
municipal se~urities.~

The Staffs position was intended to limit the risk of loss of funds pending the occurrence
or non-occurrence of the contingency. The Staff noted that any instrument in which offering
proceeds are invested must be capable of being readily sold or otherwise disposed of for cash by
the time the contingency occurs without any dissipation of the offering proceeds invested. As
discussed further below, Federated submits that the scope of Current Permissible Investments
should be expanded to include shares of a Designated Fund. Like Current Permissible
Investments, Designated Fund shares are capable of being readily sold or otherwise disposed of
for cash by the time the contingency occurs without any dissipation of the offering proceeds
invested. Designated Fund shares would provide to investors a level of safety and liquidity fully
consistent with the intent of the Rule and similar to that provided by Current Permissible
Investments, while potentially offering a higher return and lower transaction costs than Current
Permissible ~nvestments.~

5

NASD Notice to Members 84-7 (Jan. 30, 1984) ("NTM 84-7").

6

Id; see also Letter to Investment Company Registrants (pub. avail. December 2, 1992).

7

See Willkie Farr & Gallagher (pub. avail. October 23,2000) (" Willkie Farr").
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Overview o fMoney Market Funds
a.

Background

Money market funds were first introduced in 1972*and, therefore, were not in existence
when the Rule was adopted. More than thirty years later, for the week ended Wednesday, March
23, 2005, total money market fund assets stood at $1.906 t r i l l i ~ n .The
~ rate of increase in money
market fund assets over this period has been striking - at the end 2003, money market fund
assets totaled approximately $2.052 trillion, compared to $179.3 billion at the end of 1983, the
year that Rule 2a-7 under the 1940 Act was adopted.10
Money market funds generally seek to maintain a stable share price, typically $1 .OO per
share, in reliance upon Rule 2a-7 under the 1940 ~ c t . "This stable share price of $1 .OO has
encouraged investors to view investments in money market funds as an alternative to bank
deposits or checking accounts, even though money market funds lack federal deposit insurance,
and there is no guarantee that money market funds will maintain a stable share price.'2 Indeed,
the Commission has observed that "investors generally treat money market funds as cash
investment~."~~
Money market funds have been widely accepted by both retail and institutional investors.
Institutional investors have been attracted to money market funds in recent years for various
reasons. The Investment Company Institute has noted that "[tlhe growth in business holdings of
money funds is partly due to corporations' preference to outsource cash management to mutual
funds rather than holding liquid securities directly."14 Corporations that purchase money market
shares are able to obtain daily liquidity at par, together with true daily choice, flexibility and
economies of scale that are unavailable through internal management of their liquid assets.15

b.

Regulation of Money Market Funds

To maintain a stable share price, the vast majority of money market funds use the
amortized cost method of valuation or the penny-rounding method of pricing permitted by Rule
2a-7 under the 1940 Act. The 1940 Act and applicable rules generally require investment
Source: ICI Mutual Fund Fact Book at inside front cover (42nded. 2002).
TopOfPage.
Source: ICI at www.ici.org/home/mm~03324405.html#
Source: ICI 2004 Mutual Fund Fact Book at 108.
Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 4,61 FR at 13957.

Id.
Shareholder Reports and Quarterly Portfolio Disclosure of Registered Management Investment
Companies, Investment Company Act Rel. No. 25870 (Dec. 18,2002), 68 FR 160, 165 (Jan. 2,2003); see
also Willkie Farr, supra note 7.
ICI Mutual Fund Fact Book, supra note 8.
See id; see also Willkie Farr, supra note 7.
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companies to calculate current net asset value per share by valuing portfolio instruments at
market value or, if market quotations are not readily available, at fair value as determined in
good faith by, or under the direction of, the board of directors. Rule 2a-7 exempts money market
funds from these provisions, but contains a number of conditions designed to minimize the
deviation between a fund's stabilized share price and the market value of its portfolio. In
particular, Rule 2a-7's conditions relating to portfolio diversification (paragraph (c)(4)), credit
quality (paragraph (c)(3)), and maturity (paragraph (c)(2)) are intended to reduce the likelihood
of significant deviations between a fund's share price and its market based per share net asset
value by requiring funds to invest in a diversified pool of high quality instruments whose short
remaining maturity helps assure that they are not significantly affected by changes in interest
rates. 16
1)

Portfolio Diversification

Rule 2a-7 subjects a money market fund to diversification requirements designed to limit
the fund's exposure to the credit risk of any single issuer. The applicability of the diversification
requirements will depend on whether the fund is taxable, such as a Designated Fund, or taxexempt.17 Taxable funds must limit their investments in the securities of any one issuer other
than Government securities to five percent of fund assets.
2)

Portfolio Quality

Money market funds may purchase only securities that are denominated in U.S. dollar^,'^
pose minimal credit risk to the fund, and are "Eligible Securities" as defined in Rule 2a7(c)(3)(i). "Eligible Securities" are defined generally as: (i) securities that are rated in one of the
highest two short-term rating categories by the "Requisite NRSROS"'~;or (ii) comparable
16

Proposed Revisions to Rules Regulating Money Market Funds, Investment Company Act Rel. No. 17589
(July 17, 1990), 55 FR 30239 (July 25, 1990). See generally Jack W. Murphy & Douglas P. Dick, Money
Market Funds, in FINANCIAL PRODUCT
FUNDAMENTALS:
Ch. 9 (Clifford E. Kirsch
A GUIDEFORLAWYERS,
ed., 2001).

17

The issuer diversification requirements do not apply with respect to a money market fund's holdings of
Government securities, because the Commission does not consider holdings of Government securities to
present significant credit risk. Rule 2a-7(c)(4)(i). Rule 2a-7's treatment of Government securities is
derived from Section 5(b)(l) of the 1940 Act, which excludes investments in Government securities from
the limitations imposed upon diversified investment companies with respect to investments in a single
issuer.

18

The staff of the Division of Investment Management has issued two no-action letters permitting funds to
hold themselves out as money market funds if they invested solely in debt securities denominated in a
specified foreign currency, provided that the funds otherwise complied with the terms of Rule 2a-7. SSgA
International Liquidity Fund (pub. avail. Dec. 2, 1998); Five Arrows Short-Term Investment Trust (pub.
avail. Sept. 26, 1997). These funds seek to maintain a constant net asset value in their designated currency
and accept purchases and effect redemptions only in that currency.

19

The term "Requisite NRSROs" is defined in Rule 5b-3(c)(6) under the 1940 Act as any two nationally

recognized statistical rating organizations ("NRSROs"), or, if only one NRSRO has issued a rating at the
time the fund acquires the security, that NRSRO. "NRSRO" is defined in Rule 5b-3(c)(5) as any nationally
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unrated securities. Taxable funds must limit aggregate fund investments in so-called second tier
securities2' to no more than five percent of fund assets, with investment in the second tier
securities of any one issuer being limited to the greater of one percent of fund assets or one
million dollars.
Rule 2a-7(c)(3) further requires a money market fund to limit its portfolio investments to
Eligible Securities determined by the fund's board of directors to present minimal credit risks.
This determination must be based on factors affecting the credit quality of the issuer in addition
to any ratings assigned to the securities by an NRSRO. Rule 2a-7 permits the responsibility for
the minimal credit risk determination to be delegated by the fund's board of directors:' and as a
matter of practice money market funds take advantage of this flexibility. Nonetheless, the fund's
board of directors remains ultimately responsible for the minimal credit risk determination and
has responsibility for overseeing the determination.
A money market fund's board of directors must reassess promptly whether a security
presents minimal credit risks when the fund's investment adviser becomes aware that an unrated
security or a second tier security has been given a rating by any NRSRO below the NRSRO's
second highest rating category. A money market fund must dispose of a defaulted or distressed
security (e.g.,one that no longer presents minimal credit risks) "as soon as practicable," unless
the fund's board of directors specifically finds that disposal would not be in the best interests of
the fund.22
3)

Portfolio Maturity

A money market fund is required to maintain a dollar-weighted average portfolio
maturity appropriate to the objective of maintaining a stable net asset value per share. In
addition, Rule 2a-7 provides that a money market fund may not acquire23any instrument having
a remaining maturity of greater than 397 calendar days, and may not maintain a dollar-weighted
average portfolio maturity of more than 90 days. The Commission has stated that the purpose of
Rule 2a-7's maturity provisions is to limit a money market fund's exposure to interest rate risk.24

recognized statistical rating organization, as that term is used in paragraphs (c)(vi)(E), (F) and (H) of Rule
15~3-1under the Exchange Act, that is not an "affiliated person," as defined in section 2(a)(3)(C) of the
1940 Act, of the issuer of, or any insurer or provider of credit support for, the security.
20

Rule 2a-7(a)(20) defines a "second tier security" as an Eligible Security that is not a "first tier security."
Rule 2a-7(a)(l I) generally defines a first tier security as a security that is rated by the Requisite NRSROs
in the highest rating category for short-term debt obligations, and comparable unrated securities.

21

Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 4, 6 1 FR at 13973.

22

Id., 61 FR at 13961 n.44.

23

Rule 2a-7(a)(l) defines "acquire" to mean any purchase or subsequent rollover, but does not include the
failure to exercise a demand feature.

24

Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 4,61 FR at 13971.
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Rule 2a-7 provides that the maturity of a portfolio security generally will be equal to the
period remaining (calculated from the trade date or such other date on which the fund's interest
in the security is subject to market action) until the date, in accordance with the terms of the
security, the principal amount of the security must unconditionally be paid, or in the case of a
security called for redemption, the date on which the redemption payment must be made (the
"final maturity"). 25 A money market fund, however, may measure the maturity of a "variable
rate security" or a "floating rate security" (collectively, "adjustable rate securities") by reference
to a date that is earlier than the final maturity date.
Rule 2a-7 defines a "variable rate security" as an instrument, the terms of which provide
for the adjustment of the interest rate on specified dates and that, upon adjustment, can
reasonably be expected to have a market value that approximates par value. A "floating rate"
security is defined as an instrument, the terms of which provide for the adjustment of its interest
rate whenever a specified benchmark changes and that, at any time, can reasonably be expected
to have a market value that approximates par value. Under Rule 2a-7, the maturity of an
adjustable rate Government security is determined with reference to the interest readjustment
date if, upon readjustment, the security can reasonably be expected to have a market value that
approximates its par value.26

4)

Portfolio Liquidity

Money market funds are also subject to stringent portfolio liquidity standards. A money
market fund is limited to investing no more than ten percent of its assets in illiquid ~ecurities.'~
The Commission considers a security to be illiquid if it cannot be disposed of within seven days
in the ordinary course of business at approximately the price at which the fund has valued it.'*
The Commission, however, has reiterated the observation of the staff of the Division of
Investment Management ("IM Staff) that, because a broker-dealer normally is required to settle
securities transactions not later than three business days after the trade date ("T+3"), many
money market funds must meet redemption requests within three days because a broker or dealer
will be involved in the redemption process.29 The Commission cautioned money market funds to

25

A security that is subject to a "mandatory tender feature" - i.e., a feature providing that the principal
amount of the security will be paid off on a specified date unless the holder elects to remain invested - can
be treated as having its maturity measured by reference to the payment date of the tender feature. Money
Market Rule Revisions, supra note 4 , 6 1 FR at 13970 n. 151.

26

Id at 13971.

27

Investment Company Act Rel. No. 13380 (July 11, 1983), 48 FR 32555 (July 18, 1983) (adopting Rule
2a-7), at n. 37-38.

28

Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 4 , 6 1 FR at 13966.

29

See id., citing Letter from Jack W. Murphy, Associate Director and Chief Counsel, Division of Investment
Management, to Paul Schott Stevens, General Counsel, ICI (pub. avail. May 26, 1995).
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assess the mix of their portfolio holdings to determine whether, under normal circumstances,
they will be able to facilitate compliance with T+3 by brokers or dealers.30

6.

AAA-RatedMoney Market Funds

We proposed that the Commission define Designated Funds as money market funds that
) . ~ 'this standard, both
both meet the requirements of Rule 2a-7 and are ~ ~ ~ - r a t e dUnder
Federated's Prime Obligation Fund and Prime Cash Obligations Fund would qualify as
Designated ~ u n d s We
. ~ ~summarize below the basic S&P criteria33for a AAAm rating34
S&P engages in an extremely sophisticated analysis of a money market fund before
granting its AAAm rating. S&P examines credit risk, market price risk, pricing policies,
operating scenarios, and controls for the money market fund. S&P will not designate a money
market fund as AAAm rated unless the fund meets and maintains those very high standards.
S&P's AAAm rating is defined to mean that:
Safety is excellent. Fund provides superior capacity to maintain principal
value and limit exposure to loss.35
The criteria that must be met to qualify for such a rating are as follows:
at least 50% of the money market fbnd's investments must have a
short-term rating of A- 1+ (which is the highest gradation of the highest
S&P short-term rating);
no more than 50% of the money market fund's investments may have
a short-term rating of A- 1;
none of the fund's investments may have a short-term rating of A-2
(which is S&P's second highest short-term rating category);
30

See id.

31

We note that the Commission already relies on ratings from NRSROs in determining the appropriate net
capital treatment of different securities. See, e.g., 15c3-1(c)(2)(vi)(E).

32

Quarterly "fact sheets" for the Federated Prime Obligations Fund and the Federated Prime Cash
Obligations Fund for the fiscal quarter ended December 31,2004 are attached for your reference.

33

Although the other NRSROs follow similar approaches, this discussion will focus on S&P's ratings criteria,
as drawn from S&P MMF Ratings Criteria.

34

These are discussed in great detail in S&P's 2003 publication Money Market Funds Ratings Criteria, a
copy of which is attached for your reference ("S&P MMF Ratings Criteria"). Other NRSROs follow
generally similar approaches to rating money market funds, but have not published as detailed a discussion
of their criteria.

35

See S&P MMF Ratings Criteria at p. 3.
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the money market fund's weighted average maturity must not exceed
60 days; and
the maximum final maturity for floating rate notes in which the money
market fund invests must not exceed two years.36
AAA-rated MMFs also compare favorably to the bank deposits into which Rule 15c2-4 permits a
broker-dealer to invest monies received and held in escrow in connection with distributions of
securities (other than firm commitment undenvritings) pending final disposition of those
funds..37
7.

Safev Record o fMoney Market Funds

General-purpose money market funds3' have amassed an impressive record of safety over
a period of 3 1 years. The vast majority of those funds have never invested in any money market
instrument that did not pay off at maturity. There have been relatively isolated circumstances in
which a money market fund has experienced the potential for deviations between its stabilized
share price and its market based per share net asset value by virtue of its investments in: (a)
second-tier commercial paper; or (b) adjustable rate securities in which the interest rate
readjustment formulas resulted in the market values of the securities not returning to par at the
time of an interest rate readjustment. In all but one such instance, however, to maintain their
funds' stable net asset values, the funds' investment advisers purchased the distressed or
defaulted securities from their money market funds at their amortized cost value (plus accrued
interest), or contributed capital to the funds, to preserve the fund's $1.OO share price.39

36

See id

37

In this respect, the rule and the Staffs interpretation in NTM 84-7 specify only very broad safety and
soundness requirements for the bank deposit, which is likely to be uninsured.

38

The term "general purpose money market funds" refers to money market funds that may invest in the full
panoply of instruments permitted by Rule 2a-7.

39

Id., 61 FR at 13972 n. 162. One institutional money market fund holding adjustable rates notes, a series of
Community Bankers Mutual Fund, Inc., liquidated in September 1994 at 96 cents per share. Press reports
generally treated this liquidation as the first instance in which a money market fund had "broken a dollar."
Id.

In a subsequent enforcement action, the Commission found that the fund's two portfolio managers had not
assessed adequately the risks of investing a large portion of the fund's portfolio in such derivatives, in an
environment of rising short-term interest rates. In the Matter ofCraig S. Vanucci and Brian K. Andrew,
Securities Act Rel. No. 7625 (Jan. 1 1 , 1999). In a related enforcement action, the Commission also found
that the fund's board authorized the fund to sell its shares while omitting to disclose, or while making false
and misleading disclosure of, material facts concerning the percentage of illiquid securities in the Fund's
portfolio. In the Matter ofJohn E. Backlund, John H. Hankins, HowardL. Peterson, and John G. Guffey,
Securities Act Rel. No. 7626 (Jan. 11, 1999).
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Commission amendments to Rule 2a-7 subsequent to its adoption in 1983 have greatly
limited the ability of a money market fund to invest in second-tier commercial paper, and have
prohibited a money market fund from investing in an adjustable rate security if its interest rate
readjustment formula does not ensure that the market value of the security will return to par once
a readjustment occurs.
Federated recognizes that, in 1984, when the Staff took the position that money market
funds shares did not constitute permissible investments, money market funds were still in their
infancy. Rule 2a-7 had been adopted only six months before the NASD issued NTM 84-7. A
sufficient track record arguably did not exist to enable the Staff to conclude that investments in
money market fund shares do not subject customer funds to the risks that Rule 1 5 ~ 2 - 4was
designed to prevent. More than twenty years later, the track record of money market funds
amply demonstrates that Rule 2a-7 has operated and does operate successfully to minimize any
credit, interest rate or liquidity risk created by an investment even in a general-purpose money
market fund. A Designated Fund for purposes of the requested interpretive or no-action advice
would be subject to limitations on its portfolio securities well beyond those imposed in Rule 2a7, to provide still greater assurance that an investment in shares of a Designated Fund will not
put the proceeds of a Contingency Offering at risk of possible dissipation or risk of loss as a
result of possible unlawful activities by, or financial reversals of, the broker, dealer or municipal
securities dealer participating in the Contingency Offering.

8.

Re~ulatorvAcceptance o f the Use ofMonev Market Funds as a Cash Equivalent

Federated submits that shares of Designated Funds do not present any increased market
risk, credit risk or other risks relative to those of the Current Permissible Investments. In the
years since the NASD issued NTM 84-7, numerous federal and state financial regulators
(including the Commission and its staff), self-regulatory organizations, state legislatures, and
federal courts have addressed this very issue in a variety of analogous circumstances. In each
case, they have permitted regulated entities to invest in money market funds.
For example, in Willkie Farr, the IM Staff permitted a group of industrial operating
companies to treat investments in shares of money market funds as a cash item for the purposes
of Section 3(a)(l)(C) of, or Rule 3a-1 under, the 1940 Act. The Commission previously had
taken the position that demand deposits with banks constitute cash items, but had not considered
whether money market fund shares could similarly constitute cash items. The IM Staff stated
that the references to cash items in those provisions were intended to encompass assets that have
a high degree of liquidity and relative safety of principal. The Staff reiterated the Commission's
observation that "the stable NAV and other characteristics offered by money market funds -- a
diversified and professionally managed portfolio of securities, relative safety ofprincipal, high
degree of liquidity, and a wide range of shareholder services -- have made money market funds a
popular cash management tool for institutions and businesses . . . .,740 In agreeing to treat money
40

Willkie Farr, supra note 7 (emphasis added), citing Money Market Rule Revisions, supra note 4,61 FR at
13957. Federated notes that federal deposit insurance is currently limited to $100,000 per account.
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market fund shares as cash items, the IM Staff stated that "[a]s with bank deposits and checking
accounts, investments in money market funds permit an issuer to maintain ready cash reserves
for use in meeting its business expenses."4'
Additional examples where money market funds are permitted investments include
stateinvestment of the assets of national banks (Office of the Comptroller of the
chartered banks (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and Federal Deposit
Insurance ~ o r p o r a t i o n )and
, ~ ~federal credit unions (National Credit Union ~dministration)?
customer funds held in custody by futures commission merchants and futures clearing
organizations (Commodity Futures Trading omm mission);^' margin collateral (Board of Trade
Clearing ~ o r p o r a t i o nNew
, ~ ~ York Mercantile
Chicago Mercantile
and
the Options Clearing ~ o r p o r a t i o n ~assets
~ ) ; of state and municipal en ti tie^,^' assets subject to
trust indentures, and trust and other fiduciary assets (numerous state laws).51 The Commission
staff has authorized the pre-funded portion of an asset-backed issuance to be invested in money
market mutual funds as an alternative to eligible financial assets that convert to cash.52
Most recently, the Commission and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission issued
joint final rules to establish margin requirements for security futures ("Final ~ u l e s " ) .The
~ ~ Final

Consequently, the vast majority of assets in Eligible Bank Accounts or with Escrow Banks are not covered
by deposit insurance.
Willkie Farr, supra note 7 (emphasis added), citing Role of Independent Directors oflnvestment
Companies, Investment Company Act Re1 No. 24082 (October 14, 1999), 64 FR 59825,59827 (Nov. 3,
1999).
See Banking Circular BC-220 (Nov. 21, 1986).
See, e.g., 12 CFR 5 208.123.
12 CFR 5 702.105(a)(2).
17 CFR § 1.25(a)(viii).
See Board of Trade Clearing Corporation Bulletin, vol. 21, no. 160 (July 27,2001).
See NYMEX Rule 9.05.
See CME Rule 930.C, available at http://www.cme.com/risk~management/financialunitJ

riskmanagement~fmancialunit~acceptablecollateral.cfm.
Order Granting Approval o f a Proposed Rule Change Relating to Money Market Funds as Margin
Collateral, Exchange Act Rel. No. 47599 (Mar. 3 1,2003), 68 FR 16849 (Apr. 7,2003). See also SR-DTC2005-01 and SR-DTC-2005-02.
See, e.g., IOWACODE5 12B.10(4); Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation, Resolution 98-5, 5 l(o); 2002 San
Diego County Treasurer's Pooled Money Fund Investment Policy.
Federated Investors, Inc. (pub. avail. July 8, 1997).
See, e.g., 88-546-A La. Op. Atty. Gen. (May 16, 1989); 96-3 Ind. Op. Atty. Gen. (Sept. 5, 1996).
Customer Margin Rules Relating to Security Futures, Exchange Act Rel. No. 46292 (Aug. 1, 2002), 67 FR
53 145 (Aug. 14,2002).
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Rules seek to preserve the financial integrity of markets trading security futures, prevent
systemic risk, and assure that the margin requirements for security futures are consistent with the
margin requirements for comparable exchange-traded option contracts.54 The Final Rules permit
the use of money market fund shares to satisfy the required margin for security futures and
related positions carried in a securities account or futures account, subject to certain condition^.^^
These conditions are intended to facilitate a security futures intermediary's hypothecation or
liquidation of money market fund shares deposited as margin for security futures, as necessary to
meet a customer's clearing obligations.56Under the Final Rules, a security futures intermediary
may accept money market fund shares as margin if the following conditions are met:
the customer must waive any right to redeem the fund shares without the consent of the
security futures intermediary and must instruct the fund or its transfer agent accordingly;
the security futures intermediary (or clearing agency or derivatives clearing organization
with which the security is deposited as margin) must obtain the right to redeem the shares
in cash, promptly upon request; and
the fund must agree to satisfy any conditions necessary or appropriate to ensure that the
shares may be redeemed in cash, promptly upon request.57
The ability under the Final Rules to use money market fund shares as collateral reflects a
recognition by the Commission that the use of money market fund shares as collateral is
consistent with the preservation of the financial integrity of markets trading security futures, and
that it will not create or exacerbate systemic risk. In addition, the Final Rules recognize that
money market fund shares may be liquidated promptly for cash without any significant risk that
the value of the money market fund shares will have declined.
The regulatory treatment accorded holdings of shares of money market funds in the
above-described circumstances demonstrates that such funds offer institutions a highly efficient
and convenient mechanism for managing cash, with safety of principal and daily liquidity
comparable to the Current Permissible Investments. Permitting investments in Designated Funds
will be entirely consistent with the safety and liquidity objectives contemplated by the Rule.
In sum, numerous financial regulators, self-regulatory organizations, and state
legislatures have approved the use of money market funds for use by institutional investors as a
safe and efficient alternative to direct investments in Government securities and other short-term
investments. Federated respectfully requests interpretive or no-action relief by the Staff in
recognition of the fact that the temporary investments in Designated Funds pursuant to the Rule
54

Id., 67 FR at 53 146.

55

Id., 67 FR at 53162.

56

Id.

57

Id.
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provide investors with the at least the same level of protection as do investments in Current
Permissible Investments.

9.

Prior No-Action Positions and Enforcement Actions Under the Rule

Finally, we note that the Staff has granted no-action relief under the Rule to permit new
and innovative arrangements in instances when the arrangements would not subject customer
funds to the types of risks Rule 15~2-4seeks to prevent. For example, the Staff has permitted a
non-bank escrow agent to handle funds for a contingency offering pursuant to a tripartite
agreement with a bank.58 The Staff has also permitted a proposed sweep arrangement under
which funds for an initial public offering of a federally regulated savings and loan association
converting from mutual ownership to stock ownership were permitted to be held in investor
These arrangements
accounts by participating broker-dealers until just before the ~ettlement.'~
were disclosed in the applicable registration statement and were designed to provide investors
with more efficient means of cash management while effectuating the intent of the Rule. As
with Trident, Federated requests interpretive or no-action guidance to permit greater flexibility
and efficiency in the investment of funds held temporarily by broker-dealers in connection with a
Contingency 0fferingm60

Conclusion
Rule 1 5 ~ 2 - 4seeks to protect investors' funds from the unlawful activities by, or financial
reverses of, a broker-dealer participating in a Contingency Offering that would prevent either the
issuer from receiving the proceeds of the offering or the customer from receiving return of his
investment if the distribution is not completed. To this end, the Staff has limited Current
Permissible Investments to bank accounts and instruments that are capable of being readily sold
or otherwise disposed of for cash by the time the contingency occurs without any dissipation of
the offering proceeds invested. Federated respectfully submits that shares of Designated Funds
likewise may be readily sold or otherwise disposed of for cash by the time the contingency
occurs without any dissipation of the offering proceeds invested. Consequently, we request that
the Staff provide Federated with interpretive guidance or no-action relief under Rule 15~2-4(b)
to permit monies received by a broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer in connection with a
Contingency Offering to be invested in shares of a Designated Fund.

58

Capitol City Escrow (pub. avail. Oct. 17, 1990).

59

Trident Securities, Inc. (pub. avail. Apr. 17, 1987).

60

In contrast to these previous no-action positions and the proposal described herein, the Commission has
brought enforcement actions where a broker-dealer fails to follow the requirements of the Rule and places
investors' monies at risk or otherwise fails to properly handle offering proceeds. See, e.g., Tretiak, supra
note 3; In the Matter of Richard Harriton, Securities Act Rel. No. 7853 (Aug. 5, 1999); In the Matter of
Bear, Stearns Securities Corp., Securities Act Rel. No. 77 18 (Apr. 20,2000); Listrom, supra note 3. These
types of issues are not presented in the proposal by Federated, which would not subject customer hnds to

the types of risks that Rule 15c2-4 seeks to prevent.
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Pursuant to Securities Act Rel. No. 6269, we enclose seven copies of this no-action
request. Please contact either of the undersigned with any comments or questions concerning
this request. Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,

Stuart J. Kaswell
Partner

David J. Harris
Partner

corrected copy: 8/@/06

